






Armstrong gives you another reason to specify commercial vinyl floors. 
Geometric patterns. 

New Era ®-River Drive 

Now you can choose a vinyl floor for more than 
its durability. Armstrong New Era Vinyl Codon® 
flooring lets you specify a totally new look in 
commercial floors . Because New Era is the only inlaid 
vinyl flooring with geometric designs. 

So you get all the advantages of sheet vinyl 
flooring along with the option to use the small-scale 
geometric which works in almost any setting or a 
bolder design based on the popular hollow-square 
concept. 

And there's a wide range of distinctive colorways 
that coordinate with contemporary interiors to insure 
New Era's harmonious relationship with your design. 
New Era's wider widths give you fewer seams. 

New Era is available in rolls 12' wide and up to 
75' long, so it can be installed without seams in most 
rooms. And virtually seamless corridors are possible, 
too, with specially ordered 9' -wide rolls. 

When seams can't be avoided, they can be 
chemically welded which protects against penetration 
by moisture and dirt. And results in a continuous 
flooring surface. 

Fewer seams and wider widths mean faster 
installation in both new and remodeling jobs. And, in 
remodeling work, that translates to less downtime for 
the owner. 
Good looks that keep looking good. 

The high vinyl-resin content makes New Era 
more resistant to scuffing and damage than most vinyl 
floors . And most spills wipe right up. Regular 
maintenance is all that's needed to keep New Era 
looking its best. 

If you want more specific reasons to specify New Era, 
just contact your local Armstrong representative . He'll show 
you samples, too . Or, for more information, write 
Armstrong, Dept. 11 FAJ , P. 0 . Box 300 I , Lancaster, PA 
17604. 

. 
@;;..st~O-ng New Era- Classic Square 





EVENTS 
June 15-19: Value Engineering and Life 
Cycle Costing workshop, Houston. (Re
peat workshops Sept. 28-0ct. 2, Las 
Vegas; Nov. 2-6, Mexico City, Mexico.) 
Contact: Professional Development and 
Meetings Division, The American Con
sulting Engineers Council, 1015 15th St., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. 
June 16-19: National Exposition of Con
tract Interior Furnishings, Merchandise 
Mart, Chicago. 
June 18-19: Course on Wind Load, Tor
nacfoes and Building Codes, Kansas City, 
Mo. Contact: Henry Liu, 1042 Engineer
ing Building, University of Missouri
Columbia, Columbia, Mo. 65211. 
June 20: Course on Building Your Own 
Solar System, Jordan College, Cedar 
Springs, Mich. 
June 20-25: Association of Collegiate 
Schools of Architecture/ AIA Teachers 
Seminar, Cranbrook, Mich. Contact: 
ACSA, 1735 New York Ave. N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20006. 
June 22-23: Institute on Passive Cooling 
Systems for Buildings, University of 
Wisconsin-Madison. 
June 22-24: Construction Specifications 
Institute annual convention, St. Louis. 
Contact: CSI, 1150 17th St., N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20036. 
June 22-26: Course on Fundamentals of 
Noise and Vibration Control, Massachu
setts Institute of Technology. 
June 25: Workshop on Adaptive Reuse: 
Opportunity for Housing, Yale Univer
sity, New Haven, Conn. Contact: Alvin 
Dunaisky, Tri-State Regional Planning 
Commission, I World Trade Center, 82nd 
Floor, New York, N.Y. I 0048. 
June 25-27: National Back-to-the-City 
conference, University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee. 
June 26-27: Course on Architects and 
Real Estate Development, Hotel de! Cor
onado, San Diego. Contact: Betty Travis, 
Professional Development Coordinator, 
California Council/AIA, 1414 K St., 
Suite 320, Sacramento, Calif. 95814. 
July 6-10: Course on Lighting Funda
mentals for Architects and Interior De
signers, Boulder, Colo. Contact: Lighting 
Design Institute, 2888 Bluff St., Suite 219, 
Boulder, Colo. 8030 l. 
July 8-10: Workshop on Creativity in 
Building Design, University of Wiscon
sin-Madison. 
July 8-10: Workshop on Sp;:cifying Au
mated Building Energy Control Systems, 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
July 10-11: Course on Advanced Solar 
Energy, Jordan College, Cedar Springs, 

'Mich. 
July 13-15: Seminar on Computer Graph
ics: Current Technologies & Practical 
Applications, College Park, Md. Contact: 
Center for Management Development, 
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College of Business and Management, 
University of Maryland, College Park, 
Md. 20742. 
July 20-21: Seminar on Construction 
Claims: How to Manage Contract 
Changes Profitably, College of Business 
and Management, University of 
Maryland. 

LETTERS 
A Case for Bruno Taut: Your editorial on 
"postformalism" (Feb., p. 39) is astute 
and makes sense. I was interested in 
learning that postmodernism is already 
finding challengers. 

The thought behind your criticism to 
take functionalism seriously appeals to 
me. How far you go to be only "func
tionalistic" or "formalistic" is another 
question. You got the right word when 
you said that we will have to respect both, 
the natural and the man-made context. 
Contrary to what many esthetic critics 
seem to think today, architecture is nei
ther sculpture nor outdoor museums. Ac
tually, the early pioneers of the functional 
persuasion tried to achieve a comprehen
sive view of functionalism. Sullivan cer
tainly did. 

Let me take up your challenge to come 
up with the name of a "modernist hero 
who was deeply involved in improving 
techniques of programming." In this 
country we could name, for example, the 
brothers Keck who investigated human 
needs and the effects of solar exposure, 
and Richard Neutra who studied care
fully psychological and user needs as well 
as the inside-outside environmental rela
tionships. Since we are in the habit of 
thinking only of Mies and Gropius as 
modern heroes, we ought not to forget 
another Bauhaus architect, Hannes Meyer, 
who was a fanatic when it came to pro
gramming and scientific analysis of build
ings. We could also think of Alexander 
Klein who scrutinized hi~ building and 
planning work thoroughly with scientific
analytic methods. 

In my book, however, the ideal ex
ample is Bruno Taut who subjected his 
housing design to thorough functional 
analysis and taught his methods at the 
Technical University. He warned, how
ever, that these useful tools ought not to 
be taken as a means to "figure out de
sign," as little as any of the related tech
nical disciplines can be an exclusive tool. 
He cared deeply about the individual 
artist's creativeness. He venerated indi
genous architecture. His artistry always 
started out from looking at the human 
being and his needs, ever striving for 
comprehensive and integrated solutions. 
That was one reason why he did not think 
that there could be one International 
Style that satisfies conditions in all cul
tures and climates. 

His artistry was, of course, expressed 
in space and form, though not in formal
ism. Good art in architectural design must 
be based on good programming and ana
lytical studies. In his own architectural 
theory he redefined the old term "propor
tion" as the essential element in architec
ture. What is new is that it does not only 
refer to matters of form but to everything 
that may or should enter design consid
erations, from conceptualization through 
construction, use of materials to the care
ful consideration and programming of all 
data. (Unfortunately his theory of design 
has only been published in Japanese, 
Turkish and more recently in German. It 
is to be hoped that an American publisher 
will be found. It would save us a lot of 
redundant discussions.) Good design, for
malistic or not, must satisfy all data of 
the program. 

This precludes dogmatism. It opens the 
way to asking the right questions and to 
recognizing the hierarchy of values. To 
produce valid design with this integrated 
process is one of the greatest challenges 
in our work. Environmental design, to
gether with structural inventions and 
changes in availability of materials, will 
force us to ignore doctrinaire formal
isms, nostalgia and stylistic eclecticism. 
Think what solar design alone will do to 
design. We may call this development 
perhaps a "Third Force," but we cannot 
continue with esthetic dogmas and super
ficial form without doing harm to the pur
pose of the building. It's not just a matter 
of "having fun" and shrugging off human 
needs. H. H. Waechter, A/A 

Creswell, Ore. 

Mr. Waechter wrote this letter March 9. 
On April 17, he died after an extended ill
ness. The JOURNAL plans to publish an 
obituary in a subsequent issue. 

Neutra Footnote: The review of the book 
about Schindler and Neutra (Vienna to 
Los Angeles: Two Journays, March, p. 
88) set me to thinking about how myths 
are born and propagated. Esther McCoy, 
author of the book, certainly knew those 
men, but few of the young "historians'' 
who teach the history of architecture ever 
saw either Neutra or Schindler. 

To add to the historical trivia 1 must 
report that one time Neutra told me that 
he had on his desk, for signature by a 
client, a contract in which he stipulated 
that not only would the client build the 
building exactly as he, Neutra, had de
signed it, without changes, but also that 
he would build it. He said he was tired of 
having people employ him to make plans 
and then change them, or not build them 
at all. 

l never learned if he was able to make 
that stick. Edgar Bissantz, A/A 

Santa Barbara, Calif. 







In the 60's Andersen took a wood sash and 
completely enclosed it in vinyl. 

The result was the Perma-Shield® 
casement window. 

A revolutionary idea that remains rev
olutionary because it offers architect, builder, 
owner, developer and manager advantages 
they still can't get in any other window: 

CD The only completely enclosed sash. 
It's created by extruding vinyl around a 
pre-milled wood sash. The wood core provides 
superior insulation and stabilizes the vinyl. 
The vinyl sheath won't need painting every 
few years. In fact, it's virtually maintenance
free. It's thick, tough and long-lasting. 
Stands up beautifully to handling and 
installation. And it protects the 
wood core completely. Shields 
the wood against the blazing 
sun, bitter cold and driving 
rain of the outdoors, 
the heat, humidity 
and condensation 
of the indoors. 

The vinyl is 
available in white or 
earthy Terratone color. 

Optional triple 
glazing system also 
available for 
maximum reduction 
of heat loss. 

@ One of a kind flashing. 
Andersen extends the frame's 
vinyl covering to form a 

Itstillis. 
continuous flashing/anchoring fin that has no 
seams, gaps or corner joints. Makes for 
easier, more weathertight installation. 

@ Sash corner joints like no other. 
Andersen cornerwelds sash stiles and rails 
together under extremely high temperature. 
This unique leakproof seal protects the wood 
core and greatly strengthens the sash's 
dimensional stability. 

@ The best frame joints . .. none. 
Perma-Shield casement window frames are 
produced by bonding preformed rigid vinyl 
to the wood members. Preforming does away 
with corner joints. Eliminates four potential 
leakage points. 

In the 60's Andersen distributors and 
dealers began offering a revolutionary new 
window. 

Their offer 
continues today. 

Call them about 
using the 
Perma-Shield 
casement window in 

your next design. 
They're in the Yellow Pages 

under "Windows:' For more 
details see Sweet's File 8.16/An 

or write Andersen Corporation, 
Bayport, MN 55003. 

The beautiful WCJY to save fuel® 

Andersen®\Vindowalls* 

Circle 2 011 information card 
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Thermal Overwear. 
It 's Howmet's HP-1175 sloped 

wal l system - the most exc1t1ng 
way to top off a good design yet 
Featuring improvements 1n energy 
efficiency, structural engineering 
and overall architectural beauty 

You won 't find a sloped wall 
system with a better thermal isola
tion factor The HP-1175 utilizes 
heavy duty non-conductive 1n1ec
tion molded c lips to shield the 
transference of heat and cold 

Plus it has a unique internal 
gutter system which reroutes 
condensation to the outside and 
requires no exterior caulking This 
adds years of product performance 
by avo1d1ng exposure of the seal
ant to weather conditions 

In addition , the HP-1175 can 
be anchored directly to vertical 
wall systems to provide dimen
sional continu ity and uniform ex 
pansion. 

The HP-1175 1s a designer's 
dream. You can create a variety of 
different "looks" with a choice of 
three beautifu l finishes bronze. 
black or clear aluminum 

And you can choose from a 
wide range of 1nf1ll and g lazing 
thicknesses 

To round out a good design 
we made the HP-1175 easy to work 
with It can be installed 1n units. 
ensuring ease of 1nstallat1on and 
proper dayl ight openings And 
since we keep 1t stocked 1n inven
tory. it's available 1n standard 
lengths to meet most 1ob require 
ments 

So, the next time you specify 
a sloped wall system, remember 
Howmet We make the best ther
mal overwear 1n the business 

For more information call 
(21 4) 563-2624 Or write Howmet 
Architectural Products D1vis1on , 
PO Box 629, Terrell Texas 75160 

HOWMET 
ALUMINUM 
CORPORATION 

Howmet. The name to remember. 
Circle 3 011 informatio11 card 

C S I Convent i on 
Booth 1715 - 17 18 
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The Fourth Annual Review of 
New American Architecture 
The State of the Art-Donald Canty 
'A Building of Great Integrity'-Stanley Abercrombie 
Soaring Space Wrapped in Metal and Glass-John Pastier 
Pert and Plainspoken Sanctuary-Andrea 0. Dean 
Clarity Behind a Projecting Facade-S.A. 
Simple but Sophisticated Farmhouse-A.0.D. 
Shining and Sinuous Structure-S.A. 
Burly Presence on a Significant Site-S.A. 
University Arena Finely Crafted of Brick-A.O.D. 
Sleek Object in a Shaggy Neighborhood-Nora Richter 
Greer 
Streamlined Bank in a Chicago Suburb-N.R.G. 
Curving Around a Crucial Corner-S.A. 
Glass Tower Brought to Life-and Light-S.A. 

2010 Visions 
A varied group of practitioners and observers looks to 
the architecture of the next century. 

The 1981 AIA Honor Awards 
Eight new and seven recycled buildings premiated
N.R.G. 

AIA Component Awards 
A sampling of state and local winners-N.R.G. 
and Allen Freeman 

The Year's Architectural (and Related) Ideas 
From the turbulent world of words-and of paper 
architecture. By Jane Holtz Kay 

Events 
Letters 
News 

252 
359 
374 
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Books 
Advertisers 
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NEWS 

The Year's Architectural (and Related) Events 

The following is a summary of some of 
the major events within or affecting the 
profession of architecture in the year be
tween publication of the 1980 and 1981 
editions of this annual review, starting 
with a recapitulation of the year's major 
awards and competitions. The summary is 
the work of Kevin W . Green, a Washing
ton, D.C., writer who specializes in archi
tecture.-Ed. 

Architect and urban planner Josep Lluis 
Sert, FAIA, native of Spain and founder 
of Sert, Jackson & Associates, Cambridge, 
Mass. , was selected by AIA's board of 
directors to receive the 1981 AIA gold 
medal, the highest honor the Institute 
can bestow. Called "one of the founders 
of today's architecture" by gold medalist 
Philip Johnson, F AIA, Sert was born in 
Barcelona and studied under Le Corbu
sier before coming to the United States 
after the collapse of Republican Spain . 
The Cambridge firm he eventually found
ed has been the recipient of five AIA 
honor awards (including one this year) 
and the AIA architectural firm award. 
Sert was to receive the lnstitute's 42nd 
gold medal in ceremonies attended by fel
low gold medalists I. M. Pei , FAIA, and 
R. Buckminster Fuller, FAIA, at AIA's 
1981 convention in Minneapolis. 

British architect James Stirling, Hon. 
F AIA, and Mexican artist and architect 
Luis Barragan were respectively named 
the 1981and1980 winner of the Inter
national Pritzker Prize. Established in 
1979 and sponsored by the Hyatt Foun
dation , the prize is granted annually to a 
" living architect or architectural group 
whose work demonstrates those qualities 
of talent, vision and commitment that 
have produced significant contributions to 
humanity and the environment through 
architecture." Jury member and winner of 
the 1979 prize Philip Johnson, F AIA, 
proclaimed that Stirling "is in the van
guard of the new movement, which in
cludes historic allusion and contextural 
considerations." Barragan was honored 
for "his commitment to architecture as a 
sublime act of poetic imagination." 

continued on page 16 

Norman McGratt 

Among the year's winners are, clock wise from 
left: Iosep Lluis Sert; Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer 
(pictured, their Best Products headquarters); 
James Stirling; Michael Graves' Portland public 
service building; Farnsworth house, and Citicorp. 
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THERE ARE THOUSANDS OF SI ORIES 
CD Transamerica. San 
Francisco. built all of its 
48 stories around Celotex 
Celotone natural fissured 
ceilings. It was one of 
those rare limes when the 
company chose not to 
diversify 

THESE ARE JUST 
®The 7 stories in Water Topping them all are 9 storie: 
Tower Place. a Chicago by Celotex. Celotone natura 
shopping center. are built fissured tiles were the archi
around Celotone natural tect's choice. 
fissured ceilings. After all. ©Arco. Los Angeles. built 
top shops deserve the tops two beautiful towers of 50 
in tops. stories each around Celoton 
@The Kennedy Library: Texturetone tiles. Rumor has 
Boston. tells some fantastic it one of the OPEC sheiks 
stories about the life of JFK. wants to rent one of them as 

his West Coast palace. 



BUILT AROUND CELOTEX CEILINGS. 
AFEW OF THEM. 
® All 160 stories in the 
Embarcadero Center LIL III 
and JV high rises in San Fran
cisco are built with Celotone 
natural fissured tiles. We'd 
say that's one of the highest 
compliments paid to any 
ceiling company 
® The Super Dome. New 
Orleans. built its 27 stories 
around Celotone Texture tone 

2' by 2' lay-in panels. We 
guess they wanted a super 
dome on every Super Dome 
floor. 
(j) The 4 stories in Xerox 
World Headquarters. Stam
ford. Conn .. are built around 
Celotone Texturetone 12" by 
12" acoustical tiles. Incredible 

as it may seem. they refused 
to settle for any copies. 

Celotex has 18 different 
ceilings you can build your 
own stories around. Contact 
Al Thornton. The Celotex 
Corporation. 1500 North Dale 
Mabry Highway. fampa. 

Florida 33607. 813/ 871-4133 
Ask for our 1981 Celotex Acous
tical Ceiling Systems 
It tells the whole story 

@lcle;c 
a ...11n, ~alter company 

Circle 6 on information card 



Awards from page 13 
Stirling was also the 19 80 recipient of 

the royal gold medal for architecture pre
sented by the Royal Institute of British 
Architects. The annual award is conferred 
"for work of high merit, or on some dis
tinguished person or persons whose work 
has promoted either directly or indirectly 
the advancement of architecture." 

The New York firm of Hardy Holzman 
Pfeiffer Associates was chosen to receive 
the 1981 AIA architectural firm award. 
The Institute's 25-year award, given in 
testament to lasting architectural excel
lence, was bestowed on Mies van der 
Rohe's Farnsworth house in Plano, Ill., 
Mies' last residential design. Chaired by 
Arthur Cotton Moore, FA.IA, the award 
jury described the house as a "paradigm 
of the Miesian idea that has so profound
ly influenced American architectural 
thought and design during the last quarter 
century." 

Hugh Stubbins & Associates' Citicorp 
Center in Manhattan was named winner 
of the 1981 R. S. Reynolds memorial 
award, given annually to a "permanent, 
significant work of architecture in the cre
ation of which aluminum has been an 
important contribution." The design for a 
cultural center in Cyprus by Frederick 
Taberner, a student at Pratt Institute 
school of architecture, won the Reynolds 
aluminum prize for architectural students. 

Shozo Uchii's Minobusan Kuonji Tem
ple treasury building for a forested site 
in central Japan won the 19 80 R. S. Rey
nolds memorial award. J. Rodgers Critz, 
fifth year student at the University of 
Arkansas, received the 1980 Reynolds 
student prize for his design of a passive 
solar wall incorporating aluminum shad
ing louvers. 

Marcel Breuer, F AJA, educator of a 
generation of architects at Harvard, was 
selected by AIA and the Association of 
Collegiate Schools of Architecture to re
ceive the sixth joint award for excellence 
in architectural education. 

Past AJA President Robert L. Durham, 
F AIA, of Seattle won the Institute's 1981 
Edward C. Kemper Award, which honors 
a member "who has contributed signifi
cantly to the Institute and to the profes
sion." 

The 1981 Whitney M. Young Jr. cita
tion, which recognizes "significant contri
butions ... toward meeting the architec
tural profession's responsibility to the 
social issues of today," was given to Rob
ert Traynham Coles, AIA, of Buffalo. 

The 19 81 AIA medals for those "who 
have inspired and influenced the archi
tectural profession" were given to lighting 
consultant Edison Price, educator Colin 
Rowe and furniture manufacturer Her
man Miller Inc. 

Chosen to receive the AIA medals for 
"artists and craftsmen whose work is re-
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lated to architecture" was sculptor Ken
neth Snelson, acclaimed for his work in 
aluminum and steel. 

The AIA medals for "illustrators and 
recorders of architectural accomplish
ments" went to New York Times archi
tecture critic Paul Goldberger and histo
rian Sir Nikolaus Pevsner. 

The Reynolds Metals Co. and the 
Smithsonian Institution's Smithsonian As
sociates program were chosen to receive 
the 19 81 AIA medals for "individuals or 
organizations responsible for a specific 
project related to architecture." 

Named as honorary members of the 
Institute in 1981 for their "distinguished 
contributions to the architectural profes
sion or its allied arts and sciences were 
television commentator David Brinkley; 
California Council/ AIA attorney Gordon 
Fleury; Doris Chanin Freedman, presi
dent of New York City's Municipal Arts 
Society; architectural historian Arthur A. 
Hart; Mabel Krank, executive secretary 
of the Oklahoma Chapter I AIA and Okla
homa City Section; Public Buildings Serv
ice Commissioner Albert Rhodes "Mike" 
Marschall; Terry B. Morton, vice presi
dent of the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation; Mary E. Osman, senior edi
tor of the AIA JOURNAL, and Martin 
Schaum, New York State Association/ 
AIA legislative counsel for the past 10 
years. 

Eight foreign architects of "esteemed 
character and distinguished achievement" 
were named honorary fellows of the Insti
tute in 1981. They are Elissa Makiniemi 
A.alto, wife and collaborator of the late 
A.Ivar A.alto; Polish architect and educa
tor Jerzy Buszkiewicz; South African 
Hans Heyerdahl Hallen; David H. Ham
bleton, president of the Royal Architec
tural Institute of Canada; Vienna archi
tect Hans Hollein; metabolist Kisho Kuro
kawa of Japan; Serapio Perez Loza, presi
dent of the Federation of Colleges of 
Architects of the Mexican Republic, and 
Canadian architect Eberhard H. Zeidler. 

One of the year's major design com
petitions came to a close when the Au
stralian government selected the partner
ship of Philadelphia's Mitchell/Giurgola 
and Australian-born New York architect 
Richard G. Thorp to design its new Par
liament Building at the hub of Walter Bur
ley Griffin's 1912 Canberra city plan. Said 
Australian Consul-General Sir Robert 
Cotton, "The winning design appears to 
meet Griffin's desire to keep Canberra's 
hills free of buildings, but at the same 
time make the Parliament Building a focal 
point. This has been brilliantly achieved 
by having the Parliament Building set into 
Capital Hill." 

The other major design competition of 
the year, for the Portland Public Service 
Building in Portland, Ore., was captured 
with Michael Graves' massive and multi-

hued postmodernist design after a pro
tracted and controversial city-sponsored 
invitational competition for the commis
sion. The winning scheme marks Graves' 
debut as an architect of public buildings. 

Graves also won the competition for 
design of a library in the town of San 
Juan Capistrano, Calif. The library will 
be sited a few hundred yards from the 
grounds of the fabled old Spanish mission 
to which the swallows annually return. 

In other significant design competi
tions, a soaring aviary design by sculptor 
Robert Irwin and landscape architect Ace 
Torre won the experimental competition 
-an AIA R/UDAT team suggested pair
ing artists and landscapers into design 
teams-for Duncan Plaza, a neglected tri
angular greenspace fronting New Orleans' 
city hall. And Sydney architect John An
drews International won the invitational 
competition to design the Washington, 
D.C., headquarters of the International 
Telecommunications Satellite Organiza
tion. Andrews' design places offices, con
ference areas, an operations center, a 
satellite control tower and other facilities 
in a series of 85x85-foot "pods," each 
four or five stories tall. 

Government: A Year of 
Change That Presaged 
Still Further Change 
The political platforms on which John 
Anderson, Jimmy Carter and Ronald 
Reagan ran for President last year made 
no mention of architecture. But they did 
discuss such issues of interest to the pro
fession as energy, urban affairs and the 
environment. 

On energy, the Democrats gave con
servation top priority and embraced 
implementation of the proposed federal 
building energy performance standards. 
The Republicans called conservation 
"vital" but rejected conserving "through 
government fiat," believing that "every 
Btu of genuine energy 'waste' in our 
economy would rapidly disappear if we 
immediately and completely dismantle all 
remaining energy price controls and sub
sidies." Anderson urged "a renewed look 
at conservation in all its varied forms." 

On urban affairs, Anderson called for 
"changes in federal urban policy aimed at 
facilitating local self-reliance and initia
tive and restoring America's cities to their 
rightful position as vital centers of com
munity and culture." The Democrats fo
cused on jobs, pledging public works pro
grams and a policy aimed at increasing 
private sector jobs "by attracting and 
strengthening business in cities." The 
GOP promised to "restore sound money 
and stimulate capital investment to cre-

continued on page 20 





WHY AWCOIOMDM MATERIAL 
IS THE LEVELHEADED CHOICE 

Paradoxical as it may seem, one 
of the flattest building materials on 
the market is also your best choice 
for sleek, flowing curves. 

Made of two thin sheets of 
aluminum with a thermoplastic 
core, ConsoHdated Aluminum's 
ALUCOBOND material virtually 
eliminates oil-canning problems. 
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Yet it is so easy to form that it can 
sweep around comers and columns 
in sinuously graceful lines. 

When he designed the Avant 
Garde Optics building in Port 
Washington, New York, architect 
Michael Harris Spector took 
advantage of both these features
with stunning results. 



FOR MIND·IENDING BUILDINGS. 

ButALUCOBOND material is 
nore than just a J?retty face. Its 
~our anodized fimshes and six 
::oil-coated, silicon-modified poly
=ster colors resist weather and 
::orrosion. It comes in panel sizes 
Vfichaet Harris Spector, AJA, of Michael Ham's Spector & 
"a rlners, A1·chitects. chose AL UCO BOND material for its 
'pure, honest lines:· which reflect Avant Garde s creative 
1hiwsophy and high-tech, highjashion product. 

up to 5'x 28' and thicknesses of 
.118:' .157:' and .236" (3, 4, and 
6mm). And it adapts to a variety of 
fastening systems, so installation 
is economical and relatively simple. 

To find out more, call one of the 
distributors on the next page. Or 
contact our Marketing Manager, 
Carla Lane, at (314) 851-2346. 

Either way you use it, you'll 
find the going smoother with 
AL UCO BOND material. 

Turn page for distributor listing. 

,~CONSOLIDATED 
~ALUMINUM™ 

Circle 8 011 information card 
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ate jobs, which will in turn help revitalize 
neighborhoods and cities." 

On the environment, Ronald Reagan 
called it "imperative that environmental 
laws and regulations be reviewed and, 
where necessary, reformed to ensure that 
the benefits achieved justify the costs im
posed." John Anderson warned that "we 
simply cannot automatically relax clean 
air, clean water and other pollution stand
ards." Jimmy Carter pledged continua
tion of existing environmental policies but 
promised to hold costs down and elimi
nate "waste, duplication and delay." 

After Reagan's victory, he wasted little 
time in announcing an "economic recov
ery plan" to reduce the federal budget for 
fiscal year 1982, calling for cuts in the 
fields of energy, housing and urban de
velopment, the arts and humanities, land 
conservation, historic preservation and 
transportation, among others. 

Proposing to rely on market forces to 
achieve national energy goals rather than 
on "bureaucratically administered pro
grams," Reagan called for a 60 percent 
reduction in solar energy spending and 
cuts in federal support relating to all 
other energy sources except nuclear. 

Reagan proposed that HUD's urban 
development action grant and community 
development block grant programs be 

integrated "into a more efficient and flexi
ble grant mechanism" to save an esti
mated $1 billion by 1986. 

He recommended reductions of roughly 
50 percent for the National Endowments 
for the Arts and Humanities. Said the 
former actor, "Reductions of this magni
tude are premised on the concept that 
federal policy for arts and humanities 
support must be completely revamped" 
with "more emphasis" on "private phil
anthrophy and state and local support." 

Reagan said the Interior Department's 
programs in land conservation and his
toric preservation would be "refocused," 
and proposed a reduction in preservation 
support from $32 million to $5 million in 
1982. Not long after, the Administration 
abolished the Interior Department's herit
age conservation and recreation service, 
overseer of the National Register of His
toric Places. 

As for transportation, the President 
proposed a phase-out of mass transit op
erating subsidies by 1985 and reductions 
in mass transit capital grants and high
way construction grants. 

Initial statments from the President's 
cabinet-level appointees echoed the au
sterity line. 

HUD Secretary Samuel R. Pierce Jr., 
the only black Cabinet appointee, said the 
Administration's budget cuts wouldn't 

"inflict pain" on the poor and the elderly. 
He added that the best tonic for housing 
and cities would be reduced inflation and 
lower interest rates. 

Energy Secretary James B. Edwards, 
an oral surgeon and former governor of 
South Carolina who considers himself a 
"problem-solver" rather than an energy 
expert, testified at his confirmation hear
ing that "the only answer we have to the 
U.S. energy shortage is nuclear energy," 
which he described as safer than oil, coal 
or natural gas. 

James G. Watt, controversial secretary 
of the interior, an outspoken critic of the 
government's public land administration 
policies before his nomination, pledged to 
"strike a balance between the develop
ment and protection of our natural re
sources." He will promote the orderly 
development of coal, oil, gas and minerals 
on federal land, he said, while taking a 
more moderate stand than he has in the 
past. 

A letter to President Reagan from AJA 
President R. Randall Vos beck, F AIA, 
sent shortly after the budget-slashing pro
posals were announced expressed the 
lnstitute's support for the Administra
tion's overall goals to bring federal spend
ing under control, reduce the tax burden 
and streamline the regulatory process. 

continued on page 24 
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V.teathering 
for sale ... 

Long Island Home, Architect: Jay Lockett Sears, Quogue, Long Island; Wood surfaces treated with Cabot's #0241 Bleaching Oil for the weathered " driftwood" look. 

Wood and Cabots Stains ... made for each other 
Cabot's STAINS 
Here is a wood at its wonderful best. The architect , 
in specifying a finish for this home, sought beauty 
and more ... a finish that would stand up to summer 
sun and winter cold , that would require minimum 
maintenance while protecting the wood for a long, 
trouble-free life. His choice: Cabot's Stains. 

Cabot's Stains, in 87 unique colors, enhance the 
wood grain , grow old gracefully, never crack, peel , 
or blister .. . are ideal for shingles, sid ing, clapboards, 
paneling , and decking . In terms of natural beauty , 
economy, and ease of application , Cabot's Stains 

are best for a,11 types of wood , exterior or interior, and 
all wood surfaces, smooth, striated, or rough-sawn . 

Cabot's patented colloidal manufacturing process 
assures exacting standards of color, deep pene
tration , and wood preservation . In a world that is 
constantly shout ing " new," Cabot's Stains are very 
proud to be "old, the original , and still the best. " 

For color cards and information, write: 

Samuel Cabot Inc. 
One Union St. , Dept. 545, Boston, Massachusetts 02108 

ucabot•s Stains, the Orlglnal talns and Standard for the Nation since 1877" 
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However, AJA members testifying before 
Congressional committees on Capitol Hill 
voiced the Jnstitute's objections to specific 
cuts in federal preservation and energy 
programs. 

On preservation, the Institute believes 
that the proposal to abolish the historic 
preservation fund would "decimate his
toric preservation efforts nationwide." On 
energy, AJA supports "well-conceived 
program cuts" for the Department of En
ergy and the consolidation of the depart
ment's conservation and solar programs 
into a "more streamlined building pro
gram." However the Institute "sees little 
to be gained from severe reductions in 
those programs that increase private sec-
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tor capacity to design and construct 
energy efficient buildings." 

The White House proposals also re
ceived mixed reactions from the housing, 
construction and planning sectors. Two 
organizations involved with public hous
ing-the National Housing Conference 
and the National Association of Housing 
and Redevelopment Officials-strongly 
attacked the proposed budget cuts for 
HUD, contending that they are not "even
handed," "fair," "equitable" and not 
shared as much as possible with other 
federal programs. 

The president of the American Plan
ning Association asked the Administra
tion and Congress to examine new and 
existing programs before final budget de-

An ever-changing panorama of 
natural texture changes as the sun 
goes around. Truly, the perfect 
balance between architecture 
and nature. 

Natural 
Buckingham 
Slate® 
The award-winning 
100 WIILIAM STREET 
building in Manhattan. 
Architects: Davis Brody & Associates 

and Emery Roth & Sons 
Owner-builder: Sylvan Lawrence 
Supplier: Domestic Marble & Stone 

Corporation 
Photo: Robert Gray 

The fine design of this stately building 
is well executed in the rich individ
uality of Buckingham Slate:' Fine 
grained density, hardness and sound
ness assure unfading permanence. 
Natural qualities conserve heating 
and cooling energy ... saving big dol
lars of fuel costs. Maintenance free 
durability saves even more long-term 
dollars. Available in both interior and 
exterior paneling, flooring and paving. 
Write or call for information or see 
our catalogs in Sweet's Architectural 
Files or B.S.I. Stone Catalog. 

Buckingham-Virginia 
Slate Corporation 

4110 Fitzhugh Avenue 
Richmond.Virginia 23230 
Telephone: 804/355-4351 

Circle 11 011 information card 

cisions are made. He also requested that 
the Administration "immediately begin 
fashioning its urban policy, long before 
the 1982 deadline required by Congress." 
The National Organization of Minority 
Architects criticized the possible cutbacks 
of affirmative action programs, especially 
for the Department of Transportation, 
which the organization called "an affirma
tive action model." 

Preservation groups also had a mixed 
reaction to the proposal to eliminate De
partment of Interior matching grants for 
state historic preservation programs. 
Some viewed this with alarm, arguing that 
removing the states from the program 
would result in dismantling the preserva
tion program. Others see it as continuing 
the trend to divert responsibility for pres
ervation from the federal government to 
states, localities and private citizens. 

Meanwhile, late in 1980, the General 
Accounting Office reacted to the results 
of a survey of 745 A/E firms by recom
mending to Congress that computer capa
bilities be evaluated when A/Es are se
lected for projects on which computer
aided design methods-energy analysis, 
for example-can be used. 

GAO also recommended that federal 
department and agency heads be instruct
ed to require computers "in all areas 
when the quality of design or the struc
ture to be built can be improved when 
computer aids are used," and that the 
criteria used in evaluating "the overall 
qualifications of firms for design con
tracts include computer capability and 
expertise." 

GSA modified its procurement regu
lations to promote opportunities for small 
A/E firms. Under the change, all A/E 
contracts for construction projects "with 
an estimated construction amount not ex
ceeding $2.5 million shall be set aside for 
small business," unless the contracting 
officer determines that such a set-aside is 
"not feasible." Of all the architectural 
firms registered with GSA, 85 to 95 per
cent are considered small business enter
prises, defined as firms whose annual 
gross receipts have averaged $2 million 
or less over the last three fiscal years. 

Projects budgeted at $2.5 million to 
$25 million were addressed in the Public 
Buildings Act of 1980, the controversial 
bill introduced by Sen. Daniel Patrick 
Moynihan (D-N.Y.). The Moynihan bill 
called for limited design competitions on 
large federal projects. When the 96th 
Congress ended its session the bill had 
not been passed by Senate/House confer
ees. Both House and Senate agreed on the 
bill's requirement that GSA establish one
year and five-year plans listing building 
projects in order of priority. But agree
ment couldn't be reached on the proposal 
that an annual authorization bill for gov-

continued on page 28 
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Lighting design is exciting ... with Columbia! 

Fluorescent lighting needn't be restricted 
to illuminating acres of desks. With 
Columbia's Designer Lighting series 
you can wash a wall, accent an arch
itectural feature or differentiate a space. 
You can suspend the lights, 
bracket them on walls, conceal them in 
the ceiling or create attractive patterns. 
For information contact your local Columbia 
Agent or write to us. 
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Columbia Form 4 ! 
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VULCRAFT SUPER LONG SPANS 

The uniform depth of the steel joists and joist girders added important 
aesthetic qualities to the arena. 

St. Joseph, Missouri, is justly proud of its new 
Civic Arena. And Vulcraft is proud of the super 
long span joists and joist girders that play such 
an important part in this exciting structure. 

Working closely with the architect and struc
tural engineer from the beginning of the project, 
Vulcraft provided design assistance and cost 
analysis that clearly demonstrated the outstand
ing economies of the Vulcraft system. 

Besides being the least expensive method of 
construction, uniform depth of the steel joists 
and joist girders added important aesthetic 
qualities to the arena. 

Not only can Vulcraft supply special needs 
such as the super long span joists in St.Joseph, 
but it can serve you in whatever locations you 
work. Because only Vulcraft has five joist plants 
around the country. 

So if you're planning to span a large area, con
sider Vulcraft super long span joists and joist 
girders. Together, they may be able to offer you 
the same economies found in the St.Joseph Civic 



172' super long span joists were used in the St. Joseph Civic Arena . 

... FOR A SUPER ARENA. 

Arena. And that could mean a super job for you. 
For more information, contact your local 

Vulcraft representative, or write P.O. Box 220646, 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28222, for our joist 
and steel deck catalogs. You can also call us at 
(704) 366-7000 or see Sweet's 5.2/Vu and 5.5/Vu. 

The main arena area is 232' x 224; and was designed for multi-purpose use. 

P.O. Box F-2, Florence, SC 29502 803/662-0381 
P.O. Box 169, Fort Payne, AL 35967 205/ 845-2460 
P.O. Box 186, Grapeland, TX 75844 713/687-4665 
P.O. Box 59, Norfo lk, NE 68701 402/371-0020 
P.O . Box 1000, St. Joe, IN 46785 219/337-5411 

VULCRAR 
A Division of Nucor Corporat ion . 
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ernment properties be required. As a re
sult, controversial provisions on the use of 
design competitions in A/ E selection, 
quota limitations for leases and accessibil
ity standards for federal buildings were 
never resolved. 

This year, bills almost identical to last 
year's versions were reintroduced in the 
House and Senate. Both bills favor build
ing over leasing but disagree on such con
troversial issues as mandatory design 
competitions and increased design respon
sibility for government agencies. While 
the House bill does not mention design 
competitions, the Senate bill called for de
sign competitions among no fewer than 
three qualified architectural firms for at 
least half of the public building construc
tion and renovation projects expected to 
cost more than $5 million. The bill was 
recently marked up by the Senate com
mittee on environment and public works. 
The mark-up revisions call for design 
competitions for a "substantial portion of 
the building construction and renovation 
projects each year." 

The Senate legislation says that design 
professionals employed by GSA shall 
prepare plans, drawings and specifications 

for some federal buildings to maintain 
their professional skills and training. The 
position of a supervising architect within 
GSA would be authorized, but there is no 
requirement that the position would be 
restricted to a registered achitect. The 
House bill calls for a registered architect 
for that position. 

During the last year, the "Brooks bill 
approach" to A/ E procurement grew in 
popularity. The American Bar Associa
tion developed a model procurement ordi
nance based on that approach for use by 
small communities. The Virginia legisla
ture passed a "mini" Brooks bill calling 
for competitive negotiation . A/ E selec
tion legislation modeled after the Brooks 
bill and the ABA model procurement 
code was introduced in the New Jersey 
legislature. New York and Utah brought 
to a total of 19 the number of states that 
have passed A/ E selection laws. All but 
one are based on the AJA-supported 
Brooks bill approach as found in the ABA 
model procurement code. Maryland re
mained the only state with an A/ E pro
curement law calling for competitive bid
ding, and the Maryland Society/ AJA 
reported continued attempts to modify or 
repeal the law. 

The federal government presented the 
nation with two new arch itectural gifts 
last year before the Reagan austerity wave 
swept into Washington. 

First came the official founding of the 
National Museum for the Building Arts, 
authorized in the National Historic Pres
ervation Act Amendments of 1980. The 
museum, to be both an exhibit and re
search center, will be housed in the Pen
sion Building, a massive brick edifice 
designed by army engineer Montgomery 
Miegs in 1883. Bates Lowry, former di
rector of New York's Museum of Modern 
Art, was named as the new museum's 
first director. 

Next came the U.S. Postal Service's 
second round of four 15-cent stamps 
commemorating "Architecture U.S.A. " 
with engravings of James Renwick's 
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, 
H . H. Richardson's Trinity Church in 
Boston , Frank Furness' Pennsylvania 
Academy of Fine Arts in Phil adelphia 
and A. J. Davis' Lyndhurst in Tarrytown, 
N. Y. Unfortunately, Congressional ap
proval of the new 18-cent first class postal 
ra te succeeded in taking the architectural 
commemoratives out of general circula
tion shortly after their issue. 

WHAT THE BEST INSUIATED ROOFS 
THE PINK STUF • Thermax.® It is simply the most efficient roof insulation on the market with a Factory 
Mutual Class I Fire Rating over steel decks. Thermax provides more insulating efficiency per inch 
than fibrous glass, composite, perlite or fiberboard roof insulations. Since mechanical fastening is the 
preferred system of attachment to steel decks, use Insulfast rapid fastening nail/ disc system - a 
pneumatic gun and oxide-coated nails for fast, easy; permanent installation of Thermax to steel decks. 
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Energy: With the Brakes 
On Federal Standards 
States Adopt Their Own 

The Reagan Administration has decided 
to halt development of the Building En
ergy Performance Standards. The Depart
ment of Energy has received notice from 
the Office of Management and Budget 
that funding for fiscal year 1981 will be 
rescinded, upon approval of Congress. No 
funds will be requested for fiscal year '82 
by the Administration. And for this year, 
the budget for BEPS development will be 
slashed 35 percent, which will leave only 
enough money to finish paying for con
tracts already underway. 

By the time Reagan was elected presi
dent, final development of the standards 
had already been stalled. Last year con
ferring members of the House and Senate 
decided to delay final promulgation of 
BEPS until April 1, 1983. Since the orig
inal 1976 BEPS legislation called for im
plementation of the standards within a 
year of their promulgation, the conferees' 
decision pushes implementation of the 
standards forward to April 1984. 

In the period between now and 1983, 
the Department of Energy had been re
quired to issue interim regulations and 
conduct a 12-month "real-world" dem
onstration program . The interim regula
tions would have applied to all new fed
eral buildings and serve as the base of the 
demonstration program in which DOE 
would analyze the effects of BEPS on 
commercial and residential buildings in at 
least two geographical areas. At the con
clusion of the program, DOE would have 
been required to report to Congress on 
energy savings realized, cost of compliance 
and the impact of BEPS on small builders 
and on the home buying abilities of low
and moderate-income people. 

The National Conference of States on 
Building Codes and Standards, which fa
vored delaying BEPS, reported that as of 
March 1981 , 47 states had adopted ener
gy conservation standards for new build
ings. All but five had adopted a compo
nent-based standard, such as the Amer
ican Society of Heating, Refrigeration 
and Air-Conditioning Engineers' standard 
90-75. Four of the 11 states adopting 
ASHRAE 90-75 had modified the stand
ard's technical provisions. Thirteen states 
had adopted the Model Code for Energy 

Conservation in New Building Construc
tion, recommended by the Council of 
American Building Officials and based on 
ASHRAE 90-75. Eight states used the 
energy code provisions of one of the na
tion 's three major model code groups. 

ASHRAE revised the first nine sec
tions of its 90-75 standard, "Energy Con
servation in New Building Design." Ap
proved by the American National Stand
ard Institute, the revision was designated 
standard ANSI/ ASHRAE/ IES 90A-
19 80. Sections one through nine cover the 
building envelope, HY AC systems and 
equipment, domestic water heating, en
ergy distribution within the building and 
lighting. The lighting portion was written 
by the llluminating Engineering Society 
of North America. As revised, the full 
standard also includes ASHRAE/ IES 
908-197 5, which incorporates sections 10 
and 11 of the original ASHRAE stand
ard , and 90C-1977 , which is section 12 of 
the original standard. 

Jn other news, a survey conducted by 
Arthur D . Little Inc. concluded that 52 
percent of American consumers were un
aware of federal and state tax incentives 
for the installation of solar heating sys-

continued on page 340 

ARE ·WEARING THESE DAYS. 
Tempchek~ It gives you the same high R-values as Thermax. and is used on all 

types of decks. except directly over steel decks. Tempchek is the only urethane foam root insulation 
reinforced with glass fibers. It has greater dimensional stability than the others. so it resists "growth" 
and ridging. All of which makes Tempchek first choice tor any application other than directly over 
steel. Talk to your Celotex representative about the stuff the best insulated roots are wearing these 
days, or call Ed Levin at Celotex. Rooting Products Division: (813) 871-4545. 
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Boston Society of Architects. The Library 
at Ramapo College of New Jersey, Mah
wah, N.J .; Sasaki Associates, Inc., Water
town, Mass. and Mahoney & Zvosec, 
Princeton, N .J. (above). The form of the 
building is compatible with the slope of 
the hill on which it is situated. The form 
is accentuated by a series of sloping metal 
roofs and trapezoidal window areas that 
parallel the roof. The first and second 
floors are built into the hill with only one 
side exposed to daylight. The reading 
room on the third floor looks up through 
a large well to the fourth level. 

Nantucket (Mass.) Elementary School ; 
Earl Flansburgh & Associates, Boston 
(right). The problem was to build a 
contemporary elementary school that was 
to be the largest building on the island, 
while maintaining the intimate scale of 
the local architecture. Clapboard siding 
was chosen for the exterior to reflect the 
local materials. The windows have pro
portions, variety and trim that recall the 
openings in the simple cottages and 
houses of the island. The building is bro- "' 
ken into three clusters, each with its own ~ 
common area, grouped around a central .c 

Cl. 

library. 
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AIA Component Awards 
Many of A/A 's local, state and regional component organizations conduct annual 
honor awards programs. A sampling of 68 recent award winners from these programs 
is seen here and on the following pages. The new and renovated structures were chosen 
to represent a wide range of building types and regional influences. 

Nora Richter Greer and Allen Freeman 



Boston Society of Architects. Ainsworth 
Gymnasium, Smith College, North Hamp
ton, Mass.; The Architects Collaborative, 
Inc., Cambridge, Mass. (left). The new 
athletic building houses a full size gym
nasium, swimming and diving pools, six 
squash courts, locker facilities, offices and 
classrooms. The exterior is brick and 
painted steel siding chosen to relate to 
the adjacent campus buildings. The new 
gym is linked by a skylit corridor to the 
existing Scott Gymnasium, which has 
been recycled for activities that require 
more general and multipurpose spaces. 
The jury called the building a "straight
forward solution to a difficult massing 
problem." 

Riverview Housing Development, 
Yonkers, N.Y.; Sert, Jackson & Associ
ates, Inc., Cambridge (below). This 
project is similar to the firm's residential 
complex on Roosevelt Island in New 
York City (seep. 256). On 7.8 acres of 
land, a combination of high- and lowrise 
buildings contain 797 apartments, shops, 
a day-care center and a community 
lounge. On each side of the centrally 
located elementary school are apartment 
clusters arranged around outdoor court
yards. As in the Roosevelt Island devel
opment, the apartments have a skip-stop 
elevator system: The elevators stop only 
at every third floor and private stairs lead 
to the units above and below. 
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New England Regional Council. Slater 
Residence, Southern Connecticut; Jeffer
son Riley, AJA, of Moore Grover Harper, 
Essex, Conn . (left) . A landmark ice 
house, situated between a river and a 
road, has been converted into a two-story 
weekend house. For privacy, all windows 
on the east side facing the road were 
eliminated. High windows and skylights 
offer views of the river on the west and 
north sides and admit natural light into 
the interior. The living room ceiling opens 
into a two-story court, around which are 
the master bedroom and bunk room. On 
the ground floor, the kitchen and dining 
areas are separated from the living room 
by an open stair. 

Crowell House, near Barre, Vt.; Mark 
Simon, AJA, of Moore Grover Harper, 
Essex, Conn. (below) . The house is set 
into the side of a large open hill and looks 
out to the Green Mountains 40 miles 
away. It has an 18-inch sod roof that in
sulates the house and hides it from view 
further up the hill. The rear walls are 
concrete and insulated on their outside 
surfaces. The only exposed facade faces 
south, which allows the sun to heat it in 
fall, winter and spring. The only backup 
heating system is two wood stoves. In the 
summer, the house is shaded by the 
gabled roof and skylights provide both 
ventilation and illumination. 
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How do 
you br·n 

the sky down . 
to earth? 







SOLAR CONTROL DATA 
Total Shading 

Solar Energy Light Coefficient 
Color Name Transmittance Transmittance Double-Glazed· 
Colorless 90% 92% 0.89 
Bronze 2370 20% 10% 0.30 
Bronze 2412 35% 27% 0.43 
Bronze 2404 56% 49% 0.62 
Bronze2539 62% 61% 0.68 
Bronze2540 75% 75% 0.79 
Gray2538 27% 16% 0.36 
Gray 2537 41% 33% 0.49 
Gray 2094 55% 45% 0.61 
Gray 2514 62% 59% 0.68 
Gray 2515 74% 76% 0.78 
White Translucent 

2447 1/4" Thick 45% 36% 0.44 
White Translucent 

7328 1/4" Thick 21 % 17% 0.20 
"Colored Plexiglas outside, 1/4" air space and colorless Plexiglas inside. 
Large area enclosu res o f acrylic, a combust ible light trans mitt ing thermop lastic, are 
not provided for in buildi ng code regulations because they do not con form to area 
limitation and separation requirements. Therefore , they require special permits based 
on analysis o f all relevant fire sa fety considerations. One important relevant 
consideration is the use of automatic sprinkler systems which were used in all of the 
installations shown in this brochure except for the bus shelter. 

1 Transit Mall Bus Shelter, Portland , Oregon, Architect Skidmore. 
Owmgs & Memll, Portland, Oregon. 2 Bank of Canada, Ottawa, Ontari 
Architect. Marani. Rounthwa1te and Dick/ Arthur Enckson. Toronto. Canad 
3 Wright State University Library, Dayton. Ohio. Architect: Don M His 
and Associates. Cleveland, Ohio. 4 Larkspur Ferry Terminal , Larkspur, 
California, Architect: Bacc1a / de Brer / Heglund, San Francisco. Calif. 
5 Visitors Center Development, Independence National Historical 
Park, Philadelphia, Penna., Architect: Cambndge Seven Associates. Inc 
Cambndge. Mass. 

FOR YOUR FREE SAMPLE CHIPS AND THE LATEST 
INFORMATION ON PLEXIGLAS FOR SKYLIGHTS, 
CIRCLE READER'S RESPONSE CARD #300. 
Or, write to: 
Rohm and Haas Inquiry Response Center 
LCS, P.O. Box 5008 
Clifton , New Jersey 07015. 

!"•;:~:;GLAS l '"·~;~Mln 
iHAAS~ 

____l_PHILAOfLP+t'A PA l910!1 



Connecticut Society of Architects. Yale 
University School of Organization and 
Management, New Haven, Edward Lar
rabee Barnes Associates, New York City 
(above). The project involved connecting 
four old buildings, different in style, with 
new construction. The whole group fo
cuses onto a central court. The site's 
slope permits the main court to be one 
level below the two overlooking historic 
villas, thus allowing the roofs of the two 
new flanking wings to be developed as 
terraces. At the courtyard level, the two 
new wings tie in physically and in their 
details to the metal and glass walls of 
some of the existing buildings. 

Dr. George Ardito Office Addition, 
New Haven; Edward Johnson & Co., 
New Haven (right). The architect was 
asked to design a 10x13-foot entrance 
addition to a dentist's clinic that is at
tached to his house. To balance the clin
ic's entrance with the main house's size 
and position, the architect chose a barrel 
vault roof. Classical pilasters, corner col
umns and arch trim were used to enlarge 
the scale and echo the house's doorway. 
A south facing skylight on the entrance 
roof admits light deep into the interior. 
The architect also designed an addition 
to the back of the clinic. 
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Rhode Island Chapter. The Arcade, Provi
dence; Irving B. Haynes & Associates, 
Providence (right). The Greek revival 
structure was built in 1828 to house shops 
and offices. Now a national landmark 
building, the renovated Arcade is a focal 
point for the commercial renaissance in 
downtown Providence. To create a center 
court, three bays on both sides of the 
main corridor were recessed. The second
fioor passarelle was widened and central 
stairs were introduced in the middle bay. 
A transparent curtain wall was added at 
the ends of the central space. The basic 
color scheme for the main spaces was de
rived from an analysis of the original 
surfaces. 
Rochester Chapter. Ames Avenue Town
houses, Chautauqua, N.Y.; Lawson, 
Knapp & Pulver, Rochester (below). 
Nestled on an emerald lake amid the 
sloping hills in Upstate New York is the 
Chautauqua Institution, founded in the 
early 19th century as a religious and cul
tural retreat. Now listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places, it still func
tions as a summer cultural retreat and 
recently held a competition for the design 
of town houses. The winning plan consists 
of a complex of four town houses that 
borrow elements of Victorian architecture 
in order to blend harmoniously with the 
historic community. To create a feeling of 
individuality for the separate residences, 
the architectural detail is different on each 
of the four frame units. 
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2" EPS. R = 7.8. 5000 sq. ft. 

ROOF TO ROOF 
PROOF: 
YOU GET MORE 
INSULATION 
FOR LESS 
WITH EPS. 
Dollar for dollar, you can design more R value into 
your roots for less money with EPS (expanded 
polystyrene) insulation. 

Compare for yourself. For the same cost, 2" of EPS 
covers 49% more area than 1" of Styrofoam RM, 
49% more area than 15/16" fibrous glass board, 
and 62% more than 1" of urethane. And 2" of EPS 
insulation has a greater R value than any of the 
other three. 

So, the next time somebody recommends an insu
lation based on a high number of Rs per inch 
ask about the number of Rs per dollar. 

Get more for less with EPS. 

COST/ R COVERAGE 
MATERIAL SQ.FT.* VALUE (@ $1170) 

2' ' EPS 23.4¢ 7.8 5000 sq. ft. 

1" Styrofoam RM 33.9¢ 5.0 3451 sq. ft. 

15/ 16" fibrous 
glass board 34.8¢ 3.8 3362 sq. ft. 

1" urethane foam 37.8¢ 6.2 3095 sq. ft. 

*Estimated average manufacturers' published price per square foot based on a 
random survey of roofing contractors conducted by the Bureau of Building Market· 
ing Research , November 1980. Actual prices may vary. 

Expanded polystyrene (EPS) insulation is combustible and should not be exposed 
to flame or other ignition source. 

Sturdy EPS insulation is available in a variety of 
densities, configurations, and edge treatments 
to fit just about any need. For the name of your 
nearest EPS producer and some design ideas 
using EPS, call the Sweets Buyline. 

OeP-S 
~ ~ EXIWClEO POt.YSTYREHE INSU.ATION 

~~ 
ARCO Polymers, Inc. 

Subsid iary of Atlant ic A lchfield Company 
Pipeline to plastics. 
Manufacturer of OYLITE ... expandable polystyrene. 
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ALUMINUM 
FRAMING -,----';:J~--4,-' T-H-ER_M_A-Fl-BE- R -r 

SAFI NG : 
'!J 

X" THICK 
TEMPERED GLASS ,_,.,,,....,.....,...,_..-..,.-.,......,,_L 

1" AIR 
SPACE 

2" THICK --i-.' .. \ 
THERMAFIBER 
CWOODARK 
CURTAIN WALL 
INSULATION 

1. 

" . . .. .. . .. .. 

EViCLUSIVE Now! U.S.G. laboratory fire tests provide 
~ convincing proof: new THERMAFIBER® 

D~ KRK Dark Cw"tain Wall Insulation blocks flame spread at the 
n spandrel-/or over three hours-even at 1900°F. (ASTM 

CURITIKIN wrKLL E119testprocedure). After test was 
.1.t'l n terminated, dark THERMAFIBER 

SVSTEM mineral wool remained solidly intact, as did the 
1 .l total assembly. In the identical test, glass fiber 

BLOCKS insulation began to melt in 10 minutes at just 1200°F. 
Flames became visible at 16 minutes. Glass span-

FLAMES dn:l shatte~eci in 17Y2 minutes to conclu~e testing. 
This superior system offers you another unportant 

1,Q TIMES LONGER benefit: its exclusive dark 
.I color was developed expressly 

THAN for glass curtain walls to eliminate insulation show
through. Combine this unique dark curtain wall insula-

GLASS FIBERI tion with THERMAFIBER Safing 
• around perimeter and at all "poke

through" utility openings to assure a 3-hr. fire rating.• Call your U.S.G. 
Representative. Call us at (312) 321-4353. Or write to us at 101 South 
Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606,Dept. AIA 581C 

1500 --+----+---+------+----+----+--

1000 

500 

0 1 HR 2HR 3HR 

UNITED STATES GYPSUM 
BUILDING AMERICA 
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More component awards, page 44 

Pennsylvania Society of Architects. Farm
ers Trust Co. branch bank, Lebanon; 
Haak, Kaufman, Reese & Beers, Lan
caster (above). The Lebanon railroad 
station, built .in 1900, had been idle for 
16 years following the discontinuation of 
passenger service. A thorough renovation 
of the exterior and interior was under
taken to transform the station into a func
tional contemporary banking facility and, 
at the same time, respect the original ar
chitectural character. Inside, existing oak 
doors, wainscoting and moldings were re
furbished and duplicated where necessary 
to complete the original detailing. 
Washington Metropolitan Chapter. The 
Chart House Restaurant, Baltimore; An
derson Notter Finegold Inc., Washington, 
D.C. (left). An abandoned substation 
and boiler plant for Baltimore's streetcar 
system, located at the Inner Harbor, were 
recycled for a 240-seat restaurant and 
separate lounge. The architectural 
"strengths" of the existing building-its 
well-scaled facades, masonry and timber 
structure and tall , open spaces-were in
tegrated with contemporary design. The 
two major facades have been restored to 
their original appearance. The restaurant 
and lounge are open, multilevel spaces. 
Exposed brick walls and timber framing 
are accented by wood planking on the 
ceilings and one wall, metal and wood 
railings and stainless steel ductwork. 
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Virginia Society. Kiddi Country Day Care 
Center, Burke Centre; Abrash Eddy & 
Eckhardt, Res ton (above). The day-care 
center was designed to accommodate 165 
children of the new town community in 
Fairfax County. Wood is used extensively 
on the building's exterior and interior to 
create a "warm, natural learning atmos
phere while maintaining harmony with its 
spacious, wooded site." The building con
sists of six classrooms, a music room and 
a language arts center located in the loft. 
Users are preschoolers, 6- to 12-year-olds 
(after and before school hours) and the 
general community. 
Baltimore Chapter. Bario Residence, 
Silver Spring, Md.; Chesapeake Design 
Group/Roger K. Lewis, AIA, Baltimore 
(right). The 2,500-square-foot house 
located on a constrained, triangular site 
was designed to allow two teenage boys 
to be spatially separated from their 
mother. It is actually an "upside-down" 
house: The general living areas are atop 
the bedroom level. The lower level is 
multichambered, while the upper level, 
with its nine-foot ceiling and large win
dows, is expansive, open and bright. Grad
ing of the site allows access to both levels. 
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South Atlantic Region. Sandwichess res
taurant, Charlotte, N.C.; Meyer-Greeson, 
Charlotte (above). A tract development 
sales office was purchased by the client 
and brought to the site for conversion to 
a prototype fast food restaurant. The 
architect determined that "the desired 
image could result from a shell surround
ing the existing building to enclose small 
spaces that were added to meet the pro
gram requirements": seating for 36, food 
service, preparation, storage areas, rest
rooms. The original pitched metal roof 
was left exposed on one elevation, as was 
the sloped ceiling in the interior's main 
section. Four original columns were re
positioned to form the focal point of the 
dining area. 

Penney residence, Mt. Pleasant, S.C.; 
Thompson E. Penney, AIA (left). The 
design approach was to interpret the 
physical and philosophical characteristics 
of the 18th and 19th century Charleston 
single family house in a contemporary 
building. The kitchen has displaced the 
stair from its traditional central location 
to a tower on the south facade. The tower 
serves as a privacy barrier for the rear 
deck. The front elevation is an abstraction 
of the traditional: It is vertically propor
tioned with steeply sloping gable roof and 
side flat-roofed piazza. "Ground facades," 
using the major elevations of the house, 
are "two dimensional reiterations of the 
design concept." 
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And now 
to give you m 

I ceilings this broad, 

t and future demand for these sound control 
king a major investment in production 

r; into new features and patterns. Our 
I for you to specify a U.S.G. ceiling 

rp-ojects. And now we have what it takes 
ule no matter how critical the timing. 

Acoustone ceiling in dramatic earthtone. 



Now~ A non-directional pattern 
that's dramatically deeped 
AURATONE®Omni Fissured 
ceiling tile and panels. 
CJeep, sharply defined openings add fresh visual excite
ment to Omni Fissured ceilings. These water-felted, 
mineral fiber panels and tiles are available in white and 
4 earthtone colors to complement a variety of interior 
designs. And the non-directional pattern makes mistake-
free installation faster and easier. Get specifics from 
your U.S.G. Representative. Or write to Sound Control 
Products, 101 S.WackerDr.,Chicago,IL60606,Dept. AIA581H 

UNITED STATES G!fo!~~":!// 
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South Atlantic Region. King Memorial 
Station, Atlanta; Aeck Associates, Atlanta 
(right). Four Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid 
Transit Authority stations were chosen 
for design excellence. The King Memorial 
Station was designed to "reduce the scale 
and impact of this extremely massive and 
tall utilitarian structure." The solution 
was a general softening and scaling down 
of the building through curves, longitudi
nal framing and articulated building skin 
and structural systems. The ground level 
has murals, sculpture, canopies, special 
paving, landscaping and street furniture. 

Discovery Place Museum of Science 
and Technology, Charlotte, N.C.; Clark 
Tribble Harris & Li, Charlotte (below). 
The design problem was to create a visu
ally dynamic building on a budget that 
required a technically simple one. The 
entrance facade is an aluminum and glass 
"storefront" with electronic display sys
tem. Two other facades reinforce the 
existing street pattern. A curved wall was 
chosen for the fourth side as a symbol of 
nature, which collides with the man-made 
grided order of the building and its tech
nology. A brick sculpture on the wall will 
depict a cross-section of the geologic 
strata of North Carolina. 
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PIPE & _JLJNC:llDN TM 

A new, versati le , understandable, inexpensive, demountable, 
reusable component parts system wh ich can be qu ickly and easily 
assembled into a spaceframe, space divider, suspended ceiling , 
shelf d isplay, clothes rack and much more. 
Send for a booklet and enjoy the possibilities . 

lnloqralud Cuilinqs, Inc. 
2231 Colby Avenue / Los Angeles.California 90064/Telephone:(213) 272-1136 
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City Hall Annex- Trenton N.J. I Architects: Clarke, Travisano, Bartles 
Associate Architects & Engineers: Mann/Spiezle, A .I.A. & Associates, P.A. 

what could be more natural than ... 

Georgia Marble®? 
As construction costs continue to escalate, the inno

.vative building teams of today are demanding more 
permanent, low maintenance, energy efficient building 
materials. Add beauty to these demands and you see 
why Georgia Marble® is such a popular choice. 

No natural stone material has so convincingly proven 
its ability to provide these requirements and yet adapt 
so readily to the ever changing trends in architectural 
design. Shouldn't you consider Georgia Marble ® for 
your next project? 

See our catalog in Sweet's. 

georg1a marble company 
structural d1v1s1an nelson,georg1a 30151 (404) 735-2591 

11 Jim ~11lter company 
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>regon Blue Cross Completes 
:nergy Retrofit of Portland Headquarters 
~efore Moving on Plans to Double its Size 

mstruction of headquarters building by Blue Cross helped heal an ailing community in Portland's vita l midsection. 

1rtland , Or. Except for a few faint traces 
volcanic dust from a rumbling, newly 

'amous neighbor 50 miles to the north, 
! Blue Cross Building here gleams as 
ightly now as when it was dedicated dur
~ Labor Day weekend of 1969. True, it 
pears a bit more subdued than it did 
1en it came on stream as one of the 
)neer ventures in Portland's campaign 
revitalize a faded part of downtown. 

1en its white concrete and glass facade 
minated the scene with simple elegance, 
houetted dramatically against a stark 
ckground of ragtag tenements. Now the 
ilding competes for attention with a 
mber of distinctive structures built after 
ue Cross had tested the waters and 
:>ved that the renewal plan would work. 
Although the eruptions of Mount St. 
!lens had no effect on the building's 
>rthiness, the upheavals in the world's 
markets did leave a disturbing fallout. 

sing electric rates resulting from 
P.E.C. 's doubling and redoubling of oil 
ices made Blue Cross management pain
lly aware that their headquarters, built 
th such meticulous attention to architec
·al detail, was ill suited for the new era of 
ergy conservation. 
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, the archi
:tural and engineering firm that had 

done the original building design, was 
called in for consultation. The firm, which 
had since become one of the most sophisti
cated proponents of computer-assisted 
design analysis for energy conservation, 
undertook a comprehensive study of the 
building's systems and the ways the 
systems were being operated. 

A pivotal structure in 
Portland's efforts to 
rejuvenate downtown, the 
100,000-square foot 
office building had to be 
made more energy 
conserving to retain its 
relevance to the company's 
expanding future. 

Out of the study came detailed pro
posals outlining changes in operating pro
cedures and some relatively modest 
retrofitting of systems and equipment. 
After most of the recommendations had 
been adopted, average month ly energy use 
dropped from 585,000 to 247,000 
kilowatt-hours. What makes this energy 
saving of over 57 percent even more 

remarkable is that it was accomplished 
without costly changes in the thermal 
envelope of the building. 
History. Blue Cross of Oregon operates as 
a nonprofit corporation and is a member 
of the Blue Cross Association. The na
tional Association provides planning, 
research, legal and broad advisory support 
to its member companies, which never
theless are totally independent and respon
sible for their own success or failure. 

When Blue Cross of Oregon was incor
porated in 1941 it offered only a hospital 
benefit plan. As its services expanded, so 
did the number of subscribers and by the 
early 1960's the headquarters staff had 
outgrown its leased office space. Just when 
management decided it was time for Blue 
Cross to have a headquarters building of 
its own, the City of Portland was busy at
tempting to drum up support among 
business and industry interests for its 
South West Auditorium District Urban 
Renewal Program. It was the kind of situa
tion that public-spirited firms can't help 
but respond to and Blue Cross quickly 
agreed to help Portland's cause as well as 
its own by locating at JOO S.W. Market 
Street in the district. 
Honored in Hindsight. One usually thinks 
of the Pacific Northwest in terms of tall 

•One of a sen es of reporls g1v111g recog m11011 to the ejforls of urcht1ects and engmeers on behalf of resource conservo11on. 



timbers and clear waters, hardly a locale 
for slums. But the South West Auditorium 
District (so named because the civic 
auditorium is situated there) came close to 
qualifying as one. This had come about 
despite its prime location in the heart of 
Portland and on the banks of the William
ette, sister to the Columbia and one of the 
great rivers of the U.S . 

Recalling how things were, Blue Cross 
vice president Ronald C. Auxier speaks of 
the high tenant concentration. "It had lots 
of old homes and wood-frame apartment 
buildings. In general it was just in very 
poor condition. Then the city managers 
determined that they were going to turn it 
into an urban renewal district." 

Viewed both in retrospect and in context 
with the area's marvelous transformation, 
the architecture of the structure warrants 
new praise for the way it responds to the 
dual objectives laid down by the owner. It 
was to serve as a needed visual boost for 
the hoped-for renaissance of the neighbor
hood. And it was to provide a pleasant, ef
ficient environment that employees could 
respond to in a positive way. The latter aim 
was particularly important, says personnel 
chief Auxier, because the company values 
its long-standing reputation for good 
working conditions, an attitude directly 
reflected by an extremely low turnover. 

The polished pavillion-like, seven-story 
structure of white columns and clear glass 
had an immediate brightening effect on its 
surroundings. The simple rectangular for
mat, extensive plantings of trees and 
shrubs, a circular driveway and broad 
steps leading to a see-through lobby com
bined to lend the building an overtone of 
restrained elegance. It was certainly a 
stately building, unmistakably new, yet 
not in jarring contrast to some vintage 
government buildings that were to remain 
through the renewal program. Two such 
buildings are the County Court House and 
the venerable City Hall, the latter a great 

Despite the best intentions of everyone 
building superintendent Darwin Hinman 
found himself way down the energy scale. 

example of Victorian design intricacies. 
The classical lines of the Blue Cross 
Building were intended to blend in easily 
with those edifices as well as with the new 
buildings that would come into the picture 
later, regardless of what adventurous 
directions their architecture took. 
Sixties' Wisdom. In the mid-sixties the 
prevailing wisdom in the design of office 
buildings dictated that generous expanses 
of glass area should be provided. Studies 
seemed to indicate that workers benefitted 
both psychologically and physiologically 
with large windows . Greater amounts of 
daylight aided sight for better work per
formance and the greater ability to see out 
made for an improved sense of well-being. 
Energy use was not a problem then and 
any negative effects that extremely liberal 
fenestration standards had on the integrity 
of a building's thermal envelope could 
usually be tolerated. 

So the architects for Blue Cross used 
glass-lots of it-in the form of floor-to
ceiling windows. Fully 83 percent of the 
entire facade is glass. 

"We did not have an energy-efficient 
building," says Blue Cross building 
superintendent Dorwin L. Hinman . "We 
were mechanica!Jy deficient, way down the 
scale as far as energy was concerned. That 
was pretty general of construction during 
that period of time. We're not just picking 
on this building or its designers. That was 
simply the way it was done." 

The energy cost problem was affected 
not only by rising electric rates but by 
increased use of the building. "Our con
sumption has gone up also," explains 
Hinman. "We are now a fully occupied 
building. We have more people working 
longer hours. Up until two years ago we 
had very rigid hours. Everyone started at 
8:30, had an hour lunch, and left at 
quarter-to-five. Now we're on 'flex-time,' 
people start at six a.m. or whenever." 

Blue Cross management commissioned 
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill to undertake 
an energy audit and conservation study in 
order to determine what economies could 
be effected by retrofit. I~ was decided to 
limit the retrofit study to mechanical 
systems and equipment and to operating 
procedures. The question of the thermal 
envelope would be taken up later. 
Air for All Seasons. Consistent with the 
highest quality of work environment Blue 
Cross wished to provide for its employees, 
the heating, cooling and ventilating 
systems chosen for the structure was state
of-the-art for the mid sixties. It consisted 
basically of a double-duct, constant
volume air distribution network whereby 
both warm air and cold air were available 
simultaneously to all zones of the structure 
and in all seasons of the year. The main ob
jective for installing this type of system was 

Ener~y Mana~emen 

to provide an extraordinary level of occu
pant comfort. 

A wall-mounted pneumatic heating/ 
cooling thermostat in each zone regulates 
the temperature of the air entering the 
space by means of a mixing box above the 
ceiling. At any time occupants can choo e 
all warm air, all cool air or any mixture in 
between . And, regardless of the air 
temperature called for, it is provided while 
air flows smoothly into the space without 
annoying interruptions or rate fluctua
tions. Further, the interaction of the cold 
and warm air supplies aids control of 
relative humidity in the summer. 

Unfortunately this superior perform
ance is not achieved without a penalty in 
energy consumption. The blending of 
chilled air with heated air when a lower in
coming air temperature is wanted in the 
heating season, for example, is wasteful on 
the face of it. The same can be said of mix
ing heated air with chilled air when a situa
tion calls for less cooling in a space. 

Consulting engineer David Bosworth can 
check an office building's energy worthi· 
ness on the drawing board or anytime later. 

Ubiquitous Undertaking. Although at the 
time there was little pressure to do so, Blue 
Cross and the design team undertook to 
make the system more energy efficient. 
This decision led to the structure being 
among the early commercial application 
of the now-ubiquitous heat recovery 
chiller with double-bundle condenser. 

To appreciate the heal recovery process 
it is helpful to consider an ordinary ap
plication where a standard chiller supplies 
chilled water to coils in an air handling 
unit. Air passes through the coils, then 
moves out through the ducts to cool the 
building and, finally returns to the air 
handler and water coils carrying unwanted 
heat. As the water circulates the absorbed 
heat is brought to the evaporator section 
where it is removed and transferred by the 
refrigeration process ro the condenser. At 



South Atlantic Region. Columbus, Ga., 
Iron Works Convention and Trade Cen
ter; Pound, Flowers & Dedwylder, Co
lumbus; Arthur Cotton Moore/ Asso
ciates, Washington, D.C., design consult
ants (above). Located on the Chattahoo
chee River, the site had been used for 
ironworks, and the manufacture of agri
cultural, textile and industrial items from 
1840 until it was abandoned in 1940. The 
original foundry, the south wing, has been 
left virtually intact for an exhibit area. 
The lower level of the west wing has been 
redesigned for food service, while the up
per level is a dining room. The north wing 
provides smaller exhibition areas. 
South Carolina Chapter. G. Weber Bryan 
Psychiatric Hospital, Columbia; The Tar
leton-Tankersley Architectural Group, 
Greenville (right). The 304-bed hospital 
was designed in a residential scale. Eight 
lodges are grouped in units of two, each 
with a support facility containing therapy 
and treatment areas. And each lodge 
houses three groups of 12 patients with 
spaces for living, eating and general tasks. 
These units constitute the perimeter of the 
hospital complex ringing central struc
tures that house public and therapeutic 
spaces. The roof lines are to reflect re
gional influences. All elements were de
signed to facilitate the treatment process 
and to encourage social interaction. 

More component awards, page 60 AJA JOURNAL/MID-MAY 1981 
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INTRODUCING Now there is an entrance 

THE 
ENT 

EER 
system that not only provides improved thermal 
efficiency, but also minimizes potential water 
damage due to condensation and helps a 
building maintain its comfort level. The 

AL 
Kawneer Thermal Entrance is a new aluminum 
entrance system utilizing a thermally-clad door 
with insulating glass, and hung in a thermal 
frame assembly, complete with functional 

S 
hardware. Designed for use on 

CE exteriors, this new system is fully 
compatible with vestibules and 

a other Kawneer thermal framing 
W systems. This means that now the 

entire facade of a building can be made 
thermally-efficient. 

HELP CLOSE KawneerThermal 

THE DOOR ON ~~~f~~~~Mf~~bu~o~~:V~~f;h 
are based on the same 
proven Kawneer 190 

ENE r 
entrance designs that have become a recognized standard 
in non-residential construction. 

In weather-test comparisons with conventional 
entrances Kawneer Thermal Entrances with lnsulclad doors 

LOSSES. 
and S~alair® Weathering.demonstrated the capability of 
reducing thermal transmittance by as ------• 
much as 80%. * The Condensation 
Resistance Factor was increased by 
more than 250%. * 

*Test results available on request 

Now, by combining Kawneer Thermal 
Entrances with other Kawneer Thermal products, 
such as lnsulcast 450® Framing and 1600 Thermal 
Curtainwall Systems, today~ designer can 
develop cost-saving solutions .. -..-----
to the problems of energy loss, 
and at the same time, 
eliminate uncomfortable 
working and selling 
environments. 

Circle 21 on information card 



For more information. ask for our new 
brochure. Kawneer Thermal Entrances. Write: 

Kawneer Product Information 
Dept. C 
1105 N. Front Street 
Niles. Michigan 49120 

1111111 

The designer'S element 

Continuous, Rigid 
PVC Thermal 
Separators. Secured 
by screws for positive 
attachment Separators 
are interlocked with 
cladding for addrt1onal 
holding screngch 

PVC Cushion for qu1ec 
door closing . S1lrcone 
pointing prevents cold 
a1r contact with 1ntenor 
cladding 

Heavy Gauge 
Aluminum Cladding. 
Mounted on mterror 
race or door and 
mechanically inter
locked co rhermal 
separacor along boch 
edges. Cladding rs also 
dimensionally 
scable-no chermal 
bowing 

Sealalr Weathering. 
Flexible polymerrc 
scrrpp1ng ac Jambs and 
header s1gnr f1 cantly 
reduces a1r 1nflltrat1on 

Fully-reslllent Glass 
Setting. Door and 
frame accepc I" 3/ 4" 
or 5/8" 1nsula11ng 
glass for grearer thermal 
eff1C1ency Glazing 
scops provide 1/ 2" 
grrppage w11h 1/ 4" 
edge clearance 

Sealalr Adjustable 
Bottom Weatherstrip. 
Concea led flexible 
blade gaskec provides 
continuous contacc 
wuh chreshold 



It's the growing consensus of the leading archi
tectural and engineering firms in the land: the 
E&O program available through Shand, Morahan 
& Company is about the best coverage you can 
have, at a most competitive premium rate. That's 
why so many of the ENR top 500 design and con
struction firms are choosing our insurance. 

But your firm doesn't have to be among the 
biggest to enjoy the best in Architects and 
Engineers Professional Liability insurance. 
Shand, Morahan also extends its uniformly excel
lent claims-made program and unmatched stan
dard of service to more and more medium and 
smaller-sized firms as well. These firms enjoy 
the same experience and attention that only the 
nation's foremost source for professional liability 
insurance can provide. 

If your present Architects and Engineers 
Liability policy or premium might benefit from an 
analysis and comparision with ours, we welcome 
your insurance broker's inquiry. Whether you're 
among the biggest, or just want the best . 

.. II Shand, Morahan 

.. & Company, Inc. 
One American Plaza, Evanston IL 60201 

Circle 22 on information card 



A great Idea begins 
n paper. But your best 

deas really come to llfe 
hen you add the 

~eautiful finishing touch 
pt Rayflect coated 

lass from Advanced 
oating Technology. 

ACT is known for quality. Our superior 
·eating techniques provide excellent solar 
~jection ratios, in turn allowing your clients to save 
rc;:iluable energy dollars. For maximum energy 

~
fficiency. Rayflect coatings re-radiate infra-red 
nd ultraviolet light. Whether you spec cledr, ,Qray, 
ronze or blue-green, our coatings reduce glare 

t
nd provide more uniform daylighting In wqrJ< areas .. 
utside, the uniformity of Rayflect color assures • 
inimal checkerboardirig and distortion effecfs. -
ACT is known for service, too. We back our 
roducts with a limited 1Q.-yeor warro.Qtv og,ainst . ,,.. . 

~
eellng, cracking or deterioration. We'll work closely with you ffOiti'inltlol 
pees to final dellvefy, making sure·your order is hqnpled efficiently and 
lied quickly - the way you like to do business. · 
Make your good ideas better than ever. With Rayflect, from" Advanced Coating 

·echnology. The more you look tt'ie better we lo<;>k. • 

For more informatJon, see Sweets #8.26, or write: 
Advanced Coating Technologv, Inc. .. • 

Rayflect Division, A subsidiary of Worthington lnaustries, Inc. · 
306 Beasley Drive, Franklin, Tennessee 37064 • 615-790-6001•Telex55-5145 

Circle 23 011 information card 
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Florida Association. Logan Residence, 
Tampa; Rowe Holmes Associates, Tampa 
(right). The design borrows from the in
digenous "cracker" houses of Central 
Florida: a steeply pitched roof with gen
erous overhangs shed water during tropi
cal rainstorms and provide protection for 
open windows and shading of exterior 
wall surfaces. In combination with the 
high ceilings, the roof penetrations allow 
the natural convection current to draw off 
heat during the humid summers. The cen
tral living/ dining/kitchen space that di
vides the two sleeping areas is a derivative 
of the "dog trot," which is also prevalent 
in early Florida housing. Because the site 
is subject to occasional flooding, the main 
living area is elevated eight feet above 
grade. 
Mid Florida Chapter. Montverde House, 
South Lake County; John B. Langley, 
AJA, Winter Park (below). The award 
was actually given for a research project, 
published under the title Sun Belt Earth 
Sheltered Architecture, conducted by 
Langley and engineer James L. Gay. The 
purpose of the study was to try to develop 
understanding of and enthusiasm for 
earth-sheltered architecture in the sun 
belt and to raise research funds to develop 
methods and equipment to further under
stand its application to specific sun belt 
architectural programs. The house shown 
below is one of the earliest earth-sheltered 
designs to be located in the sun belt. The 
central area of the house is a sky lit atrium 
around which are bedrooms and a crafts 
area. 
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Gordon H. Schenck, Jr. 
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Our new building 
system gives you the two 
things that count most: higher 
quality and lower cost. 

It's been thoroughly field
tested . 1500 build ings later, we 
have all of the details worked out. 
The result is a simple, quality 
system that lets you make the most 
of quickly trained labor, yet goes up 
fast and ends up better. 
THE BASIC PANEL. 
You start with half the wall already built; 

the inside half. It is made of a high 
strength steel wire cage, welded 
through and around a core of 
expanded polystyrene. Each 4' x 8' 
panel is an easy-to-handle 26 pounds. 

IT'S STRONGER. 
The basic panel can be finished with a 

coat of portland cement plaster, 
inside and out, gun or hand appl ied . 

The finished wall has 
excellent structural load 
bearing qualities . 
IT LASTS LONGER. 

No rot , fungus or 
termites . Also , the walls 

are fire resistant and have 
outstanding seismic 

properties. 
DEADENS SOUND. 

Excellent in offices, homes, 
apartments and condos. Also 
excellent as a low cost, free 

standing sound barrier wall against 
freeway and other noises. 
THERMAL EFFICIENCY 

It's a thermal mass- just what's cal led 
for in build ings designed for passive 
temperature control. 
SEND FOR THE FULL STORY 

Details are in our latest brochure. Send 
for your free copy. 

COVINGTON'S 
THERMl:IMPAC™ 
PANELr~E,~5}%G SYSTEM 

Covington Technologies/17811 Mitchell Avenue/Irvine, CA 92714 

Circle 24 0 11 i11/ormatio11 card 



Let The Sun Shine In With General Aluminum's New 

atden Centet 
Coll It passive solar energy, If you want to, we Just call It 

beautiful and your customers will too. Our magnificent new, 
threedlmenslonal window wall opens up a whOle new world 
of sunshine, starllght, thriving house plants and a mansion
size feeling. Nature ltseH, becomes an accent In your Interior 
decorating. 

The Garden Center Is a floor to celllng window with fixed 
lites overhead, In the front, and on the sides. Optional slider 
windows are avallable for ventilation at the base of the side 
panels. The Garden Center protects 36" from the exterior 

wall In sizes up to 16' wide. Choose bronze or white finish, 
with tempered Spaceglass® or single glazed with tempered 
glass. Laminated glass Is used ln tfle sloping overhead 
panels. 

At General Aluminum we think passive solar energy Is 
extremely Important. The Garden Center Is the kind of In
novative thinking that has established our reputation In the 
Industry. It Is easy to Install, extremely well bullt and com
petitively priced. 

GENERAL ALUMINUM~ .ii~ 
Subs1d1ary o f OVERHEAD DOOR CORPORATION · Dallas. Texas • * 

General Offices and Plant 
P.O. Box 34221 Dallas Tx. 75234 

Telephone: (214) 242-5271 

Westem Division Plant 
P.O. Box 8987 Boise, Idaho 83704 

Telephone: (208) 376-4531 
Circle 25 0 11 information card 
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Stop dirt 
attliedoor 
with style! 

Construction Specialties gives you two 
elegant new ways to control tracked-in 
dirt, mud and slush. 

CIS Pedigrid is a complete system 
of permanent recessed treads that allow 
dirt to fall between heelproofrail open
ings into a cleanable recess below. 

CIS Pedimat offers the flexibility of 
surface-mounted installation, in addi
tion to recessed application, and 
provides relief in foot-fatigue situations. 

Both Pedigrid and Pedimat do the 
jobs that have to be done-stopping 
dirt, mud, sand, and water at the door; 
reducing interior floor maintenance; 
protecting the safety of visitors and 
workers. At the same time, both Ped
igrid and Pedimat build the designer's 
palette with a broad range of contempo
rary colors, textures and surfaces in
cluding Dupont Antron III® carpet. 

Pedigridl Pedimat is custom fab
ricated to any size or shape. 

-PEDIGRID/PEDIMAT 
Construction Specialties, Inc. 

Muncy, PA •San Marcos, CA • Mississauga, Ont. 

Send for literature! 



Total system 
effic1encJ 

Get it with as 
heating/coo 1ng. 

For space conditioning-whether in a giant structure or the smallest commercial 
building-it pays to look into the advantages of clean gas energy. 

Gas is efficient, economical energy. And new energy-saving equipment makes it 
even more efficient. Modern integrated heating/cooling systems fueled by gas 
can provide the operating economies and reliability today's business demands. 

And America's large underground gas supplies and potential new sources will 
mean continued supplies of efficient gas energy in the future. 

Williams Center Forum, Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

Gas: The future belongs to the efficient. ~· 
AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION© 1981 
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Designed to save energy. 
Destined to save 
money. 
~poured-in-place polyure
hane thermal barrier provides 
J full%" separation between 
nterior and exterior surfaces 
)f the frame members. No 
11etal to metal contact. 
)ISCO's exclusive wedged
~lazing system provides a 
1igh compression seal 
oetween glass and aluminum. 
eli-arc welded comers 

provide greater in-place 
frame stability. 
Blind maintenance is virtually 
31iminated. 
DISCO's unique baffled venting 
3'y'Stem allows air to circulate 
oetv.een the fVvQ panes of 
~lass preventing glass fracture 
due to heat build-up as well as 
condensation. 

No other window system does a better job of 
ucing life cycle costs than the DISCO T-200 l . 
·h LJ\,{lluesas lowas0.42 and a shading coefficient 
ow as 0.06, the T-2001 can dramatically reduce 
lt and cooling costs in buildings designed to last 
> the twenty-first century. 
The T-2001 's operable design and integral vene-

tian blinds contribute to additional sc:Mngs in reduced 
maintenance and cleaning costs. 

DISCO .... serving the architectural community 
since 1887. A pioneer in the development of a \,{)riety 
of window systems destined to deliver superior per
formance in today's energy and cost conscious world. 
Challenge us to prove it. 

Circle 27 0 11 information card 
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Gulf States Region. Anytime Banker Ma
chine, First American National Bank, 
Nashville; Gresham & Smith, Nashville 
(above). The machine provides 24-hour 
banking service through a complex sys
tem of IBM computers. Five system types 
were developed to adapt to various func
tional and environmental concerns. The 
one pictured uses a cubic form with the 
computer and customer protected by a 
canopy. Integrated in the design are glass 
block walls and exaggerated bumper poles. 
In two of the other four unit types, the 
computer is positioned through an exist
ing wall-in one the building provides a 
canopy, in the other a canopy has been 
added. The two other systems are an 
indoor freestanding unit and an outdoor 
freestanding one for use by vehicles. 
Mississippi Chapter and Gulf States Re
gion. Collins Residence, Starkville; Rob
ert McDonald Ford, AJA, Mississippi 
State University, with Donlyn A. Lyndon, 
FAIA, San Francisco (right) . The house 
is situated on an east-facing slope with its 
west side nestled close against a stand of 
pine trees. The building takes its form 
from a courtyard. The roof is low around 
the three sides of the court and slopes 
away, reaching up to a lookout pergola. 
The tower contains a bedroom with sleep
ing loft at the apex of the roof. Spiral 
stairs wind up to the pergola. The front 
door opens into a square vestibule that 
finks the formal entertaining and guest 
spaces on the left with family quarters on 
the right. The west wing is a complete 
apartment with kitchen, study, master 
bedroom and bath. 

More component awards, page 70 
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Introducing THERMACORE. The world's only insulated sectional steel door 
with a patented thermal break. 

Tested in the frigid environment of a 
Swedish winter, this revolutionary 
new industrial sectional steel door 
has achieved amazing success. 

Now at lnsoport Industries in 
Williamsport, Pa., THERMACORE 
industrial doors are rolling off our 
production lines ready to prove how 
they can save you energy and dollars 
in your location. 

You see, a unique design and 
manufacturing process make th is 
sectional steel door superior to all 
other sectional industrial doors. 

Nobody builds a door like 
THERMACORE. 

Nobody can match our U-values 
(0 .071 for a panel and 0.22 for the 
installed door). Nobody can match 
our standard widths . 

And nobody can match our 
patented thermal break. 

Meet a new concept in industrial 
sectional steel doors. 
THERMACORE. 
The lamination process used to 
construct our industrial door panels 

• A trademark of Bethlehem Steel. 

is a completely new method. No 
other door is made this way ... 
anywhere. 

THERMACORE is a total system 
of tight seals and thermal breaks 
designed to prevent heat transfer 
and eliminate air and water 
infiltration. 

Each cavity is packed solidly. 
THERMACORE is the first "airless" 
door. 

Each cavity between the sheets 
of Galvalume* steel (steel coated 
with aluminum, zinc, and silicon) is 
packed solidly with a filling of 
polyurethane foam. The heated door 
skins receive a fil ling of this 
polyurethane foam, forming an 
exceptionally strong sandwich of 
metal / foam I metal. 

There are no gaps or air pockets 
anywhere between the inner and 
outer sheets. So instead of air, our 
door is filled 1..vith solid thermal 
insulation. 

Why every other door is 
"backward." 
Everyone else bu ilds doors outside 
in . We build our THERMACORE 
doors from the inside out. 

The heart of our door is the core 
of 1-5 / 8" thick polyurethane. The 
foamed-in-place core gives our door 
an energy-saving value superior to 
all other sectional industrial doors. 

You see, whi le conventional 
doors use vertical stiles, rivets , spot 
welding, or other methods that 
require metal-to-metal contact, 
THERMACORE has a unique 
design. There's no metal-to-metal 
contact between the inner and outer 
surfaces. 

The world's widest door. 
We produce doors up to 40 feet wide 
(16 feet wider than any other 

THERMACORE 

manufacturer). And no matter how 
wide, our doors do not need vertical 
stiles for strength. 

A door is a door Is a door . .. until 
THERMACORE. 
THERMACORE is more than a door. 
It 's a manufacturing process totally 
automated and contro lled by the 

finest computer technology, 
resulting in a solid-wall thermal 
insulation. 

And because a poor seal 
between the door and the wall can 
ruin the efficiency of good panel 
insulation, we have four different 
THERMACORE seals to stop air 
infiltration and save energy. 

THERMACORE is the world 's 
most advanced industrial door. 

To find out more about th is new 
sectional steel door, ask for our 
catalog . Write lnsoport Industries, 
Inc. , 3200 Reach Road, P.O. Box 
3033, Williamsport, PA. Or call toll 
free 1 -800-233-8992. 

THERE'S NO OTHER DOOR LIKE IT. 
Circle 28 on information card 



Mississippi Chapter and Gulf States 
Region. Christ Community Church, Clin
ton; Goodman & Mockbee, AJA, Jackson 
(above) . The building functions as both 
a worship and classroom area. The church 
nave, which seats 185 to 200 people in 
folding chairs, can be partitioned into five 
classrooms. The building faces north and 
east with the bell tower and main en
trance on the east. Four high windows on 
the east elevation admit natural light into 
the interior corridor. The architect made 
a "conscious effort" to use the shapes and 
images from farm buildings and barns, 
which can be seen in the surrounding 
Mississippian landscape. 
Louisiana Architects Association. Medi
cal Offices for Dr. James L. Nelson, M.D., 
Hammond; Gossen-Gasaway & Asso
ciates, Ltd., Hammond (right). Since the 
building is located in a designated his
toric district, the exterior renovation had 
to be in character with the existing turn
of-the-century architecture. Inside, the 
first floor houses an office; the second, a 
doctor's lounge and two one-bedroom 
rental units. The ceiling height on the first 
floor was dropped in all areas except the 
corridor space, in which the original 14-
foot-high ceiling was retained. The doc
tor's lounge, located in the rear of the 
second level, is connected to the first floor 
by a spiral staircase. 
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Don't Cornprornise 
Your Wall's 

Integrit}f. 
Haws Model HWCT6 fountain 

with cooler is fully recessed, so 
walls remain smooth and interior 

lines are uninterrupted. Recess 
space beneath allows convenient 

wheelchair access. 

Sturdy, 
Easy to Mount 
Steel mounting box is included 
for convenient installation. 
9.5 gph cooler fits simply into 
place. Features a 17-gauge, 
satin -brushed finish; polished 
chrome-plated bubbler; and 
push-bar valve with automatic 
stream control. 

HAWS DRINKING FAUCET COMPANY 
P.O. Box 1999 • Berkeley, CA 94701 

Circle 30 on information card 
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How to 
flush out 

the real thing 
in flush valves. 

Look for all these precision features. 
And you·11 be looking at the real 
thing-a Sloan Flush Valve. For 
example, look at the inside cover. 
Sloan's is molded of the finest 
thermoplastic. There's no need for 
regulation and water delivery is 
consistent and dependable. 

Our relief valve has a sliding 
gland for non-hold-open 
operation. The valve flushes, 
then shuts off automatically, 
even if the handle is held 
down. That saves water. And 
it's been a Sloan standard for 
years. 

The lip seal on the handle 
needs no adjustment. And a 
nylon sleeve eliminates 
metal-to-metal contact 
between handle and socket. 

80 AIA JOURNAL/MID-MAY 1981 

The tail piece is adjustable to compensate 
for roughing-in error. Its leakproof 
connection can't be accidentally 
disengaged. 

BAK-CH EK means pressure 
losses-even to negative pressures 
-have no effect. When pressure's 

restored, the valve's ready to go. 

We use high-grade natural rubber for 
the segment diaphragm. In 75 years, 
we've found nothing beats rubber for 

long service. And we mold brass 
segments into the diaphragm for 
positive closing at the main seat. 

The guide is ABS engineered plastic. 
In combination with either of two 

relief valves, it'll satisfy any fixture 
requirement. 

The real thing. A Sloan Flush Valve. For real 
water savings and real-life dependability. 

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY 
10500 Seymour Avenue, Franklin Park, IL 60131 

Circle 32 on information card 





Oume Corporation Facilities, San Jose, CA Architect: Hawley & Peterson , P'llo Alto , CA Owner: Oume Corporation, San Jose, CA 

This is a factory? 
Strong forms and bold colors give the 
Ou me Corporation facilities in San Jose, CA, 
a distinctly un-factorylike appearance. On the 
outside, I nryco/wall IW-11 A panels in postal 
blue and boysenberry are curved in graceful 
contours to break up the geometric rectangles 
of long , low sandstone beige walls. 
Inside, the same type of panels in boysenberry 
and suede brown frame a skylit garden atrium 

A1-22-3 

between office and plant areas. Ou me Corpo
ration wanted a pleasant atmosphere for its 
employees, and the design team won a 1980 
AIA Honor Award in providing it. 
The energy efficient lnryco/wall panels are 
coated with long-life, low-maintenance, two-coat 
Duofinish over a galvanized steel base. For 
more data contact your lnryco representative 
or INRYCO, Inc , Building Panels Div., Dept. 
E-4127, PO. Box 393, Milwaukee, WI 53201. 
TLX 26683 INRYCO A WMIL. 

Craig Buchanan phoros 

• lnryco 
an Inland Steel company 

Circle 34 011 information card 



Detroit Chapter, United Techn'ologies 
Office/Research Building, Dearborn, 
Mich.; Rossen/Neumann (above). The 
three-story L-shaped building is located 
at the edge of a mature woods and looks 
out on it with three stories of reflective 
glass. The interior of the 245,000-square
foot building was designed to be highly 
flexible. All conference rooms, toilets and 
other common rooms are oriented at the 
end of the three office areas. Although 

the research facilities were previously in 
three separate areas, in the new building 
they are consolidated into one with access 
from all three office divisions. The build
ing also has an auditorium, computer 
center and three-story lobby with skylight. 

Poplar Creek Music Theatre, Hoffman 
Estates, Ill.; Rossen/Neumann Associ
ates, Southfield, Mich. (below). The 
theater can accommodate 7 ,000 people 
under the roof, plus 13,000 on the lawns. 

To provide sight lines to the stage from 
the lawn area, 370,000 cubic yards of 
earth were excavated to build a 46-foot
high slope. The whole complex-theater, 
food concession building, toilets, ticket 
sales and other related buildings, are 
located on a circular configuration with 
the major element-the seating-occupy
ing nearly one-half of the circle. The the
ater's roof is a 60,000-square-foot space 
frame. 
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EXCLUSIVE! 
Foam shealhing wilh load 
bearing sleel framing! 
Unique assembly with 1-hour 
fire rating employs )12" plywood 
sid ing panels. 1" FOAMULAR 
Insulation. )12" gypsum sheath
ing, 3%" THERMAFIBER® MS In
sulating Blanket. 6 mil poly film 
(optional) and %" SHEETROCK®. 
Brand FIRECODE® C Gypsum 
Panels. 

lhe folloMng trademorl<s are owned by 
United States Gypsum Corrpany: 
FIRECODE-SHEETTlOCK, THERMAFIBER. USG 

Now, the name that offers you more in exclusive insulating sheathing systems is 
first to fill another important architectural need. Ifs a 1-hour fire-rated commer
cial system for rigid insulating sheathing-with load-bearing steel framing (see 
schematic above). 

This unique new system employs high performance FOAMULAR insulation
the remarkable polystyrene produced by a patented vacuum/hydrostatic pro
cess. Remarkable because of a closed-cell core structure, continuous skin 
surface, good flexural and compressive strength, minimized wicking, plus resis
tance to water. vapor and decay. FOAMULAR insulation scores and snaps 
clean to expedite installation. Meets Federal Specification HH-1-5248 and 
major building codes.• Call your U.S.G. Representative. Mail coupon now! 

The higher the R-value the greater the Insulating power. Ask your seller 
for the fact sheet on R-values. 

Circle 35 011 i11/ormatio11 card 
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±]~ 
Z-Furrlng System for Insulating 
masonry and concrete walls. 



Masonry Cavity Woll Insulating 
System. 

Ring thread 
provides 

automatic 
-stop! 

CIC (A joint venture between subsidiaries of 
UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY 
and CONDEC CORPORATION) 

United States Gypsum. 101 S. Wack8f Dt, Chicago. ll 60606. Dept. A IA581A 
Send complete product lnfoonatlon on Foamulal'" Polysly!ene Insulation Systems to: 
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Cincinnati Chapter. Cincinnati Riverfront 
Coliseum/ Stadium pedestrian connec
tions; Gary R. Lesniewicz, AIA, Cincin
nati (above). This network of skywalls 
and stairs links, both physically and vis
ually, the large sports/ entertainment fa
cilities on the bank of the Ohio River to 
the adjacent downtown core. The design 
elements are appropriately overscaled to 
match the huge buildings they serve. At 
the same time, the circular form of the 
stadium and the oval form of the coliseum 
are suggested by the sculptural softness 
of the periphery. Granite pavers, used as 
an edging device to strengthen the sculp
tural effect, were salvaged from the orig
inal riverfront streets that much of this 
new development displaces. 

Butler County, Ohio, Courthouse; 
Steed-Hammond-Paul, Hamilton, Ohio 
(right). Built in the 1880s in the Second 
Empire style with strong Beaux-Arts in
fluences, the courthouse is considered the 
county's most significant landmark. Com
missioners asked the architect to create 
an efficient 20th century courts facility 
while maintaining the building's original 
character. One of the large courtrooms 
was divided into a smaller one plus new 
judicial facilities, and fire stairs were in
stalled in wasted storage space and obso
lete restrooms. The interior focal point, a 
rotunda with skylight, was repaired and 
restored. Office additions that had been 
constructed in the east and west porticos 
were removed, the stone exterior was 
cleaned and exterior decoration repaired. 
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Tile Bentwood Collec.tion 

Sten dig 
Sten dig selects the best of bentwood for the perception of our time. These models are made at the original factory located at the edge of a 
vast Beechwood forest in Koritschan, Moravia (now Czechoslovakia) . This factory was built in 1856 by Michael Thonet, on a site that was 
chosen for its proximity to the finest material available for the bentwood process. These Beechwood trees are still cultivated to produce a 
tougher, more durable wood with longer, straight grained fibers that withstand the stresses of bending . Original water and steam method of 
manufacture is still employed . Stendig Bentwood chairs are hand-made and hand-caned by craftsmen who continue in a heritage of pride in 
workmanship. 

Stendig showrooms in Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami , New York . Other showrooms in Atlanta, Denver, San Francisco, Seattle . Representatives in major 
cities. Write or call Stendig " Inc., 410 East 62 Street, New York 10021 (212) 838-6050. Stendig Inc. , a subsidiary of Stendig International, Inc. 
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FRESlt IDEAS. 
The idea is color. Stronger, richer color. Anso IV has it. Because 

Anso IV-the first 4th generation nylon with built-in soil and 
stain protection for commercial use-dyes deeper and holds 

more color than any other fiber, to create carpets with crisper 
patterns and purer tones. Anso IV protection lasts, which means 

reduced maintenance costs, and extended carpet life. And 
Anso IV means carpet with guaranteed lifetime static control, 

and guaranteed wear resistance (see Anso IV label for full war
ranty terms). Anso IV, it's the superior commercial carpet fiber, 

engineered for beauty and performance. And, fresh ideas. 

AnsillWhen your eye says beauty, 
and logic demands performance. 



The carpet of Anso IV shown above has been steam cleaned Sx prior to testing. 
1. Coffee spill beads up on 2. After resoiling-soil 3. After vacuuming, it is 
carpet of Anso IV. .. the stain particles are literally sus - thoroughly cleaned ... the 
protection remains. pended in carpet of Anso IV. soil protection remains. 

For further information, write to Allied Fibers and Plastics 
Company, Home Furnishings Advertising Department, 
1411 Broadway, New York, N.Y 10018 
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n 
pay for tself In 2 years. 

High energy costs concern us all. Joy has a solution to 
the problem that can deliver substantial savings. When Joy 
Controllable Pitch fans are applied to well-designed VAV 
systems, they will pay for themselves with power savings in 
a few years, in comparison to conventional systems. 

For example, based on data from an actual installation, a 
48-26-1770, 100 H.P. Joy Controllable Pitch fan saved 86,530 KW 
hours in one year. Using a cost of ~ per KW hour, the savings 
over two years amounted to $8,653 ... more than covering the 
cost of the fan. 

For energy savings data contact Joy Manufacturing Com
pany, Air Moving Products, New Philadelphia, Ohio 44663. 

Offices and plants rhroughovt the world 
~~~~ ™ 

NEW 
PHILADELPHIA 1---+-• -- ----- --+-1 

DIVISION 
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Cincinnati Chapter. Taft Corporate Head
quarters, Cincinnati; PDT + Co., Cin
cinnati (above). Located in an emerging 
redevelopment neighborhood, the site is 
a ridge accessible only from the north 
with the south slope exposed to the city's 
skyline. The design solution was a linear
massed building with entry to the north 
and a low level view of the city to the 
outh. The atrium is enclosed with bronze 

insulated glass. 
Architects Society of Ohio. Cincinnati 
Postal Employees Credit Union; Glaser & 
Myers and Associates, Cincinnati 
(right). The client occupies the first floor 
of the 21,000-square-foot building; the 
remaining office space has been leased to 
other credit unions. The building's design 
was to be "clistinctive to create a unique 
structure on a site surrounded by undis
tinguished industrial buildings and to at
tract the attention of by-passing motor
ists," in the architect's words. The solu
tion is a crisp, colorful steel panel build
ing with strong geometrical configura
tions . Offices and work areas are housed 
in the square gray-paneled structure. A 
triangular two-story lobby is created by 
an orange panel wall that runs parallel to 
the street and butts the square work area. 
The triangular shape is reflected in the 
teller counters and the exposed space 
frames that support the ceiling and the 
glass front wall. 
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Control Data can hel1 
Today, energy is the number one cost of operating commercial 
buildings. Control Data can help you design an energy conservation 
strategy that makes the most of available energy resources. 

..t. Tim Dirr of Architectural Alliance in Minneapolis uses a PLATO terminal to model a new 
building. The PLATO/BLAST program tests the various parameters of construction to 
determine the optimal design in terms of energy conservation. More and more architects 
are routinely providing this type of service for their clients. 
Chuck Branch, Director of Building Services, St. Mary's Hospital in Reno, Nevada: "We were 
able to reduce our monthly fuel bill by $15, 000 without any sacrifice in patient care or comfort 
by using information gained through a CYBERNET energy analysis program." Beard-Wiel 
Associates were the consulting engineers. 'If 

Buildings are prime target! 
for energy conservation, 
since they consume nearly 
40% of the U.S. energy sur 
Already, thermal compliar 
codes have been adopted · 
most states. This means ar 
tects, engineers and buildiJ 
owners must find ways to 
meet these requirements, 
and control the expense o: 
escalating fuel costs. 

Computer modeling evalu 
energy consumption 
By using proven energy 
analysis programs availabl' 
through our CYBERNET' 
data services network, yot 
can simulate the energy w 
for a new or existing build 
You can calculate energy 
consumption, compare alt 
natives, and compute inve 
ment, operating costs or 
payback. You can deterrni 
compliance with local 
building or energy codes, 
and analyze the interactio: 
between such variables as 
building components, occ1 
pancy and weather. 

Our energy analysis librar: 
extensive. It consists of 
third generation compute1 
programs which are fully 
supported by program aut 
and our own consultants. 

Customized solutions iron 
Control Data's Professiom 
Services 
But for unique requireme1 
our Professional Services 
consultants can tailor a 
solution. These specialists 



rou cut energy costs. 

rol Data's own energy conservation 
'am started in 1972. Since then, our 
space increased by almost two-thirds. 
>ur energy consumption per square 
1ecreased by more than one-third. 

e extensive backgrounds 
1eating, ventilation and air 
ditioning, as well as state
he-art computer technology. 
rking with your energy 
1agers, they can help you 
elop customized solutions 
your energy problems. 

! latest advance in 
y-to-use programs 
m without extensive 
erience in computers or 
rgy audits, you can use 
new PLATO/ BLAST 

gram. It uses the highly 
:ractive terminal of Control 
:a's PLATO® computer-
ed education system to 
fo you through each step 
he analysis with text, 
lfams and graphics of the 
lding zones being analyzed. 

~rgy Auditing-tailored to 
1omes as well as commercial 
I dings 
~e most homeowners lack 
skills needed to weigh 
:mative conservation 
asures, we developed an 
y-to-use residential audit. 
1ilable from participating 
ities, or as a benefit from 

Three state-of-the-art technologies are represented in this installation of equipment atop 
the Circle T Girl Scout Center in Ft. Worth. The Lennox active solar/ variable air volume 
HVAC system employing advanced electronic controls was simulated by programs 
developed for Lennox Industries by Control Data's Professional Services. 

employers, it profiles a home's 
overall energy efficiency and 
helps evaluate conservation 
alternatives. As with our com
mercial energy audits, the 
home energy audit identifies 
various conservation measures, 
their costs, tax benefits and 
projected savings. 

Our solar energy "collector" 
is bringing light on this new 
technology. 
With the extensive research 
into solar technology, we need 
to avoid costly duplication 
of effort. That's why Control 
Data is building one of the 

world's largest solar data 
bases. Through our global 
data services networks, you can 
access data bases on solar 
energy, earth sheltered con
struction and other renewable 
energy resources. 

Knowledge. Services. Solutions. 
Ways that Control Data is 
helping people conserve energy 
and cut fuel costs. 

For further information write: 
Control Data Corporation 
Energy Industry Marketing 
HQW09A, Box 0 
Minneapolis, MN 55440 

&l c:\ CONTROL DATA 
~ r::J COf\.PO~TION 

Addressing societys major unmet needs 
Circle 41 0 11 information card 
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THI 
HORIZONTALLY 

l 

General Moil Handling Facility, U.S. Postal Service, Huntsville, Alabama Archi tect: Northi ngton, Smith, Kranert, Tomblin Assoc. General Contractor: Bryson Construction Co., Inc. 

Design in a new direction with 
the horizontal look from Robertson 

There's a new option for design 
flexibility from Robertson: 
Formawall® flat metal wall 
panels have been redesigned for 
horizontal use - in addition to 
trad itional vertic al installation. 

Now you can design horizontally 
in lengths up to 30 feet - in 24" 
to 30"-high modules - in our 
standa rd 2" thickness. Use our 
foam core insulated Formawall 

1000 and select from long-life 
stucco-embossed finishes such 
as Vitralume® (a superb por
celainized finish at new competi
tive prices), Versacor®, Durasil® 
or PVF2. Or utilize Formawall 2000 
with a honeycomb core and baked 
enamel finishes - and choose 
smooth or stucco-embossed. 

In either case, you'll take ad
vantage of this latest Robertson 
innovation: we've eliminated the 
c ustomary weather-exposed 
sealants at all horizontal joints, 
so we can now provide a bolder, 
deeper shadow line. 

The horizontal look: another new 
concept in walls from Robertson, 
designed to make your building 
come to life. 

For further details on horizontal 
or vertical Formawall applications, 
call or write: H. H. Robertson 
Company, Department J-5, 400 
Holiday Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 
15220. Phone: (412) 928-7522. 
Circle 43 0 11 information card 

Horizontal Formawall 
Typical Joint Details 

Formawall 1000 Formawall 2000 
2" Thick 2" Thick 

Foam Core Panel Honeycomb C ore Panel 
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Architects Society of Ohio. Arcade 
Square, Dayton; Lorenz & Williams, 
Dayton (above). This turn-of-the-cen
tury mall, fronted by a Netherlandic 
guildhall facade and terminating at a 
90-foot-diameter space covered with a 
glass rotunda, had experienced decline 
with the rest of downtown Dayton. Its 
restoration, financed by a complex public 
private arrangement that included an 
Urban Development Action Grant , com
bines careful attention to historic accu
racy with low-key new elements. Sky
lights were uncovered and fitted with new 
outer frames and new glass. Original in
terior colors were researched for histori
cal accuracy. New shopfronts, tile floors 
and linear metal ceilings are essentially 
neutral. Exterior shopfronts flanking the 
arcade entrance are recessed to allow the 
ornate facade to remain unencumbered . 
Energy conservation was an important 
consideration: An analysis found that 
performance improved 57 percent after 
restoration. 
Indiana Society of Architects. Spring Mill 
Stable, Indianapolis; Gordon Clark Asso
ciates, Indianapolis (left). Built in 1902 
as a horse stable, this wood-frame build
ing on a wooded site was part of an estate 
owned since 1924 by an Indianapolis de
partment store executive. The architect 
remodeled it into a single family resi
dence with 5,000 square feet of space. It 
features a master bedroom in the tower, 
a large family room in a loft and both for
mal and family dining areas. 



Sunglas® Reflective. 
Less heat. More daylight. Low cost. 

Sunglas®Reflective by Ford blocks up The next time you specify reflective 
to 65% of the sun's heat, while letting in g lass, specify the total performance of 
over 40% more natural daylight than Sunglas® Reflective. 
the closest competitor, at a cost For more information call: 
thafs surprisingly low. 1-800-521-6346 . 

•• GLASS DIVISION 
Circle 44 011 information card 





The new 357.000 sq. ft. 
ve-Harvey College in south
st Chicago was designed 
provide 8.500 full-time 
Jdents with programs cover
~ the arts. sciences and tech
:al areas of learning. 
The building's 30-foot by 

I-foot bay steel framed 
ructural system provides 
1od quality spaces for 
udents and faculty functions. 
The building's enclosure of 

:;ulated painted 74 in. thick 
rbon steel plate with 1" 
ick insulated glass on a S
ot module. was designed 
10-foot wide full height 
)-foot 6-inch sections for 
pid erection and early 
)Se-in of the building. 
This enclosure is not only 

1 effective barrier to the 
gh noise levels caused by 
1e heavy auto and truck 
affic from the adjoining 
reets and expressway but 
so complies with energy 

conservation design require
ments. Of the 59.150 square 
feet of exterior wall surfaces 
only 35% is glass. 

The new Olive-Harvey 
College is a successful example 
of the design flexibility and 
practical economy of using 
structural steel on the inside 
and a painted. easily main
tained. exposed light-weight 
steel skin on the outside. The 
Richard J. Daley College build
ing in southwest Chicago 
duplicates this structure and 
exposed steel wall system. 

To find out more about 
these buildings. and for infor
mation regarding the many 
applications for structural 
steel. contact a USS Construc
tion Representative through 
your nearest U.S. Steel Sales 
Office. Or write for a copy of 
the USS Exposed Steel Design 
Data Sheet C.5/Sa to United 
States Steel. P.O. Box 86. 
(C1497). Pittsburgh. PA 15230. 

@ United States Steel 
TRAOEMARK 

mer : Public Building Commission of Chicago. Chicago. Illinois 

>erator: Board of Community College District No. 508. Chicago. Illinois 

chitect/Engineer: Dubin. Dubin. Black & Moutoussamy. C.F. Murphy 
Associates-A Joint Venture-Chicago. Illinois 

nstruction Manager: DDBM Inc .. Chicago. Illinois 

1rtain Wall Fabricator / Erector : 
Chicago Ornamental Iron Co .. Melrose Park. Illinois 

ructural Steel Fabricator/ Erector : 
Wendnagel and Company. Inc .. Chicago. Illinois 

·cle 45 011 information card 



ffiP RATED AMERICAN-MADE BRIDGING SEALANT BY E.P.A. STANDARDS 
Millions of dollars will be spent this year on the 
asbestos abatement program. Total asbestos 
removal is too costly. Encapsulation is the way 
to go - sate and lower in cost. Of all the bridging 
sealants tested by Battelle Columbus Labora
tories tor E.P.A., only Cable Coating No. 2-B, 
among American-made bridging sealants was 
labeled "highly acceptable." All other Amer
ican-made bridging sealants were labeled 
"marginal." Cable Coating No. 2-B also meets 

the requirements of Factory Mutual Research 
and United States Testing Co. It provides com
plete asbestos encapsulation without ripping 
out walls. A one-coat application to vertical and 
overhead surfaces forms a tough, durable 
coating. It dries to the touch in 2 hours, cures 
thoroughly in a day, remains plyable after curing 
and does not lose elasticity with age. Cable 
Coating No. 2-B meets today's demand for a bridg
ing sealant that saves time, labor and money. 

~c AMERICAN COATINGS CORPORATION 
5235 North Elston Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60630 

(312) 286-6610 
Circle 46 on information card 





Stark Structural Facing Tile 

Akron-Canton Regional Airport. North Canton. OH I Architects: Dansizen & Martin I General Contractor: Gibbons-Grable Company 

Better than ceramic tile: 
Economical. Structural. And permanent. 

Why specify block and tile 
separately, when Stark textured 
tile gives you the economy of a 
structural wall and durable face in 
a single product? 

Textured tile is kiln-fired clay 
tile with an attractive, permanent 
face that won 't stain, discolor, 
chip or peel. Fired at over 2000 ° F. 
during manufacture, textured 
tile can 't burn, spread flames or 
emit toxic fumes. 

Stark tile is as attractive as it 
is durable. In fact , in applications 
like the Akron-Canton Airport 
shown above, textured tile's 
deep-relief, random pattern and 
earthtone colors encourage 
innovation in design and 
atmosphere. 

Combines noise control 
and low maintenance 
For those areas where sound 

control is necessary, specify Stark 
acoustical tile, available with a 
glazed or textured face. Both 

are virtually impervious to heavy 
traffic and vandalism, never need 
painting, and provide a sound 
absorption coefficient of .73. 

Sound Absorption Coefficients 

Tile Size 500 CPS Noise Level 

6T .79 .60 

SW .73 .55 

For new literature, write: 
Stark Ceramics, Inc., P.O. Box 
8880, Canton, OH 44711. Or 
call toll free: 1 -800-321 -0662. 
In Ohio, call collect: 216-488-1211 . 

star~ 
Circle 48 011 information card 
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Chicago Chapter. Fultz residence, Ches
terton, Ind.; Hammond Beeby & Babka, 
Chicago (above). The site for this week
end house for a professor and his botanist 
wife is 10 acres of plowed field and 10 
acres of virgin dunes forest. The 36-foot
square, white painted pavilion of steel 
and glass is an industrial modular struc
ture with steel windows, corrugated metal 
roof and industrial siding. Masonry bath
room/ storage cores are linked by sliding 
doors to exterior walls, eliminating parti
tions. 

Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co., Chicago; 
John Vinci, AIA, Chicago (left). The 
restrained and scholarly restoration of 
Louis Sullivan's department store in
cluded recasting and repair of the terra 
cotta surfaces; the addition of an expan
sion joint between the 1903 and 1906 
buildings to prevent spalling of terracotta; 
sandblasting, repair and painting of the 
cast iron in its original red/ green color 
scheme, and returning the State and Madi
son streets lobbies to their original design. 
Laminate surfaces were removed; glass 
transoms, mahogany doors, ceiling and 
paneling were restored, and modern re
volving doors were installed. 
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THE RIGHT GLAS 
CAN HIDE, HEAT, DRAMATIZ 

The right glass. 
More than ever, PPG glass is an 

indispensable tool for architects who 
wed energy efficiency to aesthetic 
power. 

And one strength these three 
diverse buildings share-besides 
recognition of their design excellence 
by the AIA-is the choice of PPG 
glass to bring the architects' visions 
to life. 

Look, for example, at the imagi
native use of PPG's high-efficiency 
reflective Solarban® 550-8 (2) glass 
in the handsome, five-stepped inter
national headquarters of Gelco 
Corporation outside Minneapolis. 

Combined w ith an ingenious 
heat recovery system, the insulating 
power of Solarban glass helps mini
mize heat loss-and gain- even 
in the extremes of Minnesota's 
climate. It's also the right glass to 
help the building meld with and 
mirror the peaceful, wooded lake
front landscape. 

In warmer Charlotte, North 
Carolina, "solar belts" using alter
nating panels of aluminum and PPG 
clear glass gird Equitable Life's clean
cut regional headquarters. "A slick, 
brilliant use of glass in a simple 
but innovatively planned building;' 
said the AIA jury. 

Winner, 1980 national AIA Honor Award plus two regional AIA Merit Awards in 1978, 
Equitable Life's regional headquarters in Charlotte. North Carolina, 
was designed by Wolf Associates, Charlotte. 

Winner, 1978 AIA Component Award, Minnesota Society of Architects, 
Gelco Corporation's headquarters in Eden Prairie was designed by 

Parker-Klein Associates, Minneapolis. 

The panels combine with a lo 
velocity fan system to capture and 
channel hot or cool air to where 
it's needed most, summer or winter. 
So energy costs are held down 
dramatically. 

And even in the forward-looki 
architectural environment of 
Columbus, Indiana, the high drama 
created by PPG's reflective Solarco 
Bronze glass helps set Bell of 
Indiana's switching station apart. 

The original building is hidden 
behind a handsome structural 
silicone curtain wall system. And th 
new addition sparkles with a com
bination of opaque and transparent 



NDWIN. 
rcool glass that helps redistribute 
from the switching equipment 
maximum efficiency. 
PPG makes just the right glass 
ing out the best in your new 
ns, too. All you need to prove 
look at Sweet's 8.26/Pp. 
Then write to PPG when it's 
to choose your glass. We can't 
ise you'll win awards. But we 

guarantee you a broad spectrum 

f 

telligent, beautiful choices. 
And that one of them will be 

right glass. 
PPG Industries, Inc., 

r Gateway Center, 
burgh, PA 15222. 

PPG: a Concern ~. I~. 
for the Future • fit 

INDUSTRIES 

Circle 49 on information card 

Winner, AIA Honor Award in 1980. 
Bell of Indiana's Columbus Switching Station 
was designed by Caudill , Rowlett, Scott 

of Houston, Texas. 



Let your 
mind wander. 

A great elevator design, a great one, starts with you. 
The architect. 

You and your obi lity to stretch your imagination to the 
limit, and still create a design that's as functional as it 

is spectacular. 
A good example is this " flying lift;' located in the newly 

renovated Biltmore Hotel in Providence, Rhode Island. The 
gloss cob rises two levels obove the lobby floor, then con

tinues through the roof and outside of the building to its 
final stop, seventeen stories and 180 feet above the ground. 

Circle 33 011 i11for111atio11 card 

Armor Elevolor Co. lnc. -Generol Elevolor Contractor 
Col Coun - Elevator Consultant 
Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbo1-Arch11ects 
Dimeo Construction Campany - General Coniroctors 

Working from conceptuol drowings by Boston orchitects, 
Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson and Abbot, Incorporated, 
Tyler Elevator Products was able to design and build a 
custom cob and entronces that blended with the hotel 's 
Victorian charm ond splendor, yet provided o thoroughly 
modern touch. 

It's a breathtaking design. And it oil started with one 
man's vision, and his knowledge that a company like Tyler 
could bring thot vision to life. 





Central Illinois Chapter. Champaign (Ill.) 
Public Library; Hammond, Beeby & 
Babka, Chicago (above). The building's 
interior plan was heavily affected by the 
site, which is narrow and irregularly 
shaped and has street access from both of 
the short sides. On the exterior, the short
er west elevation is compatible with the 
residential scale of the facing street. The 
building is of a largely prefabricated 
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st ructural and cladding system consisting 
of 21-foot-square !ally column bays, cor
rugated metal deck and two-inch-thick, 
factory finished, insulated porcelain en
amel wall panels. 
Wisconsin Society of Architects. Morris 
Miller Building, Milwaukee; Plunkett
Keymar-Reginato & Associates, Milwau
kee (below). Built for the International 
Harvester Co. in the mid-l 800s, the ware-

house was originally constructed of tim
ber beams and masonry bearing walls. 
The recycling plans called for stripping 
the building to its original shell and sand
blasting the timber. Openings were cut in 
the roof and second floor to create an 
indoor atrium and provide a central focal 
point. A fan system at the atrium's top 
helps heat the building in the winter by 
circulating hot air. 
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When you order an open office ceiling 
Ron Moulder free. 

Every Open Office Ceiling System 
from Owens-Corning comes with its own 
acoustician. 

He's part of the package, along 
with the acoustically designed lighting, air 
delivery system, ceiling boards, and a 
sound ma sking system. 

If you 've worked with open offices 
before, you know the biggest challenge is 
speech privacy. That's why you need your 
own independent acoustical consultant 
right from the start and the right ceiling. 

Owens-Corning has the ceiling. 
We make eleven different Integrated Ceiling 
Systems. Each one absorbs and camou
flages sound, so the people working under 
them get the speech privacy they need. 

Here's how the Open Office Ceiling 
System works: 

I. The Fiberglas* ceiling boards soak 
up office noises. They have a speech 
privacy Noise Isolation Class rating of 20-
the ideal rating for open offices. (The open 
sky has a rating of 23.) 

2. The air delivery system distributes 
air quietly and evenly along the gridwork 

2. Air delivery 

3. Light fixtures 

I I 
I 

without ugly diffusers. It's one of the few ____ --- - = ==- -- _ _ _ _ _,._ -.oh _ 
systems that can promise no hot or cold spots. :#-::;-£~1~~=~;::~~:~~~~1~~=-f=i.:I{~~--:.-~~ 

3. The light fixtures are engineered - ----=====-=-= := ===:~~=~~~.;::.:.:::.=~-~:;:~ - -- .,_---~ ,_,.. ---,J8-- - -- -- -
for high visibility, low glare, energy _ =-:-=------==~-=-~~-=:_:..-_:..-_.;..:_:--:--::~:-~-:-
conservation, and acoustical performance. -3-- - ----==:.:.:::_:..:_:.:..,::-:::-:~:::-~-::-

4. The sound masking system - -_-_ -----------=:::~:--::-::~-:, 
installed above the ceiling emits a precisely ------ -- -- - - ..:- -
tuned sound that makes conversation 
unintelligible from office to office. 

This system is absolutely crucial to 
open office speech privacy. 

5. Acoustician Ron Moulder is an 
Owens-Corning exclusive. 

He and his team of a cousticia ns come 
and fine-tune the sound masking system 
to the particular requirements of your 
environment. Their adjustments are a 
major step your consultant will require to 
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ensure the total performance of your 
open office. 

Give your specifications to Owens
Corning , and our experts will help you 
select the right system for your open office 

Send for the free Integrated Ceiling 
Systems Manual with this coupon. (Or 
look it up in Sweet's Catalog, Section 13.5. 

Your big beautiful space doesn't 
have to become another big noisy place. 



system f:r;om Owens-Corning you get 

4. Sound masking system 
(hidden in plenum) 

5. Ron Moulder. acoustician 

I I I 

-- = - : 

''T.M. Reg. 0 .-C. F. Corp. ©1979 0 .-C.f . Corp. 

------------------------The only open office that 
works is the one that's designed 
acoustically. 

We will be glad to share with 
you the things we've learned. 

Please send me the following 
booklets: 
D Integrated Ceiling Systems 
D Speech Privacy in the Open Office 
D Sound Dividers 
D Acoustical Wall Panels 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

State Zi 

Mail to: B .A.Z . Meeks, Owens-Corning 
OWENS/ CORNING 

FIBERGLAS 
. ........ ® 

Fiberglas Corporation, 
Fiberglas Tower , 
Toledo, Ohio 43659 . 
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More component awards on page 284 

Minnesota Society. Greenway Gables, 
Minneapolis; Frederick Bentz/ Milo 
Thompson & Associates, Minneapolis 
(left). The 2.6-acre development consists 
of 43 luxury town houses grouped around 
short extensions of downtown's Loring 
Park Greenway. The units are designed 
to provide a strong sense of privacy and 
separate identification. The town houses 
have 45-degree pitched roofs and are in
dividualized by many gabled forms. 

Midshipmen's Sports and Recreation 
Center, United States Naval Academy, 
Annapolis, Md. ; Ellerbe Associates, 
Bloomington, Minn . (below). Built in the 
late 1890s as a drill hall , Dahlgren Hall 
now houses a student center, sports cen
ter, reception area, meeting rooms, food 
services, lockers, lounges and offices. In 
order to accommodate all these facilities 
without sacrificing the original design , the 
greatest share of activities are located in 
the towers at either end of the building. 
The gallery has been extended a short 
distance for the reception and restaurant 
area. The only modifications to the ex
terior were cleaning, repairs and enhance
ment of the original design through the 
use of color, textures and lighting. 
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Even firms 
with a handful of people 

can make a fistful of profit! 
with STERSPEC 2 . 

MASTERSPEC 2 
MASTER SPECIFICATION 
SYSTEM CAN SAVE YOU 
UP TO 50% IN TECHNICAL LABOR 
freeing-up you and your people to 
do more for your clients, spend 
more time on design, go after 
more jobs and increase your firm's 
volume. No more long hours of raw 
research-MASTERSPEC 2 is the 
master specification system that 
names products and manufacturers 
to make your decisions easier 
and quicker. No more worry about 
information not being up to date
MASTERSPEC 2 is intensively 
updated 4 times each year to keep 
you current with the latest products 
and technology. No more costly 
overlaps, duplications and 
omissions-MASTERSPEC 2 is the 
system that provides items that 
should be included in your specs 
and separates the roles of drawings 
and specs. And, MASTERSPEC 2 
helps prevent liability losses by 
reducing the "sole authorship" 
aspects of your specs. 

MASTERSPEC 2 IS THE 
SYSTEM YOU CAN 
AFFORD. All firms 

start with our BASIC 
VERSION at a cost 

of $395-small firms find this is 
all they need. Some firms add our 
SHORT LANGUAGE VERSION at a 
small additional cost of $95-this 
version is appropriate for nominal 
or outline specs . And, when you 
have a project that contains 
exceptional or custom-designed 
features, you can forget about long 
hours of difficult research-just 
buy the individual sections you 
need from our more detailed 
NARROWSCOPE VERS ION. You 
buy what you need when 
you need it. 

MASTERSPEC 2 RESULTS IN 
HIGH QUALITY CONSTRUCTION 
DOCUMENTS because it 's 
researched, written and 
updated by our 
permanent staff 
of professional 
specialists. 

And, MASTERSPEC 2 's text is 
reviewed by standing technical 
committees of the design 
professions. 

ANY WAY YOU LOOK AT IT, 
MASTERSPEC 2 CAN save you 
valuable time and increase the 
number of jobs your firm can do 
with the same number of people 
you now have! For more infor
mation on affordable , labor-savin 
profit-making MASTERSPEC 2 

CALL 800 / 424-5080 TOLL FREE 

Ask for Leonard Bain , AIA. You w1 
receive a complete information 
package . 

MASTERSPEC 2 is a service of 

~ ~ \ TD1 i~:!T:~~:~:& 
~~ Eng;nee<S, Inc. 

A wholly owned corporation of A 

l
illl!!lll __ ... ,1735 New York Ave . , N.\ 

Washington, D. 
200( 

Circle 56 on information card 
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The Year's Architectural (and Related) Ideas 
From the turbulent world of words-and of paper architecture. By Jane Holtz Kay 

"Dear Pall adio," the 
mock letter addres
sed the four-cen
turies-old architect. 
"We have acqui red 

I 
I 
I 
I 

,I 
I 
I 
I 

some land in a suburb near Venice and would like to commis
sion you to design a house for this site. Signed: Nicola and 
Alvise Foscari , Venice, ca. 1559." 

So began the catalog of Houses for Sale. The exhibition of 
models and drawings of houses by eight architects evoked 16th 
century Venice at the Leo Castelli Gallery in New York City. 

"Venice, ca. 1559!" 
What could sit further from the perimeter of real problems 

than these fantasy houses tacked to a gallery wa ll? Who would 
care about the finger exercises of eight architects in search of 
latter-day Foscaris with Gucci budgets and Long Island sites 
for their house designs? And yet . .. 

T he drawings might go no further than the wallboards, but 
the vanguard gallery became a hub of visitors; some 25,000 
viewers dropped in for a tour of this world of ideas. Architec
ture at its most two-dimensional drew the crowds. 

It was symbolic of the year that was. 
Whatever the state of the a rt of architecture, the state of its 

art iculation has reached a new decibel level. As architecture 
en ters the '80s, its more cerebral aspects-and the audience for 
them-have vastly increased. 

"Dear Designer," the notice to Skidmore Owings & Merrill 
staffers might as well have read. " We have acquired a copy of 
the Harvard Architecture R eview and would like to divulge its 
message of postmodern ism to you at a seminar. Signed: Walter 
Gropius, Cambridge, ca. 1938." 

Here, too : What could be more removed from right-angle 
rea lity? What further afield from SOM's steel-girded world of 
corporate architecture than a seminar on the paste-on historic-

Ms. Kay has written on architecture for the Christian Science 
Monitor, The Nation and other publications. She is the author 
of Lost Boston (Houghton Mifflin , 1980) and is now research
ing Preserving America: New England. 

ism and fun-and
games facades of 
the postmodern pha
lanx? And yet again, 
many of the design

ers in the 3,000-person New York City office poured out to the 
seminar on "Between the Practica l and the Polemical ," sitting 
beneath the moose, deer and assorted other stuffed heads at the 
Harvard Club to study such notions. 

Portents , all. From straight-line architects to the culturally 
acquisitive, architecture has once more become a fit, if not fran
tic, coffee table topic. Whether it comes off the coffee table and 
onto the streets is still to be seen. But the number of folks turn
ing the pages has multiplied. 

ls it because architecture is in a period of transition? Or ·be
cause architects reside in what Ada Louise Huxtable labels 
"The Troubled State of Modern Architecture?" Is the new cere
bration merely idea-thin and perniciously academic or promis
ing a new vision? Either way, the world of paper architecture
of ideas both drawn and discussed-has generated far more 
excitement this year than the work of the real world of building. 

Symposiums, seminars and publications achieved record au
diences: Some 1,500 people came to hear Michael Graves 
speak at UCLA; Charles Jencks, prognosticator par excellence, 
regularly drew a thousand listeners at his cross-country speeches, 
while the Walker Art Gallery in Minneapolis reported " people 
waiting in line for tickets to a series that had already sold out." 
Maybe Americans were jolted by Robert Hughes' "Shock of 
the New" on public television , but a startling number recovered 
enough to buy out the first printing of 50,000 copies of the book 
of the same name in its first month. 

"The air is electric with diverse theories," Harry Cobb put it 
from his new post as chairman of the architecture department 
at Harvard 's Graduate School of Design. " I have never seen 
architecture so intellectually bankrupt," architect Sim van der 
Ryn countered at a conference on energy published this year. 
" Intellectual ferment and theoretical debate," editor William 
Marlin put it in his revamped Inland Architect, " neoeclectic 

continued on page 120 
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The Year's Ideas f ram page 119 
mating rituals and paroxysms of historical 
consciousness." 

Is the genie of this cauldron of ideas a 
Mad Hatter or a prophet? No matter. In 
this potboiling period, the mixed mes
sages are the meaning. "I tell you, today 
architects have to know how to write and 
talk, as well as draw," James Stewart 
Polshek was recorded in Barbaralee Dia
monstein's up-to-the-minute American 
Architecture Now. "We travel a lot," 
Robert A. M. Stern told her. "We give 
lots of lectures." 

What then are they writing, talking, 
drawing? 

Clearly, the act of wiggling through 
what Giedion called "the needle eye of 
modern art" shrank possibilities over the 

last decades. Emerging to the other side 
of modernism has ended the architectural 
anorexia of the last generation, and this 
year's countless books, annuals, speeches, 
comments and criticism supply a feast for 
starved sensibilities. Not surprisingly, all 
this literature confirms a roaring noncon
sensus. The texts fairly argue themselves 
into cacophony. But if pluralism in archi
tecture, as in all the arts, is another word 
for "who knows?" agnosticism is quite 
acceptable. 

On the literature and lecture circuit, 
postmodernism still dominates. Its ad
vocates appear so regularly that this 
year's pronouncements are almost passe, 
a carbon copy of other years'. The pink 
Harvard Architecture Review emerged 
as if to encapsulate the fire-engine red 

Granite. 
Tough enough to take the 
thunder of 10 billion feet. 

Architect: Tinsley Higgins Lighter & Lyon, Des Moines, IA 

( CONCRETE SLAB 

OR STRINGER LINE 

TYPICAL STEP ARRANGEMENT 
SLOPING-BOTTOM STEPS OVER SLOPING 

SLAB OR STRINGERS 

What else but granite can take 38 years of wear and weather without fading, 
staining, or showing measurable wear? That's what made Cold Spring granite 
the ideal choice for the Banker's Life Insurance Building when it was built in 
Des Moines, Iowa, in 1939. And that same unique combination of beauty and 
unsurpassed durability make it ideal for today's floors, facades, core walls, 
steps, malls and walkways - wherever you need maxi
mum durability that's virtually maintenance-free. 
For more information, plus a free copy of our 16-page, 
full color catalog showing all 18 Cold Spring colors avail
able, call toll free 800-328-7038. In Minnesota, call (612) 
685-3621. Or write to the address below 

Cold Spring Granite Company, Dept AIA-5 202 South 3rd Avenue, Cold Spring, MN 56320 
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Oppositions, and Via appeared for the 
first time since 1977. For the sin of liter
acy, folks of a philosophical bent may 
read such texts. But those who wanted to 
trip the trends more glibly could even have 
kept abreast at their newsstand this year 
where Metropolitan Home, the new in
carnation of Apartment Life, showed 
how trends become trendy. "Ten years 
ago," this new middlebrow megaphone of 
postmodernism declares, "we probably 
would have been shocked at the things 
that preoccupy us now: putting down 
roots; equity; real estate and tax shelters; 
investing; creature comforts." Then, of 
course, the Apartment Lifers' walls were 
covered with the Dead at Fillmore or the 
Stones on Tour (culpa sua). "Now we're 
looking forward into the past and making 
sense of the new design controversy. For
get about what it isn't," Home burbles. 
" 'Postmodern' is selective re-entry. 
We're readmitting to the realm of okay
ness a whole vocabulary of design motifs 
and periods we had banished in the white
walled purist '70s. Some call it neoclas
sicism, but that's too stuffy. The '80s 
won't stand for hands-off reverence. 
Rather, it's a hands-on style; an auda
cious mix of elegance and comfort, per
sonalized with the history of decorative 
arts to choose from. Relax. This is going 
to be fun." Well, whoopie! 

On a higher plane, personalization if 
not "okayness" is the prerogative of 
Charles Jencks. Jencks' gift at nomencla
ture makes his at least annual self-de
scribed throwaway volumes a manifesto 
of the new for folks from Fun City and 
elsewhere. If his Post-Modern Classicism, 
an issue of England's Architectural 
Design, isn't all that much in advance of 
the fast-paced mass media, its play off the 
past-combined with Jencks' more fully 
conceived work on classicism underway 
(not to mention a handful of real works 
like Philip Johnson's rising AT&T) con
firms that historical sighting has gone 
beyond the Beaux-Arts brigade of classi
cal America. 

Trends on every hand confirm The 
Presence of the Past, as the thick-bound 
record of the Venice Biennale by that 
name records. Even the Progressive Ar
chitecture awards issue looked backward 
with more than 50 percent of the winners 
confirming the historically conscious state 
of the moment. So, indeed does the liter
ary attention paid to Romaldo Giurgola's 
axial plan for the Parliament House in 
Canberra, also shown this spring at the 
Max Protech Gallery in New York, a 
center for the visual-verbal focus on 
architecture. Even that man of the streets 
Edmund Bacon applauded Giurgola's 
plan as a fine classical sandwich around 
the detritus of the Australian capital. Such 
enthusiasm indicates the new luminosity 
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Building products 

CORIAN®makes Y.OUr most 
imaginative ideas sudaenly practical. 
With opalescent beauty. Easy care. Wood-like workability. 

CORIAN® building products are your ideal 
choice for interior horizontal and vertic.al surfacing 
applications where you need a combination of beauty, 
durability and easy care. 

Add to this a workability that approaches that of 
a fine hardwood, and you can quickly see that many 
of the imaginative customizing ideas you may have 
considered and abandoned are now beautifully practi 
cal with CORIAN. 

All this is possible because CORIAN, unlike 
laminated or coated synthetic products, is solid , with 
color and pattern all the way through. 

The result is a deep, opalescent quality . . . a 
smooth, pleasing touch .. . exceptional stain and impact 
resistance . .. plus simplified care and repair. 

Quite simply, CORIAN brings you "practical 
elegance" ... practicality with a flair. And isn't that really 
at the heart of every design problem? 

Circle 58 011 i 11 fo rmatio11 card 

CORIAN • is available in sheet 
stock for kitchen and bath 
countertops, wall wainscoting, 
bathtub and shower sur
rounds and custom surfaces. 
One-piece molded tops and 
bowls of CO RIAN for kitchen, 
bath or bar also available. 
For more information, write: 
Du Pont, Room x JB617 

Wilmington, DE 19898. 

CORIAN is Du Pont-s registered trademark 
for its methacrylate building materials 



The imagination, colors and quality you expect from Levolor Ceilmg Syster 



Jr details, write Ceilings by Levolor, Levolor Lorentenzen, Inc, 1280 Wall Street West, Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071. 
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The Year's Ideas from page 120 
of White City planning ideas. (Populists 
here too may substantiate the presence of 
the past by consulting Architectural Di
gest. The wall-to-wall journal of the afflu
ent consumer suggests that "In 15 years 
this house will look like an antique"
making one wonder who is the vanguard, 
who the derriere in shaping architectural 
ideas). 

Away from the madding coastal 
crowds, how do such intellectual stylistic 
debates really touch America, though? 
Do those who inhabit or deal more prag
matically with what William Whyte so 
aptly called The Last Landscape care for 
the debates of the would-be formgivers? 
Looking at a land where housing isn't 
seen as Corbusian or neoclassical but as 

Faculty 
of 
Engineering 

Department of Architecture 

Al-Fateh University, Tripoli 

"housing starts" ( 1.3 million last year), 
should they? Should even professionals? 
From this vantage point, the critics and 
designers who stand at the tip of the built 
environmental iceberg hacking at the 
frozen mass (and taking swipes at each 
other with their chisels) must look frivo
lous indeed . 

After all , what most of us see in U .S. 
architecture is clone country: the old, 
sometimes seedy, wooden towns and ma
sonry cities of the continent punctuated 
by an occasional new steel or mirror-glass 
building. There may not be any there 
there, nor much concern with Jencksian 
" isms" and "wasms," but a vast and grow
ing constituency for the built environment 
has developed some hard feelings toward 
all new buildings ; the hostility to con-

Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 

Applications are invited for the following staff 
position openings in the F acuity of Engineering, 
Department of Agriculture: 

Building construction and Working Drawing 
(3 Staff Members) 

Urban Design - (1 Staff Member) 
History and Theory of Architecture - (1 Staff Member) 
Urban and Regional Planning - (1 Staff Member) 
Architectural Design - (4 Staff Members) 

Housing is provided by the university. Furniture allowance is 1/ 6 af annual basic 
salary given at the beginning of work for married members accompanied by their 
families , 1/ 12 of annual basic salary for single members. 

Round trip air tickets from the plar:e or recruitment to Benghazi are given to the 
staff member, spouse, and up to four children at the beginning and end of contract. 
Annual air-paid leave and free medical and hospital care to faculty members and 
their families is included. 

I~ addition, a baggage ticket of up to 25% of the price of air ticket. Leave travel 
tickets to the place of recruitment for the staff member and his family are given 
every year. 

Applicants 
must have 
MA or MS 

degree 
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Send resume to: 
Department of Architecture 
Faculty of Engineering 
Al -Fateh University 
c/ o Director of University Programs 
People's Bureau of the Socialist Peoples Libyan 

Arab Jamahiriya 
1118 - 22nd Street, NW 
Washington , DC 20037 

temporary architecture is evident in the 
casual amens to Hughes' "Shock of the 
New." For his negativism, the Time mag
azine critic earned professional ire. Harry 
Weese called his Salon of the Air a black
wash and attacked the "Trouble in Uto
pia" program vehemently for its " broad
screen approach. " 

But whatever the posturing polemics 
of this Peck's Bad Boy from down under, 
Hughes may have closed out the book of 
the year on " the atmosphere of millen
arian optimism that surrounded the ma
chine age .. . (in) a film that tried to 
describe how art gradually lost that sense 
of newness and possibility, as the idea of 
the avant-garde petered out in the insti
tutionalized culture of late modernism." 

In other words: They are not so sure 
that everything should-be-up-to-date-in
Kansas-City and the preservation , conser
vation and neighborhood movements, 
architecture's supposed kin , were handed 
manuals with a less than loving attitude 
toward new constructions this year. While 
postmodernists voice a feeling for " the 
context of the street," many both within 
and outside the profession feel this elite 
deifies form more than "cultural coher
ence. " "The direction is at the Willard" 
(the recycling of the Washington hotel) , 
as Alan Lapidus puts it, " not in Portland" 
(Michael Graves' government office 
building). 

In cities where antique gargoyles face 
off with " 10,000,000,000 sold," the read
ing matter for this para-architecture con
stituency is not offering instruction in 
Learning from Las V egas. Quite the con
trary (or, as Charles Moore observed, 
"Everyone has a threshold of tackiness" ). 
Nor is it enthusiastic about the apt mon
ument. The National Trust's published 
panel discussion on New and Old Archi
tecture and Brent Brolin's Architecture in 
Context mostly conceived of contempo
rary designs as a matching act with his
toric ones. In these works, the past was 
not just prologue or valid pattern but 
paragon. If Brolin 's romance with , say, 
the mansard roof seems as much an infat
uation as the modernist's slavery to the 
fiat , he still honed in on the basic issue of 
the philosophers of the streetscape: that 
is, that urban America is no longer empty 
turf. That there is no little house building 
on the prairie. That the prairie is, in fact, 
the suburb. The city is a neighborhood. 
And good manners are more important 
than mannerisms. 

The popular scorn for a modernism 
that treated cities as clean slates for tow
ers in parking lots wrapped by freeways 
parallels the professional 's and leads to 
the spate of history books, too numerous 
to do more than mention this year. These 
range from individual profiles to Michael 
Raeburn's major edition of Architecture 
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General Services Administration - Social Security Administration Payment Center, Chicago 
Architects: Lester 8. Knight & Associates, Inc. - Photo: Hedrich-Blessing 

INSULATION 
;.__.,,,.._~CONTOURED AROUND 

ROOF PROJECTION 

[!]Ai 
E--.o'lll-weather Crete· 

Another example of ''multiple protection'' 
with one energy saving insulation. 

One of Chicago's most beautiful new office structures 
houses GSA and the Social Security Administration 
Payment Center. The roof deck achieves excellent 
energy savings utilizing All -weather Crete insulation. 

But there's more. "Multiple protection" is achieved 
with AWC because of its unique features. It is applied 
hot and dry in a completely seamless application. It 
also transmits vapors, thus, without seams and trapped 
vapors, membranes applied over the insulation are far 
less apt to blister and crack. AWC is applied in varying 
thicknesses sloped to drains offering positive water 
runoff. This added protection against ponding water 
and trapped water vapor spells a longer lasting trouble 
free roof deck. 

At ground level the Administration Center also uses 
AWC insulation on the plaza. Placed under the wearing 
surface and over the waterproof membrane, AWC not 
only offers thermal protection but it protects the mem
brane from thermal cycling, cracks and deterioration. 

Owners and architects of major buildings realize AWC 
"multiple protection " costs sl ightly more - yet t hrough 
the years is one of the best money saving values put 
into any building. Compare! Get afree AWC brochu re. 

~ ~1.!-.. ~~1T90~ 
6300 RIVER ROAD• HODGKINS, ILLINOIB 60525 

CHICAGO PHONE (312) 735 - 3322 
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n architects design a church, 
strive to create a structure 
will inspire the religious 
ktions of the congregation 
the admiration of the 
>unding community 
)ohnson-Burgee have 
eeded admirably with the 
tal Cathedral in Garden 
re, California. 

The Crystal Cathedral is a 
monumental, all-glass curtainwall 
on an exposed steel space-truss 
frame. 10,500 lights of silver LOF 
Vari-Tran® mirror-finish glass 
reflect the building's natural 
surroundings. While inside, the 
entire sanctuary "opens" to the 
wonders of earth and sky. 

The Crystal Cathedral's glass 
is much more than beautiful. Its 
mirror finish reflects southern 
California heat to help keep the 

interior comfortable. At the same 
time, it admits plenty of natural 
daylight to reduce artificial 
lighting expenses. 

Want to know more about 
LOF high-performance glass? 
Write to Larry Moeller, Libbey
Owens-Ford Company, 
811 Madison Avenue, Toledo, 
OH 43695. · 
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of the Wes tern World, from vol um es on 
the arts and crafts movement and Victoria 
Kloss Ball 's Architecture and Interior 
Design to the series of studies of Lost 
cities; from the tidy exposition (A Field 
Guide to American Architecture by Ca
role Rifkind) , to the poetic invocation 
(America's Grand R esort Hotels by 
Liverick, Ferguson and Oliver), to man
uals on action to stop the erosion. Livable 
Cities by Robert Cassidy and How to 
Save Your Own Street by Raquel Ramati 
were the last primers by two planners 
and, in Ramati 's words, Bibles for a 
period when community action must re
place the ray-gunned federal aid. 

Unfortunately for our shared land
scape, such neighborhood books often 
perceive their audience as freedom fight
ers against conventional architecture; 
architects become the enemy-the per
sonifiers of bigness. Since more and more 
designers do dismiss the '60s notion of 
architects as the "agent of social prog
ress," they fit neatly into this popular 
notion as the culprit or agent of establish
ment architecture. The transformation of 
the Villard Houses into the urban center 
this year represents the ambiguity of these 
ideas. For all the fine focus given to the 
built environment exponents housed there 
and for all the glossing of the Life Story 

of a Landmark, the overtopping glitziness 
of the Helmsley Palace behind shows the 
comprom ising-if not compromised
state of the art deplored since the days of 
Walter Gropius' Pan Am building. 

Where once the word " megastructure" 
sufficed to label the whalloping new edi
fices of Late Capitalism, the latest phrase 
that crops into conversation and prose is 
''megalomaniacal structure." Harry Cobb 
laid the architect's involvement with 
"bigness" to the prodigious growth of 
institutions within the fabric of society
" institutions of government, institutions 
of business, institutions of education, in
stitutions of culture." (In this last cate
gory, he might well have included the 
Promethean Museum of Modern Art ; the 
emerging highrise will indeed have many 
messages of bigness per se to offer along 
with its inevitably expanding role in its 
expanded building.) " All ," Cobb said of 
these institutions, " have proliferated and 
expanded during my lifetime on a scale 
that optimists see as enriching and pessi
mists as cancerous. For architects, the 
burden of this problem seems inescapable, 
since the source lies not primarily in our 
discipline but in the program of society." 

Despite such disclaimers, architects 
tend as said to take part of the rap. When 
Robert Stern told this year's Aspen Con
ference on design that "architects do not 
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solve problems, they design responses to 
situations," the crowd booed. No wonder, 
then , that the burgeoning neighborhood/ 
preservation / conservation movement now 
looks to the design and urban values of 
their ancestors in a way not quite compli
mentary to their heirs. 

Another way this year's intellectual 
currents crossed and ordered the past 
went beyond its lessons in design, orna
ment and context, however. Feminists 
and those seeking new ways of life ran
sacked the 19th century for housing and 
planning inventions and recalled them in 
ambitious social-architectural histories 
by Gwendolyn Wright and Dolores Hay
den. Victorian domestic designers did not 
have a laissez faire attitude toward their 
environment. They wanted to do no less 
than mold humankind by remaking its 
surroundings ; everything from health to 
family tensions were to be resolved by 
design, we read in Wright's Moralism and 
the Model Home. Even before housing 
reform became the stamp of the modern 
movement, U.S. reformers devised no
tions of a kitchenless home to free women 
from household chores. The Grand Do
mestic R evolution explored in Hayden's 
book also shows the fresh outlook the 
past can provide. 

Although historicism abounded this 
continued on page 132 
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The Year's Ideas from page 128 
year, far too few books and speakers 
approached architecture from the inside 
out, from the point of social needs and 
built environment responses. In fact, the 
best summary statement of the year that 
I heard came from no enlightened pro
fessional but out of a dialogue with a real 
estate agent who chuckled with a knowing 
air as he repeated a house-hunter's de
mand, "Do you have," she asked, "an 
energy-efficient Victorian?" Not to bela
bor the point, but the woman was on the 
mark: She had combined the notion of a 
visually rich but environmentally lean 
architecture-a 1980s role model, indeed. 

Certainly, the popular concern with 
fuel bills and the ecological anxiety for 
dwindling resources should have had 
more of an intellectual corollary within 
the field of architecture. If, as the World 
Watch Institute reported in November, 
nearly a quarter of our energy is con
sumed by heating, cooling and lighting 
buildings-plus some 5 percent more for 
new buildings-then it should have a 
design counterpart and more on-paper 
proliferation. Books from Energy-Effi
cient Buildings and the fascinating A 
Golden Thread to popular manifestoes 
like Sunset magazine ("Solar Remodeling 
Speeding Up: We Show 25 Houses") 
only begin to fulfill the need. Perhaps it 

is because ideas in so visual a field still 
rely on visual, i.e., built, models. 

Until we accumulate more samples, we 
might have done well to follow James 
Marston Fitch back to the basics in his 
introduction to a panel on The Design 
Connection published this year. Whatever 
higher levels of satisfaction architecture 
may afford us, its fundamental task is to 
create a new environment, a middle scale 
between the microenvironment of our 
bodies and the macroenvironment of the 
world, to manipulate the flow of energy in 
our favor. Modern technology permits us 
to do otherwise-to err; he said. From 
the energy point of view, his damnation 
was complete: "Many very sophisticated 
contemporary architectural constructions 
perform with grossly less efficiency than 
the Eskimo's igloo. One could say with 
complete confidence that, compared to 
the igloo, the great glass tower of the 
Hancock building in Boston is a primitive 
construction, if one takes as the criterion 
of architecture the wise and sane applica
tion of energy for human purposes." If, as 
the historian suggests, the sun will dictate 
the new geometries and if the essential 
condition of the '80s is the shrinking of 
natural resources and the diminunition of 
our place as gods dispensing and de
pleting the gifts of the earth, then why did 
the early 1980s see so little of this from 

architecture's plan painters, idea positers 
and book writers? 

Taking an overview from Yale, Cesar 
Pelli suggests that the profession-at least 
as seen in its impressible students ("the 
head of the snake," says Pelli)-is going 
back to basics in still one last way: back 
to the basics of building. "About four 
years ago, the students were very inter
ested in postmodernism," Pelli claims. 
"Now, words have ceased to have any 
meaning." The students want to see how 
drawings get off the boards. Thus, Hugh 
Hardy arrived with a speech on the prag
matics of building and no sketches while 
Gordon Bunshaft's savvy made a hit. The 
publishing version of the back-to-basics 
urge was Mario Salvadori's elegant and 
intriguing Why Buildings Stand Up and 
Edward Allen's lucid How Buildings 
Work. 

Nonetheless, one would have to use 
such erector set volumes as bookends 
paired with The Architect's Eye, a lusci
ous collection of drawings, to sum the 
mental state-of-the-year. Together, they 
encase a shelf of books from the concrete 
to the celestial, the past to the future. It 
is a vast, and far too often verbose, litera
ture for many harassed architects, not to 
mention mere aficionados, to master. 
Nonetheless, its tribe multiplies, as does 
its impact. D 
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State of the Art 
The term has passed from technology into com

mon discourse, meaning, roughly, the best a 

given discipline knows how to do at this moment. 
Thus, it represents both a value judgment (what 
is "best") and a kind of summing up. 

In these dual meanings it has particular rele
vance to this annual review of new American 

architecture. The issue's basic purpose is to 

measure the state of the art of architecture by 

assembling between a single set of covers the best 

of current buildings, according to our lights and 

AJA design awards. The term best has to be sub
jective, given limitations of time and human judg
ment (even that of juries). But, having looked 
at as many buildings as we do in the course of the 

year, we can confidently claim that these are 

representative of the state of the art. 

There are some, of course, who would main

tain that the art of architecture reaches its apogee 

in drawings and is somehow sullied by construc

tion and use. Indeed, the architecture critic of our 

most prestigious national newspaper not long ago 
lamented the gulf between the small group doing 

"the most inventive architecture being made to

day, at least from the standpoint of pure form," 

and the large corporate firms doing much of the 
actual building, especially large scale building, 
none of whom do work "that could be considered 
at the cutting edge of architecture." The 
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former group, he acknowledged, is sometimes 

"as well-known for their exquisite, highly priced 

drawings, as for any real buildings." 
The assessment had a certain nostalgic charm 

to it. There were days, in the early and mid-1970s, 

when it seemed from press commentary as if all 
of the most exciting architectural ideas were ema

nating from certain corners of Manhattan

mainly on paper, of course. Somehow it's a great 

deal easier to maintain the excitement of ideas, 

and the purity of form, on paper than in a habi

table three-dimensional structure. 
In the ensuing years the ideas have lost some 

of their freshness and persuasiveness-both qual

ities hard to maintain in a vacuum. 
In fact, the critic went on to spend much of his 

essay on a third group of architects, some heading 

reasonably large firms, who are doing a great deal 

of actual building, and doing it in a way that he 

had to acknowledge was increasingly inventive. 
Here is where we believe the state of the art of 
architecture is to be sought: in what is being built, 

large or small. For architecture is a building art, 
and the art of human habitation, and does not 

exist until it leaves paper and reaches the ground. 

The producers of the "exquisite" drawings 
themselves are beginning to do more actual build
ing (one of the most prominent among them in the 

past year has won two major public competitions). 



We look forward to the possibility of seeing their 

work alongside that of others in future issues of 

this annual assessment. 

Meanwhile, the ideological and stylistic cross
currents, while subsiding in intensity and influence, 
have had two noticeable impacts on the architec

tural mainstream. One is diversity. Architecture 
has indeed grown more inventive, more experi

mental, more interesting (if sometimes more out
rageous). The second impact, evident everywhere, 

is a new attitude toward the past. Both qualities 

are represented in the buildings in this issue, to 

individually varying degrees. 

Consider the three religious buildings on the 
following pages, for example. The first, chosen for 

the lead position this year despite (partly because 
of?) modesty of size and means, is a highly per

sonal, hand-crafted structure whose lineage clearly 

extends to Mr. Wright. The second is a bishopless 
cathedral, a huge filigree of space and light that 

carries no debt to any particular past or heritage. 

The third is a small suburban sanctuary that seems 

very much at home in the Old Dominion of Vir

ginia without resorting to specific regional or his
torical motifs. All three are in some sense timeless. 

The past is present in this issue, and in the cur

rent architectural scene, not just as a now wel
comed shadow in new work but is also in a respect
ful, even affectionate, treatment of the old. This 

is wonderfully symbolized in the remodeling 

shown below (the Casselton, N.D., State Bank; 

Seth W. Twichell & Associates, architect). The 
top photo was taken after remodeling, the bottom 
one before. Not long ago it might have been the 
reverse. Donald Canty 
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'A Building 
Of Great Integrity' 

Fay Jones' Thorncrown Chapel, Eureka Springs, Ark. By Stanley Abercrombie, A/A 

Thorncrown Chapel, winner of a 1981 AIA honor award, is 
more than a striking building. It may well be turning up 50 years 
from now in anthologies of 20th century architecture, for it is an 
original. True, it owes something to Wrightian tradition (E. Fay 
Jones, AIA, was an apprentice at Taliesen in 1952) , perhaps 
most apparently to the California "Wayfarers' Chapel" of 1951 
by FLLW's son Lloyd Wright; also true, it is closely related to 
Jones' earlier works. But it hews remarkably faithfully to the 
demands of its location, of its program and of Jones' personal 
vision, with not a glance toward any current design fashion . It is 
a building of great integrity. 

Jones points out that Thorncrown reverses Gothic construc
tion: Rather than being pushed together by outside masses in 
compression the building is pulled together by light interior 
members in tension. But there is also something here in common 
with Gothic structure and with so many works in which we find 
special poignancy : the use of the sparest means. 

Also evident is a rare concern for fitting the Ozark Mountains 
site, a steep slope thick with oaks, maples and dogwoods. One 
might expect the chapel to poin t toward the valley view, but 
Jones' solution is less obvious. Lying along the slope, the build
ing has one glass wall facing the valley, an opposite wall facing 
the rocky, wooded hillside and an altar end opening to a small 
grove of trees, a rock outcropping and a steel cross. The cross 
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Materials hand-canied through the woods. 
is placed a few feet off center of the otherwise symmetrical com
position, and the unexpected placement gives it a visual interest 
it would otherwise lack. Nowhere, therefore, is the chapel thrust 
out into the open; except where a gravel path leads to the en
trance, trees are close to it at all sides. 

The desire to save as much adjacent growth as possible deter
mined the construction technique. Heavy equipment was ruled 
out, and materials were limited to those two workers could carry 
through the woods. (Most members are pine 2x4s; the heaviest 
-in corner columns-are 2xl2s.) Trusses were fabricated on 
top of the floor slab, not to one side. The necessary stacking of 
the completed trusses provided a check for the precise alignment 
of members that was desired. Beneath the wood structure are 
two long walls of stone, the one on the uphill side serving as a 
retaining wall, and both serving as duct work. Insulated cavities 
within the walls feed air into the space through hardly visible 
gaps in the mortar joints between the stones. The overhanging 
deciduous trees, of course, are great assets in temperature con
trol, and the flooring of native flagstone beneath a large skylight 
provides an element of passive solar heating in winter. 

But it is the delicate web of overhead structure that most com
mands our attention. Jones and his office did their own engineer-
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An 'eye' at the crossing of the connectors. 
ing, as is their custom whenever possible, aided in this case by 
a half-inch-scale model that was tested for reaction to applied 
loads. The result is a remarkable array of minimal elements. 
Some of these are frankly decorative, but the decoration is 
derived from the nature of the construction, and some vertical 
elements that may appear nonstructural do serve the function of 
stiffening slender diagonal members. A significant detail is the 
hardware at the central crossing: steel truss connectors made of 
four members that intersect like a slightly askew tic-tac-toe 
game. The felicitous touch is that the centers of these connectors 
have been left empty, providing unexpected sparkles of light at 
the heart of the structure. These connectors, as well as lecterns, 
pew supports, door pulls and the exterior cross, are painted an 
icy blue; the wood is tinted-and preserved-by a gray stain. 
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A caring and sparing touch on details. 
Furnishings echo the structure's repetition of thin elements. Lec
terns screw in to plugs recessed into the stone floor and can 
therefore be used in several different locations. Two tall wood 
cabinets at the altar end hold music equipment and speakers. 
The blue speaker cloth and pew upholstery provide a touch of 
strong color. 

Jones, assisted by Maurice Jennings, AIA, one of his firm 's 
two associates, has created a chapel that seems to inspire visi
tors. Whatever its purpose, it is a building that should inspire 
architects as well. 

Architect : Fay Jones & Associates. Client: James Reed. 
Structural , mechanical and electrical engineer and landscape 
architect: Fay Jones & Associates. General contractor : Jerry 
Labounty. Completed in 1980. D 





Soaring Space Wrapped 
In Metal and Gia~ 

Crystal Cathedral, Garden Grove, Calif., 
Johnson/Burgee. By John Pastier 

We live in a time of resurgent Christianity, yet up to now there 
has been scant architectural testimony to that pervasive move
ment. The great churches of this neofundamentalist period may 
still be in the design stage, but it is also possible that current 
forms of belief are not conducive to worldly monuments of 
brick and mortar. 

Our national religious experience is becoming increasingly an 
electronic one. Syndicated television programs that straddle the 
ground between variety hour, old-time singing and preaching, 
talk show and on-the-spot healing have become a familiar if not 
standard video format. Accordingly, the quintessential meeting 
place of God and mortals is no longer a cathedral, church or 
chapel, but a broadcast studio housing evangelistic and per
forming stars, an audience of the faithful and sophisticated 
equipment and technicians. 

For an architect concerned with the expressive possibilities of 
structure and space, this is not a very promising building type. 
Nevertheless, the most generally celebrated American building 
of the past year grew out of nearly similar requirements. The 
Crystal Cathedral, centerpiece of the Garden Grove Community 
Church, serves as a shooting set and studio, but assumes the 
size and purpose of a traditional church as well. It is undoubt
edly one of the high points of Philip Johnson's long and varied 
career, but, even more significantly, it owes its existence to a 
rare patron of seemingly boundless optimism and energy. 

Robert H. Schuller, the church's senior pastor, is no novice 
at finding world-renowned designers for his buildings. He began 
his career preaching from the roof of a refreshment stand at a 
local drive-in theater, but when it came time to build a conven
tional structure in 1959, his choice of architect was no less than 
Richard Neutra (see May '79, p. 48). That conventional church 
turned out to be anything but-Schuller insisted that his drive-in 
congregation also be accommodated on the new premises and 
Neutra, always receptive to technology, responded with a build
ing that allowed the young minister to part the church walls 
with the touch of a button and preach from a cantilevered bal
cony to an outdoor congregation neatly parked in concentric 
semicircul~r rows. As Schuller's ministry grew, so did the sanc
tuary, and structures were built, including a 14-story office 
"Tower of Hope,' ' designed by Neutra (with his son Dion) and 
surmounted by a 75-foot-high neon cross (left in photo). 

Even with these additions to what Schuller has termed "a 22-
acre shopping center for Jesus Christ," the Garden Grove Com
munity Church's parishioners continued to be cramped in the 
several buildings and parking lots. In 1970, Schuller took a step 
that helped relieve the need for more space, but which also cul
tivated that need in the long run : He began broadcasting Sun
day services on television. A congregation that could choose to 
worship indoors, outside on folding chairs or outside in vehicles 
(listening in on its dashboard radios), could now also choose to 
attend services in its living room or den. 

According to conventional wisdom, one would think that 
Schuller's space problems had finally been solved. The "global 

Mr. Pastier, a teacher and writer in Los Angeles, is author of 
Cesar Pelli and has begun work on a history of Texas 
architecture. 
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Top photos show the cathedral, sitting in a sea of 
parking like an unearthly visitor to a suburban shop
ping center, changing in the changing light. Above, 
the cathedral announces itself to the street and right, 
an entrance to the parking lot . 
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'Please, can't you make it all glass?' 
village" of electronic communication is supposed to make phys
ical proximity unnecessary, if not actually undesirable, yet the 
church's flesh-and-blood congregation kept growing. Television 
had made Robert Schuller an even bigger magnet for worship
ers, and even as it provided an alternative to seeing him in per
son, it also stimulated the desire to do so. After embracing a 
new technology, Schuller's logical next step was to return to an 
old one-archjtecture. 

When he did, it was not an act of mere necessity but a recog
rution of the creative and symbolic possibilities that a new 
building represented. Schuller wanted nothing less than the 
world's best architect, and upon seeing a magazine photograph 
of Philip Johnson 's Fort Worth Water Gardens during a trans
continental flight, he became convinced that Johnson was that 
person . Landing in New York City, he sought an audience with 
the architect by telling the receptionist that he " had worked 
with Richard Neutra on several projects." This message failed 
to bring Johnson out of his office, and Schuller now laughingly 
deduces that he was mistaken for a draftsman seeking work. 

Soon after, however, better communication was established, 
and Johnson set about designing a major church. The client's 
wishes were clear and simple: The building should seat 4,000 
people, be flooded with light and respect the older Neutra struc
tures. A budget was not specified. 

When Johnson's first design was unveiled, it was not greeted 
with applause. "He nearly threw us out of the room," chuckles 
the architect. "I was politely nonaffirmative," says the positive
thinking pastor, tongue obviously in cheek. The problem was 
sight. The church had a transparent roof but opaque walls, 

rather like Johnson's art gallery on the grounds of his Connec
ticut home, and this was too confining visually for Schuller's 
taste. Accordingly, he asked the architect, " Please, can' t you 
make it all glass?" Johnson did; the church gained a catchy 
nickname, and a few years and $18 million later, network tele
vision and the weekly newsmagazines were there to cover its 
inaugural event. By now it has become a small part of our 
native folklore and an Orange County t.Durist attraction. 

Connoisseurs may consider Johnson 's own house as his finest 
design, and the new AT&T headquarters as his most controver
sial, but this will very likely be the one that is most widely re
membered. Credit for that must go to Robert Schuller. His love 
of architecture for its own sake bas not obscured his understand
ing of its value as a promotional device, and his disavowal of 
grandiose intentions has not kept him from taking out a full page 
ad in the New York Daily News to announce the telecast of its 
opening service. Beyond that, the building is an integral part of 
Schuller's weekly program, broadcast over nearly 200 stations 
around the world. Here is one case where insufficient recogni
tion of an architect's efforts is not a problem. It is also a rare 
instance of a building within the high modernist tradition that 
manages to please a significant portion of the lay public. 

Viewed as architecture, however, the Crystal Cathedral is not 
such an unequivocal success. Like religion itself, it requires 
some faith on the part of the beholder, and it is vulnerable to 
the workings of a skeptical mind. The faith that it demands is 
not a blind one, just one willing to overlook certain lapses and 
inconsistencies. And even the most hardened skeptic should be 
able to appreciate its Apollonian fusion of light, space and 
structure. That triune quality pervades the interior, and is the 
essential proposition and achievement of Johnson's design. 
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The texture of the structure serves the space. 

The impact of the interior space is also due to its scale. 
Shaped like a distorted four-pointed star in plan, the building 
measures 207x415 feet along its two axes. Because of its un
usual geometry, these dimensions are a bit misleading: The 
Crystal Cathedral's ground coverage is equivalent to that of a 
rectilinear building about 186 feet square. It is not, as has been 
repeatedly claimed, larger than Notre Dame Cathedral-in fact 
it is little more than half the size of the Parisian church. Never
theless, it is a monumentally conceived structure, 128 feet tall 
at its high point and spanning as much as 200 feet without re
course to interior columns. 

This is accomplished by space frames of welded steel tubing 
that comprise the walls and roof. The latter is made up of three 
sloping planes plus a vertical clerestory element, arranged 
asymmetrically above the symmetrical plan. That syncopated 
configuration produces a soaring, raked space that is given 
added dynamism by slanting triangular balcony sections in three 
points of the star. 

Although this space is elaborately inflected and hierarchical, 
the structure that bounds it is surprisingly uniform. The three
dimensional, white painted trusswork is modular and continu
ous, and repeats its basic pattern so many times over that it 
assumes the nature of filigree rather than of a distinctive struc
tural assemblage. Since it reads as undifferentiated texture 
rather than a more dominant framing pattern, it serves the 
space by granting it visual pre-eminence. It also underscores 
the sensation of light inside on clear days when the sun plays 
over its latticework. 

But the pairing of space and structure also has some draw
backs. It is visually busy, and since the basic geometry of the 
interior space is already quite complicated, one might prefer a 
slightly more serene ensemble. Unlike most other such struc
tural tours-de-force, this space frame is made subservient to a 
rather arbitrary volumetric conception; its own inherent prop
erties were not used to give discipline to the process of planning 
the space. Johnson has cited Norman Foster's Sainsbury Centre 
as an influence on his design, yet that building is at an opposite 
pole of logic and rigor. Its uniform structure is used to generate 
a classical and regular space. 

Foster's building also frames an important view by leaving 
two glass walls free of primary structural elements. This benefit 
of a simple trabeated space frame was not available in Johnson's 
picturesque application of a similar technology-the Crystal 
Cathedral has 15 bounding planes, typically intersecting at odd 
angles, and there is no distinction possible between bearing and 
nonbearing surfaces. 

One can argue that a view was not as important in Garden 
Grove. The setting is flat and suburbanized, with neither the 
pastoral quality of an open landscape nor the built drama of a 
real cityscape. Still, view was essential to Schuller's vision of 
what the building should be. He wanted to see God's creation 
around him, yet it is the architect's handiwork that dominates 
the scene, especially on the main floor where most of the seats 
and standing room are found. What one sees there is the usually 
cloudless Southern California sky, with welcome light and sun 
flooding the sanctuary, but not Schuller's hoped-for vision of 
nature as a reminder of the Garden of Eden. 

The effect of light and space is undeniably awesome and 
even inspiring, but in a curiously secular sort of way. Its gestalt 
is not mysterious but matter-of-fact and physical, almost as 
though the building were a splendid gymnasium for an enlight
ened band of 1920s European naturopaths devoted to sunbath
ing and hydrotherapy. (Pools and fountains abound in and 
around the structure.) These associations should not be seen as 
miscalculated architectural imagery, but as appropriate sym
bolism for Schuller's particular form of religion. It is a modern 
faith in that it seems based more on psychology than upon tra-

Joshua Freiwald 





During services Schuller reaches three audiences: those 
in the cathedral; those in the parking lot, to whom he 
turns through a tall slot in the wall, and millions of others 
through the television cameras, for whom the cathedral 
is a highly dramatic set. Right, the giant organ enclosures. 

Photographs by Joshua Freiwald 



Eclecticism on the part of client and architect. 
ditional Christianity. It is ego-centered and motivationally di
rected, practical and focused on the here-and-now. Getting 
things done constitutes one of Schuller's prime messages, and 
his own technological bent is demonstrated by his recent Sun
day-morning advocacy of nuclear power. Schuller's vigorous 
pragmatism can perhaps best be summarized by two of his book 
titles: Move Ahead with Possibility Thinking, and Self-Love, 
the Dynamic Force of Success. His eclecticism is illustrated by 
the churchmen that he cites as his greatest influences: Norman 
Vincent Peale, Billy Graham and Bishop Fulton J. Sheen. 

In designing the Crystal Cathedral, Philip Johnson appears 
to have been equally eclectic in his choice of models. In addi
tion to the Sainsbury Centre, he also identifies Mies van der 
Robe's angular and faceted Friedrichstrasse office project of 
1919 as a subliminal influence. But, for a student of architec-

tural history as informed as Johnson, there could have been 
many others. The lattice structures of Buckminster Fuller and 
Konrad W achsmann come readily to mind, as does Bruce Goff's 
1950 project for a "Crystal Chapel" and student religious center 
for the University of Oklahoma. This last design anticipated 
Johnson's work to a remarkable degree, not just in its nickname 
but in its exclusive use of glass for walls and roof, complicated 
nonrectilinear geometry, sparkling pendants suspended over the 
sanctuary, indoor and outdoor fountains and pools of water, its 
method of ventilation and even in the basic arrangement ofits 
site plan. 

This, of course, is speculative. Johnson characterizes the de
sign process as one of solving specific problems rather than 
looking for convenient precedents. When asked teasingly 
whether the Crystal Cathedral was his last modern building, he 
laughed before answering: "I've never stopped being a modern 
architect in the sense that modern architecture starts with struc-
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A 'problematic piece of architecture' redeemed. 
ture and with function. That is , we find out what the purpose of 
the building is, we find out what the best way of building it is 
and we suit things to that purpose. " 

A functional discussion of the church would therefore be 
very much in order. Some advantages and drawbacks of the 
structural system have already been touched upon. The planning 
of the sanctuary is decidedly odd for a church, since the chancel 
is placed on the long dimension of the building, and since 
Schuller's pulpit is about 50 feet off the central axis of the nave. 
This produces some very uncomfortable sight lines for several 
hundred parishioners on the west half of the main floor, and 
puts the congregation in the west balcony a hundred feet more 
distant from the pastor than their east balcony counterparts. 
The extremely broad shape of the nave, expressionistic though 
it may be, defies functional logic and generally places worship
ers farther away from the services than a plan predicated on 
comfortable seating and viewing patterns. Even with viewing 
distances as long as 220 feet, the designers fell 1, 134 seats short 
of their goal of 4,000. And, due to bends in the wall planes, 
Schuller cannot be seen from certain east balcony seats-this 
in a column-free space! 

Of course, people in poor seats can console themselves by 
looking at a spectacul ar building when seeing the pastor proves 
difficult. The ears, however, are not as lucky as the eyes, for 
the only way to characterize the cathedral's acoustics is hellish. 
In this ultrareverberant room, the spoken word is not distinct 
and even some forms of music suffer badly. When Beverly Sills 
gave a fund-raising recital prior to the building's dedication, the 
$1 ,500 ticket holders and the soprano were assaulted by caco
phanous echoes that would have driven a less secure performer 

At right, the client beneath his gleaming canopy. Jn photo be
low, horizontal stripes on building are operable windows. 
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to tears. On a television talk show a few days later, she joked 
that her voice is probably still ricocheting from one glass wall 
to another, trying to find a way out. 

Johnson says that he is not surprised by the problem, since 
the church was not planned as a concert hall. Music, however, 
has long been essential to Schuller's services, and continues to 
be so. The architect explains that the space was not designed for 
acoustics, but for electro-acoustics. In essence, this means using 
amplified sound to augment or to override the natural sonic 
properties of the structure. Even with this palliative, Schuller's 
words are not always intelligible. Installation work is now 
underway for a million-dollar organ of 12,688 pipes, which may 
benefit from the cathedral's highly reverberant space. 

Structural integrity is especially important in earthquake
prone California. The triangulated framing is designed to with
stand a major quake of 8.0 Richter scale magnitude, but the 
glass would begin to break well before that point. This problem 
is not really avoidable, but it has been mitigated by allowing 
for play in the glazing joints and by the use of tempered glass. 

Because of the region's mild winters and dry summers, the 
Crystal Cathedral's main space has no heating or cooling plant. 
Winter temperatures can be kept above outdoor levels through 
solar gain, the greenhouse effect, and the body heat of the con
gregation. Mirror glass with an 8 percent transmission factor 
will reflect most of the summer sun, and operable windows at 
the balcony lines and in the roof clerestory, along with open 
banks of entrance doors, will create a chimney-like draft that 
should prevent any build-up of heat beyond ambient shade 
temperatures. Since some of the congregation used to sit in the 
sun on folding chairs, Schuller reasons that these comfort con
ditions will be acceptable. Further ventilation is provided when 
a pair of wall sections swing open to create a 20-foot-wide 
opening, 90 feet tall, that allows the minister to metaphorically 
part the Red Sea and be seen intermittently by people in their 
parked cars. These doors are oriented to catch the notorious 
Santa Ana winds that roar out of the desert , and their use on 
gusty days has created difficulties . 

The operable windows create an esthetic effect that is quite 
marvelous. Seen from outside, the mirrored skin is not executed 
with the skill that one would expect from an architect of John
son's caliber. Although it can be made to appear interesting by 
a good photographer, its awkward detailing (aluminum cover 
plates as wide as a foot, and obtrusive metal trim pieces at every 
opening and edge) combined with a paucity of interesting re
flected objects make the church's exterior seem dull and pon
derous, particularly on cloudy days. Its accommodation of the 
cathedral's central and corner entrances is especially ill-consid
ered. But when the awning windows are open, their strong 
pattern of diagonally rising horizontal stripes gives life and func
tional expression to walls that are otherwise anonymous and 
curiously similar to those of recent midrise office buildings a 
few blocks away. 

Evaluating Johnson's design by his own functionalist yard
stick, it is more a failure than it is a success. Responding to its 
esthetics, one must lament many of the interior details as well 
as the blank exterior that hides the dazzling interplay of space, 
light and structure taking place within. By ordinary logic, this 
costly effort (over $250 per square foot for a building that has 
half its space in the basement) is a problematic piece of 
architecture. 

But ordinary logic is not really the most appropriate form 
of judgment in this case. The Crystal Cathedral's essential idea 
-its soul, if you will-its mystic union of elements to form a 
great central space, is sufficient to outweigh whatever went 
wrong in its execution. The point is not whether another archi
tect (or even Johnson himself) might have devised a better 
church, but rather that this evangelistic vision came to earth in 
tangible form. The Crystal Cathedral is a parable. It is the word 
made flesh; its virtues redeem its sins. D 
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Pert and Plainspoken Sanctuary 
Hartman-Cox's addition to the Immanuel Presbyterian Church, McLean, Va. By Andrea 0. Dean 

Like a proper but classy lady, this church addition in suburban 
Washington, D.C. , has a decorous sense of quality and grace 
because of its simplicity . Architect Hartman-Cox used forms and 
materials comfortably familiar to the local landscape and put 
them together inexpensively ($302,000 for 4,500 square feet) 
to create vernacular architecture with smart and spiffy ideas. 
"Designing with both hands, one contextual, the other moderne,'' 
as Warren Cox, FAIA, describes it, has, in fact, become the 
firm 's trademark. 

The six-acre site in McLean, Va., is a rolling, partially 
wooded area that had on it an expendable, twice-appended 
farmhouse that had housed sanctuary, fellowship hall and 
school. The most notable asset stood behind the ramshackle 

Photographs by Robert Lautman 

structure, namely a pair of old linden trees, perfect, it would 
seem, as centerpieces for an outdoor courtyard, or so the archi
tect thought. In fact, the trees, plus George Hartman's recent 
six-month study of contextual architecture in Rome, conspired 
as formgivers for the project. Parishioners were split between 
wanting a Georgian addition and a spanking modern one, but 
Hartman persuaded them to accept something that would give 
them both continuity and a degree of change. 

The new addition consists of a white, wood framed, barn-like 
building parallel and south of the existing structure. AU-shaped, 
covered arcade links it to the original building while tying to
gether the old structure's disparate parts and creating a court-

. yard around the linden trees. Hartman also relocated the en-
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An arcade joins new to old and creates a court. 
trance from the north side of the old farmhouse to the east edge 
of the arcade. In effect, now, the original building and its accre
tions have become ancillary space; the new addition is " the 
ch urch." I ts central focus is the outdoor courtyard where parish
ioners congregate after services or social events in the fellow
ship hall. 

"Normally, when you talk about contextual work you think 
of starting with a good context," says Hartman. "Here we began 
with a not very good context and a very bad building and we 
didn't follow the diet um of one of our office wits: 'When you 
have a bad context, yo u do a bad building.'" 

On its north side (above) , where it faces the old structure, 
the addition looks much like a Southern farmhouse . Dominating 
its ground floor is the mullioned window wall of the fellowship 
hall , which could be an enclosed porch· but for the chimney 
bisecting it. Above are dormers that admit light to the back of 
the sanctuary. The building's south face is all windowless wall 
except for high dormers. Hartman reduced its large space to 
residential scale by stepping the pitched roofline first from its 
central and highest point, where it contains the sanctuary, down 
a notch to the narthex and then down again to form a low struc
ture housing coatrooms and lavatories near the entrance. 

The division into discreet spaces is continued on the interior, 
despite the fact that it is in principal a large barn or hayloft. 
"The whole thing started in a hayloft , so we thought, why change 
it?" quips Hartman, adding, more seriously, " It 's the easiest way 
to build cheap, big space. " In the sanctuary, the chancel faces 
south, on the west is the choir, balconies are ranged along north 
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Chancel 
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A hall behind a sliding wall handles overflow. 
and east walls. Separating sanctuary from fellowship hall is a 
mullioned window wall, which can be completely opened to 
make out of two rooms one huge space, transforming the sanc
tuary's plan from Greek to Latin cross. The feeling in the fellow
ship hall is old Virginia, cozy and warm. The scale is purpose
fully intimate with low, heavy overhead beams containing light
ing. The ceiling above is gabled and there's a fireplace with brick 
seating on the north wall. It is intended to contrast to the cooler, 
more formal tone of the sanctuary with its much higher ceilings, 
wide open spaces and cooler colors. 

Robert Lautman 

In the 1971 chapel for Mt. Vernon College in Washington, 
Hartman-Cox used long spans and heavy screens to wall areas 
off from one another. In the McLean church, only reminders of 
screens remain (in the form of encased columns) to separate 
balconies from the central sanctuary area, and long beams have 
given way to braced and tied timber framing-a less expensive, 
simpler way of building. The idea was to make the job as easy 
as possible for the contractor, because money was tight. The 

The fellowship hall viewed from the sanctuary, across page 
above, and at closer range, left. The sanctuary looking toward 
the altar is shown above. 
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Timber framing, difjuse light 
entering from end and dormer 
windows and views into fe l
lowship hall give the sanctu
ary an air of openness, yet 
formality (right). Across page, 
the sanctuary looking toward 
chancel and choir. 

Dormers fill the sanctuary with soft, diffuse light. 
diamond-shaped large east and west windows that are fitted into 
the roofiine were a consequence of the structure; the architect 
simply glazed what was left between the framing. 

Although it is brighter in the sanctuary than outdoors on a 
cloudy day , there is remarkably little glass-the large diamonds 
east and west, five dormers on the south, three on the north . With 
exception of the two end openings, windows are all 2.5x5 feet. 
Because they are high, they provide ample light and because 
they are encased in dormers, light is bounced, diffuse and soft. 
Since openings are few and small and walls are eight inches thick 
and filled with insulation, the building is far more energy effi
cient than is required by codes. 

The only uninterrupted vertical wall in the building is at the 
west, providing space for the choir, and looks somewhat incon
gruous and oddly proportioned with two low windows and a 
round one high up under the pediment. Explains Hartman , "The 
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choir is the single most important group in this congregation, so 
we felt we had to give it a throne." 

Even when providing throne space the architect did the sim
plest thing throughout the building. He took stock windows and 
put them in the wall, put down drywall rails without wooden 
caps in most places, used standard columns and boxed them in 
with plywood a nd ordered the removabl e white and dark wood 
pews ready-to-go. When the contractor put ugly shoes on the 
base of the columns on the exterior arcade, the architect simply 
put a ga losh, or box, over it, with somewhat mixed results. 

The only really bad result of trying to build inexpensively 
and accommodate the contractor's mistakes is the roofing, which 
is an ugly , striped and cheap-looking, asphalt shingle. " It 's an 
error," admits Hartman. "The builder got started with it and we 
couldn't bring ourselves to have them tear it off and start over. 
It would have caused a delay. When something would go wrong 
on this job, we redesigned rather than tearing it out. It's a 
schem e that doesn't hinge on pickiness of detail." D 



Robert Lautman 
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Oarity Behind a Projecting Facade 
House near Cincinnati, Gwathmey Siegel Architects, By S.A. 
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A 
large house-over 9,000 square feet-in a wooded 
suburb of Cincinnati has given Gwathmey Siegel Ar
chitects the opportunity for exercising their residential 

design talents in an interesting new direction. Throughout a 
career unusually productive and distinguished for such young 
architects (Charles Gwathmey is 43; Robert Siegel 42), the firm 
has explored varying relationships of whole compositions to 
their parts. Beginning with the 1967 Long Island, N.Y., house 
and studio (for Gwathmey's parents), which were compact, 
isolated objects in a field, this exploration has approached an 
apparent limit in the Cincinnati house, its elements having been 
stretched as far apart as possible without disintegration of the 
whole. It is almost as if an explosion had occurred near the 
house's center, jarring even the main element's facade partly 
loose. Yet the dispersion has not gone too far: The house still 
has coherent unity, and the breaking down of mass mitigates 
against the pomposity this size house could have. 

Not that the elements of the house have been scattered in a 
chaotic way. The imagined explosion has instead driven walls 
and masses apart strictly in accordance with a horizontal and 
vertical planning module of three feet, six inches, based roughly 
on Le Corbusier's Modulor, that dominates throughout. 

The dispersion of parts is not only esthetic, of course, but 
also soundly functional. The organization of the plan is almost 



diagrammatic in its clarity: From the driveway, an entrance be
tween two rather unassuming subsidiary elements (on their 
upper floors, a pair of guest rooms in each; on their lower 
floors, a garage in one, a pool-oriented recreation room in the 
other); next, a long circulation element, open on the lower floor, 
enclosed and faced with panels of glass block on the upper 
floor; finally, the main element, with kitchen, dining room, 
breakfast room, and a double-height living room below, a 
master bedroom suite with dressing and study areas above. All 
parts of the house have thus been given appropriate degrees of 
privacy and independence. The master bedroom area supervises 
the living spaces below, but all other parts are isolated. Even 
guest quarters are divided, so that one pair of rooms can be 
used by children home from school, for example, another by 
friends of the parents. 

If one part of the house is suspect of being unfunctional, it is 
the elaborate facade construction attached to the south face of 
the main block, but this not only acts as an effective sunshade 

Above left, a view from the southwest of the partly freestanding 
sunscreen that incorporates a double height screened porch; 
beyond it, the house's main living and master bedroom element; 
beyond that, separated by a small courtyard, one of the guest 
wings. Above, a night view from th e southeast. 

for the glass areas of the house's major rooms, it also accom
modates a delightful double height screened porch, entered 
from either master bedroom or study and rising beyond the roof 
deck, thus engaging even that topmost level in the house's play 
of space and form. As part of the overall composition, this sun 
screen is indispensable. It is clearly part of the main element, 
rather than another individual element, and it therefore an
nounces clearly that the cluster of parts has one dominant focus; 
it also relates the house to its site by emphasizing, like giant 
blinders, the view south over the crest of a hill to the Ohio River 
valley beyond. 

Complex as the composition is, it is not coded or devious or 
literary. Appreciation of the design is wholly dependent on 
appreciation of the geometric forms, their relationships to each 
other and their relationships to the functions they support; we 
need not look for allusions to other buildings or other times. 
Such self-evident directness requires consistent and impeccable 
detailing; if we are to depend solely on form , it must be perfect 
form . The house does not disappoint on this level : ln propor
tions, finishes and such refinements as alignments of tile joints, 
junctions of railings , provisions for heating and airconditioning, 
and precise white oak cabinetwork, the house has been thor
oughly considered. It is a freewheeling composition meticu
lously executed, and it is an exciting achievement. D 
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In both photos above, th e cir
culation link from entrance 
drive to main living element, its 
enclosed upper fioor lighted by 
diminishing panels of glass 
block . Far left, axonometric 
views of the lower and upper 
floors; the tennis court and 
small guest house beyond it 
have not yet been built . Left, 
view from the entrance drive, 
the sunscreen elem ent glimpsed 
at far right. 
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Above, the roof deck with view through the 
sunscreen at right. Below, master bedroom 
opening to the second fioor screened porch. 
At right, a small study area overlooking the 
double-height family breakfast room, which 
opens in turn to the kitchen; other glass areas 
overlook an interior courtyard. Across page, 
the double height living room shaded by the 
sunscreen elem ent. 

Photographs by Richard Pay ne, AJA 
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At the guest room end of the second fioor corridor, the wall 
undulates to allow space for a small sitting area. Typical of the 

careful detailing is the heat supply, through metal-lined circular 
openings in the wood sills beneath the glass block panels. 



Simple but Sophisticated Farmhouse 
Norman Gaffney Residence, Coatesville, Pa., Bohlin Powell Larkin Cywinski. By A .O.D. 
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Linking the old foundation wall, with entrance, and the 
new house is a plexiglass-covered corridor; in the 

attic-study (across page), a stair with Corbusian 
rail rises through an angled slot. The room is multi

colored but muted and proportions are in miniature. 
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This small house for a man of modest needs is designed to 
revive and capture the owner's fond memories of time 
spent abroad in courtyard-style houses while he served in 

the Peace Corps and of his childhood on a Wisconsin farm. A 
simple residence filled with comforting allusions to delights of 
childhood, the house rests within the stone wall foundation of a 
barn that formerly occupied the site. It is perched on the south
west corner of a nine-acre plot overlooking rolling farmland in 
southwestern Pennsylvania not far from the timeless countryside 
of Chadds Ford conjured up in dream-like fashion by painter 
Andrew Wyeth. But where Wyeth's images are silver-point 
sharp, the Norman Gaffney house is purposefully soft-edged, as 
if unfocused; it is soothingly skewed and distorted, as is memory. 

On first sight, from an unpaved road to the southeast, the 
building, its red shed roof tumbling in steps over grey wood sid
ing, blends with neighboring farmhouses. At closer range, flat on, 
it looks far more singular. Set within the rough, low foundation 
walls, it rises smooth and narrow, a box with three small win
dows running down it, off center from the peak of the gabled 
roof. To the right (east) , cutting into the edge of the box, is 
glazing, behind it a column, then off to the side, a pavilion-like 

Photographs by J oseph W . M olitor 

living area with angled corners. The entrance to the house is a 
rust-red door set into the west side of the stone wall; to either 
side of the entrance are small, low windows, one blue, one green. 
The scale is miniaturized and cozy, the impression a cross be
tween a small farmhouse from southern Europe and an illustra
tion from a children 's tale, perhaps by Beatrix Potter. 

Allusions to images from childhood continue on the interior, 
which reflects Gaffney's desire for openness without loss of 
privacy. The entranceway links the box of the house to the 
foundation wall via a plexiglass skylight. On its left and set at 
an angle to it is a single-counter kitchen, its chest-level window 
overlooking a small, raised garden. To the right of the entrance, 
a low-ceilinged dining area with round, small, stocky table and 
a low window opens onto a wide open living room. At its 
southwestern corner stands a two-story column , left exposed 
and unpainted as an allusion to the house's predecessors. The 
semicircular living room with high pitched ceiling is surrounded 
by glazing that masterfully manipulates views, which is one rea
son the building was selected for a 1981 AJA national honor 
award. Looking south , one sees the broad front courtyard and 
hills beyond. To east and north , the stone wall is only four feet 
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The view framed by an opening in the foundation 
wall (above) is what one sees looking east from 

the living room. The north or back side of the 
house (across page top) nestles in a small hill. It 

gives the incongruous impression of a simple shed 
with high-tech, black ducts perched on a greenhouse. 



Nothing in the house is quite symmetrical. 
away, giving a feeling of enclosure and intimacy. But in the wall 
is a good-sized opening framing a view of meadowlands. 

Furnishing is spare throughout. In its way, the little house is 
a completed artwork in which personal possessions would jar
ringly intrude. In the living room are only wicker chairs and a 
low, round white table with a bite-like chunk taken out of it to 
replicate a partial plan of the house. The table has three differ
ently shaped legs. 

Nothing in the house is symmetrical or four-square, mainly 
because of angled elements. One is the oak barn beam support
ing the second floor between dining and living spaces. The beam 
and exposed framing beneath the second floor balcony are the 
house's only raw elements, left rough as reminders of what is 
beneath the building's skin. The stair leading up from the Jiving 
room is also set at an angle. Just right of it is a cylindrical wood 
stove backed by a two-story, jagged edged, striped brick and 
block wall that acts as a heat sink . On it is a band of tiles with 
colored beasts and plants. 

Color is one of the unalloyed pleasures of the house. The 
principal one is a soft gray ; moldings are a darker shade. Muted 
rose, greens, gray blues are used for pipe columns and rails. 

A slick , gray steel pipe rail with rose trim wraps around the 
second story balcony overlooking the Jiving room . On the sec
ond floor is a small bedroom and lavatory, on the third an attic
study, with exaggeratedly childlike proportions and images to 
recall memories of attics past. The stair punches through here 
with a Corbusian rail. As the architect, Peter Bohlin, AIA, says, 
" the style of the house is a soft stew." 

Architect : Bohlin Powell Larkin Cywinski. Client: Norman 
Gaffney. Structural engineer : McCormick, Taylor & Associates, 
Inc. Mechanical engineer: Thomas E. Melia. Landscape designer: 
John Brown. General contractor : Grant Benham. Completed 
in 1980. D 
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Joseph W. Molitor 

1 Courtyard 
2 Entry 
3 Kitchen 
4 Dining room 
5 Living room 
6 Closet 
7 Utility 
B Bedroom 
9 Balcony 

10 Den/Bedroom 
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Second floor Third floor 

Above left are living and dining rooms with second story bal
cony. Slick, painted rail; old, raw barn beam, and corner con
crete column contrast with one another. The living room table 
misses a bite-like chunk in the shape of a partial plan of the 
house. An expanded view of the living room, across page bottom, 
shows the wood stove and glimpses of the stone wall. From the 
southeast, across page top, the house looks much like neighbor
ing farm structures. 
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Shining and 
Sinuous Structure 

Corning Glass Museum, Corning, N.Y. 
Gunnar Birkerts & Associates. By S.A. 

Along with the crystalline fantasies of Bruno Taut, the glassiest 
projects of modern architecture-indeed, the glassiest of all 
architecture to date-were the two skyscraper projects Mies van 
der Rohe designed in 1919 and 1921. Delighting in the play of 
alternating transparency and reflection in the glass, Mies experi
mented with models hung outside his window to catch the light 
and revised forms that curved back on themselves, mirroring 
their own surfaces. Now a building even glassier-and looking 
very much like a one-floor slice through Mies' 1921 project
has been built. Appropriately, it houses a museum of glass. 

Appropriately, too, it is in Corning, N.Y., home of the Corn
ing glass works since 1851 and, since the company's centennial 
in 1951, of the Corning Glass Center, an educational institution 
dedicated to the history, art and science of glassmaking. The 
center's original building, which now houses lecture halls, tech
nical display areas, a snack bar and the Steuben factory, was the 
work of Harrison & Abramovitz; the new museum, for all its 
individuality, is an addition to that building. But as a site Corn
ing has problems as well as appropriateness: In a picturesque 
river valley, it is susceptible to flooding, and in 1972 Hurricane 

Photograph on previous pages by Timothy Hursley/ B. Korab Ltd. 

Agnes did its worst there, bringing 60 inches of flood water to 
the town and damaging over 500 objects in the collection as 
well as all the center's rare books on the history of glass. 

The facility had also begun to suffer a flood of visitors. 
Planned for an annual attendance of 60,000, the museum in the 
Harrison & Abramovitz building was handling more than 
800,000 people a yea r, at an annual density of 133 visitors a 
square foot. (Comparable figures for 1977 were seven per 
square foot for the Metropolitan Museum and 2 1 for the a
tional Gallery.) The collection had burgeoned as well , with 
overflow stored in a former supermarket. 

Gunnar Birkerts, FAIA, who had designed a dashing little 
firehouse near the site, was chosen architect for a new museum , 
and he was chosen ea rl y enough to participate with museum 
Director Thomas Buechner in the conceptual planning that 
determined the building's remarkable shape. Part of the concept, 
translated literally into Birkerts' plan , was that the library was 
the central information source for the museum 's subject. 
Another part specified the way the gallery spaces were to be 
used: They should present the evolution of glassmaking chron-
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ologically, but they should also accommodate a wide range of 
viewing tastes and needs-quick surveys of glassmaking high
lights for tourists in a rush, but also detailed study of particular 
areas for specialists and scholars. 

Birkerts' ingenious response to these requirements is a series 
of concentric exhibit areas. The innermost ring, closest to the 
central library, is the museum 's broadest circulation path, and 
punctuating the path are 12 " masterpiece columns" that display 
the greatest treasures of the collection , beginning with the old
est, a miniature glass head of Amenhotep II. Opening outward 
beyond the masterpiece ring are galleries that elaborate on each 
of the 12 periods represented. Exhibits here (designed by Paul 
Seiz) are of two types: in display cases for visitors with general 
interest, and in jam-packed study cases for those interested in 
seeing many examples of each type. Because the museum collec-

Raised above the flood plain , gallery spaces of the museum radi
ate from a central library. Diagram at right shows how wall sec
tion shields exhibits from direct sunlight , yet pro vides views of 
the surrounding countryside ref/.ected by a pair of angled mirrors. 

Timothy Hursley/ B. Korab , Ltd . 
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A skirt of mirrors on the curving upper walls. 
tions are not equal in size for each of the 12 periods, it is 
natural that the galleries housing them are not equal in size. 
The building's eccentric perimeter, therefore, is less whimsical 
than it appears, and is actually tailored to fit its contents. 

Another remarkable feature of the museum perimeter is its 
wall section. Because direct sunlight might fade colors or per
haps even crack delicate glass objects, it had to be eliminated. 
Yet there was a strong desire to see the collection sparkling in 
the changes of actual daylight, and also a desire to visually 
relate the museum environment to the landscape, dotted with 
working glass factories, that surrounds it. Birkerts' wall accom
plishes it all by means of what he calls a "periscope window" 
running continuously around the perimeter close to floor level. 
Over a recessed ground floor (housing only those service facili-
186 AlA JOURNAL/ MID-MAY 1981 

ties that would not be destroyed by possible future floods), the 
upper level of the building is skirted with a band of mirrors 
tilted at 45 degrees. Above an angled slit that terminates in clear 
glass is an opaque vertical wall surface, and even this has been 
faced with glass-a custom-designed panel with a textured face 
and with its back coated with powdered stainless steel. At the 
very top of this dazzling wall, just one final touch: a thin hori
zontal band of bright aqua, recalling the color of a glass panel 
seen on edge. 

In an impressive variety of intelligent ways, Birkerts has 
created a museum of glass. D 

The circular entrance canopy, seen in both views above, is 
tucked into a recess of the gallery perimeter. Beyond the en
trance, a ramp leads up to a second fioor lobby, and from there 
a glazed bridge, right, leads to the gallery spaces. 
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The second floor lobby, remodeled from a corner of 
the original building, serves both old and new facili
ties. One wall is of glass block, others are mirrored; 
ceiling is of stainless steel. The glass sculpture, sym-

'"" 
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~ 

I i 
bolizing a meteor, a bird and a flower, is by Stanis/av 
Libensky and Jaroslava Brychtova. Upper level plan 
shows how clockwise passage through the ring of 
gallery spaces returns visitors to this lobby area. 

Timothy Hursley/ B. Ko rab. Ltd . 



Above and far right, some of the installations against the gal
leries' curving perimeter wall. Mirrors provide fragmented 
views of the neighboring glass factories and river valley and 
provide reflected daylight to make the exhibits sparkle, but pre
vent direct light that might harm some glassware. N ear right, 
from 'Ti ffany's Tiffany,' the museum's first temporary exhibi
tion , a window f ram Louis Com fo rt Tiffany's own house at 
Oyster Bay, Long Island. 
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Sta nley Abercrombie , A IA 
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Burly Presence on a Significant Site 
Atlanta Central Library, Marcel Breuer & Hamilton Smith with Stevens & Wilkinson. By S.A. 

Photographs by Rick Alexander 

Expansion 
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This is the very heart of Atlanta: the intersection where Peach
tree seems to splinter into a fan of other streets. At one corner 
is the venerable Candler building, one of the city's earliest large 
office blocks (named for the family of a local druggist who con
cocted something he called Coca-Cola). At another corner 
once stood the Loew's Grand theater, scene of the premiere of 
"Gone With the Wind," (now the site of the Georgia Pacific 
tower by Skidmore Owings & Merrill). At another, a central 
station of Atlanta's rapid transit system is under construction . 
And at still another there was, until recently, a diminutive neo
classical library faced with white marble-an agreeable little 
building, but one grown hopelessly inadequate for providing the 
services Atlanta needed. These could have been relegated to a 
less densely developed area, of course, with the old facility used 
as a branch library, but the city authorities decided to help 
strengthen both the library and the business district by keeping 
the central location and replacing the building. 

Its replacement provides the needed services, with expansion 
room to spare, and also provides a visual focus for the area. Big 
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-Rick Alexander 
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Complex composition reminiscent of the Whitney. 
compared to the previous library, it is still considerably smaller 
than most of its neighbors , but it has a presence that does not 
depend on size. It is an important design for an important func
tion at an important site. 

The architects (Marcel Breuer, FAIA, and Hamilton Smith , 
FAIA, with Carl Stein, AJA , and Frank Richlan Associates, 
and with Stevens & Wilkinson associate architects and consult
ing engineers, William H. Barnett, AJA , partner in charge) have 
capitalized on the building's freestanding site by providing a 
composition of robust forms and interlocking setbacks, shelter
ing sidewalks and street level public spaces and, incidentall y, 
recalling the bold masonry cantilevers of Breuer and Smith's 
1965 Whitney Museum. These complex forms respond closely, 
for the most part, to complex program requirements, but, again 
as at the Whitney, sometimes also serve as a freestanding 
screen, punctured for a framed view, around an upper level 
terrace that is generally unsuspected from street level. 

Important to the success of such a composition is the use of 
an exterior material that has considerable mass, thus dramatiz
ing the cantilevering of weighty parts, and that has the capacity 
for consistent use in a variety of situations, thus emphasizing 
the building as a complex monolith rather than as a collection 
of pieces. The material chosen for a similar task at the Whitney 
had been granite panels, but these read as a thin screen facing a 
masonry structure and the cost of such panels able to span from 
one floor level to the next would have been prohibitive. In 
Atlanta the choice was precast panels that can, indeed, span the 
15 feet between floor levels , that can be given interesting tex
tures with exposed aggregate, that can be formed in L shapes 
that turn a corner, further emphasizing the sense of a monolith , 
and that can be used without additional masonry backup. 

Inside the library, a major central stair linking the three main 
reading levels continues some of the volumetric excitement of 
the exterior, and provisions for a million volumes, for audi
torium, conference and exhibition space, and for a wonderland 
of electronic equipment are all a modern library could want. D 

An opening in the main facade , top left, provides a downtown 
view for the staff's roof terrace, top. Top right, a corner of the 
structure cut away for a drive-in book drop. Left and right , 
views of the main entrance plaza; beyond a freestanding bus 
shelter, stairs lead to the lower level children's library. 
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Above, an area on the lower level for young readers; a story-hour 
alcove is in the background. Below, a stair near the main entrance 
that gives access to the lower level and the second fioor. Right, the 
sky/it central stair that connects the reading rooms on the second, 
third and fourth fioors and provides a sense of openness at the 
heart of the building. At both stairs, concrete surfaces-some 
bush-hammered, some with form board marks exposed-are 
warmed by massive oak handrails. 
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University Arena Finely Crafted of Brick 
MIT Athletic Facility, Cambridge, Mass., Dav;s, Brody & Associates. By A.O.D. 

The firm of Davis, Brody & Associates is known for urban 
design work sensitive to context and social needs. The architect 
has put these skills to good use in this gymnasium on MIT's 
west campus. Before completion of the project, the quadrangle 
containing Aalto's Baker House dormitories, Eero Saarinen's 
Kresge auditorium and chapel plus an undistinguished concrete 
student housing block leaked onto a shapeless greensward. 
Davis, Brody's two-story athletic building and special events 
center, the first phase of a two-stage project , was intended to 
define and contain the quadrangle, blend respectfully with the 
Aalto and Saarinen structures while creating an architectural 
statement of its own expressing "more than jockville," as Lewis 
Davis, F AIA, puts it. 

The large brick building, with expanses of clear and block 
glass on its first floor, echoes surrounding structures in color, 
texture and roofline. A 50,000-square-foot, second story field 
house cascades via outside stairs echoing those of Aalto nearby 
over a smaller, 30,000-square-foot volume serving as hockey 
198 AJA JOURNAL/ MID-MAY 1981 

rink and site for commencement exercises and other events. The 
building's large, mostly windowless mass is reduced by lifting it 
onto cruciform-shaped piers that create an arcade linking the 
gymnasium to neighboring buildings and walkways. The vertical 
line of the piers is extended on the second story by stripes 
formed by small bricks edged with a straight, thick line of mor
tar, which further break down the building's large volume and 
add interest to the facade. Except to differentiate piers and their 
vertical extensions and the cupola-like structure containing 
services for handicapped on Vassar Street to the north , Davis, 
Brody has used its characteristic jumbo bricks throughout. The 
cage-like cupola is intended to give the northeast elevation resi
dential scale. 

The glassy, double height lobby overlooking Kresge and 
Baker is unusually light and airy for a gymnasium and spruced 
up with interior trees. Detailing and workmanship outside and 
in the building is superior, especially for a structure costing $50 
per square foot . 0 
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The cupola (below) gives residential scale; though Rockwell Cage field house 
next to it will be demolished for new squash courts, it will be recalled by the 

cage-like entrance. The glassy lobby expresses far more than 'jockville.' 



Sleek Object in a Shaggy Neighborhood 
Des Moines M edical B uilding, Charles Herbert & Associates. By Nora Richter Greer 



L 
ocated in Des Moines between lowrise hospital service 
buildings and an older neighborhood of multifamily and 
single- family houses, this speculative medical office build

ing links the two environments b.oth physically and symbolically. 
Its crisp, white image reflects the medical profession 's garb and is 
in sharp contrast to the houses' shabbiness. Yet the medical 
building respects the scale of the residences. 

Each level of the center has its own entrance, helping indi
vidual tenants to think of the building as their own, a design 
device often used in town house developments. Since the site 
slopes 20 feet down from its highest point, separate entrances 
to both floors could be placed at the parking lot level. At each 
entrance are exaggerated cylindrical forms that house staircases 
(photo right and preceding page) . 

The building has a lightweight steel frame with bar joists 
and metal deck. Stretched tautly around the frame is a skin of 
foam insulated metal panel s and gray insulating glass. Architect 
was Charles Herbert & Associates of Des Moines (D. Bryan 
Shiffler, AJA, associate in charge) and client was the Sherman 
Hill Real Estate partnership. 

The fenestration varies with the interior plan . At each en
trance, the glass is recessed for weather protection. At the office 
and reception areas, the glass extends from the ceiling to desk 
top level. At the examination rooms, the windows are six feet , 
six inches above floor level , providing privacy for patients while 
admitting natural light. 

The lower level was designed with open rental spaces and the 
second level was planned for use by eight doctors , of whom only 
three will receive patients at the same time. Twelve examination 
rooms are clustered in three pods " to save the doctors distance 
and time traveled between patients ," in the architect's words, 
and eliminate long impersonal corridors. Common rooms-such 
as the X-ray suite, restrooms and secretarial area-were placed 
in the center of the office. D 
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Streamlined Bank in a Chicago Suburb 
Newman/Lustig's Skokie (Ill.) Trust and Savings Bank. By N.R.G. 

:n elevation it looks like something that should have wheels, 
)erhaps a 1930s streamlined train. In reality it is the Skokie 
[rust and Savings Bank by Newman/ Lustig & Associates, 
=:hicago. And it is indisputably the biggest architectural event 
~ver to occur on Dempster Street in Skokie, Ill., a typical sub-
1rban strip with cars speeding through blocks upon blocks of 
1ondescript fast food joints, small shops, gas stations. 

The client's requirements were straightforward: The building 
a "branch banking facility" in the parlance of Illinois law) 
vas to be distinct in appearance from its competitor, the First 
~ational Bank of Skokie's exposed concrete building a few 
>locks away; it was to "express a progressive image," and it was 
o be capable of taking on a second story. 

Of utmost importance to the designer was to keep the bank's 
xterior uncomplicated, so that its image would register quickly 
o passersby. The first idea was a skin entirely of glass. But an 
xterior of anodized aluminum sandwich panels with windows 
,f tinted glass was chosen because of its lower cost. It could also 
e easily matched on a future second story. The paneled design 
1as intended as "a clear and precise image," in the architect's 
1ords. The glass is held in place by neoprene extrusions curved 
t the corners to relate them to the shape of the entrance, the 
uilding's most distinctive element. 
The entrance is a 20x30-foot Plexiglas greenhouse (photo 

:ft). Spanning it are two wind braces consisting of three tubes 
undled in a triangular pattern. To the immediate left is a piano 
rnped opening surrounded by a metal railing that admits natural 
ght into the lower level. Encircling the opening is a custom
esigned plastic laminate check writing counter. 

While the exterior is striking but rather stark, the interior is 
~ht, airy and warm. It is basically a 5,000-square-foot room 
ith an open plan and seems larger than expected. The walls 
·e of white baked enamel with a glossy finish, held together 

inside and out by neoprene gaskets. The hard surfaces are soft
ened by an abundance of natural light, making artificial illum
ination unnecessary on bright days. And the entry tile flooring 
leads to a carpeted area with mahogany work stations that fur
ther quiets the room. The mahogany work stations were chosen 
over metal by the client because the dark wood more closely 
adhered to a banker's conservative image. 

The five teller stations are aligned along the right-hand wall. 
Beyond is a large vault room with expansive windows, which 
provide privacy without interrupting the interior's openness. 
When the bank's operations expand (the building now has 15 
employees), the vault will be moved to the lower level and the 
teller stations can easily be enlarged. 

To the left of the glazed entrance is a small room with a 
night depository, walk-up teller and separate entrance. The 
space can be closed off from the main servic{;? area by a sliding 
glass door (photo left looking from the depository to the en
trance). Stairs lead down to the lower level that currently houses 
a computer room, employee lounge and two large empty spaces, 
one of which is partially used for the indoor garden visible 
through the piano shaped opening. 

The building sits at one end of a block-long site, to allow 
for the maximum amount of parking and offstreet access to the 
drive-in. From Dempster Street, the glazed entrance appears 
only as a semicircle (above). Facing the parking lot is the 
entrance, night depository and six drive-up windows that cover 
approximately 5,000 square feet. 

Since the building opened early last year, it has been likened 
to a greenhouse, car wash or bowling alley. One can also find 
allusions in it to modes as different as Japanese architecture and 
Richard Meier's similarly clad Bronx Development Center. 
More importantly, it creates a sense of quality and excitement on 
Dempster Street. D 
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Expansion will be by addition of a second story, as shown 
in the axonometric. Photo below is rear entrance. At right 
and bottom is the piano-shaped main entrance, which 
opens from a parking lot and abuts the generous drive-in 
lanes. Floor plan shows main banking area. 
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Photographs by J ames Steinkamp/ Keith Palmer 
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Curving Around a Crucial Comer 
Xerox Centre, Chicago, C. F. Murphy Associates. By S.A. 

This building and the building that follows it are both examples 
of a building type notorious for its Philistinism and expediency, 
the speculative office building-or, to use a slightly less pejora
tive term, the investment building. But these two buildings beg 
no special consideration because of budget restrictions. 

Xerox Centre is in a location, in fact, that precludes any such 
lowering of criteria, for it is surrounded by examples of the 
country's finest office buildings. At the intersection of Dearborn 
and Monroe streets in the heart of Chicago's Loop, the Xerox 
site is a block north of Mies van der Rohe's Federal Center of 
1964-'73, immediately north of Holabird & Roche's 1894 
Marquette building, across the street from Skidmore Owings & 
Merrill's just-completed 33 Monroe Street and diagonally across 
from SOM's 1957 Inland Steel building. 

The most critical relationship, however, is that of Xerox to 
an open space directly to the north. This is one of the few public 
open spaces in the Loop and, with its mosaic wall by Chagall 
and multi-level sitting and lunching areas, probably the most 
popular of all; it lies at the sloping base of a much earlier C. F. 
Murphy building (in collaboration with Perkins & Will), the 
First National Bank building, once Chicago's tallest. The re
sponse of the Murphy firm (with Helmut Jahn , AJA, the partner 
in charge) was to accentuate the southern approach to this open 
area by setting their building back 20 feet from the Dearborn 
property line, thus aligning it with the earlier voluntary setback 
of the First National Bank; even more dramatic was the decision 
to connect this approach to the open area not around an abrupt 

The curved corner, left, opens the intersection gracefully to the 
plaza of the First National Bank , one of the Loop area's few 
open spaces, reflected in Xerox's glass facade. The diagonal pat
tern of asphalt pavers on the roof ofjers an interesting view to 
even taller neighbors. Right, a detail of the curved corner. 
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Apostrophe for services tops the tower. 
90-degree corner but around a sweeping curve with a radius 
of 45 feet. The Loop has other rounded corners (on Louis Sulli
van's Carson Pirie Scott store, for example), but none with such 
size or such significant location. Carson Pirie Scott's rounded 
corner is articulated as a separate element; Xerox's curve is an 
integral part of the building form. But on the street level the 
curve is allowed to continue past the facade and to sweep on 
into a pair of concave entrance recesses, one on each street; 
these provide access to the lobby and to the banking spaces 
(also designed by C. F. Murphy) that surround it, all of them 
caught up in a great waltz of curving surfaces. 

But Xerox is a building not just of curves but also of diag
onals, the two idioms related by the practical matter that diag
onal rows of ceiling fixtures provide an efficient way of lighting 
210 AIA JOURNAL/MID-MAY 1981 

office space in the curved corner. The use of diagonals is mani
fest in the building form itself where, along West Monroe, the 
facade angles out 10 feet ("kicks its hip out," as Jahn says) to 
meet the adjacent building, a relatively tiny Italian restaurant. 
This is a rather magnanimous gesture for an 880,000-square
foot tower to make toward what was obviously a holdout in the 
parcel accumulation process, but it is a gesture that is fully 
appreciated from ground level in the plaza across the street. 

Inside the building, diagonals proliferate. Even the elevator 
cab ceilings pick up the theme. At street level both ceiling and 
floor are dominated by diagonals, reflected and distorted in the 
mirror finish stainless steel of tellers' counters and other vertical 

Left, an axonometric and a view with two adjacent elevations 
flattened and drawn together. A hove and right, two views of the 
tower. Windows facing north are taller than others. 
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surfaces. An additional twist here is a positive/ negative dis
tinction between lobby and banking spaces. Lobby areas have 
narrow parallel lighting strips in an opaque ceiling and narrow 
black stripes in a white floor; when these diagonals pass through 
glass walls into the banking areas, they are transformed, becom
ing opaque strips in luminous ceilings and narrow white stripes 
in black floors. Perhaps it is the restrained palette of colors that 
keeps all this visual activity from seeming chaotic; on the second 
floor of the banking area there are handso.me custom-designed 
work stations in a deep maroon, but all the rest of the two lower 
floors is limited to white, black, silver and the light warm tan of 
the skin's aluminum panels. 

These panels have been varied in size to emphasize the 
building form and to take advantage of orientation. The great 
curved corner and the north-facing elevation adjacent to it have 
been given smaller spandrel panels and larger glass areas than 

typical, opening the building to its least sunny exposure and to 
its best view. The taller spandrels of the other elevations are not 
interrupted exactly at the corner, but wrap around for two five
foot modules, giving visual strength to the corner. 

Some further refinements at the very top of the building are 
worth noting: The mechanical system's louvers have been posi
tioned one floor below the highest floor of the tower, thus keep
ing the tower form as intact and uniform as possible, and the roof 
itself has been carefully considered. The apostrophe-shaped en
closure for the elevator over-runs and cooling towers is per
fectly complementary to the building form below, and even the 
roof surface participates in the design by repeating the diagonal 
pattern established 42 floors below. This has been accomplished 
with very simple means (asphalt paving blocks in gravel) and 
therefore exemplifies the whole design approach: expenditure of 
thought in lieu of money. D 
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Photographs by James Steinkamp/ Kei th Palmer 

Beyond the two concave entrances, 
the banking halls and public areas of 
the ground fl.oor have glass walls of 
compound curvature. A contrasting 
geometric them e is established by 
parallel diagonals in ceiling lights 
and fl.ooring pattern. A s the two pho
tographs above show, these diagonals 
change character as they pass from 
public lobbies to tenant spaces. 
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The Xerox building holds its own among the architecture of 
Chicago's Loop. In the foreground, Sullivan's 1899 Gage build
ing; beyond that, SO M's angle-topped 33 Monroe Street; be
yond Xerox, SOM's Sears tower. 
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GI~ Tower Brought to Life-and Light 
Dallas Centre, I. M. Pei & Partners. By S.A. 



Site model, above, shows completed building at bottom right, 
future additions around it, and the convergence of two street 
grids. The street angles are picked up in the building forms and 
in paving details, top and right. The lobby, right, is brightened 
by Italian tiles and two big tapestries by Helena Hernmarck. 
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W
hen we look around most American downtowns
certainly, when we look around Dallas, where the 
reflective glass towers sprout like crabgrass from their 

plazas-we may easily believe that the glass tower vocabulary 
has been exhausted. But talent can bring even this parti to life, 
and a reminder of that is One Dallas Centre, a speculative 30-
ftoor office building by I. M. Pei & Partners, with Henry Cobb, 
F AIA, the partner in charge of design. 

The budget was as tight as the word speculative implies, 
$33 a square foot. (The contract was Jet in 1977; costs would 
be higher today, of course.) If constrained by such a budget, 
Cobb and the Pei firm haven't Jet it show. Both in the eccentric
ity of its form (not a way to cut cost) and in its exterior finish, 
the building projects an impression of quality. The exterior 
skin, although two-thirds opaque for energy efficiency, has been 
given a subtle bit of sparkle by the edging of its glass areas, 
top and bottom, with strips of stainless steel. The glass is butt
jointed throughout, making the tower perhaps the first of its 
size to be completely mullionless. The structural system is 
revealed only at two ground-floor entrance areas; above, it is 
only hinted at by joints in the aluminum spandrels. 

Another potential constraint, cleverly capitalized on, is 
the site, near where the orderly grid of north Dallas marches 
obliquely into the orderly grid of central Dallas, creating a 
sequence of wedges and angles that Major L'Enfant might envy. 
Unlike its neighbors, all struggling to keep their faces straight, 
One Dallas Centre repeats the angles around it and becomes 
a prism, its diamond shape lightened and enlivened by a tri
angular recess in two of its sides (a structural complication, but 



}ne that increases market value by doubling the number of 
;orner offices). Outside and in, the angles are seen again in 
Javing patterns-outside, in a rather curious design of white 
;oncrete triangles and pink concrete circles; inside, in the 
~ntrance lobby's handsome (and, after the sleek exterior, pleas
rntly warm and natural) triangular Italian ceramic pavers. 

Except for this flooring, the public spaces at ground level 
ire basically austere, Cobb's philosophy having been to keep 
;vall surfaces simple and inexpensive and to let art provide visual 
nterest. The works commissioned are two 20-foot-long tapes
ries, showing native Texas wildflowers, woven by artist Helena 
-lernmarck, and they are spectacularly effective. 

Still another constraint at work here was one of time. Early 
n 1977 the client came to the Pei firm with a request for a 
naster plan for a nine-acre site as well as for a design for a first
>hase building on the site, both designs to be finished within 
hree months. These preliminary design documents served as the 
>asis for a guaranteed maximum price submitted by the con
ractor, and construction documents were prepared on a fast
rack basis while construction proceeded. 

In addition to the first-phase tower, the master plan included, 
nr its second pl;lase, a million-square-foot office building, topped 
>y a 500-room hotel and, for its third phase, an in-town luxury 
esidential structure. This phasing itself presents an additional 
lesign requirement: that the office tower, although the smallest 
ncrement of the proposed development, have sufficient presence 
1nd prestige to advertise the future stages of growth. All require
nents seem satisfied: The tower has been fully rented since 
ompletion, and it is the delight of the Dallas skyline. D 

Nathaniel Lieberman 
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Typical bay elevation and wall section, above, 
show the flatness of the building skin and the 
thinness of the insulated aluminum spandrel 
panels supported on the ends of each floor 
slab. Glass (only 30 percent of the facade) is 
mullionless, supported at top and bottom, not 
at the sides. One of the acute-angled corners 
with panoramic views, below, is in the Pei 

firm's own Dallas office. (The apparently 
opaque stripes are not fixed elements, but 
vertical blinds.) Plan, left, of a typical 20,000-
square-foot floor; core area is larger than 
typical because it contains circulation, mak
ing all 37 feet of core-to-glass space useful. 
Opposite, a tower corner with a glazed bridge 
crossing to a garage in the next block. 



'holographs by Mona Zamdmer 
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Ellen Perry Berkeley 

This is what happened during the year 2010. 
It was just an ordinary sort of year .... 

The first symposium on "Post-Habitable 
Architecture" was convened, and a new 
movement declared itself born and went off 
to give lectures. Most of those attending the 
symposium were either on the program or 
from the media, and the place hummed with 
the gadgetry used in receiving and transmit
ting, storing and translating, revealing and 
obscuring. The electronics stole the show, 
of course; the architecture wasn't what you 
could really relate to. (Some of the holo
grams later sold in galleries at prices equal
ing the cost of finished buildings.) ... 
Among those attending was the ageless 
Philip Johnson, looking fit and smiling to 
himself. A private joke, apparently. Every
one else was very serious. 

The hottest potato at the AIA convention 
was a proposal to deny AIA membership to 
the growing number of architects whose 
practice consists solely of set-design for TV. 
"Those aren't real buildings, for real people," 

'Some of the holograms 
later sold in galleries 
at prices equaling the 
cost of finished buildings.' 

it was argued. Unfair, said the set-sters. "We 
bring good design to millions. One series 
alone, Broad City Acres, has had four spin
offs on the networks already, with hundreds 
of home programs available for your-ah
mature audiences." ... The debate was 
tabled after an explosive discussion of Tales 
from the Tower, a series that is set in a 
quaint building-type of the 20th century: the 
kind they used to call "multiuse." (There's 
this couple, see, who works on the 28th floor 
and lives on the 78th. They stop at different 
floors on their way up or down, and they 
meet the most interesting people. They've 
got very close friends, now, on quite a few 
floors.) ... Most of America follows this 
series-half the viewers wanting it banned, 
the other half wanting it shown in school 
lunchrooms. 

An important statistic: Mobile homes, 
now called "trailers" (for reasons that are 
obscure), now account for 97 percent of the 
nation's single-family homes. Trailers have a 
growing share of the multifamily market, 
too, but statistics are unreliable since the 
definition of "family" has been imprecise for 
some decades. 

A design trend from the past: Many 20th
:entury office towers are being retrofitted 
with plywood panels over their huge glass 
windows, to reduce heat loss and gain. Sev
~ral buildings are competing to become "the 
world's tallest plywood skyscraper," a title 
:hat was thought to have been retired some 
vears ago. Most panels have a tiny hole 
:frilled into them, to keep office workers 
'rom constantly calling the Weather Line. 
Facades are being decorated by painters who 
·ide the window-washing platforms. Many 
Juildings already sport lively messages and 
narkings, art works and advertisements. The 

year's most interesting legal case, in fact, 
has just been resolved in favor of such ads: 
They can be considered works of art, under 
the latest ruling, and they can be purchased 
under that part of each building's budget 
earmarked for art-as also can certain 
plumbing fixtures, and the livelier patterns 
of resilient flooring, not to mention mainte
nance personnel. 

The annual AAAAARRRRRRGH-1-
TECTURE award, for the building deemed 
most shocking to the public mind and eye, 
was again not awarded. The prestigious na
tional journal, Ombudspersons Outspeak, 
which has tried to make this award for the 
past three years, was unable to explain. Co
spokespersons of the committee, obviously 
stunned by the weight of their deliberations, 
could only comment, "AAAAARRRRR
RGH ... " 

Frank 0. Gehry, F AIA 

I believe architecture is a commentary on 
life. It is as varied as the people who make 
the commentary. 

Some people run with the herd and form 
schools and some people tend to be loners. 
I believe that the same state of affairs will 
exist in the 21st century to a lesser or larger 
degree; fewer with the herd and more on 
their own or fewer on their own and more 
with the herd, depending upon the political 
conditions that exist at that time. 

I believe what we are seeing today is an 
11th hour return to style, in which archi
tectural work is providing fantasy for future 
life to people who are finding it necessary to 
tighten their belts and realize they may never 
be able to actually realize these dreams. 

Some of the imagery, very conveniently, 
although I'm sure not intentionally, is with 
the political swing to the right. I don't be
lieve architecture can escape reflecting what 

'What we are seeing today 
is an 11th hour return 
to style, in which architectural 
work is providing fantasy.' 
goes on around it. Even the wildest specu
lations of the avant-garde of our profession 
do not depart from the laws of gravity, the 
scale of man or the realities of existing 
technology. 

I once met a scientist who believed that 
man starts as a lump of matter and cells die 
to articulate the limbs and shape of the final 
human form. He was able to create mutant 
animals whose limbs grew out of their fore
heads, and heads grew out of backs, etc. 
There is another man, a scientist, who, 
through medical research, was able to create 
mutant fruit flies that are one sex above the 
center line of the eyeball and another sex 

Ms. Berkeley is a teacher and architectural 
journalist living in Shaftsbury, Vt. Mr. 
Gehry's firm is Gehry & Krueger, Los An
geles. Mr. Bender is dean of the college of 
environmental design, University of Cali
fornia, Berkeley. Mr. Turnbull is a principal 
of MLTW/Turnbull, San Francisco. 

below. He can also make fruit flies that are 
sick on the right side and well on the left . 

We have seen many wonders in the field 
of genetic engineering, to choose just one 
field, which could make an imprint on the 
21st century tremendously. We have also 
heard about destructive forces which could 
change the shape of our lives. 

I am just a knee jerk liberal, and this is 
what I think about when I think about the 
future. I probably won't be around the first 
decade of the 21st century, but if I am, this 
is what I will be thinking about. 

Richard Bender 

The central problems of our time have to do 
with the humanizing of technology, with get
ting this runaway monster under control. 
Technology cannot possibly be humanized 
unless people become human first (no mean 
task when we consider the extent to which 
the present passive acceptance of mass vio
lence and truly insane brutality has gone). 

The only possible mission for architecture 
today or in the 21st century lies in the crea
tion of humane environments. There is 
nothing else. 

The mission is to create people, gardens, 
environments, which foster human growth 
and development. The problem is to learn 
what such elements might be and how to de
sign them. Learning will be painful. We are 
out of practice. Designers will be asked to 
take on new responsibilities and to reaffirm 
traditional ones. They will work in a world 
more able to tolerate the unfinished, a world 
that values continuity, history, growth over 
time and the ability to add to what others 
have started. Their work will emerge from a 
concern for resources and from the con
straints, contradictions, puzzles and dreams 
of those they work for and with. They will 
start with the creation of a new cultural base; 
the social and humane structures that are 
indispensable prerequisites for the form of 
future communities. 

The architecture that I am talking about 
will be like democracy itself ... not easy, 
quiet, orderly or safe. It will assume conflict 
not only as the normal but also as a neces
sary condition of life. It will define itself as a 
continuing process of change with all that 
change implies: movement, friction, mess, 
mistakes and unhappiness. It will not be 
easy. This will be an architecture of vitality, 
with the vitality, complexity and danger of a 
suspension bridge rather than the solidity 
of a pyramid. 

William Turnbull Jr., FA/A 

Thirty years out versus 30 years back; I 
guess the greatest change will be the pro
liferation of man-made objects on the land
scape. It comes down to civilization's num
ber one problem: population. Here in the 
San Francisco Bay area we will be repeating 
the awesome Los Angeles sprawl pattern 
with ultimate control of building being lim
ited by the availability of water. The South
west Sunbelt will develop in a similar fashion. 
At some point there will be a crunch be
tween sprawl and the costs of moving to and 
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fro within it, but probably not within 30 
years. On the hopeful side, energy concerns 
will stay with us and we will have to refocus 
on passive solar (common sense) ways of 
using the sun's energy more economically. I 
hope this will give a new order of architec
ture, leaving the flip-flops of modern/ post-

'There will be a crunch 
between sprawl 
and the costs of moving 
to and fro within it.' 
modernism to the realm of historic curiosities. 

Forces shaping things of the future will 
be the same as they ever were; power, greed, 
plus the self-righteousness of ''causes," in 
politics as usual. The world is getting smaller 
and smaller where the interaction of pres
sures will be more critical and explosive. 
Soon there will be another "justified" war 
and then no one will be able to predict what 
pieces will be left to pick up and reassemble 
into a "built environment." 

Jefferson B. Riley, AIA 

My thoughts on the future of the built envi
ronment are simultaneously of constraints 
and delights. The two will, I believe, become 
more closely linked in the next quarter cen
tury. Our economic and environmental con
straints will continue to tighten but will also, 
paradoxically, release a new excitement, de
light and beauty in architecture and planning. 

By the 21st century there will be an un
imaginably large demand on the land, mate
rials, money and energy necessary to build 
and maintain our built environment. The 
size of buildings will definitely become 
smaller and their energy efficiency increase. 
Even then, the difficulty of getting a building 
approved for construction by an increasingly 
skeptical and financially burdened clientele 
will greatly increase. 

Out of this bleak tundra will bloom an 
architecture full of romance and fantasy, de-
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ll!ustration by Jefferson B. Riley, AJA 

riving its forms and shapes from its users. 
The user, whether the owner of a house or 
the population of an entire city, will face 
small buildings with large budgets and will 
need to be excited into action. Only by dis
covering and incorporating the dreams and 
fantasies, the delights of familiar images and 
the pretensions of the user will architecture 
hold its place among a public increasingly 
suspicious and skeptical of the remote de
signer and his private designs. The use of 
television and storefront offices as tools to 
bring the designer and the user together will 
become widespread. 

So the architect will become a translator 
of the user's dreams into built structures of 
beauty. The form of a building will continue 
to follow function, with energy conservation 
and solar heating becoming increasingly im
portant functions. But the shapes of build
ings will assume a separate importance re
calling images that are meaningful to the 
user: images of castles, piazzas, gardens and 
all their delights. 

In a sense, a man's home becomes his 
grandfather's castle. As architect and user 
search for the shapes that are meaningful to 
the user, they will look not only to the cre
ative imagination of the architect but to the 
familiar built environment as well. Studying 
existing buildings that delight his client, the 
architect will work with their shapes and 

'The difficulty of getting 
a building approved ... by an 
increasingly skeptical clientele 
. .. will greatly increase.' 
will refine and alter their designs to make a 
memorable place but with contemporary 
strivings of its own. This emphasis on mean
ingful shapes, and the reflection upon and 
refinement of successful buildings of the 
past, will result in a slowdown in the pro
duction of the utterly new, and a turn toward 
the perfection of composition. proportions 
and details. 

So the involvement of the user in the 

design process will excite great numbers of 
people who have been historically skeptical, 
critical or disinterested. Their participation 
will assure a new emphasis on shapes mean
ingful to them, shapes that will awaken old 
delights and create new pleasures. This will 
result in a move to refine and perfect as well 
as alter prior architectural successes and 
will focus our attention on the things that 
make beauty. As the Greeks did with their 
temples, we will begin to take our time. Of 
course, for some there will have to be fre
quent supersonic trips by shuttle back to 
earth to gather images with which to work. 

Peter Calthorpe 

There was a term, the postindustrial society, 
used by some anarchists in the '60s to denote 
an affluent and decentralized future sup
ported by advanced technologies. The cen
tral question for such a future focused on 
the existential and political crisis created by 
such freedom from physical limits; quite a 
narcistic dilemma. It is now clear that such 
a future is unlikely, in fact many are calling 
for a "reindustrialization" to salvage our 
failing technological structure. Along with a 
"rearming" such investments presuppose or 
hope to enforce a continuous flow of re
sources from the third world. 

On the contrary, the industrial culture 
will certainly be transformed by shortages of 
resources, either resulting from pollution 
quarantines, political cartels or gluttonous 
consumption. In the short term, adjustments 
will be made, shifts to coal and nuclear, con
servation, massive water diversion projects, 
new agriculture techniques and military es
corts on a national scale. Not the least of 
these adjustments will be the involuntary 
sacrifice of middle class wealth. The political 
liabilities of maintaining international re
source flows will become more pronounced; 
third world terrorism, increased military in
vestments, disproportionate wealth and con
tinued support of repressive governments 
(such as South Africa) for their ''strategic 
materials." 

The tragedy of such a future is, of course, 
that it is unnecessary and will be ultimately 
unsuccessful. The alternative to the reindus
trialization recently called for isn't hard to 
imagine: A reurbanization which reduces 
transportation demands, saves precious agri
cultural land, rehabilitates existing building 
stock, provides local jobs and lays ground 
for communities of cooperation. Such re
urbanization would be based on the insights 
afforded by biology, ecology and cybernetics 
(As the industrial transformation was sup
ported by physics and engineering.) Unlike 
20th century urbanization, the support sys
tems will be regionally based and resource
efficient; clean, economical mass transit will 
displace the auto's land and fuel demands, 
biologically sound water and waste systems 
will be producers rather than polluters, re
newable energy sources will provide regiona· 
power, information systems will continue to 

Mr. Riley practices with Moore Grover 
Harper in Essex, Conn. Mr. Calthorpe is 
with Van der Ryn / Calthorpe & Partners, 
Inverness, Calif. 



replace rote labor and materials. The recycl
ing industries will benefit from integration 
with other urban structures, intensive food 
production (agriculture and aquaculture) 
will be based on polyculture ecosystems 
rather than petro fertilizers or insecticides 
and buildings will be climate responsive. 

The results of such a reurbanization will 
produce more compact and human scaled 
cities surrounded by productive open space. 
Existing suburbs will be distilled into co
herent towns with a meaning and purpose 
beyond their association with the metropolis. 
The scale of these cities will be dramatically 
transformed. The current lack of urban scale 
and proportion is a symptom of a system out 
of environmental balance and context. Re
urbanization will reconstitute an appropriate 
scale of natural limits based on regional re
sources and global information rather than 
global resources and regional information. 
Pedestrian networks within mixed use areas 
will create a more intimate preception of 
buildings and urban space. Institutions will 
decentralize into smaller, more efficient 
working groups using electronic communica-

'Reurbanization will produce 
more compact and human 
scaled cities surrounded by 
productive open space.' 
tions. Distribution systems will also decen
tralize, responding to local resources and 
transit systems. Buildings will become highly 
textured, invested with a layering, identity 
and scale responding to local climate and 
solar access. 

Diversity is the keystone of the bond be
tween cities and ecology. The urban village 
with its community based, mixed use neigh
borhoods and local enterprise is an ecologi
cal paradigm. The vitality and viability of 
any ecosystem rests on the diversity of its 
inhabitants and their interrelations, unlike 
the mono-cultures of our current architec
ture and urban zoning. In truth, the identity 
of a place has always rested with its physical 
regionalism, its local cuisine, its climate, lo
cal products, particular building form and 
social history. 

There is good reason to believe the de
mise of our industrial environment based on 
global transfers of resources will create a 
more humane urban environment. Two fu
tures, reindustrialization or reurbanization, 
await us. In this contest, architecture and 
urban design will play more than a theatri
cal or linguistic role. 

Tim Prentice, FA/A 

I'm not sure we would wish to look at the 
future even if we could, nor, for that matter 
am I sure that any of us can really under
stand the present. 

What we can see is not entirely encourag
ing: inadequate protection for our land
marks; crumbling public transportation; un
rnpportive environments for the aging·, grow
ing militarism, and everywhere an incre
mental growth in scale leading to imperson
ality and alienation. Can any of us wonder 

about the future without asking honestly if 
we are doing enough to help assure that 
there will be one? 

PARABLE: A publication beamed to the 
special interest group of sculptors recently 
appeared with a lead article titled "Acid 
Rain: Threat to Outdoor Sculpture." With 
stoic disregard for his own safety, the author 
concludes the article by recommending such 
and such industrial coatings. 

MORAL: Acid rain is good for business. 

'The most interesting 
roofs will leak, 
and the least won't.' 

PARABLE: A building for a large corpo
ration is located in the countryside near New 
York City. Presumably in the hope of soft
ening the pressure of 4,000 employees being 
contained under one roof, a fine collection 
of contemporary art is installed. The graffiti 
·and vandalism of the wall surfaces is so re
lentless that a seven-man maintenance crew 
is engaged fulltime to repair the damage, yet 
none of the paintings has ever been harmed. 
Should we put our energy into developing 
more resistant materials, or into a better 
understanding of the causes of this destruc
tive urge? 

MORAL: Good art is better than good 
vinyl. 

PARABLE: While the automobile indus
try sinks of its own weight, an aircraft ap
pears, like a star in the East, which is so light 

lllustration by Tim Prentice, FAIA 

that a man can fly it across the English 
Channel under his own power. The concept 
of the 70-pound Gossamer Albatross has the 
resonance of ancient myth. Built of materials 
so thin as to be almost invisible, it is all 
science and craftsmanship. Flying above the 
pull of fashion, the only art is in the idea. 
It has been a while since a building freed my 
imagination as this plane does. 

MORAL: One Gossamer Albatross is 
worth two MX missiles. 

Assuming that we'll still be around in 20 
years, I suspect that little will have changed 
fundamentally, certainly not human nature. 
As individuals we will continue to be torn 
between the conflicting responsibilities to our 
personal careers, to our clients and to the 
community at large. The articulate minority 
will be working on their fast draw with the 
current "ism" and the inarticulate majority 
will be designing most of the buildings. The 
two camps will continue to hang out around 
the OK Corral in jealous mutual fascination. 
The most interesting roofs will leak and the 
least won't. 

David J. Bennett, AIA 

The first revolution in 20th century archi
tecture is over. Its founders imagined a 
benign industrialism from which they could 
create a universal architecture unencum
bered by place or history and triumphant 
over the uncertainties of the natural world. 
Instead, a rampant industrialism betrayed 
their expectations. Its signature has become 
the double cornucopia: glossy products from 
one horn, poisonous waste from the other. 
The shining city of their vision now rises 
from a landscape ruined for its creation. 

At the beginning of the 20th century we 
still saw our world only from its surface: 
wide, immutable, ageless. Now we can see it 
from space, a tiny bubble of life in an im
mense void. It is a world of finite and dimin
ishing resources. If we do not eviscerate it 
in our relentless search for materials to fuel 
our industrial system, we may finally destabi
lize its resilient but delicately balanced ecol
ogy. For the first time in history we can 
seriously consider that we may not be able to 
live on this fragile, perhaps transitory, planet 
forever. This is a new perception and re
quires a new vision. 

The prevailing response of the design 
community to a world of diminished re
sources and uncertain future is the applica
tion of sophisticated controls, more efficient 
engineering systems and high-performance 
materials. All this is to maintain an archi
tecture conceived 50 years ago, in a world 
understood from an entirely different per
spective, based on the failed principle of 
consuming unlimited natural resources to 
overwhelm the environmental effects of na
ture. It doesn't work, and more of the same 
won't make it work. 

The alternative response of assembling 
fashionable architectural metaphors from 
misappropriated shards of history and from 
the coarse images of a commercialized genre 
art addresses neither the forces that shaped 
our environment at the beginning of the 
century, nor those which are likely to shape 
it at the end. Even so, it at least reflects a 
reawakened interest in the sensuous, humor
ous side of life so severely suppressed in the 

'The double cornucopia: 
glo~ products from one horn, 
poisonous waste from the other. 
austere work of early and mid-20th century 
architects. 

The past decade has seen the stirring of 
incipent change. It comes, as it did a cen
tury ago, from the periphery of the design 
community's attention. As might be expected 
at this vulnerable early stage, the architec
ture is often inchoate and the technology 
largely unproven. But the thrust of the next 
two decades is clear and unequivocal. It is 
toward an architecture integrated with the 
forces of nature, not set against them. 

From this will follow a new geophysical 
continued on page 266 

Mr. Prentice is an architect and artist in New 
York City. Mr. Bennett's firm in Minneapolis 
is BRW, formerly Myers & Bennett/ BRW. 
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AIAHonor 
Awards 1981 
In its annual tribute to design excellence, the American Insti
tute of Architects this year honored 15 new and extended use 
projects. 

The eight new buildings differ in building type, size, cost and 
materials. The winners are a nondenominational chapel, a Penn
sylvania farmhouse, an art gallery, a new-town-in-town resi
dential complex, a speculative office building, an adult detention 
center and a retirement home. A trio of projects outside the U.S. 
was honored-a bank headquarters and two branch facilities in 
Guatemala City, Guatemala (photo right). 

"The jury [for new work] was encouraged by ·the overall 
standard of the submissions," said chairman Hugh Stubbins, 
FAIA. "There were many strands and trends indicating a di
versity of design directions with no seeming coalescence of 
philosophical agreement. ... There were responsible solutions 
to difficult urban situations as well as several unusual and amaz
ing structures." The other jury members were Scott Johnston, a 
student at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; William N. 
Morgan, FAIA; Frank B. Moson, associate AIA member; John 
W. Moutoussamy, FAIA; Cathy Simon, AIA, and Evans 
Woollen, AIA. 

The extended use jury found a "greater confidence in juxta
position of old and new and in taking bold liberties in preserva
tion," in the words of jury chairman Arthur Cotton Moore, 
F AIA. Other members were Peter Chermayeff, AIA; Stuart 
Cohen, AIA; Nicholas H . Holmes III, associate AIA member; 
Piero Patri, AIA; Mildred Schmertz, FAIA, and Kimberly N. 
Stanley, an architectural student at Clemson University. 

Of the seven winners in this category, only an art gallery was 
totally restored to its original spendor. The others combined the 
old with the new: a civic center, a research laboratory, housing 
for elderly and the handicapped, a college language facility , a 
Chicago town house and a small office building. 

Thirteen of the 15 winners are shown on the following pages. 
The other two, the Throncrown Chapel (cover photo) and the 
Norman Gaffney residence, are discus.sect on pages 140and17 S, 
respectively. Nora Richter Greer 
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Trio of Banks in Guatemala 
Reflects Indigenous Idioms 
Skidmore Owings & Merrill of Chicago turned to traditional 
Guatemalan architecture in the design of the Banco de Occidente 
headquarters and two branch banks in Guatemala City. The 
design team of Bruce Graham, F AIA, and Adrian Smith, AIA, 
borrowed from indigenous architectural devices of open court
yards, terraces, wall-in gardens, fountains and trellises. Con
tinuity between the three buildings is reinforced by the use of 
the vivid colors often found in the region (reminiscent of those 
used by Luis Barrigan), and by textures, materials and pat-
terns of light and shadow. 

The three buildings are also related by the common design 
of the teller counters, check writing stands, platform offices, 
work stations and lounge furnishings. All furniture, fabrics and 
graphics, including the bank stationery and banking forms, were 
designed by SOM to be manufactured in Guatemala City. SOM 
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also designed the bank's new logo, which was incorporated into 
the design of the reflecting pool tiles (see pages 228 and 2 31). 

The bank's 57,000-square-foot regional headquarters is lo
cated in the center of the oldest section of'the city and respects 
the building heights of its neighbors (photos above and upper 
right). Exterior walls are predominantly stucco with a nafive 
stone base at the street level to minimize vandalism and provide 
a more durable surface for the heavy pedestrian traffic. Terrace 
openings to the north (photo right) and setback openings on 
the west side control light. Operable wood louvers modulate 
ventilation. 

On the interior, the public banking spaces and offices sur
round a four-story atrium covered with a translucent, vinyl 
coated Fiberglas fabric roof (see photo, previous pages). The 
first level, which is two stories high, contains 20 teller counters, 
a safe deposit vault, coupon booths and platform offices. On the 
second level are the employee cafeterias, semipublic banking 
departments, executive offices and a board room. The third floor 
is reserved for future banking needs. Throughout the building, 
colored horizontal wall planes and partial height wood wall 
units help relate the spaces to their uses. 
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Terraced branch above a drive-through. 
The 10,000-square-foot Zone 9 branch bank of Banco de Occi
dente is located near the center of Guatemala City surrounded 
by highrise residential and office structures and lowrise, "low 
quality" commercial structures. 

The client required a walk-in and drive-through facility with 
maximum parking on the site, which is 80x275 feet with street 
access on the short side only. The architect's solution was to 
raise the walk-in banking to the second level and provide access 
from both the street and the parking lot through terraced gar
dens and fountains. Drive-through banking facilities are located 
on the ground level beneath the building's entrance (photo 
above). The parking lot is located in the rear. 

The exterior walls are unpainted stucco with spray-on heavy 
texture. Guatemalan volcanic stone was quarried and fabricated 
by hand for the base of the walls. In the interior, which contains 
eight teller stations, colors and materials were selected to be 
compatible with the two other banking facilities. Eight large 
mahogany doors pivot at each entrance to allow air circulation. 

All three buildings were designed by SOM to function with
out artificial lights and power because the area is subject to 
recurrent power failures. 



Suburban branch on a locked-in site. 
The architect faced a different problem in the design of the 
Montufar branch of Banco de Occidente. Located in a Guate
mala City suburb, the 4,500-square-foot, eight-teller facility is 
surrounded by party walls on all sides. The task was to provide 
entrances and to bring natural light into the building. 

On the east wall Banco de Occidente owned a 20-foot parcel 
of an existing shopping center. This parcel, previously contain
ing a two-teller facility, became an entry portico. On the south, 
the bank was able to negotiate creation of another entrance 
through a new shopping arcade. 

The entrance on the west opens onto a sky lit courtyard with 
reflecting pool designed to "increase the sense of openness." 
Patrons move around the pool and a bordering partial height 
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wall to gain access to the banking space. The wall was used to 
"recall the walled gardens so prevalent throughout Guatemala 
and thus to reinforce the illusion of the skylit court as exterior 
space," in the architect's words. 

Because no walls could be penetrated, the designers added 
openings through the roof for "quality and quantity of light and 
the play of light on the building's interior surfaces." Skylights 
are raised well above the roof surface and located on top of 
louvered concrete block parapet walls to provide natural light 
and ventilation with minimum direct sunlight on the work 
surfaces. 

Client: Banco de Occidente. Structural engineer and land
scape architect: Skidmore Owings & Merrill. Mechanical and 
electrical engineer and general contractor: Holzheu y Hernan
dez Associados. Completed in 1978. 
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New and Old Combined 
To Create an Arts Center 
In the design of the Madison, Wis. , Civic Center, architect 
Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates of New York City combined 
two modest existing structures with new construction to "create 
a sense of a grand palace," in the words of the jury. This "pal
ace," which houses the performing, visual and media arts, is 
integral to the downtown's revitalization. 

The prominent exterior feature is an old Moorish movie 
theater tower (the theater, completed in 1928, was designed by 
Rapp & Rapp). Left and right of the tower, two one-story 
buildings were replaced by symmetrical infill walls to "preserve 
the cohesion of the street." To the right of the tower and infill 
is the former Montgomery Ward department store ( 1941 ), 
"built in a loosely Georgian style," in the words of the architect. 
The rear exterior also combined the old and new. The complex 



contains 110,000 square feet, split almost evenly between the 
existing buildings and the new construction. 

Inside, a multipurpose 2, 114-seat proscenium auditorium 
reinterprets the old movie theater. Next to this is a new 370-
seat thrust theater, with no seat more than seven rows from the 
stage. The open, 21-foot-high ceiling of the department store 
lent itself to an arts center. Says the architect, "the neutral qual
ity of this open interior provides the perfect background for 
contemporary art." The building's four levels, three exterior 
public entrances and 10 interior entrances are connected by a 
multistoried lobby, called the Crossroads. This space also 
provides room for an informal theater. 

The jury called the building a "sensitive alternative to the 
isolated temple-like civic and cultural center" and said it treats 
"modest structures with a skill and sensibility that maintains 
their intrinsic quality." 

Client: the City of Madison. Structural engineer: Ketchem 
Barrett Nickel Austin / Besier. Mechanical and electrical engi
neer: Mechanical Design, Inc. General Contractor: Orville E. 
Madsen & Son , Inc. Completed in 1980. 

' Isthmus Playhouse 



The interior of the Oscar 
Mayer Theater is decora
ted with glazed and sten
ciled patterns and drapes 
of velour reminiscent of 
the 1920s, photo right. 
Below, view from Cross
roads of the arts center. 
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RemovingtheRe~dueof a 
Museum's Earlier Remodeling 
Completed in 1873, the Crocker Art Gallery in Sacramento, 
Calif., was designed by Seth Babson to house the art collection 
of Judge and Mrs. Edward B. Crocker and to provide space for 
family and civic events. In 1975 the City of Sacramento (the 
current owner) decided that the building had been so severely 
damaged by water, poor maintenance, settlement and "insensi
tive" remodeling that restoration was necessary. 

Rosekrans & Broder, Inc., of San Francisco set out to pre
serve as much of the original detail as possible while rehabilitat
ing the structure. Photographs were taken of any surface that 
had to be removed to install new structural elements. Millwork 
items were numbered upon removal and replaced in their orig
inal locations. For the interior decorative painting the Rambusch 
Co. used stencils cut from the original patterns. 

Structural engineer: Barrish, Aldrich & Schroeter. Mechanical 
and electrical engineer: Gibson, Yackey, Trindade. Landscape 
architect: park and recreation department, City of Sacramento. 
General contractor : SMF Corporation . Completed in 1979. 
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Natural light enters the central and side galleries 
through skylights installed over existing light wells 
and is supplemented by accent lighting (facing page 
and below). Adjustable aluminum louvers on the 
skylights omit south light and provide an ultraviolet 
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shield to protect the artwork. The ductwork of the 
new mechanical system is concealed and integrated 
into the architectural finishes . In summer, only the 
ground floor is air cooled. The two upper floors rely 
on vertical air movement. 



Jtographs by Cathy Kelly 
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Photographs by Robert Lautman 
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Complex, Muscular Facades 
On Pennsylvania Avenue 
Design of the National Permanent Building, Washington, D.C., 
was greatly influenced by economics and site: The cost was to l 
competitive with other speculative office buildings in the area 
and the building was to be located on a trapezoidal lot on 
Pennsylvania Avenue two blocks west of the White House. 

To keep the price tag low (the final cost was $25 per square 
foot), Hartman-Cox of Washington choose simple materials 
for the 12-story, 240,000-square-foot building: reinforced con 
crete, aluminum frames, metal and glass. The architect relied 
on exposed ducts and the "expressive quality" of the notched 
concrete frame to create ··complexity in the building without 
using expensive ornamentation." 

On the south and west facades, the windows are recessed six 
feet to expose the flat-black metal ducts, columns and concrete 
frame (photo above, looking east with Pennsylvania Avenue 
running diagonally to the right). On the less prominent north 
facade, the glass is flush with the concrete frame (photo right) 



On all three sides the exposed ducts originate as huge tubes on 
the roof and slant outward following the floor plan of the upper 
two stories. Below this, the columns and ducts work as a bal
ancing act: As the ducts progress downward they decrease in 
size while the concrete columns increase in size. 

The building overlooks two small parks on either side of 
Pennsylvania Avenue and can be seen almost all the way down 
the avenue to Georgetown. In the design, Hartman-Cox sought 
a building that would be " appropriate in forcefulness, scale and 
color to its site ... a relatively tame foreground structure." 
Although somewhat larger in scale, the building borrows mass
ing and coloring from its neighbors. The columns are meant to 
!Cho those of Alfred B. Mullett 's Old Executive Office building 
1 block to the east. 

The entry lobby and some of the storefronts were the only 
nterior spaces designed by Hartman-Cox. In the slate-walled 
obby, elevators are placed at 45 degree angles. The storefronts 
rnve clear glass bays between the columns. 

The jury called the building "a delightful, viable, alternative 
:olution to this building type." 

Client and general contractor: The Lenkin Co. Structural 
:ngineer: KCE Structural Engineers. Mechanical and electrical 
:ngineer: General Engineering Associates. Completed in 1977. 



Steve Rosenthal 
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A Noble University Hall 
Given a New Interior 
At the summit of a long, sloping street, the Hall of Languages 
marks the entrance of Syracuse University. The Second Empire 
building, designed by Horatio Nelson White and completed in 
1873 , was the university's sole structure for a decade and since 
then has served as the center of the college of arts and sciences. 

The exterior of the newly renovated building (which is listed 
on the National Register of Historic Places) is unchanged in 
appearance, except that energy efficient windows have replaced 
the wood framed , double-sashed originals and glazed vestibules 
have taken the place of dilapidated wooden porches. 

But inside, the building has been totally transformed. The 
sagging floors, hissing radiators and cramped, dimly lit class
rooms and offices were all removed and the original four floors 
were replaced by five . This increased the total square footage 
by 25 percent (originally 57,372 square feet; now 71 ,715). 

The focal point of the new interior is a dramatic octagon
shaped atrium at the building's center, intended to "reflect the 
strong Second Empire symmetry of the main elevation," in the 
renovation architect's words. An open staircase winds up 
through the atrium (photo right, looking down the stairs) and 
replaces the original narrow and twisting stairs. The staircase 
culminates on the fifth floor at the colloquium, a large lecture 
room. Natural light enters the room through a skylight (photo 
below) . 

The most heavily used classrooms are located on the first two 
floors. (The building is used by as many as 2,300 students at 
one time; double that between classes.) The dean's office is lo
cated on the third floor, with other departmental suites and over 
70 individual faculty offices on the upper three floors. 

Project architect and structural, mechanical, electrical engi
neer: Sargent-Webster-Crenshaw & Folley. Design architect: 
Architectural Resources Cambridge Inc. Client: Syracuse Uni
versity. General contractor : J. D. Taylor Construction Corpora
tion. Completed in 1979. 

Steve Rosenthal 
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A 'World of Mirrors' Created 
Inside a Chicago Brownstone 
Behind the 19th century brownstone facade at 38 E. Schiller 
Ave., Chicago, is a " high-tech" world of mirrors and assorted 
tricks. It is essentially a building with two fronts: The exterior 
stone facade separates the city from the house's public spaces 
and the interior one-sided reflective glass hides the private fam
ily rooms. Doorways are camouflaged by the mirror wall. Stairs 
disappear and re-emerge through the three-story glass facade. 

The staircase path was intended by the architect, Chrysalis 
Corporation of Milwaukee, to be ritualistic, " making clear the 
importance and meaning of the dominant glass object. . . . En
tering below grade, the stairs wind up through the building, be
coming more open and more important as objects, always giving 
a new perspective of the glass surface." 

The glass wall also acts as a passive solar system by distribut
ing throughout the house light and energy that enters via a large 
skylight. Also for energy conservation purposes, the exterior 
walls were heavily insulated. 

Of the interior design the jury commented, " In a brilliantly 
simple move the center of the house is divided vertically by this 
wall, treated as an abstract gridded surface to achieve separation 
of social and private areas." The jury added that this "highly 
abstract and uncompromising quality is successfully softened by 
the particularly li vable personal furnishings." 

Client: Dr. Seymour Hershm an. Structural engineer: Anthony 
Schnarsky. Interior furnishings and finishes: Mrs. Shirley Hersh
man . Completed in 1981 . 

- -

Photographs by J oseph M. Valerio 
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Anders Hench 
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Community and Identity in a 
Retirement Housing Complex 
The move to a retirement home can often be a difficult tran
sition for the elderly, especially for persons who have lived in 
single family houses. To make this a more welcomed change, 
architect Peters, Clayberg & Caulfield of San Francisco set out 
in the design of St. Mary's Gardens, Oakland, Calif., to repro
duce some of the amenities associated with a single family resi
dence-front and back doors, immediate access to the outdoors 
and a definable neighborhood with a town square. 

The complex consists of 101 units in five buildings or " clus
ters," situated to take advantage of existing trees, to relate to 
the existing neighborhood and to form distinct outdoor spaces. 
The clusters are linked to a community building by two long 
enclosed arcades, "streets," that open onto the landscaped court
yards and the "backyards" of the housing. The community 
building, which is the main entrance to the complex and sym
bolically the "town square," has lounges, administrative offices, 
crafts rooms and a dining room. Along the streets are a laundry 
and beauty parlor. 

The units are all one bedroom apartments; there are four 



different layouts, including one for the handicapped. The exte
rior finish is Douglas fir plywood, textured with grooves at four, 
eight or twelve inches, painted in various colors. The architect's 
intent was to use color, massing and attention to detail to "create 
a setting that is a dwelling place, not a warehouse or a clinic, 
and to emphasize the identity of the different buildings and 
apartments. " The apartments are arranged to take advantage of 
natural light, cross ventilation in the summer (there is no air
conditioning provided) and heat gain through the windows in 
the winter. 

The entire complex is surrounded by a high, open iron fence 
intended to keep unwanted strangers out while funneling legiti
mate visitors to the main entrance. Funded by a local Catholic 
church, the complex was built at the low cost of $38 per 
square foot. 

The jury called St. Mary's Gardens a "humanely organized 
project that offers real amenities to its elderly inhabitants, a 
sense of community and privacy, a variety of secure outdoor 
spaces for viewing and use, a domestic scale and many unit 
types." 

Client: St. Mary's Elderly Housing, Inc. Structural engineer: 
Peter Culley Associates. Mechanical engineer: JY A Engineers. 
Electrical engineer: Aladin Electric. Landscape architect: Rich
ard Vignola. General contractor: W & B Constructors. Com
pleted in 1979. 



Each of the buildings in St. 
Mary's Gardens has a semi
public, two-story skylit atrium 
space for informal gatherings, 
right. Below, the main dining 
room's ceiling steps down, al
lowing for clerestory windows. 
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Burly But Unobtrusive 
Riveriront Detention Center 
The Ramsey County Adult Detention Center, St. Paul , is de
signed to "create as normal an environment as possible for per
sons awaiting trial " while at the same time contributing posi
tively to the city's waterfront on the Mississippi River. 

Located at the corner of two main streets in the central busi
ness district, the center appears only as a roof-top plaza from 
st reet level (photo above). But from the river, the concrete 
frame with brick infill building "captures the site's natural bluff 
formation and is strongly massed and articulated in vertical 
contours and folding shapes," in the architect's words. Placing 

the building against the bluff allows the tall structures on the 
opposite side of the main street to retain the view of the river. 

The main entrance is located at plaza level with administra
tive offices and courtrooms on the upper story. This floor is 
connected by tunnel to the city's main court building. The in
mates (as many as 132) are housed on four levels in six sep
arate units, each with 15 individual rooms arranged around a 
two-story multipurpose room. All the windows are of unbreak
able glass without bars and overlook the river. The flexible floor 
plan allows for a mixture of security holding rooms. 

Architects: The Wold Association, Inc., St. Paul, Associated 
architects for design: Gruzen & Partners, New York City. Client: 
Ramsey County, State of Minnesota. Structural , mechanical and 
electrical engineer: Kirkham Michael Engineers. Landscape 
architect: David A. Kirscht Associates, Inc. General contrac
tor: Steenberg Construction Co. Completed in 1977. 
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The Ramsey County Adult Detention Center as seen from the 
Mississippi River, below and facing page. Rooms for persons 
awaiting trial have unbreakable glass windows (right) and access 
to a two-story multipurpose room. 
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Residence Hotel Made 
Into Housing for the Elderly 
In the renovation of the Oaks, built in 1926 in Oak Park, Ill., 
as a residence hotel , Nagle, Hartray & Associates of Chicago 
sought to provide a " better environment for the elderly than 
could be achieved with a new structure." 

The Oaks consisted of two separate structures, each with 
double loaded corridors and efficiency apartments of approxi
mately 300 square feet. The client eventually obtained HUD 
funds to rehabilitate the deteriorated structures into 76 apart
ments for the elderly and the handicapped. 

The redesign called for the demolition of the interior parti
tions to create single loaded corridors that overlooked the court
yard. This in turn created larger efficiency and one-bedroom 
apartments. The 17-foot-wide inner court was enclosed with 
roof and clerestory to create an "energy-efficient" atrium space. 
Retention of the window openings allow for both privacy and 
views of the courtyard. An addition at the rear linked the two 
buildings and provided room for elevators, stairs, vestibules and 
a mail room. The former parking lot in the rear was landscaped. 

The jury commended the architect for the " brilliant solution" 
to the " inadequate lightwell," a problem commonly found in 
older buildings. "That grave defect has been turned into a re
source for a sense of community," the jury said. 

Client : Oak Park Residence Corporation and the Crescent 
Development Corporation. Kitchen consultant : Robert Berns 
Associates. Structural engineer: Beer, Svab, Gorski & Graff Ltd. 
Mechanical and electrical engineer: H . S. Nachman & Asso
ciates. Landscape architect: Joe Karr & Associates. General 
contractor : E . W. Corrigan Construction Co. Completed in 1980. 

Typica l floor plan (before rehabilitation) 

Typical floor plan (after rehabilitation) 
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Gleaming Laboratory Cubes 
In a Rustic 19th Century Shell 
The renovation of the Jones Laboratory in Cold Springs Har
bor, N.Y., dramatically combines the old and the new. The ex
terior of the late 19th century building has been immaculately 
restored. 

Inside, the existing walls and ceilings of yellow pine have been 
patched, cleaned and revamished. In contrast are five gleam-
ing aluminum cubes containing laboratories and a darkroom. 

Each of the four neurobiological laboratories, which replace 
the old wooden ones (photo right), is on its own foundation 
and shielded from its neighbors by its grounded aluminum skin . 
This is to avoid acoustical, electrical or vibrational disturbance 
of the highly sensitive instruments and equipment. Precise tem
peratures are maintained inside the labs. 

To house the cold room and mechanical systems, architect 
Moore Grover Harper of Essex, Conn., designed a miniature of 
the original building, complete with a chimney topped by a 
dome-shaped spark arrestor. 

"The project," says the jury, " fulfills its two functions of a 
relaxing social environment and advanced scientific experimen
tal spaces beautifully, but also expresses in a symbolic way the 
separation and union of private inquiry and collective discourse 
with colleagues necessary for the advancement of science." 

Design team: William H. Grover, AJA, and Charles W. 
Moore, FAIA. Client and structural , mechanical and electrical 
engineer: Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory. Scientific adviser: 
Dr. John G. Nicholls. General contractor: Jack Richards, super
intendent, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory. Completed in 1974. 
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Multiple Benefits from 
A Minor Extension in Width 
An addition five feet wide on the west facade solved several 
problems in the rehabilitation of the Hendley building in Galves
ton, Tex. It allowed for buttresses of parallel steel bents for the 
needed structural support. It provided room for updated services 
such as HV AC, plumbing and electrical and for a new exit, with
out disturbing the interior spaces. It formed an insulating barrier 
to the severe west sun. And it transformed the "usual negative 
blankness" of a party wall into "a playful new contribution to 
the surrounding environment," in the words of the jury. The 
colors of the west wall reverse the dominant colors of the main 
facade while reflecting surrounding colors. The tile pattern was 
selected to heighten detail and scale. 

Built in 1859 as a cotton export office, the building is the old
est commercial structure on the Strand, a five block street of 
Victorian structures. Taft Architects of Houston was commis
sioned by the Galveston Historical Foundation to restore the 
building and provide office space, workrooms, exhibition areas 
and an auditorium. 

The foundation was commended by the jury for "its courageous 
acceptance of a new vocabulary in conjunction with a traditional 
restoration." The architect's plan was praised for avoiding the 
"usual weak supergraphic cosmetics" and for introducing "a sense 
of limpid clarity between the new modern service elements and 
the old restoration with a bold but comfortable juxtaposition." 

Design team: John J. Casbarian, AIA, Danny Samuels, AIA, 
Robert H . Timme, AJA. Structural engineer: Cunningham As
sociates. Mechanical engineer: Arthur Rice Associates. General 
Contractor: Trentham Corporation. Completed in 1980. 

Photographs by T aft Architects 





Photographs by Steve Rosenthal 
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Varied Microcommunity 
For an Island New Town 
In 1968 the City of New York gave a 99-year lease to the New 
York Urban Development Corporation to construct a new-town
in-town on Roosevelt Island. This plan was chosen over other 
proposals running the gamut from a nuclear power plant to 
gambling casinos. Sert, Jackson & Associates, Cambridge, Mass., 
was commissioned to create on some six acres of open land a 
complete living environment for 1,000 low and moderate in
come families ; the architect was to provide housing, but also 
social, commercial, educational and recreational facilities. 

The design of Eastwood adheres to the island 's master plan 
calling for buildings to step down from a central main street 
toward the edge of the East River. To avoid excessive bulk and 
a "canyon" effect, the architect held the buildings along Main 
Street to less than 10 stories. The building elements perpendicu
lar to that street rise higher in order to fulfill the client's unit
number requirement. The stepped plan allows for roof terraces 
with views of Queens. (The photo above is a view of Eastwood 
from Queens across the East River .) 

Along Main Street, the buildings advance to the curb line. 
Arcaded walks provide shelter and access to apartment lobbies 
and commercial and community facilities. 

The buildings cluster around three major courtyards, land
scaped wi th large existing trees, lawns and paved walks. Around 
the center courtyard is housing for the elderly and in that court
yard is a senior citizen's center. Around the two other yards is 
housing for middle and lower income families, as well as a school 
and day-care center, parks, shops and an amphitheater. The Plaza 
(upper left photo) opens off the main street and includes a 
landmark church (at the far left of the photograph). The glass
enclosed space is in front of one of the residential lobbies. 

The concrete and brick buildings are organized around a 
skip-stop elevator access system. The elevator stops only at 
every third floor, and from this level, residents take a private 
stair up or down one flight to their apartments. 

The jury called the residential community a " significant ex
ample of a prototype of high-density urban housing with con
cern for the amenities of each dwelling unit." 

Across Main Street and to the south and west of Eastwood 
is Westview, a 360-unit complex for middle-income housing 
also designed by Sert, Jackson & Associates. 

Principal in charge: Josep Lluis Sert, FAIA; project man
ager: William Lindemulder, AIA. Client: Roosevelt Island De
velopment Corporation. Structural engineer: Weidlinger Asso
ciates. Mechanical engineer: Cosentini Associates. Electrical 
engineer: Eitingon & Schlossberg Associates. Landscape archi
tect: Sert, Jackson & Associates, Inc. General contractor: Build
ing Systems Housing Corporation, Turner Construction Co. and 
Sovereign Construction Co. Completed in 1976. 
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Instead of a straight-grid plan, Main Street (upper photo) bends slightly. 
Above, arcaded sidewalk along Main Street. 
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The Two Triangles of the 
Mall's Newest Monument 
Shaped in part by its site, J.M. Pei & Partners' east building of 
the National Gallery of Art in Washington is a trapezoid com
prised of two interlocking triangles. One of them is one of the 
world's best known museum spaces, and one of the most dis
cussed works of architecture of the 1970s (see Mid-May, '79, 
p. l 05): a soaring space capped with a cluster of tetrahedral 
skylights and surrounded by 11 galleries of varying sizes and 
shapes. 

The second triangle is less well known and it is the one shown 
on these pages. It houses the Center for Advanced Study in 
the Visual Arts. Like the museum side, it is organized around 
a 70-foot-high central court, in this case surrounded on two 
sides by six floors of offices, reading rooms and bookstacks. On 

the seventh floor the offices are connected to an outdoor terrace 
complete with crabapple trees and sculpture (photo above). 

The honor awards jury noted that the study center has been 
"given its own appropriate identity and spacial unity within the 
building." It praised the museum side for being "rich in alter
natives for the visitor" in terms of viewing artworks, of circula
tion routes and of "active and contemplative spaces." It termed 
the whole building as "a strong visual statement ... sensitively re
lated to its immediate environment" in monumental Washington. 

The entrance to the east building looks across a plaza to the 
original national gallery (designed by John Russell Pope). Con
necting the two buildings is a concourse level that contains an 
auditorium, a gallery, restaurants and shops. 

Principal in charge: J.M. Pei, FAIA; project archi tect, Leon
ard Jacobson, AJA. Client: Trustees of the National Gallery of 
Art. Structural engineer: Wieskopf & Pickworth. Mechanical 
and electrical engineer: Syska & Hennessy. Landscape architect: 
Mueser Rutledge Wentworth & Johnston. General contractor: 
Charles H. Tomplins Co. Completed in 1978. O 
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Main gallery level 4 

To plaza 

The east building's Center for Advanced 
Study in the Visual Arts as seen f ram 
the Capitol side, upper photo. The seventh 
floor offices open to a terrace, shown 
above with the Capitol reflected in the 

glass doors. The far end of the terrace 
provides a glimpse down the Mall of the 
Washington Monument (facing page) and 
the seventh floor garden, also shown on 
previous pages. 
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Above, the 70-foot-high atrium in the east building's study center is flanked 
on two sides by offices, bookstacks and reading rooms. Lower left, en
trance to the atrium space. Upper left, two-story reading rooms along the 
center's eastern edge. From the first floor reading room, a skylit staircase 
leads to the offices above, right. 
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• GE SILICONE SEALANT 1200 

BUTT JOINT GLAZING 

Sealant intended as weather seal only. 
Not as support or stiffening agent . 

In some designs, window mullions 
simply get in the way. But thanks to 
General Electric Silicone Sealant , you 
can have both the beauty of panoramic, 
unbroken lines of glass and the economy 
and easy handling of smaller glass units. 

Butt-glazing with GE Silicone Sealant 
gives you weather protection. It main
tains its resilience and bonding strength 
in vertical glass-to-glass joints despite 

shear stress and joint movement, 
wind , rain , UV attack , ozone, extreme 
heat and cold . 

Find out how the GE Silicone Seal , 
standard of quality for a broad line of 
silicone sealants, can make a very visible 
difference in your building design. 

Write Section 450 , General Electric 
Company, Silicone Products Department, 
Waterford , New York 12188. 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
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20/011S/O!VS 
from page 223 

From this will follow a new geophysical 
regionalism, fusing the information and 
tools of advanced technology to local con
ditions of climate, geography and resources. 
In this architecture, building and place are 
interdependent. As substance and symbol, 
the architectural expression will emerge 
from the incorporation of building geometry 
and skin with sun, earth, wind, precipitation 
and vegetation as an integrated environ
mental system, modifying natural conditions 
to service habitable human space. 

The first decade of the 21st century may 
see the next inevitable step: an architecture 
that can "think," can automatically respond 
to variations in external conditions; kines
thetic buildings, which can track the sun and 
wind, disintegrate and reform in alternative 
configurations, buildings capable of assum
ing an infinite variety of form and surface, 
and above all, an architecture that is physi
cally dynamic in response to the immutable 
principle of adaption upon which rests the 
fragile life of our small planet. 

Ralph Knowles 

The 21st century will offer increased design 
opportunities because urban growth will be
come more diverse and complex. Expansion 
onto raw land will continue in some regions, 
but transformation within cities will gain in 
importance. Both kinds of growth will offer 
challenges and opportunities. How to de
scribe past growth as a basis for instructing 
future change will be a particular challenge 
for design research. 

New growth cannot be instructed unless it 
can be predicted. We can currently only re
act to change. To predict it, we must develop 
and test a general theory of urban growth 
and transformation. 

Critical aspects of change are the contact 
diversity and the level of development of 
particular parts of a city. If one traces these 
related aspects through time, a dynamic and 
predictive picture results. Very simply, if a 
part of the city becomes strategically lo
cated, but underdeveloped, its propensity to 
change is great. Therein lies an opportunity 
to affect growth. 

When the development imperative is great, 
the developer is more likely to accept policy 
and design strategies aimed at enhancing the 
quality of life. For example, a public policy 
for assuring solar access is more acceptable 
where development pressures provide a basis 
for trading off on behalf of the public. The 
developer gets to build something, while the 
public benefit includes access to the sun. The 
policy and design challenge is to strike a fair 
balance between the right to develop and the 
right to light. 

Los Angeles is the perfect city for explor
ing these challenges and in this sense may 
become an important urban model for the 
future. It is the epitome of the 20th century 
American city and bellwether for many of 
the new cities emerging in the Southwest. It 
has spread farther, faster and with more 
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exuberance than any before it. And it has 
used mobility instead of proximity to pro
vide urban diversity; it relies on the car to 
bring people, things and activities together. 
Time, rather than space, is the measure of 
distance. 

Now the limits of such reliance on mobil
ity are becoming clear. The relationship be
tween roads and the areas they serve has sur
passed economi;:; bounds. Television and 
telephones have not provided a completely 
satisfactory substitute for face-to-face con
versation. Commercially produced energy is 
more expensive and water supplies limit 
growth potential; growth is having to con
front resource limitations more directly. 
Cities will need to change their character 
and condition, their composition and their 
structure, if they are to sustain their vitality. 

'The propensity to change is 
approaching or has surpa~ed 
the external tendency to expand.' 

Los Angeles typifies cities where the in
ternal propensity to change is approaching 
or has surpassed the external tendency to 
expand. Such cities will change their forms 
rather than their land areas, resulting in 
growth by transformation rather than 
expansion. 

The imperative to grow in a different 
mode and the increased potential for en
hancing the quality of urban life presents a 
design challenge with few historical preced
ents. The densification of older cities may 
yield little transferable experience. Meeting 
these new design challenges, conditions and 
values requires a concert of research and 
teaching and of policy, design and develop
ment. Disciplinary boundaries will recede. 
The new arrangements must reduce the need 
for intra-urban travel and provide buildings 
that celebrate their natural and built envi
ronments. Facing these challenges squarely 
will change all aspects of future design to 
some degree; it will change some aspects 
profoundly. 

Jonathan Barnett, AJA 

The year 2010 is as far away from us now 
as 1952. Life was not all that different from 
the way it is today: Life today is the same, 
only more so. Trends that were visible then 
have become accentuated: the suburban ex
pansion of cities, accompanied by more tall 
office buildings downtown; the importance 
of air travel and computers; the internation
alization of business. Some major changes 
that arc important to architects were, per
haps, predictable in 1952 but became more 
obvious a few years later: the recognition of 
environmental limits, the importance of his
toric preservation as a political force and as 
an influence on new buildings, community 
participation in planning. With the perspec
tive of history we can see that Edward D. 
Stone's U.S. Embassy in New Delhi (1954) 
was an early manifestation of what is now 
called postmodernism. 

The chances are good that life in 20 I 0 
will not be that much more different from 
life today than the present is from 1952. It 

too will be the same, only more so. It is 
tempting to make predictions about interna
tional relations and the world economy, but 
I will try to confine my predictions to issues 
of immediate concern to architects, although, 
as architecture is involved with the whole of 
society, it is difficult to make the separation. 

By 2010 we can expect that all contract 
documents issued by architectural offices 
will be produced by computer-aided systems. 
This change will in turn have brought about 
major changes in the structure of the profes
sion. Many of today's entry-level jobs will 
no longer exist, architectural education will 
be different, the optimal size for most offices 
will probably be much smaller. 

In 2010 the international practice of 
architecture and urban design should be as 
routine as an interstate practice is today. 
Drawings translated into computer-language 
and transmitted by satellite can be made in 
Annapolis on one day and printed out in 
Hong Kong or Caracas almost instantly
and vice-versa. Architects in the U.S. will be 
making most of their drawings in the metric 
system and specifying building products 
from all over the world. 

There will have been at least as much 
progress in opening up the profession of 
architecture to women, and to people who 
are not from the old social establishment, 
as there has been since 1952. 

The form of big U.S. cities will be close 
to what we can observe in large Northern 
European cities today. The demographics of 
the work force will have made poverty and 
unemployment almost nonexistant for Amer-

'What is happening to Paris 
today is a good indication of 
what we can expect for New 
York and Chicago tomorrow.' 

icans. The working class will live in apart
ments (mostly garden apartments) around 
the perimeter of the bigger cities, and the 
centers of these cities will belong to the rich. 
What is happening to Paris today is a good 
indication of what we can expect for New 
York and Chicago tomorrow. 

For economic and demographic reasons, 
we can expect the pace of new construction 
to be more as it has been for the last five 
years and less as it was from 19 52 to the 
early 1970s. As the pace of environmental 
change will be slower, we can expect some 
of the rawness to have gone out of our en
vironment. Utility wires will be miniaturized 
and out of sight on suburban shopping 
streets, some of today's monstrosities will be 
softened by landscaping, land that was by
passed or utilized for shoddy, makeshift 
buildings may be redeveloped by real estate 
energies that have been diverted from the 
perimeter of cities. continued on page 272 

Mr. Knowles, keynoter of this year's AIA 
convention, is a professor of architecture at 
the University of Southern California. 
Mr. Barnett is director of the graduate pro
gram in urban design at City College of New 
York and practices as an urban design con
sultant. 
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In the 16 years it's been on 
American ~~fs, Owens·Corning's 
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ANTRON • XL nylon is the most 
significant fiber development for 
contract carpeting since Antron ' Ill. 
Here is a high-performance BCF 
fiber that will outperform any other 
contract carpet fiber. Its amazing 
soil resistance and strength mean 
commercial carpeting of Antron • XL 
will retain its good looks longer with 
a lot less maintenance. 

How does Antron • XL work? It's 
basically very simple. Antron • XL 
nylon filaments are biggerthan con
ventional nylon filaments. There
fore, fewer are needed. (See 
illustrations). This means that in 
every square yard of carpet, de
pending on construction, there is 
25-30% less surface area to soil. 
And the less soi ling there is, the 
less-frequent cleaning. 

Whats more, a larger filament i 
more resilient filament. Pile text 
retention is greater, so there's le 
crushing. Even in the most high 
trafficked area, Antron' XL mak 
possible to install carpeting that 
retain its good looks for a long ti 
to come. 

You've come to rely on the grea 
performance of Antron ' Ill (with 
long-term appearance retentio 
and built-in static control). With 
Antron • XL nylon BCF, you can 
expect even more- significant! 
proved soil resistance and pile 
tention versus all other carpet 
fibers. That's the latest Antron • 
Advantage. 

See and hear the Antron • XL 
story for yourself at Neocon XII 
the Du Pont showroom 1097, 
(10th floor) and leading manuf 
turers' showrooms. 
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2010 Visions from page 266 
If current architectural trends-both pop

ular and esoteric-continue, we can expect 
the city of 2010 to look more like 1910 
than it does today. Instead of futuristic, 
streamlined towers, swooping monorails and 
the house as a capsule for living in, we can 
expect more moldings, more globe lamps, 
more Boston ferns on plant stands and more 
classical columns, pediments and other his
torical references. Almost every older build
ing will have been preserved and rehabili
tated, with modern technology duplicating 
the handicrafts of yesterday in new, light
weight materials. Architects for new build
ings will seek to create the impression that 
these structures have been in place for a long 
time, rather than seeing them as foretelling 
a world of the future. 

If current trends continue, we can also 
expect that the kind of terrorism found to
day in Europe and South America will have 
made its way to the U.S., only with a nuclear 
dimension .... However, I said that I was 
going to stick to architecture and the envi
ronment, and that is enough predicting for 
the time being. 

Gunnar Birkerts, F AIA 

I do make intuitive leaps often, but for the 
practical visionary (as I consider myself) to 
make a "paper leap" of this kind is difficult. 
I need a base to leap from. To establish that 
base I will have to penetrate into the next 
two decades of the 20th century. Very possi
bly it will turn out to be more significant 
than the romantically sounding first one in 
the next millenium. 

Statisticians and economists have ad
dressed the questions of natural resources, 
population explosion, exploration of outer 
space and the mutations in our society. 
Visionaries and Hollywood are giving us 
visual images. Then, where is architecture 
going to be in the next two decades? The 
practical visionaries are already synthesizing 
and projecting the future into their design 
solutions of today. If I concentrate hard I 
can see certain trends developing in the 
future: 

Architecture will be fully recognized as 
an art and also as a collectable art. This will 

'Theorists will gain recognition 
as a force ... but practicing 
architects will keep their 
prophecies at arm's length.' 

influence the up-to-now faceless, large archi
tectural efficiency firms. First, they will be
come larger by absorbing more of the small 
architectural practices. By breaking up into 
manageable units they will attempt to hu
manize the inner structure of the super firm. 
Then they will endeavor "star making"
promoting a public image of an architect in 
their firm who would then become a mar
ketable star-image for the collecting client. 
Other large firms will buy prestigious design 
consultation to accomplish the same goal. 
No one will reach the status of a new master, 
but there will be many strong design per-
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sonalities emerging. Contrary to the modern 
masters, their philosophical approach will be 
nondogmatic and with less integrity and 
strength, but with a more developed sense 
of styling. 

It will take some time for the profession 
to assimilate the academic product of the 
'70s. The segment, affected by the intimidat
ing "hijacking" effort attempted by certain 
theoretical trends in the '80s, will decon
taminate themselves and welcome the up
coming galaxy of young, virtuous architec
tural minds. 

Architectural schools will go back to a 
five-year curriculum for a bachelor's degree 
and the two-year master's degree will again 
be highly esteemed. Academia will require 
50 percent tenured faculty and 50 percent 
part-time practitioner-instructors. All five
year colleges will require one-year appren
ticeships before graduation. Architectural 
schools will be entrusted to grant and certify 
most of the licensing requirements. 

The architectural press will keep increas
ing its credibility. Mature journalists and 
critics will replace freshman amateur jour
nalists, the many concerned with coining 
phrases, declaring directions or canonizing 
their own architectural martyrs. The serious 
and unbiased journalists will prevail. 

Theorists will gain recognition as a force 
exploring the philosophical changes in fu
ture architectural directions, but practicing 
architects will keep their prophecies at an 
arm's length. 

The peripheral (North)east coast will 
maintain its role as stimulator and the pe
ripheral (South) west coast will keep reso
nating. However, the Midwest will continue 
its long architectural heritage, guided by a 
new, nondogmatic generation of architec
tural thinkers. It will rely strongly on the 
dedicated, enduring new architects graduat
ing from their academic institutions. The 
Midwest will re-emerge as a leader of Amer
ican architecture. 

Henry Smith-Miller 

With the passing of an era of very rapid 
growth, expansion and experimentation, the 
Western world will have to reconsider past 
strategies for survival. Present attitudes to
ward architecture as a product of society 
may change. There is a possibility for an 
architecture of quality and craft, more ap
propriately fashioned to a new society's 
needs. A new critical path and attitude to
ward the production of that architecture 
may prevail. 

In the past, great works of architecture 
have often proved to be the exception, and 
mediocrity the rule. Only recently have issues 
of energy conservation and design plurality 
challenged the inertia of the status quo. With 
the demise of the once sacrosanct idea of 
modern architecture and the present lack of 
an architectural dogma regarding an ·'ap-

Mr. Birkerts' firm is Gunnar Birkerts & 
Associates, Birmingham, Mich. Mr. Smith
Miller practices architecture with Michael 
Rubin in New York City. Mr. Campbell is 
a practicing architect in Cambridge, Mass., 
and architectural critic of the Boston Globe. 

proved" architectural style, there is an 
opportunity for change. 

The present dichotomy between the actual 
contributions of large corporate architects 
and the virtuosity of the individual architec
tural talent has already focused the attention 
of the public on a changing situation. 

'A more comprehensive manifesto 
of a well-crafted architecture 
appropriate to its context.' 

Current ideas such as the definition of dis
crete, comprehensible and defensible space 
(the antithesis of the open plan) already 
show a change in both collective and individ
ual consciousness toward the identification 
of one's own environment. 

The utilization of materials, texture and 
color as components of the architectural 
palette to orchestrate scale and proportion 
can further define and articulate this environ
ment. And finally, the very extensive reha
bilitation of old existing building stock, 
coupled with a sense of energy conservation, 
has already brought the art of architecture 
closer to an esthctic comprehensible by the 
public. 

A more comprehensive manifesto of a 
well-crafted architecture, appropriate to its 
context, both physical and economic, may 
replace the past strident tones of dogma, 
fashion and style. 

Robert Campbell 

You can't think about the future without 
thinking about the bomb, especially when the 
subject is something as vulnerable to Arma
geddon as architecture. Since no one wants 
to think about the bomb, we don't think 
much about the future at all. This accounts 
for the current fashion of reviving the past 
instead of envisioning Utopian futures. 

Peter Eisenman, in an essay on Aldo 
Rossi. says something that needed to be said: 
If we now see the end of the human narra
tive as being so uncertain, if we realize we 
may die a collective and meaningless nu
clear death at any moment, then the story 
of civilization as a narrative leading toward 
some sort of fulfillment tends to lose its 
point. And building or planning for the fu
ture loses its promise, its joy. The future is 
no longer the dreamland we hoped for when 
we glimpsed it at the World's Fair; it is 
instead something to avert our eyes from. 

The preservation movement is another 
result of the same displacement of attention 
and fear from the future onto other, more 
acceptable objects. In struggling (quite right
ly) to preserve our heritage of old buildings, 
old neighborhoods, we are also at some level, 
vicariously, struggling to preserve a whole 
world that we secretly know and fear may 
disappear as quickly as if the projector bulb 
blew. Conversely, our new architecture is 
trendy, an architecture of the moment, not 
for all time, a set to be struck, because deep 
down we know that the moment ma:,· be all 
there is. And the antinuke movement, which 
worries about nuclear power plants instead 
of nuclear weapons, is another symptom 

cominued on page 27 
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When presenting architectural designs, give them 
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ograph Technical Pen renderings. Clean, crisp 
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terrupted drawing sessions. Rapidograph depend
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what details are really important to their maximum 
performance, or if you want to solve a drawing
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more arehitee 

energy. 

Right now, if you are an architect, you 
could be designing buildings that would 
use as much as 40 percent less energy 
than the buildings you designed five 
years ago. This according to a study by 
the AIA Research Corporation for the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development and the U.S. Department 
of Energy. 

You could be. But, chances are, you're 
not. The main reason is, too much has 
been left to chance. 

The knowledge exists. However, it has 
never been satisfactorily systematized to 
give architects the comprehensive tools 
they need to fill the role that they, and 
they alone, can properly fill . 

The crisis is here. There's no other word 
for it. We can already see it in higher 
costs. Soon, we will see it in shorter 
supplies. And about one-third of all the 
energy consumed in the United States 
is used to operate buildings. 

Clearly, if architects fail to take the lead 
in addressing that big a problem, tech
nocrats will almost be forced to do so. 

The AIA has been working for nearly a 
decade to make sure the choice is not 
one of technology or design, but, rather, 
one of technology and design. We need 
both . Our communities deserve both . 

The American Institute of 
"Energy in Architecture" 
1735 New York Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

Yes. ple11se put me on you 
further information on the 
Architecture" Professional ... 
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In 1972, a special task force was ap
pointed to explore the links between 
energy and the built environment. Major 
policy statements followed in 1974, 1975, 
and 1980, culminating in a proposal for 
increased educational and training op
portunities in the areas of energy and 
energy-conscious design-not just for 
architectural and engineering students, 
but, of even greater immediate impor
tance, for practicing design professionals. 

Now, the AIA is about to turn that pro
posal into the first really comprehensive 
"Energy in Architecture" Professional 
Development Program, combining pub
lications, audiovisuals, workshops, and 
seminars on 16 specific integrated 
knowledge-base modules. 

It all starts at the AIA National Conven
tion in Minnesota, May 17 to 21 , 1981 . 

The purpose is to provide arch itects with 
nothing less than the energy to survive 
professionally, in the energy-short 
years ahead. 





2010 Visions from page 272 
of anxiety displaced from its real object, the 
bomb, onto a far lesser threat we can at 
least bear to look at and hope to deal with. 
If the enthusiasm for solar energy seems a 
bit more hectic than the facts yet warrant, 
this isn't surprising either when we remem
ber that the sun is the nuclear explosion that 
is our friend. 

Reading this over, I realize that it sounds 

'The resolution of the anns 
race ... is the main architec
tural issue for the future.' 
like one of those theories, such as psycho
analysis or Marxism or astrology, that ap
peal to weak minds because they appear to 
explain absolutely everything. I didn't mean 
to be so reductionist. Still, it's undeniable 
that most of the old architecture we love and 
most of the new we admire in the pages of 
the JOURNAL is contingent for its existence 
on some resolution of the arms race. It 
seems to me this is the main architectural 
issue for the future, just as it's the main issue 
in everything else. Perhaps architects as 
architects should be helping to make this 
case, in the way doctors and physicists have 
recently been doing. 

EzraD. Ehrenkrantz, FAIA 

The architecture of the year 2010 will mirror 
the society of that era just as contemporary 
architecture does today. In order then to 
predict the nature of architectural practice, 
one has to forecast where society will be. 

There are a number of trends which will 
be form-giving determinants for our civiliza
tion and which can provide a basis for 
prediction. 

Our future working environment will have 
a new mix of people, tools and facilities. We 
will have a decentralized pattern of work 
activities. Central locations will house only 
those functions which specifically require 
large groups of people to work together. 
Most other work will be farmed out to a 
variety of suburban, or exurban locations, 
even "electronic cottages," linked to each 
other and to the central locations by high 
speed communication technologies. 

In all cases, there will be sharp emphasis 
on productivity and on the effective use of 
people. This means as architects we will be 
asked to provide the best possible work life 
situations for those who think, who make 
decisions and who play a role in the informa
tion process flow. 

On the personal level, the work environ
ment itself will be pleasant but at the same 
time it will provide a more machine-like per
formance for many tasks. This in turn will 
put much more pressure on the need for indi
vidual expression in one's personal life. We 
will be looking at our houses, at our private 
buildings, as being stage sets which we our
selves will manipulate. Hence, we as design
ers will have to provide our clients with 
opportunity for personal expression as well 
as handsome living environments. This re
quirement of emphasis on the personal side 
of our lives will rise in direct proportion to 
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the changing emphasis on productivity and 
efficiency that occurs in the work place. 

As we look ahead 30 years, it may be diffi
cult to predict the future, but with respect to 
our institutional and community life, I am 
convinced that, as the French say: "The more 
things change, the more they will remain the 
same." 

The need of people to group together to 
obtain effective schools, health care, shop
ping facilities, etc. will continue. We will 
keep many of the kinds of institutional situa
tions we now have. In fact, the more personal 
our private lives become, the greater the 
lure of these community activities will have 
to become in order to sustain our societal 
institutional fabric. 

As we look at the work, personal and 
community sectors of our human activity, 
we can predict fewer people in the work sec
tor, yet they will be more efficient and will 

Building an environment 'so 
attractive that surplus resources 
will be used more to benefit the 
community than the individual.' 

create greater financial resources that can be 
invested into community and social services, 
ranging from recreation to health care. 

Crucial to the shape of the future is the 
question whether jobs displaced by automa
tion in the workplace will be absorbed into 
the community and service sector of the 
economy. Can we shift those displaced per
sons into service industries, in effect paid for 
by the off-setting productivity of the indus
trial sector of our economy? 

If we find ways to do this, we are going to 
have a more open physical environment; if 
we do not, we are going to have a more 
closed "secure" environment. In the next few 
decades, we as architects will have an impact 
on future directions if the communal civili
zation we create in our built environment is 
so attractive to people that surplus resources 
will be used more and more to benefit the 
community rather than the individual. 

Hugh G. Hardy, F AJA 

To build is an act of faith because it assumes 
a better future. (Who could succeed with 
the idea of making things worse?) But what 
future will be imagined as positive for those 
attempting construction in 2010? The 21st 
century was supposed to be Buck Rogers 
stuff: utopian cities and space colonization. 
The fact could well be more suburban sprawl. 

America's most challenging and innovative 
contemporary buildings have resulted from 
architects tackling new problems with new 
technology-buildings raised in the belief of 
progress. But often their major distinction 
lay in being bigger. Now the excitement of 
bigness has reached the outer limits of prac
ticality. Our most advanced construction 
technology belongs not to architecture but to 
NASA or off-shore oil drilling. 

If the future brings with it the under
standing that physical resources are limited 
and therefore increasingly more precious, 
our present throwaway culture may be less 

potent. To replace it the hope would be not 
one official culture but plurality, variety and 
vitality. Rather than a single way of making 
architecture there could be several: each 
chosen for its symbolic, technological and 
program need. Some buildings might be con
structed to survive. These could provide a 
solid connection with the past, making sensi
tive use of their sites and intelligent use of 
traditional materials. Others might be as 
gossamer and responsive as mylar balloons. 

Nature has so much to teach us about 
variety that if we were freed from the cults 
of bigness and conformity we might open a 
new century with a benignly eclectic flourish. 

Barry Elbasani 

For architects, the early part of the 21st 
century will be the most exciting or the most 
frustrating of times. By the 21st century, 
society will have fully experienced the im
pact of dwindling resources, a rediscovery 
of downtowns whose infrastructures have 
long been out-dated, the densification of 
suburbs whose shopping centers will have 
become new downtowns and the difficulty 
of building and owning in the light of an 
ever restrictive economic context. It is ob
vious that notions of work, play and residen
tial life style will change by necessity as well 
as by choice. What is not so obvious is that 
architects will play a major role in resolving 
these changes into new concepts for places 
and spaces. Significant questions will be 
asked as they have never been asked before. 

How will old cities once more rediscov
ered be reconditioned and redefined in a 

Questions to be resolved by 
'a more sophisticated balancing 
act between a concern for 
design and pragmatic reality.' 

world of changing urban life styles? How 
will our cities reflect what is new in the way 
we will live and yet recall the best in the his
toric cities we have come to know and love? 

How can suburbs under pressure of mixed 
income densification become new urban 
places? What will the mixed use urban core 
of these suburbs, formerly the shopping cen
ter, look like? Will it resemble our older 
cities developed over hundreds of years or 
will this overnight core take on a totally new 
form? 

How will the car, already reduced in size, 
perhaps eventually to disappear, redefine 
movement and communication, and there
fore the form of our cities? 

How will the family live when individual 
housing will have long been impossible to 
acquire? 

How will leisure, the concept of play, re
define historic concepts of open space, rec
reation and entertainment? Will the design 

continued on page 282 

Mr. Ehrenkrantz's firm is The Ehrenkrantz 
Group in New York City. Mr. Hardy is a 
principal of Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Asso
ciates, New York City. Mr. Elbasani's firm 
is ELS Design Group in Berkeley, Calif. 



Here at the Guildford Town Centre shopping 
mall in Vancouver. B.C .. a man-made landscape 
rises to the sky, while natural light floods down
ward into an equally spectacular interior. 

It 's a remarkable design ; almost timeless. 

And yet . thanks to Moduspan" space frame and 
the technical assistance of Unistrut's space 
frame experts. the architect didn't have to move 
mountains to achieve it. 

For more information on how Moduspan can 

help you reach new pinnacles with your own 
projects. call the Unistrut Service Center near
est you . Or see our catalogue in Sweets. 

UNISTRUT 1cm 
Circle 81 0 11 information card 



GRINNELL 
SPRINKLER SYSTEMS 
GIVE YOUR DESIGNS 
MORE ELBOW 
ROOM. 
Space limit.ations imposed by building codes can also impose limits on archi
tectural creativities. But you can broaden those limits by installing a Grinnell 
Sprinkler System. 

When sprinklers are inst.alled throughout a building, many building codes 
permit up to a 300% increase in floor area-depending upon occupancy, 
height, and construction - resulting in a correspondingly better utilization of 
valuable land. 

A sprinkler system is a capit.al investment that allows you other cost-saving design 
freedoms as well. Increased building height. Greater distance between exits. A 
wider range of interior finishing materials. Lighter roof framing. Decreased exit 
widths. Fewer draft stops and less firestopping. 

So when you lay out your next building, design in a Grinnell sprinkler system. 

It'll help you make more economical use of every construction dollar. 

For additional information call your nearest Grinnell district 
office located in the Yellow Pages, or write: Grinnell Fire 
Protection Systems Company, Inc., 10 Dorrance Street, 
Providence, Rhode Island 02903. 

Circle 82 011 i11formatio11 card 

~GRINNELL ~ GRINNELL FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS COMPANY. INC 

Protecting Life and Property Since 1850. 





2010 Visions from page 278 
of day-to-day activities such as shopping and 
working, even the home, be reconsidered in 
the context of play? 

Today these questions pose a serious 
threat to the architect already surrounded 
by the contractor, the energy expert, the 
development consultant or anyone who has 
a quick pragmatic answer for the client in 
trouble. Historically, the architect has func
tioned as a generalist able to balance con
cern for design within the context of forces 
affecting design. By the 21st century, issues, 
often conflicting, will grow in number. Reso
lution will come about as a result of a more 
sophisticated balancing act between a con
cern for design and pragmatic reality. Suc
cess in solution will increasingly be measured 
in terms of "how it works" rather than what 
it looks like. It will be the age of the problem 
solver, and I hope the architect, who, if hon
est in the search, will inevitably produce new 
and exciting forms. 

What the physical form of the 21st cen
tury will look like is difficult and perhaps a 
bit naive to predict. What is certain is that 
it will look different as a result of other than 
purely esthetic considerations. 

Jeffrey Cook, AIA 

The new disorders of the next millenium 
surely have seeds in today's cultural milieu. 
Probably they are the tiniest of those visible. 
Within our current generation the most ob
vious needs of fossil fuels, water and waste 
must be resolved . They are essential for 
survival and responsibility. but their inclusion 
in buildings goes well beyond the role of 
architects. 

Yet they are the potential hidden arma
ture of a state of worthiness in the built en
vironment-an invisible ordering system
an emergent Vitruvius of value on which 
waves of taste must build . 

Beyond those current fundamental needs 
of provisioning must surely come some re
sponse to social needs and the dilemmas of 
capital scarcity. Already patterns of stifled 
building opportunity are perceptible. Increas
ingly only the wealthy individual or the ag-

'Free woes where the builder 
in all of us would be allowed 
to construct his own castle.' 
gressive corporation can wield the resources 
to build anew or even to renovate. It is both 
a question of devoting material resources, of 
commanding capital, as well as conquering 
the bureaucratic minotaur of labyrinthian 
controlling agencies. 

Indeed the drift toward local and regional 
idiosyncrasy may develop even further to 
the zoning within our settlements of "free 
zones" where the builder in all of us would 
be allowed to construct his own castle-
self shelter-but never to sell it and thus to 
pass on its structural frailties or handicap
ping barriers to the unsuspecting. But throw
away culture can provide the rubbish of the 
last generation as the fertile manure for the 
next generation's vitality. 

Elsewhere the corporate world must 
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struggle with its own standards: environ
ments built for century-long leases, of the 
most permanent of materials, and the most 
secure of systems. Here the sun angles would 
be sacred and the plumbing clearances gen
erous. The art of building would be an artful 
investment of extended time in which func
tional dependability and permanent provi
dence might also deserve esthetic expression 
of both social needs and natural processes 
that would be worthy of its temporal conti
nuity. Unlike today, perhaps thus capital
ism could become consummate. 

William Marlin 

The single most dramatic thing about the 
first decade of the 21st century, if I remem
ber correctly, was the exodus of hundreds 
of thousands of people to the Middle West 
and Northeast from the Southwest. You will 
surely recall the movement to America's 
sunbelt, in the last decades of the 20th 
century. 

It turned out that places like Arizona, for 
all their touting of conservative principles, 
didn't conserve a thing. Especially did they 
not conserve water, land, energy, fuel and 
air quality. People got nasty-made that 
way, perhaps, by the cumulative psychologi
cal impact brought on by so much chaotic 
real estate development, overbuilding of 
roads and pulverizing of the native land
scape. Finally it was all too much. As people 
started packing for the snow- and ski-belt 
in large numbers, the corporations and in
dustries, choking on their own unbridled 
pollution, also started searching for new 
northerly locations in and around the very 
cities and towns that they had so conde
scendingly abandoned earlier. 

It was some time in the 1990s, because of 
all those droughts, but also because of dec
ades of short-sighted environmental and 
land-use planning, that the irrigation ditches 
no longer poured forth and people had trou
ble getting a drink of water and taking a 
shower. As a result of this, one of the big
gest business booms in history occurred up 
around Wisconsin, Michigan , Pennsylvania 
and on up into New England: the birth or, 
more properly, the rebirth of ice factories. 
Since there was precious little water in , say, 
Phoenix, huge blocks of ice were flown in 
daily-like Dover sole is flown in to fine 
restaurants. These blocks were so desper
ately needed that otherwise empty airports 
in the sunbelt were beseiged by large crowds, 
unwilling to wait to get their licks in. But 
that was to last for a short period. At last, 
people began to realize that the only way to 
solve the problem was to move nearer the 
ice, snow and more abundant water sources. 

By that time, of course, the birth rate in 
America had fallen off. Planned Parenthood 
had bit the dust because, with rare excep
tions, there weren't any parents ; fewer and 
fewer people were getting married at all, in 
fact. And to maintain the birth rate at levels 

Mr. Cook is a professor at the Arizona State 
University college of architecture. 
Mr. Marlin, former editor of A rchitect11ral 
Fori1111, recently took over as editor of In
land Architect in Chicago. 

sufficient to ensure a work force and some 
semblance of a GNP, the federal govern
ment, which had during the early 1980s 
ardently encouraged the economic and po
litical strengthening of the Sunbelt states, 
was forced to conscript people to have babies. 

As a result of all this, two vital building 
types emerged during the first decade of the 
21st century-the ice factory and the baby 
factory. The outlets for these massive enter
prises were even franchised . 

The need for ice exports to the Sunbelt 
gradually diminished in direct proportion to 
its diminishing population, and in the dec
ades since, many of the ice factories have 
been turned into things like apartment 
houses, retail emporiums and cultural or 
community centers. 

At the Senator Barry Goldwater Gallery, 
outside Phoenix, near Scottsdale, tourists 
and scholars alike can see that great man's 
beautiful photographs of old Arizona. What 
a stunning portrayal of the clues nature 
gives us about how to build with its ele
ments, instead of against them-a reminder 
of what the Sunbelt should have been and, 
now, with nature gradually making amends 
for the ravages of sloppy development and 
myopic resource management, of how it 
may be again, given a little more time. 

It is interesting what we learned (I hope) 
from that incredible decade. I was out in 
Arizona a couple of weeks ago, taking part 

A Presidential directiw that 
'new building5 accommodate 
the terrain and the elements 
of nature in a simple, honest 
rapport.' 
in the celebration of Frank Lloyd Wright's 
200th birthday. Taliesin West, that rambling 
primordial compact with nature, built in the 
late 1930s, has been-like his Wisconsin 
estate, Taliesin-completely restored . This 
preservation was an overdue triumph of the 
third decade of the 21st century. The Presi
dent-who, as you know, stays at the 
Taliesins for periods of retreat, consultation 
with world leaders and reflection-was for
tunately present. Looking out from Taliesin 
West's spacious, prow-shaped terrace, he 
said this: 

' 'I shudder to think how this vast garden 
of a desert was once almost irreparably 
ruined . The images having to do with peo
ple hog-tying cacti and lugging them back 
to their tract houses are far from happy 
ones; the images of what the housing indus
try, gone beserk , did to the desert are at last 
being removed. And for those who have re
mained here, as in other sections of the old 
Sunbelt, the government is making sure, 
while giving wide interpretive latitude in 
stylistic terms, that new buildings accommo
date the terrain and the elements of nature 
in a simple, honest rapport. 

"Though the population of America has 
shifted north , the architectural composure 
and environmental care that is characteristic 
of our efforts to keep the Southwest alive, 
economically as well as socially, is clearly 
attracting attention and commending ad
miration nationwide." D 





Iowa Chapter. Retirement residence, Lago 
Vista, Tex.; Charles Herbert & Asso
ciates, Des Moines (above). The house's 
elongated south facade with large glazed 
areas was designed to take advantage of 
passive solar conditions and the prevail
ing southerly breezes. The relatively 
opaque north facade buffers northerly 
winds and provides privacy. At the curved 
southeast corner are decks with views of 
the surrounding golf course. The master 
bedroom is on the highest level, the living 
spaces have high ceilings and the guest 
area is on the lower level. The glass block 
wall of the living areas maintains desired 
openness but also provides a sense of en
closure and privacy. 
Kansas City Chapter. Telecommunica
tions Tower, Lawrence, Kan.; Design 
Build Architects, Lawrence (right). The 
tower is located between two existing 
Southwestern Bell Co. buildings in a ser
vice drive. The large arched north eleva
tion faces the main bridge entrance across 
the river to Lawrence. The sloping walls 
and roof of the south and west elevations 
front historic residential neighborhoods. 
The tower stapds on three legs to "open 
its base" and to visually give greater sig
nificance to the structure's upper area. 
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The Perfect Union: 
Vaughan PLUS/Am Se Co 

Am Se Co Components 
Contemporary designs in no n-co mbust ible stee l. Un ique 
snap-toge ther components create unsurpassed interio r and 
exterior re arra ngement capab ility. The "sys tem within a 
system ''. Changes made in minutes. 

Both wa lls and components may qualify fo r inves tment tax 
credit and acce lerated deprec ia tio n benefits . Consult your 
fin anci a l advisor. 

Whateve r the des ign criteria, this formu la of 
ex peri ence PLUS ex perie nce r~s ults in the co mple te 
ab ility to meet it-exactl y. 

f'L1 American 
l:USeating 
Grand Rapids, MI 49504 

©Copyright V..ugha n/Am Se Co 1980 All ri gh ts rcserveJ 

The combination of American Seating components 
(cabinetry and work surfaces) suspended on Vcwghan 
PLUS movable gypsum walls which incorporate 
adjustable slotted standards. There cou ld not be a 
better blend of space- use problem so lvers for today's 
working environment, which constantly changes. 

Vaughan PLUS Movable Walls 
Floo r-suppo rted movable wa lls of non-combust ible gypsum 
unitized pa ne ls. 90-100% re usab le. Doors , windows, glazing 
or any other condition when and where needed. 
Low li fe cycle cost , since it is bought on ly o nce. 

This combination is available only through licensed contrac
tors of Vaughan Walls, Inc. For area contact, call (Toll Free) 
1-800-428-3818 

Vaughan Wallse 
Vaughan Walls, Inc., 6340 La Pas Trail, Indianapolis, IN 46268 

'"Vaughan"' is a rcg istereJ mark of Va ughan Walls, Inc. 
"Am Se Co" and "Ameri can Sear ing" are regi stc reJ ma rks nf American Sea[lng 





SCH LAGE 
Part of worldwide Ingersoll-Rand 
Schlage Lock Company, PO. Box 3324, San Francisco, CA 94119, U.S.A., (415) 467-1100, Telex: 340-409, Cable: Schlage SFO 
©Copyright Sch I age Lock Company 1981 Sweets Catalog File 8.30/ Sc 
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Houston Chapter. Julia Ideson Building, 
Houston; Morris/ Aubry Architects, 
Houston (above). In 1976, when con
struction of a new central library was 
complete, plans were made to restore the 
grand spaces, beautiful materials and ex
quisite detailing of the 1926, 75,000-
square-foot Spanish renaissance style li
brary in downtown Houston. The design
er's objectives were to take the building 

as far back to its original splendor as pos
sible. The building was altered to meet 
safety and barrier-free codes and to ac
commodate new functions. 
Texas Society of Architects. Schlumberger
Doll Research Center, Ridgefield, Conn.; 
Howard Barnstone, F AJA, Architects, 
Houston (below). The program consisted 
of the expansion and renovation of 
three existing buildings, the construe-

tion of a new structure and visual unifica
tion of the entire complex with Philip 
Johnson's 1952 building. The three re
modeled buildings were enveloped in a 
sloping glass "tent" adding 20,000 square 
feet of laboratory and office space. The 
new engineering offices/computer center 
are connected to Johnson's structure via 
underground tunnel. The major materials 
used are reflective glass, steel and brick. 



Fl LY, 
111ERE'S A SURE WAY 

lODOWA 
ONRYPRO 

EN YOU SEE ONE. 
IOOK FOR1111S SIGN. 

If you take pride in the things 
you build, you owe it to yourself 
to take a long hard look at this 
symbol. Because it's a brand new 
way for union masonry craftsmen 
and contractors to identify them
selves. And for you to know you're 
getting the very best in masonry 
craftsmanship. 

Union masons and contractors 
pride themselves on their skills, 
productivity and experience. They 
build quality into every single pro
ject. And union expertise can save 
you time, cut heating and cooling 
bills and reduce maintenance on 
your building. 

As a building material, 
masonry has its advantages, too. 
Like durability, scale, flexibility, 
texture and energy efficiency. 
Not to mention a warm beauty 
that never goes out of style. 

So don't take chances with 
your next job. Demand a masonry 
building-and masonry pros to 
build it. Look for the sign of 
the craftsman. 

International Masonry 
Institute 
823 Fifteenth Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20005. 202/783-3908 
(The Bricklayers' International Union and the 
Mason Contractors in the U.S. and Canada) 

1HE SIGN OFA MASONRY PRO© 
NOBODY BUILDS LIKE UNION CRAFTSMEN AND CONTRACTORS.© 
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Texas Society of Architects. Reunion 
Arena, Dallas; Harwood K. Smith & Part
ners, Dallas (above). In plan an oval 
inside a square, the 18,000-seat arena's 
four-acre roof rests on eight six-foot
diameter concrete columns around the 
perimeter. A 20-foot-high backlighted 
glass fascia, accented by red piping, en
circles the roof, revealing the steel truss 
roof frame inside. Seats mounted on floor
level telescoping sections can be extended 
and withdrawn, enlarging the floor area 
from 17 ,500 square feet to 30,000. 

The Dome building, Chattanooga, 
Tenn.; The Pierce, Lacey Partnership, 
Dallas (right). Built in 1892 to house 
the Chattanooga Times, the building was 
converted, in a brutal "modernization," 
to mixed office and retail use in the late 
'40s. The recent renovation included 
complete gutting of the interior, new lob
bies, corridors, service cores, mechanical 
and electrical systems and detailing to 
match the vocabulary of the exterior. Ex
terior detailing was reconstructed and the 
ground floor glass recessed to its previous 
position behind the heavy stone pilasters, 
matching early photographs as closely as 
possible. 
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Minneapolis is a pedestrian town. 
That is , people walk a lot here. Any time of year, in all kinds of weather, during the day and 

after dark-even downtown. 
Lighting some of Minneapolis' favorite paths and places are Sterner systems. Along the 

Nicollet Mall. Loring Greenway. At Orchestra Hall and Peavey Plaza. On the IDS building . At 
St. Anthony Main. Around Twin City lakes and thru the extensive parkway system. Lighting 
that brightens the way and looks good during the day. 

Wherever you are, just look around . Sterner accents Lincoln Center, Citicorp , Notre Dame 
Cathedral, the Eiffel Tower, Hartford Civic Center, Century Plaza, and Jeddah International 
Airport just to name a few. 

See more ways that Sterner lights the way, from the conventional to the extraordinary at 
booth 309 at the AIA Convention. 

Nicollet Mall , Minneapolis 

S TERNER L I GHTING SYST EM S I N CO RP O R AT ED 

Winsted , Minnesota 55395 (61 2} 485-2141 
Minneapolis, Phone (61 2) 4 73-1251 
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Answers for "Renaissance America." 
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The 20th century 
... with answers 

The creation of New York City's tallest, most elegant hotel from 
a union of White's legendary Villard mansions with an eminent 

bronze and glass tower was a classic architectural challenge. 
The neo palazzo houses were restored with meticulous historical 

fidelity with "The Palace" tower forming a backdrop. 

And Gold Bond products are an important part of th is 
" Renaissance America" movement. Rising with The Palace are 51 

stories of elevator and stairwell shaft enclosures constructed 
with the Gold Bond I-Stud Cavity Shaftwall System. 



neets stanforct White 
From Oold Bond. 

Gold Bond provides answers for your part in " Renaissance 
\merica" - in products, systems and services. For more informa

tion see Sweet's File 9.6/ Go or call 800-821-7700, Ext. 327 
(In Missouri, 800-892-7655) or write Gold Bond Building 

Products, Div. of National Gypsum Co. , 2001 Rexford Rd., 
Dept. PA, Charlotte, N.C. 28211. 

Gold Bond I-Stud System D APPLICATIONS - Elevator and 
stairwell shaft enclosures. D METAL FRAMING - I-Studs and J 
Track runners. D PANELING - 1" and%" Fire-Shield Gypsum 
Wallboard D FIRE RATING - 2 hours D SOUND RATING - 50 

STC D ADVANTAGES - Savings in installation time, space and 

A National Gypsum Division 

weight. Easy visual alignment and engagement tabs. 

Circle 90 011 i11/ormatio 11 card 





New Mexico Society of Architects. The 
Albuquerque Museum; Antoine Predock, 
AIA, Albuquerque (above). The central 
exhibit space is a large, flexible gallery 
placed partially below grade to help keep 
the building's profile low. Temporary ex
hibits are shown in two flanking galleries. 
An existing truck terminal was remodeled 
and incorporated to serve as exhibit prep
aration and shop areas . Dominant mate
rials are stucco, brick floors, exposed 
wood beams and plaster walls. Clere
stories and interior courtyards light the 
lobbies and gallery circulation areas . For 
heat, solar collectors on the roof and at 
grade assist heat pumps. 
Arizona Society of Architects. Lath House 
at Heritage Square; Robert R. Franke
berger, AfA, Phoenix (right). This down
town pavilion of pressure-treated 2x3-
inch wood lath is supported by glue-lami
nated beams and curved purlins. Beneath 
the lath umbrella is a freestanding stuc
coed wood-framed building containing 
meeting rooms, catering kitchen and a 
caretaker's apartment. It is part of an ur
ban park on the site of the original Phoe
nix townsite, where it complements gar
dens , courtyards and a restored wood
framed house (in photo) used for smaller 
civic gatherings. 
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Glass will make this building 
energy efficient. 

Laminated Architectural Glass 
will make it practical to build. 

The State of Illinois Center is a 
building which will illustrate how 
compatible glass can be with today's 
concern for energy efficiency. This 
structure-shown here in an archi
tect's model-will occupy a full city 
block, and will be clad entirely in 
laminated glass. 

Fundamental to the success of this 
design are the building's sloped exte
rior walls, the arrangement of interior 
space around a central atrium, and a 

massive skylight. These features will 
take advantage of enough passive so
lar heating and natural light to reduce 
energy usage to nearly one-half the 
level consumed by most conventional 
office buildings. Since artificial light
ing generally consumes 40% of a 
building's energy load, any heat lost 
through the glass walls will be more 
than offset by the cost reduction 
achieved through natural lighting. 
These factors, the architects and 

Monsanto 
Circle 92 on information card 

owners say, are the keys to the build
ing's energy efficiency. 

Laminated glass leads to greater 
energy efficiency through environ
mental control when tinted or com
bined into reflective or insulated units. 
It helps prevent heat loss in the winter 
and screens out solar glare to ease 
cooling loads in the summer. 

A daring concept, to be sure, and 
one whose glazing performance de
mands made laminated architectural 
glass the logical solution for many 
reasons. 

For meeting rigid safety and se
curity requirements in the skylight 
and sub-atrium areas, the interlayer 
in laminated glass acts as a shock 
absorber to dissipate impact shock 
and resist penetration. Even though 
the glass itself may break, the frag
ments tend to adhere to the inter
layer, reducing the danger of glass 
fallout. 

Tests prove that laminated glass pro
vides an excellent and cost-effective 
noise barrier across the entire fre
quency range. It muffles sound better 
than either air-spaced or monolithic 
glass-an important consideration in 
this building, since an elevated train 
runs behind the center. 

For more information why laminated 
architectural glass is the glazing 
material for today's more progressive 
designs, and for a list of suppliers, 
contact: Monsanto Plastics and Resins 
Company, Dept. 804, 800 North 
Lindbergh Blvd. , St. Iuouis, MO 63166. 
(314) 694-2539. 

SAFLEX 
'"'"' "'"'""'' Monsanto 

!011981 ® Trademark of Monsanto Company 



Colorado Society of Architects. Yaw 
Residence, Aspen ; Copland Hagman & 
Yaw, Aspen (right). In addition to the 
functional requirements of a family of six, 
the house was designed in response to 
three major design problems : to accom
modate maximum active and passive 
solar heating systems; to integrate re
gional forms and materials with the high
tech expression of solar hardware, and to 
create usable spaces for outdoor activity 
on the steeply sloping site. The house is 
organized around two parallel linear 
forms connected by a "functional bridge" 
at the upper level. The resulting negative 
spaces form an entry and children's play 
spaces and permit the natural site ele
ments to "interlock" with the architec
tural forms. 
Western Mountain Region and Utah 
Society. St. James Episcopal Church, Salt 
Lake City; Brixen & Christopher, Salt 
Lake City (below). In the renovation of 
an existing church, most of the interior 
partitioning was removed in order to de
velop a more unified, flexible worship 
space. The rector's office is centrally lo
cated and receives natural light from a 
skylight. Natural light is also introduced 
from the east through glazing above the 
entrance doors and from the north through 
clerestories. Chairs, altar and lectern are 
all movable to create a flexible space for 
worship. 
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ULTRAWALt 
movable partitic 
predecorated 
vinyl elegance at ti 
cost of painted 
d rywa 11 ! compare! With ULTRt 
movable partitions. carpeting . ceilings. 
ing, core and perimeter walls are all fir 
first . . . before ULTRAWALL part itior 
quickly installed. There are no cut-up ar 
work around-or taping and sanding to~ 
your schedule. Doors. frames. base. finis! 
and glazing are all handled by one contr 
This means move-in dates can be moved 
earlier occupancy and significant savir 
financing-plus possible qualificatic 

investment tax cred i 
accelerated deprec 
advantages. 

ULTRAWALL pane 
W' thick for that sol ic 
manent wall feeling. 
pleted partitions ofter 
1-hour fire rating. 40 
STC rating. rich contE 
rary wall fashions anc 
vinyl washability. Wi 
this. why put up wi 
dust. din and de la 
costly fixed partitli 
especially at relocatio 
Call your-U.S.G. repr 
tive. or write to us at 
Wacker Dr .. ChicaQ 
60606. Dept. AIA581B 

• 
UNITED STATES GYPS 

Circle 94 011 i11/or111atio11 



Western Mountain Region. Condomin
iums for Coldstream Corporation, Vail, 
Colo.; Morter Fisher Arnold, AJA, Vail 
(right). The program called for 45 units 
with tennis, squash, racquetball and 
swimming facilities. The design intention 
was to maximize the units' proximity to a 
stream on the north and to develop 
warm, sheltered exposures to the south. 
Wood frame town houses of various sizes 
are linked together at the edge of the 
creek. A second row of town houses is 
opposite the bend in the creek forming a 
large pedestrian plaza in the center of the 
project. In the tower is a manager's unit 
and otfice. 
North Dakota Chapter. John M. Smith 
residence, Bismarck; Clark, Holman & 
Moorhead, Fargo (below). The first 
house to be developed on a hilltop sub
division, it is oriented to take full advan
tage of its southern exposure; to provide 
buffered protection from the brutal north 
winds, and to maintain the views from the 
site. A south facing two-story plant room 
functions as a passive solar collector. 
Brick pavers provide thermal mass stor
age. Distribution of the heated air is con
trolled by operation of the first floor slid
ing glass doors and second floor casement 
windows. The north facade of the building 
is buffered by an attached garage. 

More component awards on page 304 AIA JOURNAL/MID-MAY 1981 301 



The American Institute of Architects introduces an 
Unusual Addition to Its Line of Practice Aids-

Preventive 
Medicine for 
Headaches 
The traumatic headaches owners get from unin
sured adversity can be very contagious The 
architect of a project struck by uninsured fire, or 
casualty, or unbonded contractor default may 
suffer embarrassment, economic loss, and count
less hours spent in the notably unpleasant task 
of sorting out the mess. 

Having recognized that sufficient construction 
bonding and insurance are in your own best inter
est as well as your client's, however, you still have 
a major problem. Insurance and bonding is a com
plicated business, full of technical concepts and 
esoteric terminology. What aid can an architect 
possibly give to an owner struggling through the 
informational maze of bonds and insurance? 

AIA Has the Help You Need. The definitive Second 
Edition of Construction Bonds and Insurance 
Guide, by Bernard B. Rothschild, FAIA, explains 
all the who·s, what's, when's, where's and why's of 
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construction-related bonds and insurance, as re
quired by AIA Document A201, General Condi
tions of the Contract for Construction. It provides 
invaluable guidance to-and mutual understand
ing of respective responsi bi I ities among-owners, 
insurance advisors, and architects. 

The Guide won't make you an insurance expert. 
Indeed, it stresses the importance of an owner's 
seeking the counsel of a qualified insurance pro
fessional. What it will do is define your proper role, 
as an architect, in relation to construction bonds 
and insurance. and give you a solid working knowl
edge of protective requirements and options. 

Its handy looseleaf format allows you to augment 
the descriptive information provided with addition
al notes and documents from your own practice. 

A Revolutionary Combination of Proven 
Ingredients. For the first time anywhere, the Guide 
brings together: 

*Explanations of how construction bonds and 
insurance requirements are met, with special 
reference to widely used AIA Documents. 

*A comprehensive glossary providing clear and 
concise definitions of relevant insurance 
industry terms. 

*Samples of the many forms actually used by 
companies insuring construction projects. 

The Guide explains how to start a project off on 
the right track by initiating the Owners I nstruc
tions for Bonds and Insurance (AIA Document 
G610), and how these matters are dealt with in the 

General Conditions of the Contract for Construc
tion (A201) and other AIA Documents. 

The discussion of construction bonds covers bid 
or proposal bonds, performance bonds, labor and 
material payment bonds, completion bonds, and 
maintenance bonds. 

The Guide's treatment of insurance details work
ers' compensation insurance, employer's liability 
insurance, the numerous specific elements of 
general liability insurance, and various endorse
ments to property insurance. 

Included throughout these discussions are expla
nations of how levels of coverage are determined 
and paperwork is performed, hints about special 
areas of vulnerability the architect should be 
aware of, and notes about the considerations that 
apply to the architect involved in "design-build 
project delivery of construction management. 

In short, timely consultation of Construction 
Bonds and Insurance Guide will save everyone 
involved in a project from a whole range of 
paralyzing headaches. 

Recommended Dosage: At Least One Copy Per 
Office. Having made the Guide available to your 
clients and their insurance advisors, you may find 
that the volume is constantly "on loan. ·Why not 
buy an extra copy for office use only? 

Order your copies now from Publication Sales, 
The American Institute of Architects, 1735 New 
York Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20006, sup
plying the following information: firm name, cor
rect mailing address, name of person to receive 
order, and AIA chapter affiliation, if applicable 

Indicate number of copies you wish to order, 
and include payment with order (DC 

residents add 5% sales tax) Make check 
payable toAIA Refer to catalog #2M163 
-Construction Bonds and Insurance 

Guide. $16 each to AIA member, 
$20 each to non-member. 



Job Site: Detroit Medical Center 
Alcon Planar® Ceiling Systems: combines dramatic visual effect with functional, highly 
flexible installation. 
Finish: Silicon polyester over aluminum panel. Weather resistance and structural strength 
for interior or exterior applications. 
Colors: A spectrum of five tasteful low-gloss shades of blue. 
Ventilation/Lighting: Easily accomplished through incremental slots between panels. 
without cutting or modification of the ceiling. 
Architect: William Kessler and Associates. Incorporated. Detroit, Michigan; Zeidler 
Partnership, Incorporated, Toronto, Ontario; Giffels Associates, Incorporated, Southfield. 
Michigan. Associated architects. engineers and planners. 
Availability: Exclusively through Alcon Building Products. 
Information: Write "Planar," Alcon Building Products. P.O. 
Box 511 , Warren. Ohio 44482. 

Circle 96 0 11 information card 
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North Dakota Chapter. The Commons, 
Fargo; Clark, Holman & Moorhead, 
Fargo (above). The project was designed 
as a buffer between a commercial strip 
neighborhood of single-family houses. It 
is the first phase of an eight-acre devel
opment that will include town houses, 
apartments, retail shops and offices. The 
complex will be connected by parks and 
unified by common architectural ele
ments. For The Commons, natural cedar 
siding and permanently finished windows 
were selected for their low maintenance 
characteristics. The design incorporates a 
variety of floor plans and spatial relation
ships to provide a sense of individuality 
for homeowners. 
Utah Society of Architects. Edwards Resi
dence, Salt Lake City; Edwards & Daniels, 
Salt Lake City (right). The architect 
chose a light colored stucco as the 
major material to "allow the shadows that 
are cast to fully articulate the somewhat 
aggressive forms of the house," in the ar
chitect's words. The glazed surfaces, 
which read as voids, further articulate the 
sculptural qualities and allow for maxi
mum views to the southwest over the Salt 
Lake valley. A 30-foot-high entry gallery 
is the interior's focal point. The public 
spaces of the house have been left open 
for easy access to activity areas and adja
cent decks. 
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IF YOU NEED $5,000 ... 20,000 EVEN UP TO 500,000 TO 
ST ART A NEW BUSINESS OR TO EXPAND AN EXISTING 
FIRM-THEN READ WHY YOU TOO WILL CALL THIS 

INCREDIBLE MONEY RAISING MANUAL 

"THE SMALL BUSINESS BORROWER'S BIBLE" 
Practically prepares the loan appllcatlon for you llne-by-llne .•• the "proper" way. 

All properly prepared appllcatlons are processed faster .•• no red tape! 
Guaranteed Loans ..• Dlrect Loans ... and Immediate Loans are available now! 

Most men and women 1erlou1ly lnternted In 1tartlng their own bu1lneu are ellglble to apply - Including thOM who already own a bullneu and 
need capital fa1t for exp1n1lon ••• or to 1tay afloat ••• even If they've been flatly refuted by bank• and turned down elsewhere! Yet, too, many never 
qualify, •Imply becau1e they do not know how to "properly" prepare the loan appllcatlon ••• 

In order to help those people 
applying for these guaranteed and 
direct loans fill out their loan 
applications the "right way," ICC 
Business Research, through its 
diligent compilation and research 
efforts, has successfully assem
bled and published a compre
hensive, easy-to-follow seminar 
manual: The Money Raiser's 
Guaranteed and Direct Loans 
Manual, that will quickly show you 
practlclllly everything you'll need 
to know to prepare a loan appl ica
tion to get federally Guaranteed 
and Direct Loans. 

Here are just some of the many 
Important benefits the Money 
Raiser's Guaranteed and Direct 
Loans Manual provides you with: 
• a completely filled In sample set 

of actual SBA lo11n applle11tlon 
forms, all properly filled In for 
you to easily follow-aids you In 
quickly preparing your own 
loan appllcatlon the right way. 
Each line on the sample appli
e11tlon forms Is explained and 
Illustrated In easy-to-under
stand language. 

• faat appllcatlon preparation 
proceduraa for getting loans for 
both new start up business 
ventures and established firms. 

• advises you on how to properly 
answer key questions neces
ury for loan approval and In 
order to help avoid having your 
appllcatlon turned down-gives 
you advice on what you should 
not do under any circumstances. 

• what simple steps you take to 
guarantee eHglblllty-no matter 
ii you do not presenlly qualify. 

• where you can file your appll
catlon for fastest processing. 
At this point the most important 

question you want answered is: 
Just where is all this loan money 
coming from? Incredible as it may 
sound-these Guaranteed Loans. 
.. .Direct Loans ... and Immediate 
Loans are indeed available right 
now - from the best. and yet, the 
most overlooked and frequently 
the most ignored and sometimes 
outright ridiculed ... "made-fun-of" 
source of ready money ... fast 
capital, in America - THE 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. 

Of course, there are those who 
upon hearing the words "UNITED 
STATES GOVERNMENT" will 
instantly freeze up and frown and 
say: 

" ... only minorities can get small 
business loan money from the 
government.I" 

Yet, on the other ham:I land 
most puzzling) others will rant on 
and on and on that: 

" ... don't even try, it's just 
impossible - all those Business 
Leans Programs are strictly for 
the Chryslers, the Lockheeds, the 
big corporations ... not for the little 
guy or small companies." etc. 

Still there are those who 
declare: 

" ... I need money right now ... and 
small business government loans 
take too darn long. It's impossible 
to qualify. No one ever gets one of 
those loans." 

Or you may hear these 
comments: 

" ... My accountant's junior 
assistant says he thinks it might be 
a waste of my time1""Heck, there's 
too much womesome paperwork 
and red tape to wade through'" 

Frankly - such rantings and 
ravings are just a lot of "bull" 
without any real basis - and only 
serve to clearly show that lack of 
knowledge ... misinformation ... and 
and not quite fully understanding 
the UNITED STATES GOVERN
MENT'S Small Business Adminis
tration's (SBA) Proqrams have 
unfortunately caused a lot of 
people to ignore what is without a 
doubt - not only the most 
important and generous source of 
financing for new business start 
ups and existing business 
expansions in this country - but 
of the entire world! 

Now that you've heard the "bull" 
about the United States Govern
ment's SBA Loan Program - take 
a few more moments and read the 
following facts: 
• Only 9.60/o of approved loans 

were actually made to mlnoriles 
last year 

• Whal SBA recognizes as a 
"small buslneu" actually 
applies to 970/o of all the 
companies In the nation 

• Red tape comes about only 
when the loan appllcatlon is 
1ent back due to applicant not 
providing the requested lnlor
matlon ... or providing the wrong 
Information 

• The SBA Is required by 
Congress to provide a minimum 
dollar amount In buslne11 loans 
each fiscal year In order to law
fully comply with strict quotas. 
(Almost 5 billion this year) 

Yet, despite the millions who 
miss out - there are still literally 
thousands of ambitious men and 
women nationwide who are pro
perly applying - being approved 
- and obt11lnlng sufficient funds 
to either start a new business, a 
franchise, or buy out or expand an 
existing one. Mostly, they are all 
just typical Americans with no 
fancy titles. Who used essentially 
the same ellectlve know-how to 
fill out their applications that you'll 
find in the Money Raiser's Guar
anteed and Direct Loans Manual. 
Manual. 

So don't you dare be shy about 
applying for and accepting these 
guaranteed and direct government 
loans. Curiously enough. the 
government 1s actually very much 

••••••••••••••••••• 
GUARANTEE #1 

Simply - look over this most 
effective money raising loan 
preparation assistance manual 
for 15 days - and, then. if you 
are not convinced that it can 
ac!ually help you obtain the 
Business Loan you need right 
away - just return it for a full 
and prompt refund. 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
interested 1n helping you stan a 
business that will make a lot of 
money. It's to their advantage -
the more money you make the 
more they stand to collect in taxes. 
In fiscal 1981, our nation's good old 
generous "uncle" will either lend 
directly or guarantee billions ol 
dollars in loan requests. along with 
technical assistance and even 
sales procurement assistance. 
Remember, II you don't apply for 
these available SBA funds 
1omebody else c-lnly will. 

Don't lose out - now is the best 
time to place your order for this 
comprehensive manual. It is not 
sold In stores. Available only by 
mail through this ad, directly from 
ICC Busineu Research, the ex
clusive publisher, at just a small 
fraction of what 1t would cost for 
the services of a private loan 
advisor or to attend a seminar. 
For example: 

Initially, this amazing Guaran
teed and Direct Loans Manual was 
specially designed to be the basis 
of a Small Business Loan Seminar 
- where each registrant would 
pay an admission fee of $450. But 
our company felt that since the 
manual's quality instructions were 
so excepllonally crysla/-c/ear that 
anyone who could read, could 

· succesafu//y use /fJJ fechn/ques 
without having to attend a seminar 
or pay for costly private loan 
advisory assistance services. 

Therefore, for those purchasing 
the manual by mail, no 3 day class, 
no course and accommodations 
are required. And rather than $450 
we could slash the price all the 
way down to just a mere $35 - a 
small portion of a typical seminar 
attendance fee - providing you 
promptly fill in and mail coupon 
below with fee while this special 
"seminar-in-print" manual offer is 
still available by mail at this rela
tively low price' 

Remember, this most unique 
manual quickly provides you with 
actual sample copies of SBA Loan 
application and all other required 
forms-already properly filled 1n 
for you to easily use as reliably 
accurate step-by-step gu1des
thus offering you complete 
assurance that your application 
will be properly prepared .. and 
thereby immediately putting you 
on the right road to obtaining fast. 
no red-tape loan approval. 

THE EASY NO-NONSENSE WAY TO RAISE CAPITAL FAST! 

Circle 98 on information card 
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• ••••••••••••••••• GUARANTEE 112 
Even after 15 days - here's 
how you are still strongly 
protected - if you decide to 
keep the manual - and you 
apply for an SBA Loan anytime 
within 1 year ... your loan must 
be approved and you must 
actually receive the funds or 
your money will be refunded in 
full . 
••••••••••••••••••• 
YOU GET NOT 1 BUT 2 
STRONG BINDING 

A ANT I 

Of course, no one can guaran
tee that every request will be 
approved - but clearly we are 
firmly convinced that any sound 
business request properly pre
pared - showing a reasonable 
chance of repayment and submit
ted to SBA - will be approved. 
Only because we are so confident 
that this is a fact do we dare make 
such a strong binding seldom
heard-of Double Guarantee. No 
stronger guarantee poHlblel II 
actually pays for you to order a 
copy of this remarkable manual -
100% lax deducllb/e aa a business 

·expense ... Don't delay-send for 
yours right now! 

r NO RISK LOAN OPPORTUNITY FORM• 

I 
I 
I 

Oelach and rush for 
COMPLETE PREPARATION 

ASSISTANCE FOR LOAN APPROVAL 

Please rush me ___ copies of 
the "Money Raiser's Guaranteed 
and Direct Loans Manual." each 
at a $35 fee plus $2.50 handling 
and shipping under your 2 strong 
binding Guarantees. 

Enclosed 1s full payment 
0 Check D Money Order 
D C.O D $5 Deposit required 
Send payment with order Save C 0 0 
Fee 

Coty 

State ------- z,o ---
My teieorione is 1 1 -------
11n case we riave a ouestron aoou! your orderi 

MAIL TO: ICC Business Research 
307 Forest Hill Avenue AIAJ/2 
Winston-Salem. NC 27105 



How New York's new hotels are 
insulating against roof overhead. 

When you're putting first-class buildings on some of And the use of extra insulation may even allow down-
the most expensive land in the world, you don't com- sizing of heating and cooling equipment. 
promise on the roof systems. That's why all four of Before you design or build, evaluate your roofing 
New York's newest hotels have IRMA protected mem- alternatives. Let your Dow representative explain all 
brane roofs with STYROFOAM * ----~~~~-'i!~~----_-_-_-3-,4-.. c- r-us-h-ed- S-to_n_e the benefits of the IRMA system and 
brand insulation. provide data to support STYROFOAM 

Developed by Dow, the IRMA (In- brand insulation's superior insulating 
sulated Roof Membrane Assembly) Membrane effectiveness and long-term per-

Deck 
system is a simple, economical way formance. Then you'll see why roof 
to build a leak-free , moisture- systems incorporating STYROFOAM 
resistant, abuse-tolerant, insulating are so widely specified by architects 
rool Once considered revolutionary, the IRMA system and contractors throughout America, and the world. 
is fast becoming America's standard for trouble-free, For further information call your local Dow repre-
high performance roofs. sentative or write: The Dow Chemical Co., Dept. E57, 

Installation is fast, easy and comparable in cost to a STYROFOAM Brand Insulation, 

conventional insulated roo::Lo;n;g;-t:erm; .. ~~~~-:~-M;i;d:la:n:d~, :M~I :486:4:0: ... savings on energy and maintenance 
costs are substantial. 'T<adema<kolTheOowChem•calCompany 
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THE 
SPRINKLER 
YOU CAN 

Decor® sprinklers are mini
ature sized and cleanly styled 
in satin or polished chrome; 
natural or polished brass. The 
glass bulbs are color coded 
for six temperature ratings. 
Our new 2-piece adjust-

LOOK Up TO able recessed escutcheon 
allows Decor® sprinklers to 

be fitted prior to ceiling in-
Let's face it, most fire stallation. This helps keep 

protection sprinklers aren't construction on schedule and 
built with architects in mind. provides forfar lower installed 
That's why most architects costs than with competitive 
prefer to use flush mount or flush or concealed sprinklers. 
concealed sprinklers when- There are more advan-
ever they can. tages to Decor® sprinklers 

That's also why we've en- like fast action and orifice 
gineered our Decor® line of options because they're a 
sprinklers to be visually sub- result of technology that has 
tle, yet offer an attractive made Viking products the 
altemativeto bulky solder-link standard of the fire protec
or costly concealed sprinklers. tion industry. 

Send for more detailed 
information on Decor® sprink
lers and discover how easy 
they make it to look at 
a ceiling. 

'see us in Sweet's 'E' file' 

THE VIKING CORPORATION 
210 N. INDUSTRIAL f}<\RK ROA.D 
HASTINGS, MICH., US.A 49058 
TELEPHONE (616) 945-9501 
CABLE:VlKING TELEX: 22-6400 
Circle JOO on information card 



Los Angeles Chapter. Cabrillo Marine 
Museum, Wilmington, Calif.; Frank 0. 
Gehry & Associates, Santa Monica, Calif. 
(above). The 20,000-square-foot mu
seUin provides a place to exhibit and re
search the marine life of Southern Cali
fornia. It houses a large display area, 
small auditorium, multipurpose room, 
aquarists' laboratories, classrooms and 
service areas. The building is actually a 
series of pavilions, each housing a dif-

ferent function, grouped around an out
door courtyard that has a chain link "ceil
ing." The main circulation space, which 
is also used for exhibits, is outdoors, to 
take advantage of the temperate climate 
and save on construction and energy 
costs. 
Hawaii Society of Architects. Civic Cen
ter Parking, Honolulu; Anbe, Aruga & 
Ishizu, Honolulu (below). In order to 
conceal and diminish the impact of the 

two-story, 939-car parking facility, the 
architect used a landscaped roof deck 
and gently sloping earth berms around 
the perimeter of the structure. The design 
of the 5 .13-acre garage was to visually re
late to the Hawaii Capital District struc
tures and the open spaces within the Civic 
Center. Parked cars are only visible 
through entrances and exits. Large cir
cular tree well openings were provided 
for the existing monkeypod trees. 







Central Valley Chapter. Central Dial 
Office, Truckee, Calif.; Dreyfuss & Black
ford, Sacramento, Calif. (right). The 
square footage of an existing main tele
phone switching center has been expanded 
by 100 percent in the new structure that 
is compatible with the surrounding 19th 
century mountain gold rush community. 
The exterior is brick with 19th century 
steel shutters covering the upper level 
windows on the street side facade. The 
Kor-ten steel covered lean-to porch struc
ture frames with cast iron columns are 
also reflective of the gold rush era. 

Port Sacramento Land Co. Office, 
West Sacramento, Calif.; Angello-Vitiel
lo-Niiya, Sacramento (below). The white, 
scratch stucco exterior has large, squared 
overhangs that protect the windows from 
direct sunlight. The building is situated 
on gently rolling man-made knolls. In
side, the working spaces are located 
around a central skylit atrium. The recep
tion area accommodates standing displays, 
seating area and a reception station. 





New AMP 
..--~ Undercarpet Wiring S 

puts power in its plice.~~. ~ 
r---..;. 

lietween carpet square 
,,,___._ .. a oor. 
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Here is AM P's answer to the 
high costs and complexity of 
hard service wiring in commer
cial office areas. The AMP 
U ndercarpet Wiring System is 
just laid out on the flooring and 
covered with standard carpet 
squares. It can be easily re-
· arranged as office layouts are 
changed. It's made to take the 
pounding of foot traffic as well 
as furniture moving. 

By eliminating the problems 
involved with under-floor ducts, 
power poles and conventional 

po~-thru devices, adaptabi lity 
to changing needs is tremen
dously increased. Desks need 
not be located near existing 
walls. Nevv conduits and the 
need for core drilling are 
eliminated. 

Installation is easy. Just lay out 
the system and cover it with 
standard carpet squares. AMP 
U ndercarpet Wiring Sy tern 
configuration gives no hint that 
it's there. 

Another plus is that you don't 

have to wait on construction 
schedules. What\ more. only 
minimal training is necessary for 
installers. 

The new AMP Undercarpet 
Wiring System is U / L Listed 
and will appear in the 1981 
printing of the National Elec
trical Code (currently approved 
under Temporary Interior 
Amendment Article 328). For 
more information. please write 
AMP Special Industries. P.O. 
Box 1776. Paoli. PA 19301. 
Or call (2I5) 647-1000. 

M AMP 
SPECIAL 

~ INDUSTRIES 
AMP is a registered trademark of AMP Incorporated 

AIVIPmeans productivity. 





Northern California Chapter. Santa Clara 
County Transit Facilities, San Jose; The 
Architectural Association and MBT As
sociates, San Francisco (above). Located 
on a 90-acre site, the complex houses ad
ministrative offices, an overhaul and re
pair shop, a minor maintenance shop and 
a fueling facility. To provide unobstructed 
flexible work spaces, the buildings are 
long-span steel structures clad in insu
lated metal sandwich panels. The bright 

colors reflect those of the buses, and the 
building forms are reminiscent of the bus 
design. The buildings are si tuated on the 
site to allow for the simplest Row pattern 
for the vehicles and to eventually provide 
room for expansion. 

Fournou's Ovens Restaurant and 
Lounge Expansion, San Francisco; Esher
ick Homsey Dodge & Davis, San Fran
cisco (below). The Stanford Court Hotel 
sought to expand its restaurant and lounge 

in a manner that would be appropriate to 
the existing character of the hotel and its 
interior. The solution was the addition of 
linked conservatories that create 3,000 
square feet of interior space. The addition 
uses the hotel 's exterior wall as its " back." 
Wrought iron and curved glass are used 
on the exterior and bas relief elements on 
the interior to give the addition an ap
pearance of a 19th century Parisian 
restaurant. 
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DYNAMIC NEW DIMENSIONS IN VISUAL PRESENTATION 
-with General Electric Professional Large Screen TV Projection 

IN BUSINESS-General Electric projectors display real-time computer
generated data for Merrill Lynch Government Securities. New York 

General Electric professional large screen television pro
jectors-displaying color or monochrome pictures up to 25 
feet wide-bring new dimensions of presentation impact to a 
broad spectrum of applications. 

A wide choice of new and improved color and mono
chrome models is available to meet specific requirements 
for television display applications, in standard or high 
brightness, for various scan standards. 

The color projectors utilize General Electric's exclusive 
single optical path light valve. All color information is pro
jected simultaneously in one light beam. This system elimi
nates time-consuming registration of three separate images 
which is required for all other color television projectors. 

These projectors can display any size television picture 
from two feet to 25 feet wide, with high resolution and 
contrast over their full range of light output. 

IN SALES-General Electric color projector dramatically displays new 
product highlights at Keepsake'· Diamond Rings annual meeting. 

IN ENTERTAINMENT-General Electric color pro1ector brings large screen 
race action to Ontario Jockey Club, near Toronto. Ontario. Canada 

Among the primary applications of the projectors are: 
Medical and Dental Education. Technique and 

procedural training. 
Business. Sales meetings, industrial training, product 

presentations, real-time display of computer-generated 
data, teleconferences. 

Aerospace and Defense. Situation displays, simulator 
training. 

Entertainment. Theatre television and closed-circuit TV 
events, overflow crowds, discotheque special effects. 

Television Production. Backgrounds for news 
programs, special effects, data display, program 
previewing. 

Call or write: General Electric Company, Video Display 
Equipment Operation, Electronics Park 6-206, Syracuse, 
NY 13221. Phone: (315) 456-2152. 

IN THE BOARD ROOM-At Mellon BanK N.A. Pittsburgh, General Electric 
color projector displays data. graphs, and information programs. 

GENERALfj ELECTRIC 
Circle 105 on information card 
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The KAO II Koh-I -Noor Auto Draw is electron
ically controlled to produce rapidly a virtually 
limitless library of lettering styles, symbols and 
designs used in engineering, electronic and 
architectural drawings, as well as the drawings 
of many other disciplines. Once demonstrated, 
KAO II requires no special operating skills. 

KAO II consists of three components. The 
PLOITER, less than four pounds, adapts to al
most every drafting machine. It draws with 
liquid ink in any one of five preprogrammed 
character heights on most drawing surfaces. 
Servo motors operate the pen holder to produce . 
faster and better quality characters than can be 

provided by any hand lettering device. 
The CONTROLLER contains the logic circuit

ry to operate the Plotter. It drives the Plotter by 
commands from a standard or custom prepro
grammed ELECTRONIC TEMPLATE MODULE 
(ETM) placed into a receptacle in the front 
panel. The Controller can be placed on the 
drawing board, on a roll -away stand, or any 
other handy location within cable length of the 
Plotter. ETM's are quickly interchangeable to 
provide different symbols or lettering styles as 
required. Each ETM has its own corresponding 
keyboard overlay indicating its preprogrammed 
functions. Send the coupon today. 

The most versatile, electronically controlled lettering 
and symbol-generating instrument available 
from today's microprocessor 
technology! 

Circle 106 on information card 

Please send me free descriptive literature for the Koh-I-Noor KAO II. 

Name ____________ Title ______ _ 

Firm --------------------

Address -------------------

City State Zip---

KOH-I-NOOR RAPIDOGRAPH, INC., Bloomsbury, NJ 08804 800-631-7646. 
In Canada: 1815 Meyerside Dr .. Mississauga, Ont. LST 184 800-268-4961. 
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Not every design justifies using Alcoa® Alplyinsulated panels. 
But those that do have dramatic results. 

You 're in the business of creating ideas 
- in structural forms. Places for people 
to live. work and play. And when you 're 
trying to justify your creative expres
sions through your designs you need a 
product to give you that design freedom. 
Alcoa Alply insulated panels have such 
flexibility by offering the designer a wide 
range of options to achieve aesthetic 
desires as well as practical. economical 
and energy demands. Alply lightweight 
building panels are made of rigid poly
styrene or urethane insulation~ lamin
ated between outside and inside skins 
of aluminum or stainl.ess steel. Alp ly 
panels can be factory formed into flat . 
curved and angled panels- or almost 
any three-dimensional shape . Panel 
sizes may vary from small fascia panels 
to large wall panels. Exterior and interior 

IBM Building , Southfield . Michigan 
Gunnar Birkerts and Assoc iates. Architec ts 
Birmingham . Michigan 

skins come in a number of different 
materials and 8 pleasing color finishes . 
And to satisfy energy needs, Al ply panels 
are available in many thicknesses and 
in two core materials allowing you to 
choose the required " U" value. 

Contact your nearest Alcoa Alp ly 
panel regional distributor. who offers you 
single-source responsibility - every
thing from engineering to the completed 
in-place wall system . Or write : The 
Stolle Corporation. Alply Division, 1501 
Michigan Street, Sidney, Ohio 45365. 
Your designs deserve the best. Because 
they could be around a long t ime. 
*The use of polyurethane. polystyrene and 1socyanurate 
cores in these applicahons may present a fire hazard under 
certain circumstances. Consultation with building code offi
cials and insurance company personnel is recommended 

The Stolle Corporation 
A subsidiary of A luminum Company of Amenca 

~ALCOA 
Circle 107 0 11 information card #801 



This is LifeSpari; 
the only 

spring hinge 
guaranteeCI 
for the life 

of the building. 

Our reputation is building: 
Stanley Hardware 

Division of The Stanley Works 
New Britain, CT 06050 
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Northern California Chapter. Garfield 
Elementary School, San Francisco; Esher
ick Homsey Dodge & Davis, San Fran
cisco (above). Located near Coit Tower 
on Telegraph Hill , the 40,000-square
foot elementary school accommodates 
460 students. The street facade reflects 
the predominant character of the sur
rounding neighborhood-three-story 
walkup apartment bui ldings. Its steeped 
arrangement helps bring light and air into 
the interior. To take advantage of the 
mild climate, the school has exterior pas
sages and promenades, large openable 
windows and other openings. 

Pacific Heights Town Houses, San 
Francisco; Daniel Solomon & Associates, 
San Francisco (left) . The dwellings are 
designed to make full use of the large site 
but also to relate to the scale of the less 
dense neighborhood . A sense of open 
space is given to the street by large pas
sages under the units that lead to a central 
garden. Two units are located in the gar
den as " mew houses." Wherever appro
priate, the two-story units on the street 
side have the vertical proportions of their 
Victorian neighbors . 



If you're using old, outdated single 
pane glass for factory and warehouse 
glazing, skylights and roof glazing, 
it could be costing you thousands of 
dol lars in heat losses. 

Retrofit glazing with EXOLITE 
double skinned acrylic or vandal
resistant polycarbonate sheet can stop 
energy dollars from flying out the 
window. 

There are basically two kinds of 
retrofit glazing: supplemental and total 
replacement. Either way you save. 
Either way EXOLITE sheet fits right in. 

With supplemental retrofit glazing you 
may not have to incur any down-time 
while instal lation is taking place. 

Caution: EXOLITE double skinned sheets are combustible 
thermoplastics. Precautions used to protect common com
bustibles should be observed. Building Codes should be 
followed carefully Further data are available from CYRO 
Industries. 

Original window casements don't have 
to be removed, windows stay in place. 

EXOLITE sheet can be installed 
inside or outside your building . 
quickly and easily. At substantially less 
cost than some other glazing alterna
tives. 

In fact, the greatest energy savings 
are obtained when EXOLITE sheet 
is added to existing primary glazing to 
provide a triple glazed effect. 

Another alternative is total replace
ment, removing existing material and 
replacing it with EXOLITE sheet. There 
are several different styles and options 
for easy-to-open units at an easy-to
own price. 

GYRO Industries 
A Partnership of Cyanamid Plastics, Inc_ and Rohacryl , Inc 

Circle 109 on information card 

An insulating value twice as good as 
that of single pane glass. And when 
installed over single pane glass the 
insulating value of the system becomes 
three times better than that of the 
original single pane. EXOLITE sheets 
are an investment that pays for itself 
in terms of energy savings, personal 
comfort and sound reduction 

Look into retrofit glazing with 
EXOLITE sheet. It's the hottest new 
idea in saving energy. CYRO Indus
tries. 697 Rt. 46, P.O. Box 1779, 
Clifton, NJ, (201) 560-0485. In Canada: 
Chemacryl Plastics Limited. 
73 Richmond St ., West , Toronto, Ont 
M5H 2A2, ( 416) 869-0013. 





CONSTRUCTORS/MANAGERS 

We are one of the leading construction 
management firms in the world. 

When planning your next project, 
consider us for your team 

• As partners for total project delivery. 
• As cost es ti ma tors. 
• As schedulers. 

Contact: Joseph J. Scarano, President 
CM Inc. 
2700 South Post Oak Road 
Suite 2200 
Houston, Texas 77056 
713 622-5030 

Circle 111 on information card 



Toexpan~ put 
We can make your meetings outside the office more productive and save 

you time going and coming. 
We offer architects an alternative to travel very much in keeping with 

today's emphasis on energy conservation and office efficiency. We offer teleconferencing 
in a surprising variety of forms. 

The simplest and most familiar is the conference call. Any operator can 
arrange it so you can talk with the client, contractor and engineer all at once. · 

By adding a speakerphone or a portable conference phone, an entire 
planning committee could join the discussion. Also, with teleprinters and facsimile 
machines, written specs and drawings can be readily exchanged. 

By having our electronic blackboard in your office, you can illustrate design 
concepts and changes. Standard TV monitors will allow groups anywhere to see every 
mark you make and join the discussion. 

Teleconferencing is a professional way to manage information. You save 
time and energy. You hold the line on office expenses. You ((call" meetings that busy 
colleagues are more likely to 11attend." And, by expanding your area of activity, your 
office prospers. 

Just as you use your knowledge to come up with innovative solutions to 
problems, we use ours to help you manage a limited resource-your time. A call to your 
Bell Account Executive begins the dialogue. 

The knowledge business 

@ 
Circle 112 on information card 



Portland Chapter. Park Place Condomin
iums, Portland; Evenson / Lundgren/Lar
son & Partners, Portland (right). The 
complex consists of five buildings with 
unit sizes varying from 1,400 to 1,600 
square feet. Because of the irregular 
shape of the site, the two center buildings 
step down a steep hill , which allows the 
roof of one unit to become the outdoor 
deck of the unit above. The other three 
buildings are more conventional, but all 
units have large decks and panoramic 
views of Portland and the Cascade Moun
tains. 

Abbey Street Pier, Newport, Ore.; 
Griggs, Lee, Ruff, Ankrom, Portland 
(below). The city's urban renewal agen
cy commissioned the architect to design a 
public pier in the heart of Newport's his
toric fishing district. The pier's building 
reflects the historic character of the dis
trict with its flat street facade, wood frame 
and heavy timber construction. The south
east elevation is angled to focus the view 
toward the Yaquina Bay bridge. The half 
round windows symbolically recall the 
bridge's form. The interior has light col
ored walls, paneled ceiling and exposed 
trusses . Large display windows and a sky
light admit natural light. 
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the high 
performance 

door 
people 

Ceco has the doors you need to make grand openings out of your 
light commercial entrances. Our new Versadoor™ light commercial 
steel doors come in attractive embossed, flush , and 
flush-with -raised-plant designs which can add the charm that's 
missing in so many multi-unit housing and business doorways. 

But Versadoor offers more than good looks. It's constructed with 
24 gauge galvanized steel face sheets for extra durability and 
security. A foamed-in-place polyurethane core helps provide an 
energy efficient R-12 .86 insulation rating. And the energy-saving 
design is made complete by our thermal-barrier edge seams. 

The Versadoor is also nonhanded and uses standard Ceco 
frames-so you have no handing mix-ups at the jobsite . And we 
can keep more types and sizes in stock. Whether you need left or 
right handed doors-swing in or out-you can get fast del ivery 
from Ceco's 18 warehouses and over 300 distributors nationwide. 

Introduce yourself to Versadoor. Contact : The Ceco 
Corporation , 1400 Kensington Road , Oak Brook, Illinois 60521 . 

I!,. 
CECO Circle 113 on information card 



"One floor every five days 
... Ceco makes forming 

look easy." 

A Project Of : Mark Lee & Assoc., Inc . 
Architects: 30 / lnternational 

Co ntractor : Quanah Construction Co. 
Structural Engineers: Ellisor Engineers, Inc. 

Circle 156 0 11 i11formatio11 card 

Ceco formed the 25 floors of the St. James 
Condomin ium , Houston, Texas, allowing Quanah Construction 

to complete one 18,525 square-foot floor every five working days. 

" Ceco helped us beat the clock on this job, " said A. J. Owrey, President 
of Quanah Construction Company. " We came in ahead of schedule. 

That's one reason we keep using Ceco. They're professionals. " 

In the early planning stages, Ceco can provide structural 
design assistance and make practical forming 

recommendat ions that help buildings go up fast and 
keep costs down. And Ceco provides complete 
form ing services nationwide. Experienced field 

crews. Ready-to-use equipment. And 
standard ized forming systems for the most 
soph isticated architectural design-all on 
a lump sum basis and at a firm price. Talk 

to the .pros in concrete forming . See the 
Yellow Pages for the Ceco office in 

your area. 

CECO 
concrete 
forming 
services 

The Ceco Corporation •General Offices 
1400 Kensington Road •Oak Brook, Illinois 60521 
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Seattle Chapter. Shelton (Wash.) Waste
water Treatment Facility; Kramer, Chin 
& Mayo, Shelton (left). For a number of 
years the waters of the city's Oakland 
Bay were poiluted, unfit for water-contact 
recreation and shellfish harvesting. In or
der to achieve and maintain water quality 
standards, it was determined that the col
lection system needed enlargement and 
that a new secondary treatment plant 
should be built. A 3.4 MGD oxidation 
ditch secondary treatment plant was 
chosen to be situated on a new 10-acre 
site south of the city's center. Careful site 
planning and landscaping were under
taken to ensure that the plant would have 
minimum impact on its largely residential 
neighborhood. 

Peggy Moore residence, Freeland, 
Wash.; Arne Bystrom, AJA, Seattle (be
low). The house is located on 13 wooded 
acres on an island overlooking Puget 
Sound. The client wanted a house of 
heavy timber with a bedroom loft, pitched 
roof and high spaces. In keeping with the 
Northwest tradition of building with 
wood and logs, the architect developed a 
design of simple forms, reminiscent of the 
barns of the region. At the interior's cen
ter is a tall, glass-walled court around 
which the major spaces of the house take 
shape. The sleeping loft opens to the dou
ble height volume of the living room and 
has magnificent views of the sound. 

More component awards on page 335 



Colorline 2.75 walls: 
choice, 

not chance. 

UNISTRUT 

Colorline's economical 2.75 mova
ble wall system gives you a choice 
of more than 60 different decorator 
finishes-everything from carpet
ing to woodgrains . 

Mix or match standard 4' wide 
double-wall panels to create the 
look you want, with bronze painted 
or satin anodized components and 
matching reversible door frames . Or 
combine 2.75 panels with Colorline 
3.75, 1.75 or Colorline II systems to 
create unique interior environments 
for people and activities. 

For more information on eco
nomical, practical and versatile 
Colorline wall systems, write 
UNISTRUT Interior Bu ilding Sys
tems, 1821 Bedford Avenue, North 
Kansas City, MO 64116, or call 
1-816-421-4011 today. 

Interior Building 
Systems 

Decorative coverings inc lude (I. to r. . c lockwise) : woodgrain vinyls . ca rpeting . co lored vinyls. o r cus tom materials such as Form1ca 0
. 

Circle 114 on information card 



At last. 
,Class-I,s~e-ply: 

roo insulation tliat weighs 
next to nothing. 
Rm.ax invented it. And we 
call it Ply-I:" 

It took a lot of heavy 
thinking to come up with a 
revolutionary new light
weight roof insulation 
designed specifically for 
single ply roofs . But that's 
just what we did. And we call 
it Ply-I. 

By taking a rigid isocy
anurate core and perma
nently sealing it within a 
bonded foil/fiberglass matt 
covering, we've developed 
a product that not only offers 
the highest insulating 
efficiency available, but also 
offers a Factory Mutual 
Class-I rating as well. Quite 
simply, it'~ the lightest, 
most efficient product of its 
kind for single ply roof 
applications. 

So you can use Ply-I 
directly over steel roof decks, 
without additional layers 
of gypsum or per lite fire 
rated base layer. 

Its tough, fiberglass
remforced construction gives 
it superior tensile strength 
and uplift resistance, and Vir
tually eliminates any foil-
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to-foam delamination. And 
because of its foil covering, no 
slip sheet is required between 
the insulation and the 
membrane. 

Specifying lightweight 
Ply-I will reduce delivery 
costs, installation time and 
production delays on the 
job site. 

Give us a call or write for 
more information. 

No matter h ow you look 
at it, using Ply-I on your next 
r oofing job can only help you 
come out on top. 

Ply-IbyRm.ax 

R 
MAX ... Rmax, Inc. 
13524 Welch Road, Dallas, 
Texas 75234 214/387-4500 
Route 8 Box 434, Greer, 
South Carolina 29651 803/297-1382 

Circle 115 011 information card 



USS Acrylic Sheet ... the ideal skylight 
and glazing material. 
USS Cast Acrylic Sheet is the perfect material for all 
types of skylight and glazing applications ... even 
solar collector panels. USS Acrylic Sheet offers 
many advantages over ordinary glass and other 
glazing materials, the most striking of which is that 
clear acrylic sheet is actually clearer than glass. It 
transmits light nearly 5% better than standard glass. 
What's more, acrylic sheet weighs about half as 
much as glass but has 1Oto17 times greater impact 
resistance than glass of comparable thickness. This 
means that acrylic sheet is not only easier to work 

TRADEMARK 

wi th, but it 's considerably safer as well. And once 
it 's installed , acrylic is virtually unaffected by the 
weather, even after 15 or more years of exposure. 

So when plans call for skylights or glazing of any 
kind , think cast acrylic sheet instead of ordinary 
glass. It 's clearly superior. If you would like to learn 
more about USS Acrylic Sheet products, contact 
Don Bowman, at USS Novamont, Inc., Subsidiary 
of United States Steel , 7350 Empire Drive, 
Florence, Kentucky 41042 . Phone (606) 283-1501 . 

THINK OF IT 
AS AN ACRYLIC 
SYMBOL TOO. 

USS Novamont. Inc .. Subsidiary of United States Steel. 600 Grant Street. Pittsburgh. PA 15230 
Circle 116 011 information card 





Seattle Chapter. North Puget Sound Radi
ation Therapy Center, Bellingham, Wash .; 
Johnson, Erlewine & Associates, Seattle 
(above). A group of physicians decided a 
facility was needed to provide radiation 
treatment for local cancer patients. The 
building was to be small, economical and 
have as few rooms as possible to function 
properly, with the option of future expan
sion. The design is a simple rectilinear 
solution. Variations of a crossed circle 
are used as inexpensive "graphic" carve
outs throughout the exterior and interior. 
The wood frame building has a concrete 
vault around the treatment room. 

Seattle-First National Bank: Juanita 
(Wash. ) Branch, Motor Banking Facil
ity; Hobbs Fukui Associates, Seattle 
(left). Located in a suburban shopping 
center, a strong, visible facility was de
sired for high image and identity. Six-inch 
round standard steel pipes were curved to 
create each unit. Weather protection is 
achieved with clear plastic, and lighting is 
provided by fluorescent fixtures . The 
kiosks provide colorful identification of 
the facility within an otherwise typical 
and cluttered setting. Prefabrication al
lows the units to be considered as a pro
totype for other installations. D 
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When was the last 
time your elevator said 

"Good Morning"? 
No high-rise elevator can match 
the new Elevonic 401 for tech no 
~ogical innovation and comfort . 
As with its predecessor, Elevonic 
101 , all normal elevator func
tions are controlled by microcom 
puters. This improves car level
ing , reduces waiting time and cut~ 
energy consumption by 30%. 

But what's really exciting about 
Elevonic 401 are the features 
we've added that make traveling 
by elevator a lot easier.- for 
everybody. Like the distinctive ca 
operating panel that's easy for 
tall people and short people to 
use. Or the voice that announce~ 
floors and car direction. 

There's an electronic screen that 
can display everything from the 
latest news and weather to stock 
reports . It even has a coded 
push button security system that 
limits access to certain floors . 
Naturally, it exceeds code require
ments for the handicapped . 

Contact your nearby Otis repre
sentative today and find out wh 
everybody is talking about our 
Elevonic 401 system . 

UNITED 
TECHNOLOGIE 
OTIS ELEVATO 

Circle 118 on i11formatio11 card 



Only m built a cutoff luminaire around an HPS 
lamp. To give you a new HPS cutoff Luminaire that is 
photometrically and mechanically superior to ordi
nary cutoff luminaires. Ours was designed specific
ally to precisely control and convey HPS light-the 
energy-efficient light source. Ours is the good looking 
way to put light where you want it. The flat cutoff unit 
was meticulously engineered to dramatically reduce 
hot spots and dark areas. And give you improved sur
face visibility. 

---

Its one-piece reflector and one-piece die-cast hous
ing make easy work of installation, maintenance, and 
cleaning. It opens with a simple one-hand latch, and 
there are no seams to collect dirt. It's available in 70 
through 400 watt units. The IT!' HPS cutoff Luminaire uses 
HPS energy so masterfully, it has a 70% luminaire effic
iency. In a typical area lighting application, the HPS Cut
off Luminaire yields 10% higher average illumination with 
a 10% higher minimum illumination point. 

So if you're looking for an area luminaire that is quality 
constructed, uses HPS energy efficiently, and is aesthetically 
appealing, you've found it. Write for our free complete cata
log: IT!' Outdoor Lighting, Box 100, Dept. F8, Southaven, MS 
38671. Or call 601-342-1545. 

ITT~uGHTING 
Circle 119 011 information card 



EXTERIOR FINISH-THE PROBLEM IS: 
To provide uniform color without changing texture, 

while including water repellency at an inexpensive cost .. 
THE SOLUTION IS: 

HYDROZO COLORSEAL-CONCRETE 

The HYDROZO COLORSEAL
CONCRETE System is designed 
as a two-co,at stain and seal sys
tem for concrete block, poured and 
precast concrete and stucco wall 
surfaces. The system includes an 
initial coating of high quality, 
opaque stain which colors the sub
strate in a uniform manner without 
a heavy buildup of paint film . The 
result is a consistent color tone 
without spoiling the natural beauty 
and texture of the surface. 

COLORSEAL-CONCRETE is 
manufactured of high quality resin 
and pigment combinations which 
provide long-lasting beauty to con
crete block, poured and precast 
concrete and stucco. 

HYDROZO CLEAR COAT
INGS are applied over the stain 

TEN STANDARD COLORS 

Terra-Cotta 1040 C ocolat Brown 3181 

Confederate Gray 5501 Precast White 5706 

Gold 6023 Butterscotch 627 4 

Golden Bronze 7232 Warmtone 7954 

after the COLORSEAL-CON
CRETE application is thoroughly 
dry. The Clear Coating applica
tion seals the surface from water 
penetration and helps protect the 
COLORSEAL stain from 
weather damage. 

The COLORSEAL-CON
CRETE System allows concrete 
block to "breathe." Moisture 
trapped behind the coatings will 
evaporate while surface moisture 
is repelled . 

The HYDROZO COLOR
SEAL-CONCRETE System 
provides long-lasting durability, 
moisture protection and 
color hold. 

Phone or write for additional 
information and references or to 
discuss your particular exterior 
finish problems. Look for our 
catalog on COLORSEAL
CONCRETE System in the 1981 
Sweet's under Section 9.10/HY. 

Proven Performance 
Products Since 1902' 

HYDRDZD COATINGS COMPANY 
855 W Street I Lincoln, Nebraska 68501 
402 / 477-6981 

Coated vs. uncoated: The appearance of this struct 
is greatly enhanced after the COLORSEAL-CONCR 
application. 
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Homasote Company 
Box 7240 
West Trenton, N.J . 08628 

AIA 5/ 81 

D Please send more information about your re
markable new sidewall insulating system
Thermasote R/ 20 PLUS-and my free sample. 

D Please have a Homasote representative call. 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City ___ State __ Zip __ _ 

Phone ---- --------
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Energy from page 29 
terns. Federal incentives were recently in
creased to reduce the cost of residential 
and commercial solar energy systems by 
40 and 15 percent respectively, and many 
states have enacted solar tax credit pro
grams. The survey also concluded that 50 
percent of American consumers have 
never seen a solar space or water heater. 
When asked if the existence of a signifi
cant tax credit would encourage them to 
purchase a solar system, 60 percent of the 
homeowners surveyed and 45 percent of 
the potential commercial purchasers sur
veyed answered in the affirmative. 

California elevated solar energy's pro
file significantly by ordering the state's 
four major utilities to offer customers 
solar water heaters, monthly rebates, a 
tax credit and lower energy rates as part 
of the state's energy conservation effort. 
The unprecedented program will involve 
approximately 375,000 of the state's 8.5 
million households. 

Just before Carter Administration En
ergy Secretary Charles Duncan Jr. came 
to the AJA 1980 national convention in 
Cincinnati to praise architectural innova
tion and the lnstitute's support for federal 
energy performance standards, the "citi
zens' lobbying" organization Common 
Cause sued President Carter, the Energy 
Department and the Office of Federal 
Procurement Policy for allegedly failing 
to develop and implement energy conser
vation plans as required by law. Among 
other charges, Common Cause cited study 
results indicating that "nine of the 18 
largest energy-using federal agencies in
creased their energy consumption in 
buildings from 1975 to 1978" and that 
"10 of the largest 18 agencies, including 
DOE, have increased their overall energy 
consumption" in the same period. 

Practice: The ls.IDes 
Included Firesafety, 
Liability, Licensure 
Tragic hotel fires at the Hilton and MGM 
Grand Hotels in Las Vegas and the Stouf
fer's Inn in Harrison, N.Y., focused the 
nation's attention on firesafety in build
ings and on the implementation and en
forcement of building codes. 

The MGM Grand fire bore out recent 
studies showing that suffocation or pois
oning from smoke kills an estimated 
three-fourths of the people who die in 
burning highrises. Of the 84 victims at 
the MGM Grand, 60 probably died from 
the rapid spread of smoke and fumes, 
according to investigators. Fumes ema
nate when plastic furniture, fiberboard til
ing, carpet and the plastic used to coat 
electrical wiring catches fire. 

Ironically, fire-retardant materials 

may compound the smoke and fume 
problem, because burning plastic pro
duces particularly deadly carbon monox
ide faster than most other materials do. 
Smoke and gases circulate along the plen
ums, ducts and elevator shafts that honey
comb every highrise. 

In the MGM Grand fire (which offi
cials say was started by an arsonist) a 
plenum above the first floor ceiling appar
ently distributed dense black smoke, car
bon monoxide and other plastic-fueled 
toxins, including cyanide, throughout the 
building after the flames reached an over
heated electrical box in the first-floor ceil
ing. 

Blowers that continued to run drew 
smoke into the hotel's towers unimpeded 
by disabled fire emergency smoke damp
ers. Smoke also travelled up interior 
stairwells through "seismic joints," de
signed to mitigate earthquake damage, 
where metal rather than fire-resistant ex
pansion bellows were used. 

The three hotel fires, which took 118 
lives in less than three months, prompted 
intense scrutiny of the nation's patchwork 
of an estimated 18,000 separate state, 
county and local firesafety codes. Al
though many localities have strengthened 
codes in recent years, practically none has 
forced compliance to pre-existing build
ings. 

In some metropolitan areas, compre
hensive building codes have sent develop
ers into the suburbs to build their high
rises where codes are less stringent and, 
ironically, firefighting equipment is often 
less sophisticated. If the Stouffer's Inn had 
been on the other side of the highway
in White Plains rather than Harrison
the full sprinkler system required there 
would have saved the 26 victims of the 
blaze, it was suggested. 

Some building code officials reacted to 
the chain of hotel fires by cautioning 
against knee-jerk responses. "To sud
denly change codes in such situations is 
design by crisis," said a Dallas official. 
The owners of the MGM Grand Hotel 
reacted by renovating their facilities with 
a tough emphasis on firesafety; the fully
sprinklered facility will even have sprink
lers in the entry carport to douse auto
mobile fires. 

Professional liability remained a prom
inent practice issue last year. The number 
of construction industry arbitration claims 
for the first six months of 1980-1,441 
cases-was the highest ever recorded for 
any comparable period in the 54-year 
history of the American Arbitration Asso
ciation. The total value of claims and 
counterclaims was also the highest on 
record, said AAA. Dollar value increased 
by 52.3 percent over the first six months 
of 1979. Owners and contractors or sub
contractors were the combatants in 855 
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of the disputes in the 1980 period. Own
ers and architects or engineers were in
volved in 160 cases, AAA said. 

AIA's 1980 President Charles E. 
Schwing, FAIA, carried the profession's 
concerns about liability to Capitol Hill. In 
testimony, he urged passage of the Service 
Liability Partial Self-Insurance Act, call
ing the Senate bill a "piece of urgently 
needed legislation that is of prime impor
tance to the entire design profession as 
well as to the public." 

The legislation would allow architec
tural and engineering firms a limited tax 
deduction for funds set aside to satisfy 
professional liability claims and asso
ciated expenses. The trust funds could be 
invested in low-risk government securi
ties or government-insured bank accounts. 
The assets could not be invested in the 
business of the firm, and all funds with
drawn for nonliability purposes would be 
taxable. If funds were used to satisfy lia
bility claims or associated expenses, the 
firm would receive an offsetting tax 
deduction. 

Sen. Charles McC. Mathias (R.-Md.), 
sponsor of the bill, said that A/Es have 
been "hard hit" by the rising cost of pro
fessional liability insurance. "The exorbi
tant cost of liability insurance is driving 
increasingly large numbers of firms out of 
the insurance market," he said. 

Schwing and American Consulting 
Engineers Council President-elect Wil
liam R. Ratliff pointed during their testi
mony to a survey of A/E firms con
ducted for AIA and ACEC by account
ants Deloitte, Haskins & Sells. One-third 
of the firms responding to the survey had 
experienced liability claims over the past 
five years. The average liability policy 
reported was $449,000 with a deductible 
of $8,000. Large firms proved more likely 
to experience claims, and the cost of in
surance was revealed to be more severe 
for smaller firms. Insurance costs ex
ceeded 2 percent of gross receipts for 
64 percent of the responding firms. Twen
ty-four percent of the firms surveyed had 
no liability insurance, with 80 percent of 
that group naming high cost as their rea
son for going bare. Two-thirds of the 
survey respondents said they would make 
some use of the design liability trust fund. 

In other news, the National Council of 
Architectural Registration Boards voted 
to require every applicant for NCARB 
certification to hold a professional degree 
in architecture from an accredited school. 
The requirement goes into effect on July 
1, 1984. 

According to a survey of architectural 
graduates by the Association of Collegiate 
Schools of Architecture, there isn't any 
evidence to support the oft-quoted propo
sition that half of the nation's architec
tural graduates never enter the profession. 

With support from the National Endow
ment for the Arts, ACSA tracked 1967, 
1972 and 1977 graduates of 25 accred
ited programs and found that a "clear 
majority" of the 3,000 to 3,500 annual 
graduates with professional degrees in 
architecture find work either in architec
ture or in a closely related field. 

Yet another survey shed light on why 
graduates may be staying in architecture. 
A Professional Services Management 
Association survey of architectural and 
engineering firms showed that, in a re
verse of 1978 statistics, architects had a 
higher level of profit (9.1 percent mean) 
than engineers ( 6.5 percent mean). The 
survey also revealed that both architec
tural and engineering firms in the sunbelt 
enjoyed higher profits (9 .1 percent mean) 
than those in the Northeast ( 4 percent 
mean). 

The year brought hints of a higher pro
file for the architectural profession: The 
National Endowment for the Arts an
nounced a $700,000 grant to collabora
tors Guggenheim Productions and WET A 
TV, the public broadcasting station in 
Washington, D.C., for a five-part tele
vision series on architecture and design. 
The grant, the largest ever made for arts 
programming on television, required $1.4 
million in matching funds from nonfed
eral sources. Guggenheim and WET A, 
who collaborated before on the NEA 
funded "A Place to Be: The Construc
tion of the East Building of the National 
Gallery of Art, 1968-78," announced that 
the host for the series would be Spiro 
Kostoff, professor of architectural history 
at the University of California, Berkeley. 

Preservation: The Fate 
Of Proposed Landmarks 
Passes to Their Owners 
In one of his last acts as President, Jimmy 
Carter signed into law a package of major 
revisions to the nation's historic preserva
tion program. The legislation authorized 
the nation's historic preservation fund at 
$150 million annually for fiscal years 
1981-87 and significantly altered the pro
cedures for designating national land
marks. 

A major change was the addition of 
an owner consent provision requiring 
that private owners of properties nomi
nated for the National Register of His
toric Places grant their consent before 
their properties are listed. Under the law, 
only a private owner may block historic 
designation, thus preventing federal in
centives for preservation and disincentives 
for demolition from coming into play. If 
an owner objects, the Interior Depart
ment may still declare a property eligible 
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for landmark status, protecting it from 
federally funded projects. 

The legislation, which resulted from a 
compromise between House and Senate 
bills, also mandated more public notice of 
proposed designation. Property owners 
are to be notified if a building is being 
considered for listing on the National 
Register, including the majority of prop
erty owners in a historic district proposed 
for listing. Any single owner or local gov
ernment may appeal. 

The legislation validated all landmark 
designations made to date, including the 
controversial Historic Green Springs 
District in central Virginia. Last year 
the district became the first national 
landmark designation to be challenged in 
court when a vermiculite mining company 
sued to have the designation lifted. U .S. 
District Court Judge Robert R. Merhige 
Jr. overruled the Interior Department's 
designation of the 14,000-acre site, fault
ing Interior for not developing rules, 
criteria and procedures for the historic 
landmark program and ordering Interior 
to develop standards and procedures that 
would call for public hearings in land
mark designations. The Interior Depart
ment's pl anned appeal of the decision was 

rendered unnecessary with President Car
ter's signing of the new preservation law. 

The economic feasibility of urban pres
ervation in Chicago's North Loop was 
demonstrated in a study prepared by the 
Landmarks Preservation Council of Illi
nois under contract with the National 
Trust for Historic Preservation. 

Redevelopment is scheduled for six 
North Loop blocks in which 13 buildings 
considered " architecturally significant" 
are located. Conducted to weigh the feas
ibility of rehabilitating rather than demol
ishing the buildings, the study focused on 
one block in the threatened area. It found 
that renovation of fi ve buildings in the 
block- dating from 1872 to 1928- in
vol ving half a million square feet would 
cost approxim ately $56 per square foot, 
or 78 percent of the cost of simil ar new 
construction . Chicago M ayor Byrne 
turned the study report over to the city's 
planners for furth er in ves tiga tion. 

Preservation and new urban des ign got 
underway together along the nation's 
"M ain Street," Penn ylvan ia Avenue in 
Washington, D.C. Venturi R auch & Scott 
Brown's Western Pl aza, etched with 
Pierre L'Enfant's o rigin al pl an for the 
capital city, was completed in time for 
Ronald Reagan's in augural drive down 
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the avenue. Pershing Park, a smaller, 
landscaped plaza designed by M. Paul 
Friedberg & Partners and Jerome Lind
sey, was finished this spring. Underway 
within two blocks of the adjacent plazas 
are three new major office and mixed use 
projects. 

Two preservation/ renovation efforts 
bracket the new construction, one late in 
getting started and the other late reaching 
completion. At the western end of the 
avenue is the Willard Hotel , built in 1901 , 
closed after Washington's 1968 riots and 
vacant ever since. Scheduled for demoli
tion , it was bought by the Pennsylvania 
A venue Development Corporation for 
$5 .5 million and made the subject of a 
competition for its redevelopment and ex
pansion onto an adjacent site. Developer 
Stuart Golding won the competition with 
a design by Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer more 
than two years ago. The developer blames 
high interest rates and escalating con
struction costs for the del ay in construc
tion, but sa id he was confident of getting 
construction funds by the PADC's June 7 
deadline. Farther east is the 1899 Rom
anesque old post office, which sits prom
inently amidst the Neocl ass ical govern
ment buildings lining the avenue's south 
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Republic designed its locker line the way you would have. 
Clean lines. Classic colors. 
Economically functional. 
Aesthetically pleasing. And 
a wide selection for you to 
choose from . 

So the Republic locker 
installation you specify will look 
custom-designed for the architec
tural environment you put it in. 

In schools, offices, plants, 
clubs, recreational facilities, 
Republic Steel lockers offer a 
range of types, sizes, accessories 
and colors to satisfy virtually every 
clothing storage need. Standard 
lockers, with over 80 years of 
Republic Steel locker experience 

behind them. Expanded metal 
lockers, combining maximum 
ventilation and strength. And 
Republic's MONDRIAN*-the most 
advanced locker available today. 
Clean, crisp, innovative design. 
Recessed handle. Flush front. 
Bold colors. 

Economically, Republic 
lockers are long-term money
savers. Easy to install. Long-lasting. 
Tough enough to requi're only 
minimum maintenance. 

So, design with Republic 
lockers in mind. And specify 
them with confidence- in their 
performance, aesthetics, economy 
and client satisfaction. 

For full information on 
Republic's complete locker line, 
write Republic Steel Corporation, 
Industrial Products Division, 
1038 Belden Avenue N.E., Canton, 
Ohio 44705. Or call your nearest 
Republic Distributor. You'll find him 
in the Yellow Pages. 
*MONDRIAN is a trademark of 
Republic Steel Corporation. 
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side. The General Services Administra
tion is overseeing the architectural team 
renovating the building for mixed uses. 
GSA predicts mid-1982 completion for 
the project, originally scheduled for com
pletion last year. 

This year legislation that would in
crease tax incentives for private rehabili
tation of historic buildings had been in
troduced in the House of Representatives. 
The Rehabilitation and Historic Preser
vation Tax Incentives Act of 1981 (H.R. 
2315) contains three provisions. 

The first allows a 10 percent tax credit 
to encourage quality rehabilitation of 
historic owner-occupied residences and 
other structures that are not covered 
under the investment tax credit. Secondly, 
the bill would increase the credit from 
10 percent to 25 percent for rehabilitation 
expenditures related to certified historic 
structures, since this rehabilitation is often 
more costly than that of nonhistoric struc
tures. The third section expands the in
vestment tax credit to the rehabilitation of 
multifamily residential property. 

The Institute: Backing 
Concern with Knowledge 
In Design and Energy 
"To raise the knowledge level and credi
bility in the energy field of every AIA 
member." That's how 1981 AIA Presi
dent R. Randall Vos beck, F AIA, phrased 
his principal goal for the year ahead when 
he took office at AIA headquarters in 
December 1980. The native Minnesotan 
brought considerable credibility to energy 
concerns, having built a flourishing ener
gy-conscious practice in Alexandria, Va., 
and a home that meets 80 percent of its 
water heating and 70 percent of its space 
heating requirements with a hybrid solar 
system. Viewing the energy crisis as "cre
ating fantastic opportunities" for archi
tecture, his enthusiasm underscored the 
theme for the 1981 convention in Minne
apolis-"a line on design and energy"
and propelled development of the Insti
tute's unprecedented three-year energy 
professional development program, a 
comprehensive curriculum in energy
conscious design that was scheduled to 
premiere at the Minneapolis convention 
and extend through the spring of 1983. 

Taking office with Vosbeck in Decem
ber were AIA First Vice President/Presi
dent-Elect Robert M. Lawrence, FAIA, 
of Oklahoma City; Secretary Harry W. 
Harmon, FAIA, of Long Beach, Calif., 
and Vice Presidents Robert Broshar, 
FAIA, of Waterloo, Iowa; George M. 
Notter, FAIA, of Boston and Ray K. 
Parker of Little Rock, Ark. 

Vosbeck's fellow national officers were 

elected at the Cincinnati convention. Del
egates also voted in favor of changes in 
Institute bylaws that broadened the eli
gibility requirements for associate and 
affiliate membership in the Institute, 
raised supplemental dues from $155 a 
year to $160 and raised AJA membership 
dues from $55 to $70 in the first year, 
from $80 to $95 in the second year and 
from $105 to $140 in the third year and 
beyond. 

The most important convention vote 
came in favor of replacing the Institute's 
mandatory code of ethics and professional 
conduct with a statement of ethical prin
ciples to be followed on a voluntary basis 
by the membership. Such action had been 
recommended by both legal counsel and 
the Institute's legal decision impact task 
force, following a study of ways to mini
mize legal risks of any potentially anti
competitive elements. The mandatory 
code had been in effect, though much 
amended, since 1909. 

At its March 1981 meeting in Vail, 
Colo., the Institute's board of directors 
approved the new voluntary statement of 
ethical principles consisting of 12 guide
lines of conduct for AIA members in ful
filling the "highest standards of profes
sionalism, integrity and competence." It 
applies to all professional activities and 
addresses members' responsibilities to the 
public, to clients and users of architec
ture, to colleagues in architecture and the 
building industry and to the art and 
science of architecture. 

The Institute's ethics change was 
prompted by the lawsuit brought last 
October by the Justice Department 
against the American Consulting Engi
neers Council. The suit challenged three 
provisions in ACECs voluntary ethical 
guidelines that warned its members 
against the pitfalls of accepting contingent 
contracts, providing free services except 
to charitable or religious institutions and 
participating in design competitions with
out compensation. ACEC called the suit 
"tantamount to the government's repaint
ing or resurfacing a bridge 45 days before 
it is to be replaced by a better structure." 
Shortly thereafter, it adopted a new code 
of ethics containing five "fundamental 
canons" and deleting the three controver
sial provisions. 

At this writing, ACEC and the Justice 
Department are at a standstill over the 
settlement of the antitrust suit. The de
partment's conditions for settlement are 
that ACEC require its member organiza
tions to submit written certification that 
they have no rules or policies that contain 
the cited provisions and annual certifica
tion verifying continued absence of the 
provisions. In response ACEC Executive 
Vice President Larry Spiller said that no 
ACEC state organization code contains 
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Exposed ductwork is often required in a build
ing design . This may be by necessity or appli
cation of the architectural function - beauty 
design concept. Function may 
produce beauty, but ductwork 
needs all the help it can get. 
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You will get permanent, watertight protection. 

Today's high rise buildings, whether of brick or building panels, involve vertical 
and horizontal joints which are the weak link - because unless the joints are 
watertight, it will mean long and costly modifications and repair as shown in the 
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You can prevent this damage with Polytite Bas the secondary sealant behind 
backer rod and caulk. Polytite B sets up an impenetrable barrier that gives 
unmatched protection for the life of the building ... even in the severest weather 
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any of the disputed provisions and that 
under the ACEC federation structure the 
national council cannot dictate policy to 
its member organizations. The two parties 
are working toward an equitable reso
lution. 

Last year in the midst of a political 
campaign highly influenced by the finan
cial weight of private political action 
committees, AIA's board of directors ap
proved the establishment of an AIA polit
ical action committee that would "aid in 
the election of congressional candidates 
who have demonstrated their interest in 
and commitment to the advancement of 
the architectural profession and its goals, 
by contributing money to their cam
paigns." Presidential, state and local cam
paigns would not be involved, nor would 
contributions go to lobbying for the pas
sage of legislation. Governed by a 13-
member board of trustees (eight from 
AIA's executive committee) and assisted 
administratively by the Institute, AIA/ 
PAC would be voluntary, nonpartisan, 
nonprofit and unincorporated. 

In other news, AIA's documents com
mittee completed work on a new genera
tion of construction management docu
ments, four of which are revised and four 
entirely new. The new documents, all 
currently available from AIA and its au
thorized distributors, are A3 l l /CM, 
"Performance Bond/Labor and Material 
Payment Bond/CM Edition," G701/CM, 
"Change Order/CM Edition," G722, 
"Project Application and Project Certifi
cate for Payment" and G723, "Project 
Application Summary." The revised doc
uments, also available, are AIOI/CM, 
"Owner-Contractor Agreement/CM Edi
tion," A201/CM, "General Conditions of 
the Contract for Construction/CM Edi
tion," Bl41/CM, "Owner-Architect 
Agreement/CM Edition" and B801, 
"Owner-Construction Manager Agree
ment." 

An AIA task force, the American Na
tional Metric Council and the National 
Bureau of Standards' center for building 
technology collaborated in the prepara
tion of The AJA Metric Building and 
Construction Guide, edited by Susan 
Braybrooke and published last year by 
John Wiley & Sons, New York City. The 
book proposes a "rational, voluntary 
process" for coupling metric conversion 
in the construction industry with dimen
sional coordination. 

Published under the aegis of AJA's 
financial management committee was 
Financial Management for Architects: A 
Guide to Understanding, Planning and 
Controlling the Firm's Finances. Written 
by Robert Mattox, AIA, the book is 
aimed at helping architectural firms solve 
their two most important financial prob
lems: profitability and solvency. D 



In a setting such as this, 
who could blame you for hiding 
the cooling tower? 

We wouldn't. Even when they're our towers, such as those 
installed in Kansas City's Corporate Woods. 

You see, we design our cooling towers on the principle that form 
follows function. Which is just as it should be. And while that 
may not make them look especially beautiful, it does make them 
function beautifully. 

Even behind properly designed architectural enclosures, like 
the one atop this building. Or hundreds of similar enclosures you 
pass every day without suspecting there's a Marley tower inside. 

The point? Simply this: With a Marley cooling tower and a little 
aesthetic wizardry, you can have the harmonious look of a 
custom-built tower at substantial savings. 

And that's also beautiful. 

The Full Service Cooling Tower Company 

The Marley Cooling Tower Company, P.O. Box 29 12, 5800 Foxridge Drive, Mission, Kansas 66201 (Kansas City. Mo.) (913)362-18 18 
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Introducing the brightest F40 ever. 
The GE SUPER BRIGRr Fluorescent. 

It delivers equal light with fewer fixtures, or lets you 
use 3 lamps per fixture, not 4, or increases light 

levels but not energy cost. 
New GE Super Bright 4-foot fluorescent lamps, rated 3450 

lumens, deliver more light than any other F40 fluorescent. 

Fewer Fixtures, Same Light 
Reduce the number of fixtures needed in a new lighting system 

by 203, and get light levels equal to a standard system. Do it with 
the Super Maxi-Miser II System-Super Bright lamps and Maxi-Miser™ II high performance, 
energy-saving ballasts. 

3 Lamps Instead of 4 
Specify Super Bright lamps and Maxi-Miser II ballasts in new 3-lamp 

fixtures and cut energy costs 233, while getting light output equal 
to standard 4-lamp fixtures. 

Boost Light Level 
Replace standard lamps with Super Bright in existing 
fixtures and increase light levels 133. 

Specify Super Bright for a fluorescent lighting 
system with more light and/or lower energy cost. Contact 
your local GE lamp distributor or sales representative. 
Or call: 800-321-7170. (In Ohio: 800-362-2750). 
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Furnishin~ 
As resources for design and objects of design. By Stanley Abercrombie, AIA 

1 

J~rgen Kastholm's wide leather lounge chair on a three-legged 
base ( 1) is produced in Germany by Kusch & Co. and imported 
here by Harvey Probber, Inc. From Haifa, Israel, are Elie Epp
stein's lighting fixtures of unglazed hand-thrown pottery. The 
cluster shown (2) is approximately 18 inches in diameter, and 
each drum in the cluster can be individually lowered from a 
cei ling mounting plate. Clusters of three drums are also avai l
able, as are individual drums, and white enamel coatings inside 
the drums are an add itional option. In the table design by T. 
Ammannati and G. P. Vitelli for Longhi of Milan (3), a glass 
top rests on a lattice of natural ash or, as shown, walnut stained 
ash. The Series 84 seating group ( 4), now available through 
Vecta Contract, is a versatile collection of upholstered seating 
units for lobbies, lounges or waiting areas. The units have end 
panels of enameled wood and can be used separately or grouped 
together and linked with square or quarter-round table elements. 
" Plaid Net" by Joanne Segal Brandford of Ithaca, New York 
(5), is woven of linen and synthetic fiber and was shown in the 
recent "Art Fabric: Mainstream" exhibition organized by the 
American Federation of Arts, New York. Andre Yandenbeuck's 
"Chariot" chaise ( 6) has been reintroduced by Stendig; its back 
and seat frames are wrapped with panel sewn aniline dyed 
leather in black or tan, and the strong but simple base is of 
polished chrome tubular steel. 
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The Facit "Posture Stool" ( 1), for drafting tables or other uses, 
has a triangular footrest of heavy gauge chrome plated steel, 
adjustable in height. A pneumatic control (that little lever under 
the seat) can vary seat height from 23 1/2 inches to 281;4 inches, 
and a back knob adjusts seat angle and back rest height. The 
one-piece five-legged base is of cast aluminum, the rear of the 
back rest is faced with a plastic shell and the back and seat are 
upholstered in 75 percent wool, available in nine colors. 

"Multitavolo" is a collection of modular table units produced 
by Enolinea of Genoa. The simplest unit (2), half a square in 
plan, is 16 inches high ; unit (3) is the same size, provides two 
storage trays; unit ( 4), with a swivel top, can be used as a bar. 
Combinations of these basic elements, adjacent or stacked, can 
form bigger tables, etageres or benches. 

One of 14 Italian-designed fixtures in a new quick-ship light
ing program (shipping from New York City to anywhere in the 
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U.S. within 10 business days) instituted by a.i. (Atelier Inter
national) is Tobia Scarpa's "Papillona" lamp (5). It has a 300-
watt or 500-watt halogen bulb inside a reflector of metalized 
prismatic glass, providing direct upward light and some diffused 
downward light; the supporting column and base are of black 
or white enameled aluminum. 

"Direction" (6) by fabric designers Nob and Non Utsumi is 
from their "Collection 1" for Knoll. Straight from the construc
tion site (by way of the design studio of Bill Goldsmith and the 
showroom of LCS) is the "Turkey Leg" table (7) on a base 
of reinforcing bars. Stendig's "Piediferro Series S" tables ( 8) 
rest on the distinctive dark gray pyramidal steel bases designed 
by Afra and Tobia Scarpa, and are available in three heights, 
several shapes (square, round, oval or "race-track") and many 
widths and diameters. Possible table top materials include mar
bles, plastic laminates and a box-grained natural oak. D 
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Now, Meisel offers 
exclusive photographs 
by David Muench! 
If you 've seen Arizona Highways magazine, you know David Muench. 

His highly creative photographs grace almost every issue, and he has rapidly 
become America's leading color landscape photographer. His works now appear 
regularly in numerous books and magazines. 

Meisel is pleased to offer you this exclusive new "National Parks Collection" 
by Muench. 

He took his view camera and his incomparable eye for light and composition 
to our National Parks. The results are some of the most beautiful transparencies 
ever made. 

From them we selected 20 outstanding images for the "National Parks 
Collection ." and now you can choose one or all of them. 

We have made 8x10-inch internegatives from his originals, and we're 
producing decorator prints up to 40x60 inches and custom murals to any size 
specified , Scanamurals® included. 

Meisel is the largest custom color lab and probably makes more large 
photographs than anyone. In addition to the "National Parks" and similar 
collections, we can use your negative or transparency or you can choose from the 
Meisel Master Library of Images. 

Complete mounting and installation services are available from our 
professional staff. Also, we offer black and whites, monochromes and color 
display transparencies to any size. Challenge us with your special needs. 

For more information call us at (214) 350-6681 or write for literature to 
Meisel , P.O. Box 226067, Dallas, TX 75281 . 
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The Standard Reference 
In 'Splendid' Revision 
Architectural Graphic Standards. Ram
sey /Sleeper. Seventh edition. Prepared by 
The American Institute of Architects; 
Robert T. Packard, AJA, editor. (Wiley, 
$75.) 

The seventh edition of this encyclo
pedic handbook is a splendid successor to 
the earlier editions that have served the 
design professions and the building indus
try so effectively for nearly 50 years. The 
new edition is the second to be prepared 
by AIA and is a thorough revision as well 
as an expansion of the sixth. More than 
140 architectural and other design pro
fessional firms are contributors to the 
seventh edition, which reflects the many 
changes in design concerns, building prac
tices and building technology that have 
occurred over the past 10 years. A chap
ter-by-chapter comparison with the sixth 
edition reveals the broad scope of the re
vision and the extent of new material pre
sented-estimated by the editors to be 70 
percent. This has been accomplished with 
the addition of slightly more than 100 
pages, something of an editorial feat to 
keep the volume within readily manage
able proportions. 

It is still true, as the original authors 
George Ramsey and Harold Sleeper re
marked in the preface to the fifth edition, 
that there is no limit to what might be in
cluded in a reference book of this nature 
except that of size of the volume. Conse
quently, selection of subject matter be
comes a process of overriding significance; 
and it is competent and successful selec
tion of content that has been one of the 
keys to the continued pre-eminence of 
Architectural Graphic Standards as a 
comprehensive building reference and 
standards guide. The seventh edition of 
785 pages continues this tradition. In ad
dition to current information on sizes, di
mensions, capacities and details of build
ing components, materials and equipment, 
expanded treatment is given to land plan
ning and site development and to mechan
ical and electrical systems. Increased em
phasis is placed on data relating to energy 
efficient buildings, environmental protec
tion and design for the handicapped. 

The general format and organization 
of the seventh edition are similar to those 
of the sixth. The contents are arranged in 
chapters substantially paralleling the 16 

divisions of the Uniform Construction 
Index, except for chapter 1 which is de
voted to general planning and design data. 
A new chapter 17 on metric units and 
dimensioning has been added, and the two 
combined chapters of the sixth edition, 
"Specialties and Equipment" and "Me
chanical and Electrical," have been di
vided and expanded to provide separate 
chapters under each heading. In several 
instances, reassignments of data between 
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chapters have been made, but the ex
panded index makes location of the new 
positions a simple matter. 

One of the more noticeable changes in 
the new edition is the expansion of the 
general planning and design information 
of chapter 1 by the addition of new mate
rial and by transfer of items previously 
presented elsewhere in the book. This 
chapter is organized under four sections 
dealing with design elements, recreation, 
transportation and environmental factors. 
In the first section, the former two pages 
giving dimensions of the human figure 
have been replaced with six new ones of 
anthropometric data which include ap
plications to work stations, space usage 
and accessibility. Swimming pools now 
appear in the recreation section of this 
chapter, and new airport information is 
included under transportation. The sec
tion on environmental factors covers ar
chitectural acoustics and sound control, 
illumination, sun control, thermal com
fort, and solar heating data and design. 
In this section where inclusion of some 
engineering design procedures and calcu
lations results in an appreciable amount 

BOOKS 
of text, the book departs somewhat from 
its fundamental emphasis on graphic pre
sentation of information, but it is difficult 
to see how this could be avoided com
pletely in these areas of increasingly com
plex technology if the subjects are to be 
treated at all. Nonetheless, due to the 
skillful page composition throughout the 
section, this textual material may be con
sulted as readily as that contained on 
pages where graphic presentation predom
inates. 

The treatment of sitework has been 
expanded considerably, and chapter 2 is 
now introduced by new material on land 
planning and site development, replacing 
the information on subdivision planning 
formerly contained in chapter 1. New 
plates are presented on landscaping, em
bankment stabilization, site furnishings, 
playground equipment, building layout 
and procedures and site planning for fire 
protection. There is also new information 
on site lighting, site graphics and garden
type retaining walls. 

Another change that will be apparent 
to users of the new edition concerns chap
ter 13. Formerly called "Assembled Con
struction," it is now titled "Special Con
struction" and has been considerably 
reduced in size by transfer of content to 
other chapters. For example, information 
on fireplaces now appears in chapter 4 on 
masonry, and data relating to stair con
struction in concrete, steel or wood are 
given in chapters 3, 5 and 6, respectively. 
New plates present data for air-supported 
structures and underground structures. 
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and the information pertaining to seismic 
design has been expanded. 

The new chapter on metric units gives 
an overview of the metric (SI) system 
and its application to building design . 
Following a discussion of metric dimen
sions and drawing practice, there is a set 
of design drawings for a building, illus
trating the use of SI units on plans, eleva
tions and sections, and in detailing. There 
is also an interesting table that gives sug
gested adaptation in design and construc
tion, for various categories of materials 
and components, when metric building 
procedures are used during the period of 
the industry's transition from English to 
SI units. 

In keeping with the high professional 
level of its content, the seventh edition is 
also a handsome volume. The graphic re
production , page composition and the 
clarity of the notes and other printed mat
ter should make consulting the book both 
an easy and pleasant task. There seems 
no doubt that this edition of Architectural 
Graphic Standards will maintain the 
book's standing as one of the most com
prehensive and usable reference guides 
available to the building industry, and 
that it will contin ue to merit those honor
ifics , " the one book in every office" and 
"the architect's bible," that have been be
stowed on earlier editions. 

Harold D. Hauf, FA /A 

Twentieth Century Limited: Industrial 
Design in America. Jeffrey L. Meikle . 
(Temple University P ress, $17 .50.) 

In the years 1925-1940, Americans 
experienced a profound reorientation that 
affected the way they lived, the products 
they used and how they perceived their 
environment. The umbilical cord was 
severed that had maintained Old World 
traditions in the arts. Replacing it were 
the machine and technology as the con
trolling force for the future. Examples of 
this reorientation can be found in a variety 
of media, from artists such as Charles 
Sheeler's 1931 painting of the Ford R iver 
Rouge Plant with the title "Classic Land
scape" to the aerodynamic smoothness of 
Chrysler's Airflow automobile of 1934. 
Streamlining, simplicity, speed, elemental 
forms and cleanliness are the elements 
identified with the machine as it becomes 
the symbol and icon as well as the reali ty 
of the new age. The quest for a unique 
American artistic expression, a constant 
concern from the winning of independence 
onward, comes under the domination of 
the machine in the years 1925-1940. 

For many years, historians of architec
ture and art of the '20s and '30s have 
tended to concentrate on the E uropean 
interpretation of the machine, as in the 
hands of Le Corbusier, Mendelsohn , 
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Mies, Gropius and the Bauhaus, the 
American experience with the machine in 
architecture and art is usually seen as 
heavily indebted, if not completely con
trolled, by European ideas. Especially 
important in this was the Museum of 
Modern Art and its propagandizing: 
"Modern Architecture, International Ex
hibition," 1932 (out of which came Hitch
cock's and Johnson's The International 
Style and others). In actuality, America 
owed little to the European theorists and 
the American acceptance of the machine 
was completely overlooked. The Ameri
can experience of acceptance of the 
machine was more complete and more pro
found than ever imagined by Europeans. 

Among those who helped create the 
American machine culture, the industrial 
designers Norman Bel Geddes, Raymond 
Loewy, Henry Dreyfuss, Walter Dorwin 
Teague and Harold Van Doren stand out. 
The subject of Jeffrey Meikle's book is the 
contribution of the first four of the above 
men to this reorientation in America and 
the emergence of the industrial designer 
as a profession in the later 1920s and '30s. 
Harold Van Doren, who began as a 
Toledo, Ohio, designer, achieved promi
nence in the '30s and wrote one of the 
major textbooks on the subject, Industrial 
Design ( 1940), is excluded since his 
papers could not be located. Meikle's title, 
Twentieth Century Limited, takes its name 
from the New York Central's crack ex
press that operated between New York 
City and Chicago in the '20s and '30s. 
Several of the great streamlined steam 
locomotives operated on this line: the 
1934 Commodore Vanderbilt and the 
1938 Trojan helmeted, designed by Henry 
Dreyfuss. Dreyfuss also redesigned, or, as 
he described, "cleanlined," the cars in 
1938, creating an antiseptic, machine-like 
interior. The traveler ensconsed in these 
fully airconditioned glass and aluminum 
capsules and watching the country pass at 
100 mph, could easily believe the prom
ised machine future was now. Yet, already 
the streamlined trains were dinosaurs, 
being replaced by alternative means of 
transportation that would transform the 
entire society and make us all more de
pendent upon technological expertise. 

Today, the work of the 1930s designers 
has an air of imposition; their application 
of streamlined shapes, forms and trim 
seems imposed, a shell of covering that 
hides complex machinery. In a sense, this 
was both the genius and the failure of the 
1930s industrial design. Certainly, it is 
true that a functional basis did lie in 
streamlining aeroplanes, ships and trains. 
Wind tunnels, which came into wide use 
in the 1920s, provided the "scientific 
basis" for the experiments, and actual 
tests indicated that in spite of the added 
weight of the heavy shrouds on the loco-
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motives, their speed and pulling power 
significantly increased. Economically, 
streamlining should be justified with trans
portation. On the level, though, of Hoover 
vacuum cleaners designed by Dreyfuss, 
Texaco service stations designed by 
Teague or the Sears Coldspot refrigerator 
designed by Loewy, it was simply styling, 
with the purpose of creating obsolescence 
and new consumer wants. 

The Depression and the falling off of 
consumption sent the business commu
nity-manufacturing, sales and advertis
ing-scrambling for new ways to attract 
purchasers. One of Meikle's major con
tributions is his investigation of the com
plex history of business marketing and the 
actual contribution of the industrial de
signer. How much the restyling and rede
sign of products during the Depression 
contributed to economic recovery is diffi
cult to assess. Meikle concludes that while 
the designers themselves, always great 
self-publicists, made extravagant claims, 
basically they provided "insurance" for 
companies in updating products. The 
growth in industrial design, or more ac
curately, redesign or "product develop
ment," was significant in the 1930s, both 
within and outside corporations. 

While the industrial design profession 
argued that its involvement improved the 
functioning of a product, in actuality most 
of the changes were cosmetic. The in
volvement of Raymond Loewy with the 
Sears Coldspot refrigerator in 1932 is re
vealing. Loewy completely changed the 
boxy, old fashioned refrigerator, strongly 
resembling an ice box, into a sleek, white 
enamel, chrome trimmed, efficient-looking 
and modern machine. Sears became the 
industry leader in refrigerator sales. Hav
ing designed the "perfect refrigerator," 
what more needed to be done? Model 
change enters the picture and, for the next 
three years, Loewy made annual model 
changes: of chrome trim, different con
tours on the casing and fender skirts, each 
a "new design that would have no connec
tion with the previous one in reference to 
design treatment," as he wrote. 

Of the big four industrial designers 
whom Meikle treats, none was specifically 
trained in engineering, and only Loewy 
had a prior interest in technology. Adver
tising background is the most common 
element. Norman Bel Geddes was perhaps 
the most important in raising public con
sciousness. His book Horizons ( 19 3 2) 
had wide circulation and projected the 
vision of a streamlined, machine
controlled environment. 

Certainly the most important contribu
tion of the 1930s industrial designer lies 
in the area of household products, and 
in the manner that modern design en
tered the American home, through the 
back door and into the kitchen and the 
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For the award - winning headquarters of 
the California Farm Bureau, both the engi
neers and the architects took advantage of 
several natural and mechanical energy
conseNing systems. 

Air-conditioning is helped along by a 
passive evaporative-cooling and storage sys
tem. Domestic hot water and heating needs 
gain from a solar collection system aug
mented by the rejected heat produced by 
data-processing functions. 

Earth berms, north facing skylights, 
window overhangs and a ventilation system 
under the building all play their parts in this 
energy-efficient design which uses 74% less 
heating and cooling energy than a com
parable conventional structure. 

And our own Dryvit Outsulation was the 
choice for construction of exposed exterior 
walls. This massive exterior Insulation and fin
ish system seals thermal bridges and mini
mizes thermal shock for optimum energy 
efficiency. 

At the same time, it provides a beautiful 
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permanent finish in a variety of colors and 
textures. A finish that resists cracks and stain
ing unlike conventional stuccos. 

We're not surprised that this 
imaginatively-designed, energy-efficient 
building won its award. Saving energy with 
beautiful results is what Outsulation is a ll 
about. Thousands of commercia l, industrial 
and domestic buildings are witness to its 
success. 

Let us prove how Outsulation can work 
for you. Call or write, stating your application: 
new construction or retrofit. 
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bathroom. Significantly, all attempted to 
be architects basically with interior rede
sign for corporations and less frequently 
with entire buildings. Evidence exists 
that architects in the 1930s perceived the 
industrial designer as major competition 
and attempted to block, sometimes with 
success, their practicing as architects. 

The most significant impact on archi
tecture, though, came with the New York 
World's Fair of 1933-40, and the theme 
"The World of Tomorrow." All of the 
major designers were involved. Dreyfuss 
created a model "Democracity" inside the 
central symbol of the fair, the Perisphere; 
Loewy did a Rocketport as part of the 
Chrysler transportation exhibit, and 
Teague did a number of exhibits, includ
ing the Ford Co. ramped building. Prob
ably the most impressive was the General 
Motors Highways and Horizon exhibit 
that included a tremendous streamlined 
wedge-shaped building by Geddes and 
Albert Kahn (with Eero Saarinen). 

This book is an important contribution 
to the emergence of modern design in 
America. The criticisms are minor: some 
slightly awkward passages and some 
hesitation in visual analysis. Finally, 
full implication of the American machine 
reorientation needs more analysis. How
ever, to have answered the last would be 
to have written a different book. Meikle's 
study is a vital addition to the literature of 
the period. Richard Guy Wilson, Chair
man, Division of Architectural History, 
School of Architecture, University of 
Virginia 

Building Conversion and Rehabilitation: 
Designing for Change in Building Use. 
Edited by Thomas A. Markus. (Butter
worths, $39.95.) 

In his introduction to this collection of 
papers delivered at a British symposium 
on building conversion, Thomas Markus 
says that the question of the reuse of the 
existing building stock has created wide
spread interest in architectural education 
and practice. Rather than attempt a semi
nal definition of building conversion and 
rehabilitation, he presents a series of case 
studies that show the diversity of ap
proaches to conserve the built environ
ment, ranging from the strict restoration 
of a period piece of high architecture to 
the imaginative reuse of more ordinary 
buildings. 

The book examines the theory and 
practice of building conversion in Britain 
through the recent work of educators and 
practicing architects. No systematic or 
general theories analogous to those used 
in planning and design of new buildings 
have yet emerged, partly because of the 
relatively recent attention to the conver
sion of existing buildings. This is evident 
in the essays Markus has included. One is 

immediately struck by the variety of ap
proaches used in practice and also by the 
great schism that exists between practi
tioners and educators. Many of the educa
tors represented in this book attempt to 
develop theories of conversion by using 
theories in mathematics, psychology, 
chemistry and physics. The practitioners, 
on the other hand, take a nuts and bolts 
approach. It should not be surprising, 
then, that the link between the two is 
missing. 

The chapters provided by the practi
tioners are probably of greatest interest to 
the American audience. Discussion ranges 
from methods by which the vacant spaces 
in Covent Garden have been analyzed and 
catalogued to the acoustical problems 
encountered in the conversion of the Holy 
Trinity Church, Southwark, to an orches
tra rehearsal hall. 

Markus says in the introduction that 
" ... the most useful purpose of the [book] 
is to highlight how wide the gap is be
tween the [practitioners and educators], 
particularly if the outcome is to encourage 
teachers and research workers on the one 
hand, and design practitioners on the 
other, to seek ways of bridging it." The 
purpose has been admirably achieved. 
Bridging the gap, however, is a step still 
to be taken in both Britain and America. 
Richard Wagner, Assistant Professor, 
Department of Architecture, College of 
Architecture and Design, Kansas State 
University 

The First One Hundred Years of Town 
Planning in Georgia. Joan Niles Sears. 
(Cherokee Publishing Co., $15.) 

The last settled of the original 13 colo
nies, Georgia was from the beginning a 
carefully planned settlement. In this mod
est book, a revised doctoral dissertation, 
Joan Niles Sears traces the histories of 91 
towns established under the authority of 
the colonial and state governments in the 
century after 1733. Founded as centers of 
trade and administration, as religious 
communities, as forts or merely for profit, 
some of the towns were planned by the 
legislature itself while others were laid out 
at the discretion of proprietors or of 
trustees appointed by the governing body. 
Despite these disparate origins, the early 
towns of Georgia tended to follow a lim
ited number of plan forms that the 
author has named, after their earliest or 
pre-eminent Georgia examples, "Wash
ington," "Augusta," "Sparta" and 
"Savannah." 

Following an initial discussion of 
Georgia's geography, Sears explains the 
plan types and their uses. These consid
erations introduce an extended treatment 
of individual towns that Sears has orga
nized temporally and geographically. The 
chapters are grouped into broad chrono-
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logical divisions-the proprietary era, the 
years of royal government and the period 
of statehood-and within these according 
to the particular land cession in which 
each town lay. While topography is some
times discussed, buildings never are. 

The individual accounts are relatively 
straightforward institutional histories. The 
temporal/spatial organization tends to 
make the accounts rather repetitious, 
since there was little variation in official 
planning policy from region to region. 
The author continually refers to an " ideal
istic liberalism which took into account 
the well-being of all Georgians" as a 
motivating factor in official town plan
ning. Aside from the doubtful appropri
ateness of this statement to a slave society, 
one is led to ask what the exact tenets of 
this idealistic liberalism were, and why 
they led to the choice of the specific plans 
used. 

There is little explanation of this thesis 
nor much analysis of any sort. What the 
book does have is a lot of information 
about town legislation and more than 70 
town plans and views, most dating from 
the 19th century. The plans and views 
would be more useful if their dates had 
been attached to the captions, rather than 
appended to the text at the end, especially 
since the author rarely discusses develop
ment beyond the original plans, and many 
of the plans illustrated were drawn long 
after the towns were established. Dell 
Upton , Architectural Historian , Rich
mond, Va. 

Modern Architecture: A Critical History. 
Kenneth Frampton. (Oxford University 
Press, $17.95.) 

In some elevated circles, it is hardly 
worth the bother of having a book pub
li shed about your work unless it includes 
at least an introduction by Kenneth 
Frampton. Having served simultaneously 
as professor at both New York City 's 
Columbia University and London's Royal 
College of Art and as a fellow of the In
stitute for Architecture and Urban Stud
ies, Frampton is a transatlantic fountain
head of erudition about architecture. We 
don 't mention this in order to imply that 
his reputation is overinflated; it isn't. 
Frampton is extraordinarily well in
formed, full of facts and interesting 
opinions. 

No, we mention his reputation in order 
to suggest how important his book is like
ly to be. When he turns his attention to 
the history of the modern movement, 
many of his admirers-many of them 
also influential, many of them also teach
ers-are bound to follow. Through this 
chain of influence over students of archi
tecture, Frampton's history is potentially 
the most important since Giedion's. 

The book is, the subtitle tells us, not 
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just a history but a critical history, what
ever that means. To infer from the writ
ten evidence, it means a history that is 
highly selective, emphasizing issues, the
ories and movements rather than build
ings, and there is no pretense at being 
comprehensive. Well , fine, we already 
have plenty of comprehensive histories. 

Even so, there is something dangerous 
about a history that is broadly influential 
and narrowly personal. Missing completely 
here, for a few examples, are Albert Kahn 
and Felix Candela, Richard Morris Hunt 
and Bruce Goff, Paul Rudolph and I. M. 
Pei. A drawing by Alberto Sartoris is 
shown on the dust jacket, but neither it 
nor Sartoris is mentioned inside. Pierre 
Chareau, to whose Maison de Verre 
Frampton once devoted more than 50 
pages of Perspecta, is also unmentioned. 
These-and more-are deliberate omis
sions, of course; nevertheless, those who 
assign this history to their students should 
warn them of the book's selectivity. 

What the book does, it does very well. 
What Frampton tells us about architec
tural theory is invariably interesting. As 
concerned as he is with esthetics and 
ideas, whether or not they were ever 
manifest in construction, he is equally 
concerned with the social, political and 
economic milieux that were the breeding 
grounds of those theories and on which 
they hoped to act. If the relation-
ship between society and art is not always 
clear-if we do not always know which 
was the cause, which the results, or if 
there were any successful relationship at 
all-we should probably blame society 
and art, not Frampton . 

Within the limits of emphases on theory 
and on social relevance, it is Le Corbusier 
who receives the most attention here, in 
three nonconsecutive chapters. But in the 
book 's final paragraph , a plea for height
ened environmental character, it is Aalto 
who emerges as the hero. "How rarely," 
Frampton writes, "do we encounter a 
modern work where the inflection of a 
chosen tectonic penetrates into the inner
most recesses of the structure, not as a 
~talizing force but as the declension of 

iudn articulate sensibility. That modern 
society still possesses a capacity for such 
inflection finds confirmation in the finest 
work of Aalto. Against his inspiring 
achievement, the present tendency of 
modern building to be devoid of content, 
to be reduced, so to speak, through the 
way in which it is built, returns us to the 
Heideggerian challenge that building, 
dwelling, cultivating and being were once 
indivisible." 

The book could have profited from 
more illustrations, for there are refer
ences some of us need help with . Are we 
really familiar, as Frampton assumes, 
with Behrens' Turin Vorhalle of 1902, 
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mentioned twice, or his 1920 I. G. Farben 
building? And Van der Vlugt's 1933 
Bergpolder flats? Frankly, they don't leap 
to mind. 

But if we do not always understand 
Frampton's references, if we cannot al
ways unravel his prose and if we do not 
always agree with his opinions, we must 
acknowledge that he has written a fas
cinating, rich book, performing the great 
service of making us aware of our own 
architecture's fascinating, rich past. 

Stanley Abercrombie, AJA 

Improving Your Waterfront: A Practical 
Guide. Department of Commerce, Office 
of Coastal Zone Management. (U.S. Gov
ernment Printing Office, $5.) 

One of the principal purposes of this 
guide is to suggest a wide range of devel
opments for waterfront renewal projects 
and to note the various sources of govern
mental aid that may be used. The focus 
is on implementation rather than on the 
design of waterfront renewal. Using the 
case study approach, the guide describes 
alternative management structures that 
have been used successfully around the 
country. 

Socorro: A Historic Survey. John P. Con
ran, assisted by Anthony Alofsin. (Uni
versity of New Mexico Press, $12.95.) 

Socorro, N.M., site of a Spanish mission 
built in 1626, abandoned for years and 
then resettled about 1816, is a study in 
architectural styles in the Southwest in the 
19th and early 20th centuries. This book, 
which provides an architectural survey of 
the town, is not a guidebook, but rather 
a preservation plan for a historic site, pre
pared under contract by the Santa Fe, 
N.M., architectural firm of Conron & 
Lent. A useful guide to the preservation 
of any historic district, it contains a draft 
of an ordinance presented to the Socorro 
city council and a survey of tax incentives, 
financing and urban homesteading. The 
study is a model for architectural surveys 
of small cities throughout the U.S. The 
book is complemented by photographs by 
Joseph E. Smith, a commercial photog
rapher in the late 1800s. 

Paint Handbook. Edited by Guy E. Weis
mantel. (McGraw-Hill, $37.50.) 

Directed to the users of paint and other 
coatings, this book is the work of 21 ex
perts who have collaborated in the pro
duction of a comprehensive guide on the 
specification and applications of paints, 
varnishes and lacquers. Among the topics 
considered are paint fundamentals, sur
face preparation, coatings for metals and 
wood, applications techniques and interior 
architectural coatings. The emphasis is on 
paint specifications rather than paint for-

Questions 
About Your 
Subscription 

mulation, with attention given to the most 
appropriate finish for a particular surface 
under varying climatic conditions. The 
architect who wants a practical guide to 
coatings will find the book useful. 

Foster Associates. Reyner Banham. (Lon
don, RIBA Publications, 3.75 pounds.) 

This is a modest little book, reviewing 
a body of work that, neither modest nor 
little, includes some of the most cele
brated modern (yes, modern) work being 
done today. The emphasis is on breadth 
of coverage of the work by England's 
Foster Associates (the book includes al
most 50 buildings dating from 1963 to 
1979) rather than depth or detail (no 
building gets more than three pages in 
this survey, many on! y one). We are thus 
given a valuable understanding of the 
genesis of some of the best-known build
ings, but are left with a hunger for more 
information. How is the glass wall at 
Ipswich detailed? What are the inter
changeable panels of the Sainsbury facade 
made of? Reyner Banham's introduction, 
just as you'd expect, is both thought
provoking and delightfully readable. It 
emphasizes that, although most of the 
buildings shown have a "high-tech" gloss 
about them, their design is really gov
erned by a sensible care for appropriate 
-not necessarily high-technology. 
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The American 
Institute of 
Architects 

Building owners expect their architects 
and engineers to have the practical 
knowledge it takes to translate energy 
theory into a reliable form of practice. 

This book, written by two architects 
and an engineer who have hands-on ex
perience in energy-conscious building 
design and redesign, does just that. It 
presents a proven process that design 
professionals can use (or adapt) to study 
the present energy performance of a 
building, uncover opportunities for 
energy-conscious improvements, evalu
ate those opportunities, and see to it 
that they are carried out to the owner's 
best benefit. 

The book describes in detail a manual 
technique for calculating energy usage 
and shows in a sample problem how 
that technique can be applied. This al
lows the reader to evaluate any energy 
design solution, including solar assisted 
alternatives. It also provides a basis for 
understanding computer-aided energy 
estimating techniques. 

In developing their work, the authors 
have recognized that non-energy related 
concerns such as user comfort, en
vironmental impact and visual appear
ance are as important in an energy
related design as energy performance 
itself, and they urge designers to iden-

The American 
Institute of Architects 

Energy 
Planning for 
Buildings 
Michael M. Sizemore AIA 
Henry Ogden Clark AIA 
William Ostrander PE 

tify these at the outset of a project and 
to keep them in mind to the end. 

An opening chapter offers a look at 
the basic concerns of energy planning, 
including such concepts as comfort; il
lumination and daylighting; the building 
envelope; heating, ventilating and air
conditioning; and the very concept of 
energy itself. 

Chapter 2 takes up the roles and re
sponsibilities of the team needed to carry 
a project through to a successful end. 
Team members discussed include the 
owner, the architect/engineer, the build
ing users and operators. energy 
suppliers, product manufacturers and 
building officials. 

Chapter 3, a key part of the book, 
shows how to study a building's present 
performance (or, in the case of a new 
building, analyze a set of building plans) 
so the energy planner can examine the 
impact of any proposed changes sug
gested as a way to greater energy effi
ciency. 

Chapter 4 pinpoints those opportuni
ties, describing the best way of identify
ing them. The following Chapter 5 then 
shows how best to narrow the list of 
possibilities to those that make the 
most sense in terms of cost. time. 
payback and technical feasibility. Two 

levels of evaluation are given- "quick" 
and "detailed." 

Chapter 6 shows what is needed to 
carry out the recommendations stem
ming from the evaluation. and offers 
much sound advice to the energy plan
ner and owner for monitoring the results 
and maintaining the renewed building at 
a peak of performance. 

This chapter is followed by a sample 
problem which illustrates the procedural 
steps presented in the various chapters. 

Finally, an appendix includes discussions 
on system response and cost benefit 
analysis. 

There is also a glossary and a practical 
reference list. 

ENERGY PLANNING FOR BUILDINGS 
fills a serious need for a practical, 
process-oriented book which energy 
planners can use, and owners can refer 
to, as they embark on a new building 
project or go about redesigning an exist
ing one for greater energy efficiency. 

156 pages. 120 charts and illustra
tions. 

$40 AIA Members 
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Southwestern Colonial Ironwork: The 
Spanish Blacksmithing Tradition from 
Texas to California. Marc Simmons and 
Frank Turley. (Santa Fe: Museum of 
New Mexico Press, $25.95 hardbound, 
$14.95 paperbound.) 

Historian Marc Simmons and black
smith Frank Turley have collaborated in 
the preparation of this interesting book on 
ironmaking by Hispanic craftsmen in the 
colonial Southwest. The first 40 pages are 
devoted to the history of ironmaking in 
Spain, colonial Mexico and the Spanish 
Southwest. The major part of the book 
concerns the ironsmith and his methods 
and products that were used in the home 
and on farms and ranches and in missions. 
The manufacture and uses of ironwork 
objects are shown in numerous photo
graphs and drawings. 

Earth-Sheltered Housing: An Annotated 
Bibliography and Directory. Pauline A. 
Keehn. (CPL Bibliographies, 1313 E. 
60th St., Chicago, IIL 6063 7, $11.) 

A problem in compiling a bibliography 
on a subject of rising current interest is 
that it is outdated before it can be pub
lished. This one on earth sheltered con
struction is commendable, although it 
necessarily omits significant books and 
articles on the subject recently off the 
press. The bibliography, one in a series 
published by the Council of Planning Li
brarians, contains references to more 
than 300 titles published between 1950 
and 1980. There are annotated references 
to books, papers, journal articles and 
conference proceedings. Among the other 
inclusions are a list of some architects 
and others involved in earth sheltered 
architecture, addresses of four book sel
lers and indexes by author and subject. 

The California Bungalow. Robert Winter. 
(Hennessey & Ingalls, $14.95.) 

As ubiquitous as Coca-Cola, bungalows 
dot the American landscape, but the bun
galow's "real home," says Robert Winter, 
is California, suggesting that state's "style 
of life, its mild climate, its casual living 
with nature." Although Winter makes a 
nod toward bungalows elsewhere, he con
centrates on those in California, particu
larly southern California. He places the 
bungalow in its economic and social con
text, tells of its form and function , de
scribes the "implications and innovations.' 
J nterestingly written and illustrated with 
an array of black and white photographs 
and plans, the book will interest those 
who see architecture as a beacon light in 
social history. 

Winter, who lives in a Pasadena bunga 
low that is on the National Register of 
Historic Places, is professor of the history 
of ideas at Occidental College. " It is goo 
to come home," he says. 
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Architecture in the Seventies. Udo Kulter
mann. (Architectural Book Publishing 
Co., $29.95.) 

Forty-five of what Udo Kultermann 
considers to be "the most interesting 
buildings completed in the 1970s" are 
briefly described and illustrated in this 
book. The 27 countries covered range 
from the U.S. to Iran. Kultermann char
acterizes the work as not turning its back 
on the future but as becoming "respectful 
of the past." It is this tension, he says, 
that makes the buildings "so fascinating 
to study." Work in the U.S. is represented 
by Richard Meier's Bronx Development 
Center; Moore Grover Harper's Whitman 
Village on Long Island; Moshe Safdie's 
Coldspring New Town in Baltimore; Stan
ley Tigerman's Illinois Regional Library 
for the Blind and Handicapped, Chicago, 
and Harry Weese's Village Hall, Oak 
Park, Ill. 

Fabrics for Historic Buildings. Second 
edition. Jane C. Nylander. (Preservation 
Press, $6.95.) 

Textiles are more perishable than build
ing materials and pose a real problem 
when new upholstery or other fabric is 
required. This small paperbook of 58 
pages, written by the curator of textiles 
and ceramics at Old Sturbridge Village, 
Mass., is invaluable for homeowners or 
preservationists who need to buy appro
priate fabrics for various restoration pro
jects. It catalogs more than 300 commer
cially available reproductions of fabrics 
in this country in the 18th and 19th cen
turies. The list is divided into five periods, 
each of which is introduced by a terse de
scription of characteristic fabrics of the 
period. Advice is given also on the use of 
appropriate nonreproduction fabrics. The 
booklet contains a list of manufacturers, a 
glossary and a bibliography. 

The Works in Architecture of Robert & 
James Adam. With a new introduction by 
Henry Hope Reed. (Dover, $50.) 

Scholars are indebted to Dover Publi
cations, Inc., New York City, for the 
many reproductions of celebrated books 
of architecture that the firm publishes. 
Many of them are impossible to find ex
cept in the rare books rooms of libraries. 
This large format book, surely one of the 
handsomest Dover has yet published, re
produces three volumes originally brought 
out between 1778 and 1822 and all of the 
106 original plates. 

Added to the pleasure of this re-pub
lication is a splendid essay by Henry Hope 
Reed. He concludes: 

"With the inevitable return of the classi
cal tradition, the Adam style is bound to 
be rediscovered and variations on it will 
once again be executed." When they are, 
this volume will be a gold mine for 
designers. D 
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tions in over 100 countries. 
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143 Atlas Door Corp . . . ...... . . . .. . .. 367 
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144 Ca nadian General Tower 368-369 
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113 Ceco Corporation . . . . . 328-329 

Fe11sho/t, In c. 
6 Celotex Corporation . . . ... . .. . .. 14-15 

Mike Sloa11 Ad1•ertisi11g 
14 Celotex Corpora tion . . .. . . . . . ... 28-29 
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57 Cold Spring Granite . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120 
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12 Columbia Lighting, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . 25 
78 Columbus Coated Fabrics . . . . . . . . . 273 

Lord, S11/liva11 & Yoder 

8 Consolidated Aluminum Corp . 18-19-
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111 Construction Management, Inc. 3 
153 Construction Specialties .. . . . ... . . 

Brian J . Ga11to11 Productions 
4 l Control Data Corp. . . . . . . . . . . . . 94-

E. H . Bro w11 Adv. Agency 
88 Copperweld Tubing Group . . . . . . . . 2 

Dix & Eaton, In c. 
24 Covington Technologies . . . .. . .. . . 

R eeds and Farris 
109 Cyro Industries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
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27 Disco Aluminum Products Co. 
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141 Dryvit Systems, Inc ..... . . .. .. 364-3 

Fern / Hanaway , Inc. 
74 Dukane Corp. . .. . .. . . .. ... . .. . . 

E. R. Holli11gsworth & Assoc. 
77 DuPont (Antron ) .... . . . . . .. . 270-
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58 DuPont (Corian) . . ..... . . ..... . . 
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H oward Swi11k Advertising 
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13 7 Elastizell Corp. of America 

Ke11rick Advertising, Inc. 
l 45 Elliptipar, Inc . .. .. . . ... . . .. ... . . 
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122 Epic Meta ls Corp. . .. ... . ... ... . . 
80 Faber-Castell Corp . . ... .... . .... . 

Gra11t Marketing Comm1111ications 
39 Follansbee Steel Corp .. . . ... .. . . . . 

Group Marketing & Communication 
44 Ford Glass Di v ..... . ..... .. . ... . 

Wells, Rich , Gree11e 
76 Formica Corporation ... . . ...... . 

Michael R . A bramso11 Assoc. 
138 GAF Corp . . . . . ... . .. .. . .. . . .. . 

Shaw & Todd 
5 Gail Architectural Ceramics .. .. .. . 

A veri/l Advertising 
25 General Aluminum Corp ... .. . ... . 
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72 General Electric Silicone .... . .. .. . 
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Gold Bond Bldg., Prod. 
Div. Nat'! Gypsum Co ......... 292-293 

Faller, Klenk & Quinlan 
Grinnell Sprinkler Systems . . . . . . . . 280 

Hutchins/Y &R 
Grunau Sprinkler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 362 

William Eisner & Assoc. 
Haws Drinking Faucet Co. . . . . . . . . 77 
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Homasote Company . . . . . . . . . . . . 339 

Gillespie Advertising 
Howmet Aluminum Corp. . . . . . . . . 8 

Crume & Associates 
Hydrozo Coatings Co ............. 338 

Johnson AdGraphics 
ICC Business Research ........... 306 

Innovation Concepts Advertising 
Inryco, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82 

Melrose Adv. Assoc. 
Insoport Industries . . . . . . . . . . . 68-69 

Gray & Rogers 
Integrated Ceilings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53 
International Masonry Inst. ....... 288 

Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc. 
ITT Outdoor Lighting ............ 337 

John Malmo Advertising 
Jewett Refrigeration Co ........... 373 

Bowman, Block, Fatin & Cook 
Johns-Manville (BSD) .......... 22-23 

Broyles, Alleba11gh & Davis 
Joy Manufacturing Co. . . . . . . . . . . . 90 

Covey & Koons 
Kawneer Architectural Products .. 56-57 

Garrison, Jasper, Rose & Co. 
KDI Paragon, Inc. . . . . .......... 132 

Lloyd S. Howard Assoc. 
Kentucky Wood Floors, Inc. . . . . . . 344 
Kim Lighting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 311 

Kim Advertising 
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KR Advertising 
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KR Advertising 
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Campbell-Mithun, Inc. 
Knoll International . . . . . . . . . . . . 78-79 

Epstein, Raboy Advertising 
Koppers Company, Inc .......... 71-76 

The Advertising Center 
Krain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 

A rclzitect11ral Complements 
Levolor ...................... Cov. 3 

Muller, Jordan, Weiss 
Levolor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122-123 

Muller, Jordan, Weiss 
Libbey-Owens-Ford (LOF) .... 126-127 

Campbell-Ewald 
Libyan Government, People Bureau . 124 

Huron Advertising 
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The Foxridge Agency 
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Medusa Cement Co. . . . . . . ...... 299 

Hayden, Stanford & Assoc. 
Meisel Photochrome Corp ......... 357 

Hoffman Advertising 
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Milliken Advertising Agency 

Monsanto Company .......... 296-297 
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Faller, Klenk & Quinlan 
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Sargent ........................ 334 
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A llisani Productions 
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Ad Mar Co., Inc. 

Sterner Lighting Systems .... 291 
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Lord Sullivan & Yoder 

Tamko ......................... 285 
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Dramatic, distinctive ceiling systems that combine European 
ambiance and American ingenuity Famous Daempa ™ of Denmark 
designs, unrivaled for beauty for decades, are now being made by 

Levolor---0 name American architects have trusted for half a century 
There are six different systems, some with virtually invisible 

perforations, for optimum sound control. 100 Levolor colors, many 
finishes, truly a new high in ceiling design. What we did for the 
window; we're now doing for the LE 

0 0 
® 

ceiling. For details, write Levolor 'j I 1 R 
Lorentzen, Inc., 1280 Wall Street V ~ ~ 

HT. L dh N r 07071 Ceiling Systems vvest, ;yn urst, · · A product of Levolor Lorentzen, Inc. 

Circle 151 on information card 

Dept. SSS -5 81 
Levolor Lorentzen, Inc. 
1280 Wall Street West, Lyn::lhurst, N.J. 07071 

D Please send information on Levolor Ceiling Systems. 
D Please have a representative contact me. 

Nmne 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 



. Beauty thats 
more than skin deep. 

Enhance and protect the natural beauty of wood with Olympic Oil Stain. 
Olympic penetrates wood to protect from within . Rich linseed oil and micro-milled 
pigments soak down into the fibers, giving wood a deep", uniform finish - -
that stays beautiful no matter how wet or how dry the weather gets. 

For ~dditional inform~tion , con~ult your Penetrates to 
Sweets Catalog. Or write Olympic: Dept. 

P, P.O. Box 1497, Bellevue, WA 98009. protect WOOd 
beautifully. 

Circle 152 on information card 
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